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Foreword

This report summarizes the recent
achievements and progress of ongoing
programs at the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory. It is the thirteenth in a series
initiated by AFGL's predecessor, the Air
Force Cam bridge Research Laboratories
(AFCRL). Written primarily for Air Force
and DoD managers of research and devel-

fir, opment, it shows how AFGL met the
needs of Air Force systems and extended

4;Ii g. the technology base in geophysics during
the period from January, 1985, through
December, 1986.

JOSEPH R. JOHN.-ON
Colonel, USAF
Commander
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I AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS
LABORATORY

The mission of the Air Force Geophys-
ics Laboratory (AFGL) is to understand
the geophysical environment in which Air
Force systems operate so that it can
define design parameters for these sys-
tems.

AFGL is part of the Space Technology
Center, headquartered at Kirtland AFB,
New Mexico. The Center reports to the
Space Division of the Air Force Systems
Command, Los Angeles AFS, California.

This report describes the achievements
and activities of AFGL from January 1,
1985, through December 31, 1986. During
this period, AFGL conducted research,
exploratory, and advanced development
programs in the physics of space, the
ionosphere, the atmosphere, the earth,
and optics. The products of these research
and development programs were transi-
tioned into the Air Force as military de-
sign standards, computer-aided design
tools, databases of geophysical effects,
tactical decision aids, computer models of
the environment and of its interaction
with Air Force systems, feasibility stud-
ies, and prototype hardware and software.

In 1985, Colonel Joseph D. Morgan, III,
commanded AFGL until July 18, when he
was succeeded by Colonel Joseph R. John-
son, formerly Chief of the Strategic Com-
mand, Control, and Communications Divi-



in foi irte I eu * tv Chie f of Staff. Re- and satellite platforms for experimental
SeachLT. De)velopnment and Acquisition. Col- payloadls arid the expansion of computer
ml i I.Zonv BarthIoloi mew served as Vice Capabilities have greatly advanced knowi-
Commnander of thle Laboratory, Ni ul July edge of geophYsics. The fourth edition

21,1. 1! k lhein he wa replaced h) Colonel emp~hasizes the space environment with
.JZmeS 1K. MID)1 mough-. prvcmsvInstal- chapters on the sunI and its emissions, the
lat Ion Comiimander a~t the New Boston earth's; mugnetic field, the radiation belts.
.\ S. Newx Hanmpshire. D r. A. T. Stair, Jr.. the ionosphere, and the aurora. Air Force
apint(61ed C hi f Scienltist In -hJanuar.\ l9S2. des;igners ol space vehicles will find the
retired in) I euemller 1Ps.section on electrical charging of space-

craft especially Useful. Infrared astroijo-

HANDBOOK OF GEOPHYSICS AND lInY, thle proNperties of the near-earth at-
THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT imh)51hei'e. and the earth sciences, are also

included. Selected bibliographies are given
In 19(,-1- tie Air P Icei ;ijh-k Laho- at the end of each chapter.

rato rV InL~lilseil the ti)iIrth edlitionm of it's
classic hiaindbook for Air Force dlesigners, FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY

en~ gies a ni sstemns operators. Since
1 961V. w\hen thle thirdI edlitio n was ptih- The Laboratory celebrated its fortieth
I is he I the idevelohpment of large rocket annix ersary vealr in 1986. Originally called

Thb. \P* ;[. i~prmeti koairri S. t.t duiift to right): Dr. Robert A.. MD iih~lireiir if the Atmospiheric
>',irniis k lvrmii CI i Jurn., K \! Il),iiniug Vice. Coimmiandier CI .1 1"Ihsi. Comini derilr: Mrs, Rita

Niga ii.I lii ('f tb. Space Ph; -ii i vision; auud D r. Do.naldl H, F kh ioilt I )urvvtir if the Earth Scicrnces
ki',.,,n %:ali'g , ruiiro Lt Col Riiliard G. Gaiwav. Ilirctoir of(i ph siis, P'rogramns D~ivisioin; Dr.
Ilanlail F, Nfoirph%. I liritiro tf tIn ItririiI 1'eehnoihigv ii;- ii:r1 Ir Ki rd G. Hendl IDi-ector of' T-rhnical
l'1ri; iiI k 1 ii ii- Mr No Iii 'kri% iLt).k I Irricr ofthei Iiiiisphi c Ph lvsii; IDivi.sin: Dr. Farl Go.
I ir,r. t I i I1 twi~i F'iu I)u6 ioi D t~~fh K [i rbi f o.Fililtir. I ire tiiro ii P.. rch Servici's IDivisiiin: Lt Coli

r i i t'. li t : i i : kiI i- n S Iv n M Ta i i g (i ui (n t I ) i % i I )n 1r. eiaI Stark, D~irector i f the
A .r ii.Erg r k iiwir Nf.1 FiI vrr Irinli. A\ssistanut fir Mauuageiquueit Iufiirniatioiu ps*Fjhito biv



:3

'MIaj .John A\. (Gautiit. I 4-putv I hrcitor of ti1w
Adolph S, Jursa deft). Sitctific Ediitor iir.aud sp ivsj' Ih sjio. dcittistrat". lasic
Mariur 'schiruct. Assistant Edijtor. jrsi princile of physics, at AF'G1, (1w pu t i -Ii-.

ho fourth eliutj'n if thu. Air Force ~ ITi stuilunu suaItd tu i a ruvilrg chair
I-inuduui,k iif ;i;phsics ant h( Space udiscvers lo\% hurl it is to turnii :t uIsitumtig

Ft iiinicftitt t (Col . 1. It. Jo nson, A-Ft 1 whel- \% hilu b i, rotating.i (1I 'SA.F phoi lv,.
( ",-11. mander I ( "A F photo bYv c x 1.1viS . L. Stutunrs).

the Cambridge Field Station if the Army [)ivisi1on by the Ali- Force Association of
Air Forces, the Laboratory began recruit- Los Angeles )in 1 986. Its unique contribu-
ing scientists from the Radio Research tions to the Space D~ivision mission Include
Laboratory at Harvard andl the Radiation building anl infrared database for surveil-
Laborator ' at MIT in) August. 194;5. It dfid lance satellites, measuring the acoustic
nt receive formal status, however, until environment at the Space Shuttle launch

June, 1946. The Cambridge Field Station comp~lex at Vandenberg AFB, California,
became th( Air Force C'ambridge Re- developing a ground-based laser radlar to
search Laboratories (AFCRL) in July. measure atmospheric density for shuttle
1949. After a major reorganization in orbits, and inventing a revolutionary tech-
1976, AFCRL, was redesignated the Air niqlue to acquire missile plumie signatures.
Force Geophysics Laboratory and elec-
tronic functions were transferred to the SCIENTIFIC STAFF
Rome Air D evelopment ('enter.

Fortieth Anniversary events included The talent and reputation of the scienl-
anl Open House in April, the dedication of tific staff are the Laboratorv's chief asset.
a new P~ayload Verification andl Integra- Of the 254 scientists- and engineers at
tion Facility in July. and a gala Anniversa- AFGL, 95 have doctor's degrees. 76 have
rv [Dinner in October, at which Lt Gen master's degrees.
.James A. Abrahamson, D~irector of the Dr. George A. Vanasse, physicist in the
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, Optical Physics D~ivision, received the
was guest speaker. Harold Brown Award in) 19S5, the third

.\F'G1L was named the Outstanding Brown award to anl AF'GI scientist since
Aerospace Unit of the Yfoar in Space 1976. IDr. Vanasse decveloped1 a revolution-



Mrs. Ruth K. Seidmtan, director of tile
'A AFGIL Libro rv, wvas named the Outstand-

ing Technical Librarian in the Air Force In
1985, for her Initiative in automiating thle
libraryvs catalog.

First Lieutenant Frank J. lannarilli, re-
serhphysicist in the Infrared Techinido-

gv Division, was one of three Air Force
officers awarded the Air Force Researchl
and Development Award in 1985. He de-

.1 4 F 'r,~tS Me~irtuv ijutri.velopedl new (lata-analvsis methiods for
C.1,lnado 4 - at 11\~m 11,6 Oct(h4I- infrared target signatures. He increased

19,; ithii ribbol at dtIiiat4 - the efficipey of the data processing and
fI- Fi .~r ii TwFPa% ''!aniti operation by a factor of tenl. His

A-t 11Lit 1111 w-, a ' TtWlt C.. mnethods were recently appliedt h hr
* i t) Vw C'H.mi 1* t hr acterization of thle infrared signatures, of'

I' I)P. -0-1. M:irk .\liii. naval vessels in support of thle Navy.

\Hd h.%jt S\ James H. Brown, Robert R. Beland,
Efinlund A. Murph v, 1 Lt Susan Sheldon.
and Edmond M. [)ewan. of the Atmo-

:ticv ii t ra mnt cal led 8( Backgroun~d spheric Optics Branch, won an Aiir Force
Optical >nr press on S vstem i) ti detect tar- SyNstems Command Quarterly Science and]

ctwith lo w In fraredI signatures, such as~ Engineering Technical Achieve ment
04 isl ic 1i us. against backgroundI inter- Award in 1986. They dlesigned a unique
f-rev t. It enhaiwes the effectiveness of optical ttirbulence sensor to be used in
,frared u orvk-i lk ic 5stems. The* Ai d*(evelop)ing and siting grotind-base1 lasers

F rct Wnitis iS i rznltor'\ and Space for .the .Strategic D~efense Initiative Or-
I ivis oin chi isc this inst ru nwt to ob tain gan ization and the D)epart me nt of
laser kill ass snwnt s fori the -Strategic Defense.

IeiieIniit iative Itri igra4ls. Ms. Margaret Ann Shea received the
iommemorativye Medal honoring I100)

Ma~ter Nti '(utl ge r W. Sands. I(- Years 4f International Geophi'ysics from
starch andI hvlntttchniciani in the the 'Soviet G;eophy-sical Commiittee of tile
Fart h -icwnco-I ivisit n, w i the I efcinse ['SSR Academyv of Sciences,.
MapI in Agtniv, -,s R1esearch A\ward in The prestige of the scientific staff is
114--l- for his i nrIo isti) th'i design, further evidenced byv thle election of A F( F
iiilittrlltiii. ;tiid iI)tnatioii o *\ AFG(;s scientists as fellows of their professional
tmtanslortaIi l-i t g ravinttr. He is soieities: the Optical 'Society'1 of America
thi !'ir-t,1 l~i ma! ti win this award. light fellows). the American Association

'Ph travne i Oll 11e1unY instronient for the Advaicenent of Science, the
M. taiei the- I t Iii States to nea' Sirt American Meteorilogical Society, the Geo-

:thsilhit, r\i. h() lI Ilepart mint of ltogical Society of America: antd l)*v senior
Iri~i iii kniwlelgi is ittil t o Iii iniimbeshi1, in thle Institute of Electrical

i Ow ~thii a roqipirtl hY oir si ia- anti Elect ronic Engineers, andi memiber-
* i~a~ Hns H-,t o sship in the New York Academy of Science.



Al-ti I-rtetbAnivrsay mnr.( eadtale uetsinc(*lude Hantscom iAVHii (bajlain Father Mauuii (left;.
J s 1udith -Jaims a. gut-st spaker Lt ( n.Janws A. Abirahamuson. i rector of the Strategic I efunse I itiative

)rvamization. and Col J. 1I{. Johnsn AFt;. Conmander; (SAF photo bY Josephb liglik-llii.

AFGL scientists also serve on commit- Sciences, the National Research Council,
tees of such international organizations as the Office of Science Technology Policy of
the International Scientific Radio U~nion the President. the American Geophysical
(I'RS I). the International Association of Union, and the American Institute of Aer-
Geomnagnetisin and Aeronomy (IAGA), onautics and Astronautics. (A co~mplete
the International Association for Mete- listing is given in Appendix B.)
orology and Atmospheric Physics ubr fAU sinitsaeci

(TAMP),theIntrnaionl Uionof ure tors of p~rofessional journals and members-
aind Applied Physics (I U PA I), the Scien- of editorial boards, such as the journal of
tific (Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Phys-j

ics SCOTEP, ad te Iteratit .ial PlanetarY and Space Sciencne; associate
Vics SoSTGePdes and tehe scs (neratona editor of the Journal of GeophysicalI Re-

listingno (h k s ee and Geop vicsA.) so ' search; associate edlitor of the U.S. Na-
ci!:plet liting seeApientlx ~tional Report to XIX General Assembly.

LaboratorY scientists are also called to international Union of Geodesy and Geo-
work on committees of mnany national p~hysics; co-editor, Adv(Jances in Sp~ace Re-
organizations, both fedleral and profes- sac;co-editor. Radio Secience (special
siona1, such as the National Academyv of issue on ''Ionospheric Effects on Radio



Many nembers of the scientific staff
were invited to give lectures at important
conferences, such as the High Resolution
Solar Workshop, Munich. Germany, 1985;
Fifth General Assembly of the Interna-
tional Association of Geomagnetisin and
Aeronomy, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1985;
Invited Professor, University of Paris,
1985; Fifth and Sixth Workshops on Maxi-
mum Entropy and Bayesian methods in
Applied Statistics, 1985-86; COSPAR Gen-
eral Assembly ("White Light Movies of
the Sojar Photoflares from the SOUP
Instrument Spacelab 2": Chair, Plasma
and Neutral Gas Injections, of Symposium

A r .\ \anasse. Ilyivist il the on Active Experiments in Space), Tou-!. l t}-lv'- I~I\5 sifl. r y',en tire
tta', I li,,) .\warri , i lt, v i louse, France, 1986; Fifth Sym posium on

i , ., .I r - t ,hfi ,s s A t o m i c a n d S u r f a c e P h y s i c s . O b e r t r a u n ,
l a ck r r ,in .n i r a drl l i atl i , , ! r I:fr , l l , r r ra I s ' i g f l U A u s t r i a , 1 9 8 6 ; B r o t h e r t o n L e c t u r e s a t U n i -

, t lrar ,' t:Ir w.ts 'rIt as rirr ssile -ersit of Leeds, Leeds, U nited K ingdom ,

¢ I i, , . , .\ . t \ >., , t ,',. , .19 8 6 : N A T O A d v a n c e d S t u d y I n s t i t u t e o n
Structure, Reactivity, and Thermochemis-

/ try of Ions, Les Arcs, France, 1986; Amer-
ican Chemical Society Meeting, 1986;A, Workshop on Trends and Perspectives in
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy, Vienna,

" Austria, 1986; Workshop on Atmospheric
Transparency, Cari, Italy, 1986; Bates
International Colloquium on Atomic and
Molecular Physics, Queen's University,
Belfast, Northern Ireland, 1986.

To maintain its excellnt technical staff,
AFGL must interest the best young scien-
tists in its mission and its technical pro-
grams. To accomplish this objective, the

I r rhn mt I':iuiir. r',Ii?( h rhe ist in th, Laboratory has for a number of years
ll,,rstrrrr i rPv s-i ,.s I isill. wrrl the

[.a'ratryw'r s iriit,r [.rsr .\ward participateO in program s to attract and
f r isr "oar r a hie iflr .lts Ii attn s pi'ric encourage young post doctoral scholars to
i',.1lstr , I S F ,h, t ,, h.\ John F. continue their research at the Laboratory

with internationally recognized experts in

Systems,'' 195;i editor,. 'The Lower At- their fields.
One such program is the National Re-

nl sh.r of Solar Flares," Proceedings of search Council Post Doctoral Associate-
the National Solar Observatory/NASA ship. Through this program, candidates
Sunimer Symposium. 1985. receive one-year appointments (with an



opportunity to renew for one additional Other programs in which the Laborato-
year) as regular or senior appointees. ry participates are the USAF Summer
Recently. there have been four or five Faculty Program i,nd the Graduate Stu-
such appointees at AFGL each year, in- dent Summer Support Program adminis-
Cluding both United States and foreign tered by the Air Force Office of Scientific
citizens. Research. Qualified faculty members

from universities across the country work
at Air Force laboratories during the sum-
mer months. AFGL has benefited from
twelve to fourteen suc, appointees each
summer during the past two years. Two
of the 1986 Nobel laureates in chemistry
were formerly sponsored by AFGL: Pro-
fessor John Polanyi and Professor Dudley
Hershbach. Six graduate students were
also working on research topics of interest
to the Air Force during the summer of
1986.

In response to Air Force concerns aboutl )r. M. Susan (Gussenhoven (left) and lDr.

David A. Hardy (center), physicists in the a projected shortfall in scientists and engi-

Space Physics Division, and Mr. Ernest neers because high school students no
Holeman, AFGI, contractor, shown here longer seemed to be preparing for techni-
with AFGL Vice Commander Col. James K. cal careers, the Laboratory initiated a
McIlonough, won the Laboratory's Marcus
1). ()'Day Award for their statistical study of high school apprenticeship program in
auroral electron precipitation, in which they 1985. Seven students from area high
analyzed over 14 million electron spectra.(IS Fphoto by Joseph [uglielli). schools served eight-week apprenticeships

under Laboratory mentors in each of the

last two years. After learning FORI RAN

The AFGL Geophysics Scholars Pro- and how to program the VAX 780, the
gram was initiated in the fall of 1982. This apprentices contributed to such Laborato-
program also awards one-year fellowships ry programs as short-term high accuracy
which can be renewed for an additional weather forecasts, an interactive weather

year. It is open only to citizens of the display system, and the analysis of daci
United States and is designed primarily to for the Defense Meteorological Satellit,
attract young scientists with newly Program.

awarded doctoral degrees and little or no The Laboratory sponsored twenty-one
nonuniversity experience. Geophysics workshops in the reporting period in
Scholars have numbered eleven to thir- which scientists from the other services,
teen over the past two years and have government agencies, universities, and
come from universities across the coun- private contractors joined the AFGL
try. The contributions of these young men staff to exchange information and plan
and women scientists, along with the ideas research on topics of mutual interest.
and enthusiasm they bring with them, are These include the Infrared Information
readily apparent and stand out as exam- Symposium, the Interactions Measure-
ples of the program's success. ment Payload for Shuttle (IMPS) Experi-



nicnters NVorking ( r )U. the AFt;, I. glnixat itis other than headt~quarters,
D A RP A Nutclear Tet's Hain " t1itt il i~ rO Usetd tt )H ndct c~tntinHi Hg lwIOgrains.
Rese(_arch Group,1) the USA F NMe.otscalti
Lelihi1cal EMhltagIL (;1'01t1p, the '11t tkeC
andi Aero)sil Wortking ;rttijt of' the Joittt
T1echnical (ordinating Grimop br Muni-
tit n FfBeetive Hess. ali the Neutral P a rt i- L
tc Beam Hihet tY M eeting. As thle techiii-
Cal agent oft tile D epartmtent otl I efense
ttmr atrtttslheric trallttlsslttl motes. thle

Review cttflci'encus tflt atmosptheric .

trasHlis iti n tnt it lels and gives an annunal
wwksli (H the codles at Wright-Patter-
soH Air Fitre Base. [rhe iltol(atir v also
contlucts an annual Tri-Service (louImd
MNodeling W trksho toi evalunate thle et'
fects (d cliol tH weapon sy stems, anti to Lt Gell Ali) sius (.ts'Spa>ce I)iviin

leetsIntowar gmes. AFG ;. ii;chti Amp. wich S~uports tit(
[it ! t the Atmospheric Sciences LDivi- LzIirtm.rv- scjutitifjc pro'grams. Mt.
spitn grax( a tjtori*al ttnvi -fiiismlain I t~it'Xt thc Fahricatimu

anti clttut-freo. line(-of-sight mod)(elintg for CIie gf(Iwa i m .Sen lmk Rgi.
the Strategic [)ef'ensv Inritiative ()rgani-
zatiotn. The Earth Sciences IDivision 5sitH-
st rS I 'L (;l1-t\ i~~it~t~'( n (I receives.- SU ilot fromt the Elee-

ference at the Air Force Academyo with titmic SyNsteims IDivision, the host rai
representatives frt im the D ep art ment ()f zatit n at H ans;cont APFR in accounting,

I )eense N .SA .iiitnstr. ani ii>tivrs011t1r(tel ltrtCtrentent, security, civil en-

t ies gineering, and suplt tlv. Hollomian AF13,
New Mexico, provides services to the
AFGL Balloon Detachment. AFGL, sup-

ANNUAL BUDGETS po)rts two divisions of' the Rome Air Devel-
tltnient ('enter ait Hanscom AFB in the

The aiinnual hut gets ftor the twt) ' Ytiiai areas tof the Rtesearch Librarv, laboratory
coveretd in this report are shtowi in the materials needed for the electronic tech-_
aCco mpanyv Hg talte. The totals includelt notVy m issio n. the computer, technical
salaries, etqlipment, travel. supltiets. cmn- phtttographY, mechanical and electrical
puter rental, andtimtse fintds going intot engineering, labtorattory layouts, electronic
ctntract rtsearch. The largest eitentli- instrumentation, and .woodiworking.

nurc is for con tract researchl' Ii;itwi del('t t I- All;, L itr acts are mon itoredl ltv scien-
mnit. tists whtt are thenuselves active, Itartici-

Funds( reteciveti frtn All Ls' higher pitting reseatrchters, and who plan thle re-
heatdtuairttrs. thet HQ A Fs( I )irettr of searCh, organize thte ltrogram. interptret
>eitrttt andi Teclimttttvy I m,. ami to a tOw results, and ,ha~rc the( wttrkloati ttf the

ltst' exen thsereet fritni A. C FS atoilcachi.



TABLE 1
SOURCES OF AFGL FUNDS

FISCAL YEARS 1985 - 86
FY 85 ($M) FY 86 (SM)

Air Force Systems Command-DL 60.2 60.9
Air Force Systems Command-Other than DL 5.5 8.5
Defense Nuclear Agency 1.4 0.3
Defense Mapping Agency 4.8 4.6
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 2.8 3.5
Other Defense Agencies 19.0 16.4
Other Govt Agencies 0.5 0.2

94.2 94.4

FIELD SITES AFGL launched :34 research balloons
during 1985-86 from its permanent bal-AFGL operates several field sites, the loon launch facility at Holloman AFB,

largest of which is the Ground-Based New Mexico, a fr om ar site

Remote Sensing Facility in Sudbury, Mas- at oelc, n Mxo, Rmoa, Ci-

sachusetts. Here four meteorological ra- foia, Ne UtahTes Rane Thi-
darsanddat acuistio an prcesing fornia, and the Utah Test Range. Thir-

dars and data acquisition and processing teen of these flights were tethered bal-

equipment, including Perkin-Elmer 3242 loon misi.

and Digital VAX 11/750 computers, sup-

port a variety of meteorological inves- During a series of landmark tethered

tigations. operations, an AFGL i00,000 cubic foot

In New Mexico, AFGL operates a bal- aerostat was flown at a record-breaking

loon launch site at Holloman AFB and altitude of 22,500 feet above sea level. It

maintains the Solar Research Branch (sev- carried a target for a small, radar-guided

en scientists) of the Space Physics Divi- missile. Flying on a 4-mile long tether

sion at the Sacramento Peak Solar Obser- anchored to a tank, the aerostat was

vatory, Sunspot. safely towed over the desert to change the

At Goose Bay Station, Labrador, position of the target.

AFGL's Goose Bay Ionospheric Laborato- Free balloons launched from remote
ry studies subarctic events, including the sites to fly in the stratosphere over speci-
aurora and polar cap absorption of high- fied, limited test areas were also success-
frequency radio waves, fully flown for the SCRIBE 99 and KES-

AFGL carries out field tests at a num- TREL programs. Both payloads had pre-

ber of military installations, including cise pointing platforms controlled by radio
Sondrestrom AFB, Greenland, and the command.
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. AFGL conducted test and experimental
In addition, the Poker Flat Research balloon missions for Space Division, the
Range, Alaska, and commercial airports Electronic Systems Division, the U.S.
are also used. Army, U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, the



1 )e t c I Ise MaI ill, Ag ,\ geIrIv t hit I )e fv II-,e
Golluications .\gell:V. N AS.k. and sev-

tllal tiflive'SitiCS.
Ill f9,1)h ive m.inldint', rockets

wtere latuncelled ill suppo-l~t ()t' A\F'(; scieir-
tiStS. ' l'tih- \r totalISlscce2ss ful.,
butt a vehlicle <ste >t'a ill ()n one. All1

Dk'evkl1aiIm1 t' iml four idr'ing rmeket

A'miwit. hlfll tin. techicail effofrt iror-
inallv applll to re'search vehicle work is
1i4'w (1(.\ 'tt'l to te-lvn satellite and
shultttle i a' - se initegration. Ill thle

ri e r t I r~i g X Itellk t.,w ref0Wi

I t IO l,''-liisi' resf~irrh has conitinl-
ut d Ill t he areasI )fl ni cc'( )iiwics-sr-lbaseti
' I qti h I meeiltt\' systli, intelligent A H; 1, Mihilv LidarVtit at 1', ker Flat.

latS ij'"'e( ' 5vstemns. ailii commfland / A his a.

('('lt) s ' ytenirs. An aiilltive controller

' a' il-vehi~ed fo li se, o)It ;(!t Aw~ p- summer of 19835 and tested at AFGL. The
cla shuttle jiv'''trailer was taken to W~allops Island, Vir-

ginia. in September, 1985, and~ the sounlder
LIDAR SOUNDING LABORATORY was used in a meteorological study. The

A FG) s laser sti riding laboi'ator.% instrument was transp~orted to Alaska in

I LEA\N ondhse Lidar Experiment January, 1986, andl obtained a database on
t( ~ A on i bet Masuemens) as een high-latitude atmospiheric density variabil-

fosed Atmos e phechn auenn for bouniln itv to assist in decisions; on shuttle reentrv

iitriIII'sjheric pro pert ies. D uring the past from polar orbit.

tw') years. deh'rsitv arid temperatu re ieas-
u remetWS have bVee1 Made using ml)een- AFGL COMPUTER FACILITIES
hir s cattering. The technique holds the
Irmrlisf (of p)rvidliiug remote mecasure- AF(IL is continuing to update its comn-
Ilerits if atiosphecric i lensity and temper- Iluting facilities. The former Computer
attire p~rofiles which could eVentually re- (Center, which consisted of a large, cen-

I la 1 lst ()f the' current effort with t ral-site processing facility' , has been aug-
meterolo 1gical ro ckt ts.. A t unrahle laser inented with a brroadband Local Area Net-
h ms heonr a'dd ed to st inly~ thre 'sodIl i lay' er. work intercon necting the mainframe com-
depIt' d hI l'y ui'te' 'c 'Iust b etween 80) ;uter and numerous me(Iium-size virtual
a'1 100k111)il. memnory hosts. The hosts are a CD C Cvber

11rilig the IIii)Ia ui',lile lidlar sound- 180-)_860. a VAX 86350, and a VAX-il /780.

IT has heen le'vfiojo' arid tested. The A. pilot network which has been operation-
ir.trhniuilWasas'rlle~ 'uring~ tile al since the spring of 19843 consists of
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three main host systems and numerous phasing of information systems growth,
intelligent terminals, such as IBM person- and the identification and definition of
al computers, Tektronix color graphic ter- viable alternative information system ar-
minals, as well as a number of DEC chitectures to meet the stipulated evolu-
VT100 and VT200 type terr i The tionary needs. A new plan is being devel-

fully operational network was inle- oped to further respond to the needs of

mented in December, 1986, and is valued the AFGL user community for the next

at $19 million, five years.

A long range evolutionary plan complet- AFGL RESEARCH LIBRARY
ed during FY84 is being carried out to
provide a migration toward an advanced, The AFGL Research Library has the
full capability distributed, multimedia in- largest and most comprehensive scientific
formation system. This plan addresses and technical research collection in the
future network enhancements and ser- United States Air Force. This collection is
vices, translation of future user needs into international in scope and includes exten-
information system capabilities, the time- sive holdings in mathematics, chemistry,

BLACK HISTORY

The diverse collections of the AFGL Library permit it to mount a variety of exhibits throughout the Year. Here
Eleanor Gildersleeve, Serials Cataloguer, and Ellen lDobi, ('hif of Reference and Circulation Services. view the
Matthew Henson ,exhibit, which presented the true story of the discovery of the North Pole.
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physics, astrophysics, electronics, and In addition to its collection of publica-
geophysics. Each year the library adds tions, the library offers computer-aided
more than 2,500 new titles to the book literature searches of the Defense Techni-
collection. The library also subscribes to cal Information Center's (DTIC) extensive
approximately 1,800 current periodical ti- files, as well as many commercially avail-
ties. Of these, approximately 4,000 vol- able databases. This service provides the
umes are bound each year and added to patron with immediate access to millions
the permanent collection. Inhouse and of citations from journals, books, reports,
contractor technical reports from AFGL proceedings, and reviews published
and the Electronic Systems Division are
also maintained, both in paper and micro- throughout the world.

fiche.
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II SPACE PHYSICS DIVISION

The Space Physics Division conducts
the basic research and advanced develop-
ment in the solar-terrestrial system re-
quired for the development of the next
generation of Air Force space systems.
The results are essential to the design of
survivable, reliable space systems and to
the conduct of increasingly complex Air
Force space operations. The results are
applied directly to the development of
space weather forecasting tools, to space
systems design, and to optimizing the
performance of command, control, com-
munication, and intelligence systems.

The sun is the primary source of energy
in the solar-terrestrial system. Under-
standing the physical mechanisms respon-
sible for solar emissions is essential to the
success of the Air Force space mission.
The Solar Research Branch of the Space
Physics Division studies fundamental so-
lar processes, including the emission of
electromagnetic radiation, energetic pro-
tons, cosmic rays, and the solar wind.
Solar-particle, plasma, and electromagnet-
ic emissions determine the characteristics
of the interplanetary medium: the solar
wind and the interplanetary magnetic
field. The solar wind, in turn, is a major
determinant of the shape and size of the
magnetosphere-ionosphere cavity (see the
figure), and of the energetic particle con-
tent of the magnetosphere. The solar flare



is the most striking example of solar performance of Air F"orce space svstenis
diSturbances which can produce cata- is profolndlv affected by" energetic parti-
strophic effects ov \ir Force space sys- ties found in tie Elarth's Illagletosphere.
tens. Exciting result, have been achieved For example, these particles can seriously
from the solar experinients on Spacelab 2, degrade electronic components or cause
including a new understanding of granula- single event upsets (SEV 's). On both the
tion in solar magnetic-field regions and surface and interior of spacecraft they can
the nature of large-scale solar motions, also cZause charging, and discharging of

Most Air F orce space operations are materials which couple to spacecraft elec-

carried out within the ionosphere-magne- tronics. Unusually high particle fluxes

tosphere s.Vstem , as shown inI tile figure. generate a radiation hazard for manned

The outer boundary, the bow shock. is spaceflight and can interfere with high-
1 cated appr( xinmtely 10 erth ralii up- frequency radio communications ill the

streanm f'om) the earth along the sun-earth Earth's pola' regions.
line. rh, inn, r otlindary is identified Is To address these problens, the Space
the base of' the ionospheric E-layer at Physics Division is studying the fil'n'(tssts
ailriximately 100 kill. Within this svYs- governing tile energetic particle environ-
tem. regions of great inlportance to Air ment, beginning with the origin of the

Force operations are the earth's radiation particles in the solar atmosphere, their

belts and the high-latitude regions, inclhd- travel through the interplanetary nedium.

ing the aurioral zone and polar cap. The their acceleration in the Earth's nagneto-
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sphere, and their effects on space systems for space weather prediction. Further, the
and the ionosphere. Much of the recent analysis of the flight results have led to
work has focused on forming an integrat- significant discoveries about energy and
ed picture of this process, combining the particle transport across the boundaries
results of solar-flare research with solar of the solar-terrestrial regions. Factors
wind and magnetospheric models to pro- contributing to large-scale thermal plasma
vide a more complete specification and motions and the production of small-scale
new analytical representation of the dy- irregularities which produce scintillations
namical nature of energetic particle popu- in radio and radar signals have been
lations in the space environment. The goal determined. The results contribute to the
of the Space Physics Division is to develop operation of Air Force communication and
a capability to model, monitor, and predict surveillance systems operating at high
the behavior of the entire solar-terrestrial latitudes. Magnetic substorms are initiat-
system. ed when the energetic particles in the

To carry out these programs, state-of- earth's plasma sheet and dayside cusp are
the-art space flight and groundbased diag- suddenly accelerated along open magnetic
nostics must be developed, and analytical field lines into the near-earth environ-
and phenomenological models of the sys- ment. Studies of ionosphere-magneto-
tem derived. During the past year, 18 sphere coupling will lead to a capability
spaceflight instruments were delivered to for predicting substorm and auroral and
the SPACERAD/CRRES (Space Radia- polar cap ionization. The results will con-
tion/Combined Release and Radiation Ef- tribute to models of satellite drag, auroral
fects Satellite) integrator. A principal goal infrared emissions, improved frequency
of this program is to accelerate the trans- management, and to specification of con-
fer of new microelectronic technologies to ditions under which serious signal loss
Air Force space programs. The and unacceptable fade margins will de-
SPACERAD satellite will continuously velop in high-latitude communications
traverse the earth's radiation belts. The systems.
payload includes a wide range of advanced More complex, larger, high-powered
microelectronic devices and wave, particle, spacecraft are planned for future Air
and field sensors. This program wiii estab- Force missions. The development of our
lish the in-flight performance of micro- understanding of the interactions between
electronic devices, will relate causes of space systems and the environment is
device degradation or failure to environ- crucial to the proper design of these
mental conditions, and will generate the systems. Ongoing Space Physics Division
first dynamic models of the earth's radia- basic, applied, and exploratory research
tion belts. and development efforts focus on several

The high latitude ionosphere-magneto- space systems/environmental interaction
sphere-thermosphere region is being in- problems including spacecraft charging,
tensively studied by means of satellites, techniques of charge mitigation, space-
aircraft, rockets, and ground-based instru- craft contamination, spacecraft signa-
ments. The results from Space Physics tures, degradation of surface materials,
Division particles, fields, and plasma in- and on the development of design guide-
struments on the DMSP spacecraft have lines for future space systems. Measure-
provided an important new data source ments of spacecraft particulates on



Shuttle Misiiii GIJ( inl P)",; hlave provill- liew techiqui~tes to predict tile occurrenice
cd anlll rli t it da(hitiliio I'o)r testing of alctivitY ()it thlt smn. It., rinlarv task is
slitt tic cil~nlltsncodes andl for as- to nielltilv, predict, and tllievrtalnli tlose
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TIhe .\ctkkc S pace E~xperinlt pni()gi'il D efenise satellite Svsteitls andt iaflcrt op-
Iii ~t I", at st5 tie c f tet( i I I I (,It\ii'Oii- crating inl tile space ClIiiwolilitkeiit.

Ilct i 'I it(. c t1.l I(Is II S 01 ) (chicitticIs. 'file solar Relct h ral ci alIso has

\\~u. u~ns io hih-iixvr fsilils rogralnis to improi~ve our timItstallilit
Piwct iciii leech ijm llen I ilg tit( paslt of biasic siolar pliemiliieiia thro ugh spalce-

deveiih aulld :iuillii ill Ihliginistic senisors baw ohsvrvatiOlis. image t'iiliitcelillit.
tisucd to mloiitiil tilte Ioli liittal effett, and observatioins o f solar-like s tars I.-.
produced liv active (tissiiiis make active Branch personnel participated inl NASA\'s
kAPrillcilts iii1hlv fcasile .. \A heam cnuls- Spacelab 2 mission and are co-itivestiga-
slon rockt tc.-t i(BFUT) wa suc.,fd tor, (it NASA's Suilab (the reflight of het(
toiducitc-tti for til u do c iid liarti- solar Instruments fronm Spacelah 2) and
cle-iutaii ttuilspiuit andu 1,01 i(ctettl,: t~itll H igih Rtsulitionl Solar 0observatory'
oft the effect, of beal1in unllssiun onI thle (Hits()) missions. lIn addition. several eV-
host vehicle. I-iitirtu tinuuhscr\ d beamn- litrinielits have heeln proposedl fo )r Ith e
induced oVi avus wire llwaistlreth. which pro-(- Space Test Pro- )gra of I1 thei Air- Fo rcec

Pldl a llco, un'l-taI~titIIii of huini propa- Space I )ivision. These missions will pr-)
gatiori effects, yide solar datai inl the x-rav and extreme

Thil I )iisioli prograinl is carried out by, ultraviolet spectral regionls whi10h are tin-
meanls (I inl-h' uusc labi rato ' v effi rts. an1 availal le fromit tile- ground hut are of
exteilsivc fichl pirograill. and a broad coii- funmental importance to understandinig
tractual prugranl. The field ;iriiils ill- solar. act ivItv.
o. olve satellite expecrimenrtationi and rocket.
aircraft amid vroiuuld-iiaset invce;tigatiolls, Spacelab 2 Results: One of tile, most
The gI i1UIIui-ilQSCi prograi-itilul IsI' solar exciting projects carried ouit by the( Solar
st tudies at tilt S avranie nt.4 PeYak 0)1 serva- Research Branch10 du in'lg 1 HS5- I 9S; was5

tory, inl New Mexico. H ighilights of' the helpilng to Illan., execute. and alialYze diata
ilsod i es1111 ami1d advanices Ill solar-terre s- fronm tite Spacclab 2 mission (NASA's
trial physics by. 'Space. ihvsics D ivision Space Sihutt le Flight 51-F, J1ul iv 29) - Ail-
scittiists duiriiig the past two ,years are gust 6, )i) Spacclah 2 carried four solar
dlescibued ill thle following~ sk-ctiuuis. telescopes allig its pavloadl of fourteenl

ex pcrmennt ( )iie of these was the Solar

SOLAR RESEARCH Optical Uniiversal IPolari nicter (SOUP1)
bilt bY the Lock heed Palo Alto Research

Solar re-earch is perrl'? ueu w\itiil tile, Laboratoryv. Solar Research Branch scicn-

Sparfu Phxsc iviio hY th s o l' Re- tists have been Involvedl with this puroject
~urhBranch, Vihich 'as ,sole riuspoiisiuil- as co-investigators (one also as a payload

it.\ within t!- Air Fir(- for ulevelopung specialist astronaut) since its Inception a
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decade earlier in 1977. SOUP contains a horizontal motions at disk center. The only
30-cm 'Cassegrain telescope, an active see- way to observe such flows is through
ondar mirror for image stabilization, and proper motion studies using solar features
a white-light optical system with 35-mam as tracers. Granules are the obvious
filn and video cameras. SOUP was de- choice as tracers of photospheric flows,
Signed to studV granulation, sunspots, but because of their small size. coupled
magnetic fields, and velocity fields in the with the blurring and geometric distortion
)h)tosplhere. These data are diffraction- due to atmospheric turbulence, they have

limited at 0.O- arcsecond resolution and are proved to be extremely difficult to use in
free of distortions. For most of the data earlier ground-based observations. During
the interval between exposures was 2 its 10 minute lifetime, a typical granule
seconds. Data analysis is still in progress, might move only a few hundred kilome-
bUt preliminary results have shown manyV ters, about 0.3 aresecond, which is much
interesting and unexpected features: less than the size of the random fluctua-

1. Granulation - It was determined that tions caused by atmospheric seeing, even
granules (tiny bubble-like convection cells) under the best conditions. Now, however,
in magnetic regions (sanspots, pores, and with the high-quality distortion-free movie
network boundaries) are very different sequences from SOUP, it is possible to
trom g ranules in the quiet, undlisturbe measure granulation proper motions with

sun. They differ in size, rate of intensity high accuracy.
variati(on, aId ev )lutiOn. Movies show that
the shapes (I very small magnetic pores
embedded in the granulation are irregu-
lar. scalhl)eI. and rapidly changing as
they attempt to maintain their structure
against the encroachment of' turbulent
surrounding granules. Spacelab 2 movies,
which provide the first undistorted histo- --

ries of granule evolution. have led to the
discovery that more than half of all gran-
ules lie a violent death -- they don't just
quietly fade away. Either they expand
until they reach a critical size and explode
into many tiny fragments, or they are
(lestroved )y a nearby explosion. The
novie also shows that granular lifetimes.
which can be used to measure the effec-
tive diffusion constant associated with Map Showing the .\vvrag l)isplaccnment of

convectim, are much longer in regions the I,,.:; ranuhati,)mP'attern Sulrinim)osed
with strong magnetic fields. ,, Inmag, Id Smnspot Rt,.,uur

2. ILarge-scale Flows - Normally, mo-
tions on the sun are measured by tile Radial outflow of the granulation from
Doppler effect. Since the )oppler effect a sunsl)ot has been a striking new discov-
measures otnlv line-of-sight velocities, ery. Movies temporally filtered to sup-
however, it cannot be used to determine press tile minute Oscillations show the



S~nsareusedl to Iif)1lt2a vrg
displacement mlap: anl xalliple Is shown

30 ~overlaid onl the sunspot imiage inl the
figure.

allThe correlation tracking techniqute also
reveals, larger scale flow f ieldls. Inl adldi-

tionto te dierging flow from the sunl-
spot III thle figure, there are mlan v areas i
the (ietganlUlatioii pattern1 Which are
loci of in flow (sinks (Jr soures) Most Of
the 40 x 40 arcsecond regioin of quiet sunl
used ror- thle studyv of exploding graiiules
is shown inl thle next figure, overlaid bY
the average flow field. Typical velocities
aire inl the rangec of 0(.3-0.7 kml per seciondi .
The large-scale flow fieldls, both as oh-

N- Nl~i Hw rV . it rwq-j ,d i served V ISuLyII front1 thle m1ovies, anld
qutant itatively fronm the calctilated Vector
(lisplacemients, have the proper size amnd

rnIQ fi't ilearx andl a11iiw an estimnate. appearance of super anl([l mesogranlular
itf the ciijsif, Indlividlual granlules, convectilonl flows. Mlesogranlules, inlterIe-
which tv\iicalv range froni 0.3 to D0 kml dhate inl size between granules awl super-
liel sk(1q[Ii. Thic inutwkard moltionl ina be graiiules, have been clearly* ohiseeved for
upward c invectil h1flcttd by~ the the first time inl these Spacelab 2 movies.
miiw.rtic fitid utf the surispot. FThc.(' These flows canl le eXpectedl, at subsur-

tl11aSlr(I~l.It- Shold e ll mpotan face levels inl the sun, to move magnetic
nnasri itilits heoueil l el an i ilen fields to the cell boundaries, and form the

cii tii iit n t eiirt cl o iel i f he loci oif thle lphotospheric and chromospher-
SUIlslH i)t lunninli11ra and its effect onI phoito- it networks. Excellent grotind-baseh mag-

Sliit1(I i~lti ii.Besiiles thle constant nietograms and chroinospheric spectrohe-
adlxoctiolin(if, granlules ax'v from thle Spot liogramis from the Big Bear Solar ()lser-

bo~lda.V 011-Var alo alililberof vatorv taken simIu ltanleouslV With thle
b right eject io ns friom the penuiimb ra which SOUP (Iata have been compared with the
ravel at 2-3 kmn per second. These high- SOUP flow fields. They are inl perfect

spteed oveiits seemi ti ihle assotiatedl with agreement and confirm 'at last, some 25
elonigatnins of thet pentiumb iral filaiments. y'ears after t he discoivery (of supergranula-
Lical coirre lat ion tracking techili ti t5 tion, the intimate relation lietween conlve-

ha xiV h10tiii OSeu tn i btil l iflititati ~e tion and magnetic forces inl the sunl.
in fo rimat io n albouitt the flo w field .. At each :3. Flow Modeling - Efforts are inl ping-
pi vc inl tit i magi. t hi disp lacenment be-~ ress tio simulate the flow patterns tusing
wi e.n suci cessivei frames is measu rem byI analytic axismmti fntoswIc

crmiss iirr a m~iilit w iiii (('155si xe satisfy the mass continuity eqluation oif a
trarni-s if il( mlxvii within a 8 -5 arese- convecttionf lplume inl the solar surface. A
1i411 ciItiuh i untcreh o n thlt piixel. The ntimbier (if such sotirces can be tised to

xmcirhisilmmiimtsfrmin nanxv co mpari- create a regular cellolar pattern of con-
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- ; B 2 sI WL; I N-> Studies of Solar Coronal Data: The
objective of this Air Force program is to

: . .improve our capability to understand and

... ........ 1,redict solar-caused geophysical distur-
bances that degrade or even disable some

Air Force systems. Particles and electro-
magnetic emission from the sun have been
shown to cause geophysical disturbances

-V C C V v ICn VELG--T~ (GD) in the magnetosphere, auroral zones,
V upper atmosphere and ionosphere which

Superposition of Four Theoretical Plume degrade Air Force systems that rely on
Functions Used to Model the Flows the transmission or reception of electro-

Observed in the Quiet Sun (Left: Horizontal magnetic radiation, such as communica-
Velocities Associated with the Plumes; tion, command, control, an intelligence
Right: Upflows, Solid Contours, and l)own
Flows (Dotted contours). Note the systems. The solar source of GD often
similarities between the observed horizontal either lies in the solar corona and/orflows in the preceding figure and the
computed flows shown here), causes visible changes in the corona thatcan be used to predict the occurrence of

vection. By using the coordinates of the GD.

distinct squares in the preceding figure as
the loci of four plumes, the resulting flow
pattern can be calculated according to the
model, and it is possible to mimic the
observed motions remarkably well using a
superposition of plume functions, as seen
in the next figure.

4. Conclusion - These striking new re-
sults have been obtained from only a
preliminary analysis of a small part of the
SOUP data. Already, a number of new
phenomena have been seen which are
forcing revisions to the conventional ideas
of the nature of solar granulation and its Dr. Richard Altrock works at the computer

evolution. It is quite clear that, although console that controls the Emission-Line
spatial resolution was limited by the Coronal Photometer (ELCP). (This

instrument obtains the daily observations of
SOUP telescope's small 30-cm aperture, the solar corona used to analyze solar-

the absence of the turbulence found in the activity production and to provide data to

earth's atmosphere, which always de- USAF space-environment forecasting
centers. The ELCP filters and photo-

grades ground-based observations, result- multiplier are in the white box to the upper

ed in by far the most outstanding time right of Dr. Altrock's head. Light enters the

series of solar granulation ever obtained box from the array of distribution tubes
above the box, which in turn comes from the

and has opened a new window through 16 inch diameter ('oronagraph at
which to view the sun's surface. Sacramento Peak.)



;k joinit observational program to !flves- density in cool, average, and hot lparts of
tigate coronal features was established thle Corona, respectively. This data-base,
between AFGL scientists arid scientists at covering anl entire 1 1-year solar activity
the High Altitude Obs;ervatory (HAO) in cycle, is unique in thle history of groundl-
Hawaii. White-light (visible conltintitim1) based solar ob~servations. Photoelectric
coronlal meastirementts front HAO were observations of this quality, length, and~
combined wvith A FG L measurements of comprehensiveness have 'never be fore
thle emission-line( Coronla (spectral les, been available.
emitted from high ionization stages of
coronal atoms) miade with the Eniksion- The observing systems record thle inten-
Line ('oronal Photometer (ELCP) shown sity of thle corona above thle limib (edge) of
in the figure. This allowed stti 'lv of the the sun by scanning detectors in ai circular
temperatture and dlensity structuire of the path at at given distance from the limib.
Corona11. White-light intensitY is; proportion- Thle figure shows; how scans covering at
al to thle total denisity of thle c.)oona along 15)-day p~eriodl are joined together to pro-
thle line of sigh", while the three emission dtice at continuous chart, which is in) turn
lines (Fe X. Fe XIV. anid ('at XV) show the projected onto the surface of at sphere to

WHITE LIGHT, I F(N) FE X, T= I.OMVK

EAST LIMB WEST LIMB EAST LIMB WEST LIMB

CA XV T=34MK FE XIV ,T=1.9MK

-71

EAST LIMB WEST LIMB EAST LIMB WEST LIMB

( vrunal Mlaps I Pictures ~ If Curori dSurfaiel" in White Light awld io Light fromt Fe X 6374A, C'a X\' 56944A, andi
Ii( XI \ 5308A. (The whi iilight inips depicet the d istribu tion of electron dens ity . The em 55 ion-li ne ititens it ies
are proportional to thi squaire (f the electron densitY in regions having the indicated temperatures, in nillions
of de-grees KEeI% in In adlition. I' e-limi, data. which are rotatinig onto the visibule solar disk, and West-limh
hiata. w hih are ro tat ingin t of sight on to the lback of t he sun, are treated indeie ndentl lv. The data s h( it
snapshot of th, front left: I' st-limh dauta) and baok (right: West-limb data) of the sun on May 14. 19X4.I
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produce a synthetic image of the solar The Fe XIV green line data have proved
disk. A separate image is made for each of useful for a number of other research and
the four observing modes described forecasting efforts:

above. 1. Coronal Synoptic Charts for Solar
Research-AFGL data obtained with the

Results from this program are as fol- E ssion L Cooa ot oe te he

lows: (1) The bases of coronal streamers begun to appear in the form of Carrington

(elongated high-density structures that synoptic charts (similar to a Mercator

reach out to the orbit of the earth and projection) in Solar Geophysical Data, a
which may cause significant changes in monthly publication of the National Oce-
satellite drag) are easily seen near the anic and Atmospheric Administration
central meridian (the darkest non-black (NOAA). Daily intensity plots from this
shading) in all four modes of observation, instrument have been published there
(2) The emission-line images show that since 1978, and they will continue to ap-
temperatures from 1.0 to 3.4 million de- pear in the daily-data section of the
grees Kelvin are co-spatial (to within the 1 Prompt Reports. The synoptic charts dis-
arc-minute resolution of the system) at the play the absolute intensity of the corona
base of the streamers. This has important in the green Fe XIV 5303 A line at 0.15
ramifications for models of energy trans- solar radii (R0 ) above the limb as a func-

port within coronal active regions. (3) tion of the day of central meridian pas-

Regions of low density in the corona, sage. Charts for both west- and east-limb

known as "coronal holes" because of their data are published in order to permit

appearance on x-ray images of the corona, comparison of coronal evolution over two-

can be easily identified in both white-light week periods. The data are both contoured

and Fe XIV observations. Since coronal and shaded for either detailed study or

holes are known to be the source of quick determination of the location of

steady-state high-speed particle streams active regions and coronal holes. Previous

(HSS) in the solar wind, which cause some synoptic maps, extending back to 1973,
are in press at the National Center for

of the GD, these observations may be Atmospheric Research, and will soon be
used to both study this interesting phe- available from the Solar Research Branch.
nomenon and improve real-time predic- 2. Forecasting Solar Radio Flux - Coop-
tions of the impact of HSS on the earth. (4) erative research between the Solar Re-
Solar regions that produce the most ener- search Branch and the Air Force Global
getic flares (which cause the strongest Weather Central Space Environmental
GD) are covered by a canopy of high Support Branch (WSE) has shown that the
temperature coronal material that is easi- Fe XIV scans are useful for predicting the
ly visible in the Ca XV observations. This solar 10.7 cm radio flux. WSE is tasked
emission, never before seen with the high with making such a prediction for 1, 2, and
signal-to-noise ratio now available, pro- 3 days in advance. As a consequence, the
vides space-forecasting centers with a Solar Research Branch now telecopies the
powerful tool for detecting the presence daily scan to WSE within an hour of its
of these regions before they rotate onto production. These timely data are used by
the solar disk and can release their devas- WSE forecasters to produce the forecast.
tating radiation towards the earth. In addition, forecasters use global solar
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maps of coronal intensity that are telecop- lel the Main Activity Zones (MAZ), which
ied from the Solar Research Branch to progress from approximately 30" latitude
predict geomagnetic disturbances result- to the equator over the solar cycle. Local-
ing from coronal holes and energetic solar ized emission peaks in Fe XIV 530:3 A are
active regions. observed through most of the cycle at

3. Relating Coronal Emission-Line Tran- high latitudes in individual daily scans,
sients to Hydrogen Alpha Activity - In late annual averages, and solar-cycle summary
1982 a program was begun at the Solar plots of the location of all locl maximum
Research Branch to patrol for slow coro- intensities at 0.15 (R,,) above the limb.
nal transients in Fe XIV. Over a period of These peaks evolve slowly over a period of
2.:3 years. 29611 hours of observations were days, consistent with the rotation over the
successfully obtained on 49 days. During limb of stable features, similar to the
this period we recorded 14 emission-line lower-latitude peaks that are connected
transients that were associated with H- with active regions. The high-latitude cor-
Alpha activity at the limb as seen in onal activity zones first appear at lati-
Sacramento Peak Observatory Flare Pa- tudes of 70 to 80", 2-3 years after solar
trol films, for an average transient rate of minimum. They evolve parallel to the
1.1 per 24 hours. No transients were MAZ, with the average latitude decreas-
recorded in the first third of 1985. The ing at a rate of roughly 3" per year. After
rates for 198:8 and 1984 were equal, being their appearance, they are present more
1.4 transients per 24 hours. These low- or less continuously until the following
coronal transients were associated with solar minimum. As we approach solar
surges or eruptive prominences at the minimum, the high-latitude coronal activi-
limb 93 percent of the time. On only one ty zones that appeared after the begin-
occasion (lid we observe a transient associ- ning of Cycle 21 have monotonically
ated solely with a flare. We conclude that evolved into the MAZ Cycle 22. It thus
low-coronal emission-line transients are appears that we have evidence for parallel
highly associated with the ejection of overlapping solar cycles that begin every
chromospheric matter into the corona, in 11 years but last for approximately 19-20
agreement with the earlier photographic years. If sustained, this conclusion will
study of DeMastus, Wagner and Robinson have a revolutionary effect on our under-
(Solar Phys. 31, 449, 197:3). This conclusion standing of how solar activity is created.
is expected to hell) improve the capability
of the Air Force to predict Coronal Mass Use of Interplanetary Radio Scintilla-
Ejections, which are known to produce tion for Geomagnetic Forecasting: On
adverse effects on Air Force systems if April 9, 1986, AFGL contractor P.I. Ber-
they impact on the magnetosphere. nard V. Jackson, University of California

4. Overlapping Solar Cycles as Discov- at San Diego, began sending forecasts of
ered in Coronal Fe XIV Emission - Investi- the solar wind speed at the earth to the
gation of the behavior of coronal intensity USAF/NOAA Space environment Fore-
above the limb in an Fe XIV emission line cast Center in Boulder, Colorado. The
obtained at the Solar Research Branch forecasting algorithm was developed un-
over the last fourteen years has resulted der a contract awarded by the Solar Re-
in the discovery of a second set of zones of search Branch. The observations used to
solar activity at high latitudes that paral- produce the forecast, also supported by
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the Solar Research Branch, consist of based. Comparison with conventional, sub-
radio-telescope recordings of the scintilla- jective techniques shows the objective,
tion experienced by radio waves from computer-generated forecasts to be supe-
extra-galactic sources as they pass rior in predicting flare activity on a 24-
through the turbulent solar wind. Theoret- hour basis. Further improvements will
ical and empirical studies of such scintilla- depend on the availability of more consis-
tion have shown that the speed of the tent input data as well as the inclusion of
solar wind can be inferred from the obser- new parameters based on the physical
vations. In this manner, a daily map of processes and energy storage mechanisms
solar wind speeds at different distances of the flare (see below). Short-term (0-:30
from the sun, and at different position minute) prediction techniques rely on ear-
angles relative to the sun, can be pro- ly recognition of the irreversible changes
duced. Analyses of these daily "snap- which lead to the flare eruption. Before
shots" are used to detect the presence of the impulsive release of x-ray and particle
high-speed streams in the solar wind and emission, the actual flare onset is often
to predict their impact on the earth. They visible in certain optical absorption fea-
can lead to geomagnetic disturbances that tures, microwave polarization characteris-
produce adverse effects on Air Force sys- tics, and soft x-ray signatures. Studies
tems. The forecast center notifies respon- indicate that the early detection of virtual-
sible parties of solar wind conditions for ly all major flares would be possible if
their use in operations planning. This optical, radio, x-ray, and extreme ultravio-
additional capability will produce a signifi- let data were available simultaneously.
cant improvement in the ability of fore- Studies of the pre-eruptive optical flare
casters to correctly forecast solar wind phenomena were successfully completed
conditions. using SOON data; the results are applica-

ble to the SOON observing sequences.
Solar Flare Forecasting: The develop- The relationship between locations of

ment of the techniques for predicting sheared magnetic fields and sites of major
solar flares is a major goal of the flare flare activity is being investigated
research conducted by the Solar Research through in-house and contractual efforts,
Branch. The problem is approached both using both theoretical magneto-hydrody-
through studies of flare physics and by namic (MHD) models and direct observa-
means of statistical methods that provide tions of vector magnetic fields, chromo-
objective forecasts using solar data that spheric geometry, and photospheric veloci-
are currently available on a daily basis. ty fields. The association between flares
One method, Multivariate Discriminant and magnetic shear is well established,
Analysis (MVDA), uses data collected by and is readily interpreted by the MHD
the Air Weather Service Solar Observing models in terms of energy storage in field-
Optical Network (SOON). These data are aligned currents driven by translational
converted to daily parameters describing motions of the underlying photospheric
active region morphology, dynamics, rate gases. Calculations show that storage of
of growth, and magnetic structure; once energy sufficient to account for a major
in parameter form they are applicable to flare (10E32 erg) can be accommodated in
the MVDA program for deriving classifi- fields of approximately 1000 Gauss, in a
cation functions on which a forecast is volume appropriate to the observed physi-



oliserve the critical (degree of shear that
will lead to the flare instalbilit Y, or "trig-

Solar Flare Processes: One of the mna-
jor concerns of r-ecent flare research is the

-~ . transport and distribution of flare energy
with depth in the solar atmosphere. This is
especially imp~ortant4 in high ly energetic,
paticl-emitting fltce II ares, for which known

energy-transport mechanisms can mit ac-
. in k iiui uliupt- inr '11m11a count for the extremely large ( 10E29 erg

thi. let. %hvn a-it* li'ptlit h hathe are ilal per secondl) raidiative losses from the deep
of ihailitic mliri % "ptsit t'. ithronmosphere. Important new informa-

Its. dihvt ii ph tsili i tion onl the Optical spectrumn Of Such

I I~t,-I it I it,- orlita I it i it the events has been obtained at Saceramenitto
niajl~nctic flt'Ild Iight)ii iniiiiii Peak, and has led to the conclusion that

p~hi ~cso iiw dricia i dashe fie) ionization andl recombination of' hydrogen
Nkliir- iapw Ilarv actitv'i m-k iir ini the atoms is a (loilinanit emission process inl

ill 'ing ti rl las.) any cases. D etailed measurements of

the radliative losses as at function of time
cal extent of' the flare, when the fields atie have been compared with the associated
subjectedl to sheari :z1 Velocities Of hard x-ray hursts in several flares. The
100-:300) m per secoind. Ani example of at results show that if (downwardl streams of
tYliical flare-active region is shown in the high energy electrons, are pirodlucing the
figure, where the motions of opipositely- emission in the Op~tical Continuum, then
p)oled sunlsp)Ots are compared with (direct the op~tical source must consist of anl
nieasurenients of the orientation of the overdense region in the solar chromo-
lihotoslih'ric magnetic fields. The highly sphere. The latter conclusion may be of
inclined (sheared) magnetic fields near the considerable impiortance in the interpreta-
polarity inversio n line coincidled with the tion of spatially-resolved hard x-ray struc-
location oif the oly major flare activity in tures that are planned to be Observed on
this region during the following several future NASA missions.
(lay' s. This work has led to the formulation The optical continuum in flares has been
of "'shear index" paramieters, which pro- shown to originate at dens'iiies approach-
s-ide at (lunllitative basis for predlictions, ing IOE14 atoms 1per cm:' and at tempera-
and which will lie applicable for inclusion tures on the order of 10E4'K. A diagnostic
in the MVI)A statistics program). General- technique has been developed which al-
l 'v, the observational techniqueI IS alljliiCa- lows at direct measurement of the column
ble to the SOON observing sequences. andl density of second-level hydrogen atomns in
will be useful in identifYing locations and the optical continuum source. This tech-
mago itiidets of impiendling flare activity onl nique is independent oif atmospheric mod-
time scales oif approximately one day. eding parameters andi prov'ides valuable
Much additional research, at hiigh spatial in formation oin the vertical extent of the
re'soluotion, will be reqired in (irder to flare and its relationship to emission in the
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hydrogen Balmer lines. Additional spec- accomplished under contract. A related
troscopic studies have succeeded in mea- effort in setting up a prototype vector
suring the intensities of many lines of magnetograph, for ground-based observa-
neutral and ionized helium in energetic tions at Sacramento Peak, is being funded
flares. These arise in temperatures 2E4 - under the Air Force University Research
10E5"K. This information, when combined Initiative program.
with measurements of the optical continu-
um, leads to a thermodynamic description Origins of Solar Activity: Improving
of the lower atmosphere in the flare, and the Air Force's ability to predict when and
establishes important constraints on the where activity will occur on the sun re-
energy transport mechanisms in the flare. quires an understanding of the physical
The helium lines were also useful in deter- mechanisms that lead up to, and trigger,
mining the upper limit of macroscopic the activity processes. The interactions
electric fields in the flare plasma, as might between solar magnetic fields and dynam-
be expected to be present if magnetic field ical processes such as convection, rota-
reconnection processes were occurring in tion, and oscillations are the drivers of
the same volume. An important interna- solar activity and variability. The Solar
tional scientific conference, devoted to the Research Branch has an active in-house
subject of the lower atmosphere in flares, and contractual research program to un-
was organized and chaired by the Solar derstand these interactions, both on the
Research Branch and held at Sacramento small scales important to the local build-
Peak in August, 1985. up and release of energy in flares and on

The key to understanding solar flares, global scales that generate and drive the
as well as other types of solar activity, lies overall magnetic structure of the sun,
in the evolution of the magnetic field, leading to solar activity cycles. The past
which permeates all layers of the solar two years have seen a significant improve-
atmosphere. Major advances in future re- ment in the database used for these stud-
search largely depend on improved spatial ies because of the observations from Spa-
resolution of instruments and the ability celab 2 discussed above and from applica-
to simultaneously observe field-plasma in- tion of image-enhancement techniques to
teractions at all heights in the atmo- ground-based observations.
sphere. In recognition of this, the Solar The mechanisms that heat the solar
Research Branch has proposed the con- atmosphere provide the energy to acceler-
struction and flight of the Solar Activity ate the solar wind, and supply the energy
Measurements Experiments (SAMEX), released in flares and other activity pro-
which would consist of a vector magneto- cesses are still not understood. Waves
graph, a hydrogen-alpha imager, and an that propagate through the solar photo-
extreme ultraviolet imager -- all observing sphere and deposit their energy in higher
at 0.5 arcsecond resolution. The initial atmospheric layers are one possible heat-
portion of a concept study for SAMEX has ing mechanism. Observing these waves
been completed and has been briefed to from the ground is extremely difficult
the Space Test Program, NASA, and the because image motion caused by atmo-
scientific community. Design studies for spheric seeing introduces a large, random
the vector magnetograph, extreme ultra- component in the solar signal. Taking
violet optics, and detectors have been advantage of the progress made in active
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solar imaging during the last few years, lines, but can not produce enough line
we used an agile mirror to feed a stabi- broadening to account for the widths of
lized solar image into the echelle spectro- the solar line profiles. Gravity waves are
graph at the Sacramento Peak vacuum more efficient at broadening the solar
tower telescope. The agile mirror is a lines. These theoretical calculations indi-
rapidly tiltable mirror that can be locked cate that waves will produce observable
onto a solar feature, such as a sunspot or effects and they permit us to interpret the
pore, using an error signal generated by a observations discussed above as propagat-
quadrant detector. Thus, when the earth's ing acoustic waves. Further work is need-
atmosphere produces a motion of the im- ed to make quantitative measurements of
age, the agile mirror is quickly tilted to the energy flux being carried by the
compensate and the image passing into waves and to determine how the wave
tile spectrograph does not move. From tile energy is converted to atmos)heric
stabilized spectral time sequence gen- heating.
erated in this manner, the motions in the
solar atmosphere can be followed as a High Resolution Imaging: Much of the
function t imle and height. Using the physics leading to solar activity occurs on
agile mirror has permitted the direct spatial scales that are often too small to
measurement of the acoustic flux in the resolve from the ground because of image
solar photosphere out to frequencies of degradation caused by the Earth's atmo-
about 4) Hz. Previous measurements sphere. Aside from moving the telescope
made without image stabilization are cut to space, which is costly and reduces the
off by tile earth's atmosphere for frequen- flexibility of the instrument, there are
ties above about 12 Hz. The measured several ways of improving the image from
acoustic flux is sufficient to account for the ground. The solar imaging effort has
the heating in the lower solar atmosphere. focused on the development of a real-time
How this flux changes in the presence of adaptive optics system and on post-facto
magnetic fields and to what heights it speckle-imaging techniques.
penetrates into the atmosphere before Speckle imaging (SI) is a technique for
depositing its energy is the subject of recovering image information by post-
ongoing research, facto processing of multiple high-speed

To aid in interpreting the observations exposures of the target. Three such tech-
of solar processes, the Solar Research niques, known as the Labeyrie technique,
Branch is performing theoretical studies the Knox-Thompson technique, and Speck-
of the effects of motions and magnetic le Masking have been investigated. While
fields on spectral lines formed in the sun's the first technique recovers the Fourier
atmosphere. Earlier work investigated the modulus (or, equivalently, the autocorrela-
effect of monofrequency acoustic waves tion) of the target only, the latter two also
on solar line formation. In 1985-86 this recover Fourier phases and therefore per-
work was extended to study numerically mit "true" image reconstructions to be
the effects of acoustic wave packets on made.
solar lines and to compare analytically the The study of these techniques has been
effects of gravity waves and aeoustic extremely s,,uccessful. One of the major
waves. The acoustic wave packets produce problems associated with the application
measurable asymmetries in the solar of SI techniques, the proper calibration of
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reconstructed Fourier amplitudes without tion could be increased by a factor of 3 to
a suitable reference source, has been ade- 4 in the reconstructions, and essentially
quately solved by a technique that ex- diffraction-limited performance (less than
tracts information on the status of the 0.2 arcsecond) is obtained when seeing is
earth's atmosphere directly from the data sub-arcsecond. By analyzing multiple se-
and then applies a suitable model transfer quences of frames, a time series of recon-
function to the Fourier amplitudes. The structions could be produced which allows
implementation of both the Knox-Thomp- the study of dynamical processes at sub-
son and the Speckle Masking techniques arcsecond scales.
led to successful reconstructions of solar An example is shown in the figure. The
surface detail. picture at the top left is a typical input

A substantial amount of data was ana- frame. It shows solar granulation in a 4 by
lyzed using the Knox-Thompson technique 4 arcsecond field. The typical rms contrast
in particular. We found that, under aver- of such a picture would be 4 percent and
age seeing conditions (1.5 arc sec), resolu- the distorting influence of seeing is clear-

Typical Single Exposure of Solar Surface (a): Average of :30 Frames, or Equivalence of 18 Second Exposure (b);
Two Speckle Reconstructions Based on 50 Frames Each, Separated by 30 Seconds (c, d).



lY visible. The picture to the top right solar images up to the theoretical resolu-
shows a :10 frane average, equivalent to tion (the 'diffraction limit") of the host
an IS sec exposure. Here. all information telescope over relatively small (a few arc-
on structure smaller than roughly 1 arc second) fields of view, in conformity with
sec has disappeared. The typical rms con- expectation. Surprisingly, the field of view
trast of such a picture is 31 percent, indicat- over which partial improvement in image
ing the loss of power in comparison to a resolution occurs is substantially larger
single exposure. The two pictures at the than standard theoretical considerations
bottom are reconstructions obtained from predict, suggesting that atmospheric

)0 frane averages and represent the first propagation theory needs some revision.
an(d the second half of a data set of 100 From an observational perspective, a prin-
frames. The resolution is at the diffraction cipal attraction of the prototype system is
limit of the NSO vacuum tower telescope its ability to deliver highly stable image
10.16 arc sec at 5S5 nm). The typical rms resolution, even under less than optimal
contrast of such a reconstruction is 15 conditions. Experience with the prototype
percent. Note the isolated, bright feature has also led to the identification of several
slightly above and to the right of the changes and improvements to be incorpo-
center of the reconstructions, which is just rated in any next-generation adaptive op-
barely visible in the sample frame and is tics system designed for solar imaging.
completely gone in the average picture. Such planning is currently in progress.
The difference between the two recon- Further development of both ap-
structions reflects fine-structure evolu- lroaches is planned. The principal attrac-
tion as well as errors in the image recon- tion of adaptive optics is its ability tostruction process. ioofaptvotIcistsaltyoArtopoe adativopproduce a high resolution image in real

A prototype adaptive optics system in- time. On the other hand, speckle imaging
corporating a Hartmann-type wavefront is technologically much simpler and less

and a nineteen-segment active mir- expensive to implement. Hybrid systems,
ror has undergone extensive performance which combine the power and capability of
tests at the vacuum tower solar telescope both approaches, are currently being ex-
at Sacramento Peak Observatory. The plored.
segmented approach avoids the crosstalk
problems characteristic of continuous
faceplate mirrors, offers higher band- ENERGETIC PARTICLES
width. and facilitates expansion to larger
systems with more active elements. The The Space Physics Division is involved
principal drawback has been the practical in many aspects of understanding how
difficulties encountered in achieving and energetic particles impact on Air Force
maintaining the optical phasing among systems. The Division studies the acceler-
the segments. The technical performance ation of these particles in the sun and
of the prototype system is now relatively models their propagation through the in-
well understood, although the full extent terplanetary medium and the earth's mag-
of the system's ability to improve the netosphere, and their interaction with Air
resolution of solar images remains to be Force systems. AFGL scientists are thus
fully characterized. The system appears to constantly learning more about the space
have the ability to improve the quality of environment in which we work.
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Much of the recent work at AFGL on waves, while the two peaks in the U-
the source of energetic particles has fo- shaped spectrum are associated with dif-
cused on a problem often found in solar ferent flare-acceleration processes. This
studies: because "big" flares causing so- work again shows that the coronal shock
lir-p-irticle ovents are accompanied by a wvves nro more important for particle
whole host of phenomena, some of which acceleration than the various electromag-
are not causally related to the particle netic phenomena.
events, correlative studies based only on
big flares can be quite misleading. To 100

remedy this problem, AFGL scientists
have examined solar events which produce
significant particle fluxes but lack many -
other phenomena, such as microwaves and z
hard x-ray bursts, that often occur in
proton flares. What remains after these 0
unnecessary phenomena are stripped A

away will presumably be the essentials of Z
the acceleration process. One example of 01
this is a study of an energetic proton 195R 65 0 7

event which originated in a non-flare
source, a disappearing filament. This Percentage of "Major" Flares. as Defined
showed that the electromagnetic emis- by the Comprehensive Flare Index, that

Occurred in the Northern Hemisphere of the
sions which are used as indicators of Sun, 1955-1980. (The triangles are
particle acceleration in flares are not es- preliminary data using solar flares from the
sential to the acceleration. Instead, a high- six-station technique.)
speed coronal mass ejection and a shock
wave seem to be the only phenomena Another recent study has examined a
associated with this proton event, hemispheric asymmetry in the production

Another study examined one of the of solar flares. Utilizing the comprehen-
major predictors for interplanetary proton sive flare index, scientists showed that
events, which is the presence of a "U- major solar activity occurred preferential-
shaped" radio spectrum with high flux ly in the northern hemisphere of the sun
densities at meter and centimeter wave- from 1959 to 1971, although before and
lengths and a minimum of densities in the after this period the activity was approxi-
decimeter range. Earlier studies showed mately symmetric between the northern
the presence of this spectrum in a flare to and southern hemispheres of the sun. A
be an almost necessary, and almost suffi- consistent north/south asymmetry also
cient, condition for a major proton event, exists in earth-based extremely hgh ener-
Using more complete statistics, AFGL gy cosmic radiation measurements until
researchers showed that the previous cor- 1971, which is attributed to this asymmet-
relations were with phenomena physically ric solar activity (see the figure).
unrelated to the particle acceleration but Converting this theoretical understand-
commonly found in flares. They discov- ing of solar particle acceleration into a
ered that the proton events are more predictive model of particle intensity at
closely associated with coronal shock the earth has been approached through
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two) nict hods, it rmgneth hv\drodvnamnic vice Space Environment Forecast Facility'
011HI)) mo del and an empirical mo del. The has, used for the past decade. The new
M HI) met hod models the propagation of miodel has several significant imiprove-
so lar flare-generatedl shocks, with the ntentS, Such as the capability for predlict-
shock riding over the pre-existing solar ing heavy ion fluxes in adldition to protons.
wind (see the figure). In the reference It also has improved the predIictive accura-
frame of' the solar wind, the shock front cy of onset time, magnitude of fluxes, and
behave,; as at blas;t wave, which con1tinu- the timie-intensity profile of particle flux-

OUS ' deelrats b gving energy up to es. It can also predict the radiation dlose to
the solar wind. The average blast-wave astronauts both within the space shuttle
speed, which IS fouind by integrating the and during extravehicular activities. The
b)last wave equation, dletermines the arrmv, new model makes predlictions in fourteen
al timie of the shock at the earth. In the different energy ranges which are easily'
current two and at half dimensional model, adjustable to match either the energies
the flare is assumed to have occurred in actually being monitoredI or those most
the pllane of the ecliptic. The fluid analysis hazardous to specific systems. It is ;)ossi-
then considers all dlependent variables, ble to use the output of this model as
including the three components of the input to other models dezllWned for svs-
velocity and interpllanetary magnetic field temi-s1)ecific predictions.
vectors, within the 2-dimensional ecliptic In making these models, there are at
plane. .A -dimensional model is under tremendous number of variables that af-
dev elopmn~ t. feet the solar p~roton intensity observed at

The empirical model being developed is the earth, and many of the basic control
animproved version (of the previous parameters are not (lirectly observable.

.xG1 n~I.odel which the Air Weather Ser- Instead, they must be inferred from the
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available solar-patrol measurements or circular, 840 kin, sun-synchronous Orbits.
from -average" values used in initial pre- The F6 orbital plane is in the dawn-dusk
dictions. One major improvement is a meridian, while the F7 orbital plane is in
mode which enables the duty forecaster to the 10:0-2230 meridian. Because Of the
enter the actual observed data when it offset between the geographic and mag-
becomes known, rather than using an netic poles, the two spacecraft cover a
average or inferred value. The software wide range in geomagnetic coordinates,
then matches the specified data and uses and because of the operational nature of
this for updated predictions of the particle the spacecraft, they return (lata fron the
fluxes on the magnetosphere. instruments almost cOntinUOusly IsCe the

In tile analysis of the high-energy figure).
cosmic-ray data, a method known as geo- One of the scientific instruments car-
magnetic optics has been developed to tied on F7 is a dosimeter measuring elec-
specify the trajectories these particles tron and ion fluxes above 40 MeV. These
travel before arriving at or near the earth. are the particles res)onsible for single
AFGL researchers have modeled the ef- event upsets and radiation effects in elec-
feet of geomagnetic disturbances on the tronics. The spatial distribution of high-
asymptotic directions of approach by esti- energy particles penetrating to low alti-
mating the corresponding change in the tudes has been determined. The particles
cutoff rigidities, most responsible for single event upsets

in low-altitude orbit are trapped l)rotons in
the South Atlantic Anomaly and co.;mic

12
. 

FEBAY 9 4 PROTONS>?5MEV rays in the polar caps. The trapped pro-
tons in the South Atlantic Anomaly have a

, tmuch softer spectrum than the heavier
particles. These results will permit the

1-2 development of improved shielding for
spacecraft microelectronics and improved

j JJS J d;, hardening against single event upsets.
SThe particles at the energies primarily

4 2 6 ;o 24 responsible for auroral precipitation have
lNIVERSAL TIME (hrs) been studied using the SSJ/4 instruments

which are both the F6 and F7 spacecraft.
Proton Flux ('ounts for Energies Greater These instruments measure the precipitat-
than 75 MeV Measured by the SS.J* ing electron and ion fluxes over an energy
Instrument on DMSP. February 1b. 19S4.

range of 30 eV to 30 keV and return a
complete spectrum every second. Several

In modeling the particle environment, statistical studies have been completed
the particle motion and energization with- using the SSJ/4 data, all of which charac-
in the earth's magnetosphere are also terize the average patterns of auroral
significant. Several such studies have electron and ion precipitation as functions
been completed using data from the De- of magnetic local time (MLT), magnetic
fense Meteorological Satellite Program latitude (MLAT), and magnetic activity as
(DMSP) satellites. The F6 and F7 space- measured by Kp). These statistics throw
craft are stabilized in three axes and fly in light on important processes controlling



94Clc ulated, and tihe conductivit v statistics
can indicate where high-frequency radio

svstems are likely to fail. AF(AI has
deliverled a computer model carrying out
these predictions to Global Weather Cen-
tral. allowing the Air Force to anticipate
and better understand the real time ima-
l act of thic aurora on Air Force cOnll1111imui-
cat ions.

partcit tentry iI tlzttiolt. For exam-
pit'. theste statistics priiudl an excellent
111t1 40t th i n cusp, t lirtct entry region

im the lhvsidc , t he earth, cenitered at ... " .
hm. tl nmnt al all ; ctivitic~s. The peak in "

immt lr flux is fl4nod at lo)wer latitudes ,-

thai tite lill tnium it, artfe citergy, and . .

tl t'iS;4 is much larg.'r and clearer in the

• tillol)me to t mll ill the winter pole. Frunit, ttu ial of SCATHA Spacecraft
lott -d as a F~unction of Onmidirectional

"l144 results are cinig us4] it.  Ullde(l- F1 i h t u le. " lns (trianglesl, High-Enrgy
stanling the direct elltrv )1f paticles frotl Electrons (dots). and low-vmcrgy Electrons
tht s " windl is'ec the' fitu'el, (tcrossesl Shoinwi il t ('orelation ofPh f'tntial with Hig-cnt 'rgv Electron Flux.

''is e statistics call IroVihle useful
imlput tot modehIls 44f+ thic environment. For The studies described above concentrate
4,armildt,, the average electriitl nunber (411 a better understanding of the environ-
ant Inri( y t'l fcil y Wtlte used to develop a nieit in which space systems operate.
11041l 4of the i ti splhric con(ucti'itv as a However, it is also important to under-
full'tio (f it' ,t Iagletic activit y. In son)(t stand h 4w the systems interact with the
addllitimial work. tte eqUat~irward bound- en vironmient. One recent study examined
atry 4 lf aurmral lectrl and ilon precipita- high-level spacecraft charging in the iono-
tin w-,L fittel to various functional sphere, showing that low-altitude space-
f,1rInls, Ic et'lldin (m 44e g4agnetic activity. craft can charge to <-100 Volts, but only
If tho, bmndarv is observed at so1e local when two conditions are met: the thermal
titic iin the nmagnetic activity is known, plasma density must be less than 11 cm:' ,

Own the, b)undarv at all local times can 4be and a high numbler flux of high-energy
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electrons (at least 14 keV) is required. and more reliable electronic space
These conditions are often met on the systems.
nightside of the earth and on the poleward
edge of discrete auroral regions, so that SPACE WEATHER
spacecraft traveling through this region
must be designed to minimize the effects The specification, monitoring, and pre-
of spacecraft charging (see the figure). diction of particles, plasma, and electric

and magnetic fields and waves within the
solar-terrestrial system is of growing im-

SPACE WEATHER portance to Air Force space operations.
The dynamic characteristics of these
space environment parameters which

,,Ro, specify the coupling between regions, the
. .resulting transport of energy, and the

interaction effects of the environment
a with space systems is commonly referred

. Rto as "space weather." Space weather can

be the cause of operational anomalies
, S" . resulting from spacecraft char~ing, such

as single event upsets, radiation effects,
and increases in satellite drag. The figure
illustrates these effects. Satellites at all
altitudes are subject to space weather

Space Weather Imipacts on Satellite effects.
Operations. The thrusts of the program are directed

toward (1) greatly expanding the space
One of the major programs under devel- environment database, (2) developing and

opment, known as CRRES (Combined Re- testing empirical models of the physical
lease and Radiation Effects Satellite), will parameters essential to the understanding
study the effects of sustained radiation of the coupling processes between solar-
exposure on spacecraft microelectronics. terrestrial regions, and (3) developing dy-
Current designs for space systems are namic analytical models of the interplane-
based on computer models and laboratory tary/magnetosphere/ionosphere system
testing of electronics, but not on in-flight that include the time variability of these
testing. To remedy this, AFGL is prepar- solar-driven processes. This result is es-
ing CRRES, which will carry a package of sential to advances in understanding,
sensitive microelectronics (the MEP) care- specifyirg, and predicting the space envi-
fully instrumented to study when and how ronment and its effect on Air Force space
the components fail. Along with this, systems.
CRRES will carry an assortment of instru- Extensive measurements of particles,
ments to measure the particle and electro- plasmas, and fields have been obtained
magnetic environment in which the com- from orbiting satellites such as DMSP,
ponents fail. Comparison of these results HILAT, and DE in the last few years.
with laboratory testing and simulations However, the vastness of region- the
will then allow engineers to develop better sparseness of the data, and the short- and



long-term solar variations cause our un- rents. Automated techniques were (level-
derstanding of the physical system to be oped to remove spacecraft interference
limited by data starvation. On the DMSP signals from the data, leaving the varia-
spacecraft. continuous monitoring of par- tions caused by the field-aligned currents.
ticles, electric and magnetic fields, and As a result of this successful experiment,
plasmas with instruments designed and the magnetometer will be included as an
developed by the Space Physics Division operational sensor on future DMSP satel-
represents a major contribution to the lites S-12 through S-15. The DMSP plas-
space environment database. Significant ma. magnetic-field, and energetic-particle
progress has been made in specifying the measuring devices provide complete local
coupling between the magnetosphere and specification of the electrodynamics. The
the ionosphere and in modeling the dy- combination of the electric fields, field-

namics of the inner magnetosphere. As a alind curre a cnctivties fcl-

result, models are now under development aligned currents, and conductivities (cal-

w' _h specify the magnetosphere for op- culated from the particle data) determine

erational use by the Air Weather Service the heating input into the high latitudes
in response to customer requirements. from magnetospheric sources.
The following highlight specific research Plasma and fields instrumentation has
progress. also been designed and built for the

Magnetospheric Specification: Specifi- CRRES satellite. In addition to supportingatonoheic Seifimentaton: hcifi- the radiation-effect studies, these instru-
cationments will be a significant new source of
tudes and throughout the magnetosphere mets wil beaniint n s of
provides the foundation for empirical the- data for understanding the dynamics of
oretical studies and modeling of space
weather processes. The operational DMSP
satellites provide a unique opportunity for
long-term monitoring of critical parame- -
ters. Continuous m onitoring of the energy .......

input from the magnetosphere into the .
high-latitude ionosphere, both from parti-
cles and from heating by closure of field-
aligned currents, will now be possible.

In cooperation with the University of
Texas at Dallas, instruments have been
designed and built to monitor ion drift
(electric fields), ion density and tempera-
ture, electron temperature, and variations
in ion density which are the cause of radio ".-
scintillations. The first of the instruments
will be flown on the next spacecraft..........

Analysis of data from the experimental
magnetometer on D)MSP-F7 has deter-

hMechanism for (enerating Neutral Lines inmined that a body-mounted magnetometer Near-Earth Magnetotail, a Process Thought
can be used to detect field-aligned cur- to Trigger Substorms.
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Magnetospheric Modeling: AFGL has The Rice model is an important building
previously sponsored the development at block toward the development of models
Rice University of a dynamic analytical for space weather specification and fore-
model of the inner magnetosphere to spec- casting for use by the Air Weather Ser-
ify and follow substorm processes in the vice. Portions of the research model are

coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere sys- now being transitioned to AWS for mag-

tem. This model has been reformatted to netospheric specifications. Future im-
make it more modular, to increase its provements in the mod, and in our model-

efficiency, and to add in effects from the ing capabilities will be directed toward

near-tail plasma sheet. In the space phys- better specification of the ionospheric

ics community, a strong controversy ex- boundary conditions and coupling process-

ists over whether a near-earth neutral line es, and toward better understanding of

can form and create a magnetic substorm. boundary layer phenomena in the plasma

As a result of the improved model, a sheet and at the magnetopause.

straightforward mechanism for the for-
mation of a near-earth neutral line has Magnetosphere - Ionosphere Cou-been developed. The accompanying figure piing: The plasma drift measurements on
illustrates these ideas. the HILAT satellite, the magnetic field

measurements on the DMSP/F7 satellite,
The top figure is a north-south cross- and the electric field measurements from

section of the midnight meridian at L DE-2 have proved to be powerful tools for
greater than, or equal to, 6. The dawn- analysis of magnetosphere-ionosphere
dusk electric field causes plasma to E-x-B- coupling processes.
drift towards the earth as shown by the In a study aimed at finding general
arrows. As the attached magnetic flux magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling char-
tubes convect inward, their volume de- acteristics instead of just the coupling
creases, thereby adiabatically increasing related to direct auroral arcs, SRI Interna-
particle pressure, as seen in the middle tional, AFGL, and the University of Texas
figure. Cases A, B, and C are for increas- at Dallas statistically determined the rela-
ing E-x-B drift. The associated pressure tionships between the variations in the
gradients create a local current that pro- electric field and field aligned current in
duces a minimum B along the equator as the range of scales of 3 km to 80 km
seen in the bottom figure. Magnetohydro- (approximately the range of "inverted -
dynamic computer simulation studies indi- V") structures) observed during the first
cate that this is the most likely location year of HILAT's life. This study included
for magnetic reconnection to occur. A non- all structures in this scale range regard-
zero curl of E triggers the instability for less of the precipitating particle signature.
reconnection to occur. Magnetic reconnec- The result was a clear indication that in
tion prevents the continual build-up of this scale-size range the magnetosphere
particle pressure and releases excess mag- acts as a constant current source regard-
netic energy stored in the Lail-lobes. In less of the background conductivity of the
this model, a magnetic substorm occurs as ionosphere. Further study using particle
a natural result of excess particle pres- data together with the electric field and
sure, and an external stimulus is not current data will be required to confirm
necessary to trigger it. this finding.
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12"

On the scale size of individual arcs,
Regis College and AFGL analyzed in de- 50° 90

tail an Individual pass of the HILAT 600
satellite over an isolated, morning-sector 70'

auroral are. The study included all sources
of data from the HILAT satellite and the
ultraviolet imager, which can detect the ,s"8 6h

auroral arcs during the sunlit condition.
The object of the stud' was to character-
ize the physical structure of the arc sys-
tem and compare the structure with the
coupled electrodynamic theory of Bostrom 210 3"

for auroral arcs. The comparison was
excellent. Since a numerical model of an 0"
arc structure developed by the University (b)
of California at Berkeley has been based
on Bostrom's theory, advancements in
numerical simulation of arcs can now be 7
made with confidence.
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Empirical High-Latitude Convection Models
for Magnetospherically Generated Electric

MODD O
h  

Fields. (The plots are for the northern
hemisphere, with the Y-component of the

(a) interplanetary magnetic field negative. The
first panel is for a southward B, and a smallF-region ion convection in the vicinity of northward B,. The second and third are forF-reion on cnvecionincreasingly stronger northward B,.i

the dayside polar cleft is strongly con-

trolled by the interplanetary magnetic
field, suggesting a direct current-driven pling has been explored by Stanford Uni-
coupling between the solar wind and day- versity through observations of high-lati-
side, high-latitude ionosphere. This cou- tude ion convection measured by the Son-
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drestromfjord, Greenland, incoherent morning cell. These patterns provide a
scatter radar and subsequent computer new alternative to the three- and four-cell
simulations. The computer simulation cal- pattern currently used to explain configu-
culates the ionospheric electric potential ration changes in the convection pattern
distribution for a given configuration of for northward (positive) B, conditions.
field-aligned currents and conductivity
distribution. Using a simple model of the Modeling and Analysis of Substorm
field-aligned currents linking the solar Phenomena: The datab., created by the
wind with the dayside, high-latitude iono- AFGL magnetometer chain from 1978
sphere, we can explore the consequences through 1983 continues to be a significant
of variations of the currents on ionospher- resource for analysis of substorm-associ-
ic plasma convection. The direction and ated processes and their resulting mag-
strength of the currents are set according netic pulsations. The correlation of effects
to measurements in the upstream solar recorded by the AFGL chain with signa-
wind, and the time-varying ionospheric tures seen at geosynchronous altitude by
electric field and resulting plasma convec- satellites such as GOES and SCATHA, or
tion are simulated. Comparisons of the signatures noted at the South Pole, are
simulated plasma convection with the ion revealing the character and evolution of
velocity measurements at Sondrestrom magnetospheric substorm disturbances.
show very good agreement. For instance, the disturbances at geo-

New empirical models of the overall synchronous orbit may be very localized.
high-latitude convection pattern gener- By observing the effects of the substorm
ated by magnetospheric electric fields and current wedge on the ground to identify
their variation with the interplanetary the onset and location of a substorm,
magnetic field have been developed using AFGL and Boston University scientists
DE-2 data by NASA/GSFC and AFGL. were able to show that a geosynchronous
Preliminary versions of the variations of satellite (GOES 3) only two hours away
the patterns with the polarity of By for from midnight may miss the onset of a
southward B7 have been used in the Uni- localized substorm. The character of the
versity College, London, global thermo- GOES-3 magnetic disturbance was nearly
spheric model to provide better agreement flat compared to the disturbed signature
with observations of neutral winds, tern- seen two hours away in the substorm
perature, and composition. The basic mod- wedge region near midnight by SCATHA
els for positive and negative B, are appli- and GOES 2. Observations made with the
cable for B, negative and for small values AFGL chain, at South Pole station, and
of positive B,. As B, increases to larger from the ISEE satellites demonstrated
positive values, the evening convection that the thickening (or recovery) of the
cell rotates and expands into the dayside, magnetotail plasma sheet during the late
creating a distorted two-cell model. The stage of substorms is related to poleward
figure shows the basic northern hemi- auroral excursions, sometimes called the
sphere convection flow pattern for By "poleward leap," contributing to a rela-
negative (model DE) and its distortion as tively little studied aspect of the neutral
B, increases to larger and larger positive line model of substorms.
values. For B, positive, the evening cell Pi 2 pulsations have been previously
rotates into, rather than around, the associated with substorm onset; however,
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the generation mechanisms that would vides the framework for understanding
produce the observed polarization charac- the sense of rotation of Pi 2 pulsations
teristics were unclear. The extension of generated at substorm onset.
the previous model for the westward trav-
eling surge developed at AFGL has shown Thetioshipbe t e mid-la d
that Alfven waves, initiated by the injec- magnetic disturbances and the westward
tion of hot plasma-sheet electrons within traveling surge has been explored further
the substorm current wedge, trigger a by usng for ig eterigr o
feedback instability in the ionosphere- the concept for location determination of
magnetosphere system that leads to the the westward traveling surge from mid-
rapid production of the Pi 2 waves. The latitudes. Actual events have been corre-

pulsations are then damped by electron- lated between DMSP photographs and

ion recombination. The model also pro- patterns observed in the magnetic polar-

DMSP AURORAL IMAGE

NIGHTSIDE '

AURORAL ZONE

~P12 POLARIZATION PATTERN

S6o LONGTUD -"1- -

Pi2 PULSATION

- ONSET TIME

8 FIELD

TIME

Location of Auroral Surges Using Mid-latitude Magnetometer Pi2 Pulsation Signals. (The major axis of the
polarization ellipse points toward the center of the surge. The pulsation onset time identifies the substorm's
onset.)
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ization ellipse azimuths observed by the observed on numerous rocket and satellite
AFGL chain. experiments. Electron beam emissions

have been found to generate waves that

ACTIVE EXPERIMENTS heat and accelerate ambient ions in pro-
cesses similar to those identified in theo-

The Active Experiments Branch of the retical models that explain auroral parti-
Space Physics Division carries out experi- cle-acceleration processes. Experiments
mental and theoretical investigations of are planned to verify these models.
controlled perturbations in space with two
objectives. The first is to test our under- - - - PA ETING

standing of space plasma processes and PLASMA HEATING

their effects on space systems. Some of _
these processes may be stimulated by//- .
charged particle beams, waves, or chemi-
cal clouds. The Branch is investigating the
generation of plasma waves in space, the / / E
heating and acceleration of electrons and E . BEAM PATH

ions in the ionosphere/magnetosphere W
system, the release of substorm energy, a ELECTRON BEAM

and the trapping of particles in, and their !Z TURN ON= IBon

precipitation from, the earth's radiation ,4
belts. The second objective is to consider SEPARATION= 100 km

the perturbations as part of a complete
system which includes the space vehicle,
the perturbing agent, and the space envi-
ronment. There are interactions between
the elements of the system that may ERNIE TRAJECTORY

inhibit particular processes. Some of these BERT TRAJECTORY

interactions are: arcing and charging in APOGEE = 250 km

the vehicle environment, anomalous beam RANGE

degradation, and disruption of wave trans-
missions. The BERT-i rocket consisted of two

separable payloads. The main body of the
There are four major areas of study: rocket, BERT, was equipped with electron,

charged particle beam/environment inter- Ion, and plasma emitters, an automatic
actions, neutral particle-beam transport, discharge system, vehicle potential

monitors, and particle detectors. The
effects of electromagnetic radiation on nosecone, ERNIE, was separated from the

space plasmas, and chemical releases in main payload during flight. It was equipped

the magnetosphere. with plasma and field diagnostics for
detecting perturbations in the ambient
plasma during charged particle emissions

Charged Particle Beams: Artificial from BERT The electron beam generates
beam propagation in space generates waves, and heats and accelerates electrons

waves that heat and accelerate ions and and ions in the ambient plasma.

electrons in the ambient plasma. Natural-
ly occurring charged-particle beams gen- Data being analyzed include SCATHA
erate similar effects which have been satellite experiments in the magneto-
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sphere and BERT-i rocket experiments in

the ionosphere and in a large vacuum
chamber (see the figure). Both SCATHA
and BERT-1 vehicles were equipped with
ion and electron beam sources, used to

study vehicle-charging effects as well as
beani plasmla interactions. Charging of
spacecraft, which occurs naturally in
space environments containing energetic
particles, may be controlled through beam -,

emissions. However, peamo einssiona Mal
also cause charging, under certain condi-
tions. The plasnm processes that control -

vehicle-charging levels are being studied. -

Theoretical studies are being conducted -

in collabmation with the University of
California at L.os Angeles and with South- .-,..,
west Research Institute. These studies

incorporate theory and computer simula-
tions in mock laboratory experiments to
identifv mechanisms leading to effects Experimental results obtained during the

BERT-1 vacuum chamber tests indicate
observed in the data. Present studies have high-frequency, high-intensity waves being
provided new insight into processes con- generated during electron beam emissions.

trolling vehicle charging. Beam-generated (The spectrogram scales linearly with

waves are shown to heat the ambient frequency from 0-5 MHz. The electron beam
energy is 500 V and is stepping up, then

plasma, which enhances the rate of ioniza- down, through current levels of 200 pA to 20
tion of ambient neutral particles (see the mA. As the beam current increases, there is

figure). This increases the plasma density a threshold effect, indicated by the
frappearance of intense waves in the 3-4 MHz

and reduces the potential of the vehicle range. This coincides with a sudden decrease
charging,. in the potential of the emitting rocket body.

The potential then maintains a constant level
The Active Experiments Branch is con- until the current decreases across this

ducting the ECHO-7 sounding rocket ex- threshold, at which point the potential
perinent jointly with NASA and the Uni- abruptly increases.)

versity of Minnesota. The branch is build-
ing a 40 keV electron accelerator system Neutral Particle Beams: Unlike
and a wave detector package for the charged particle beams, neutral beams
mission. Mission objectives are to study can propagate across vast regions of
wave generation in the ionosphere and space without being deflected by the
spacecraft charging due to electron beam earth's magnetic field. However, if the
emission. The experiment will also probe beam were ionized by the earth's tenuous
the magnetosphere by emitting electron plasma, this would also be subject to
beams along the earth's magnetic field deflection by the magnetic field. Theory
and detecting the return of beam particles and laboratory experiments have shown
after theyv are reflected from the conju- that such a plasma beam will propagate
gate ionosphere. across a magnetic field in a vacuum, but
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E£ECTRON VELOCtTY DiSTRIBUTIONS

TOTAL BACKGROUND BEAM

SC .C,.. r- Electromagnetic Radiation: The ability
.. i:: D, "0 (] of electromagnetic radiation to accelerate

4o 0 particles in the natural environment is
- i ibeing investigated under Project Forecast

. 2. It has been shown theoretically that rf

400 Id , 400 400 ( radiation directed along the background
magnetic field in a vacuum will accelerate

400 0- ,io 0] electrons to relativistic energies.

A new theory developed in collaboration
20 0 20 .20 0 2C 20 0 20 with Northeastern University predicts

,hat a high puwer (gigawatL) Lra,sinitter,

tuned to the resonant frequency of the
Results of Cumputer Sinulations at UCLA ionosphere, should succeed in accelerating
Showing Beam Thermalization and Beam
Heating and Acceleration of the Ambient electrons to a broad range of energies. An
Plasma. (This is part of a study to determine experiment to test this concept is planned
the characteristics and signatures of in conjunction with the ECHO-7 flight.
lectron beams propagating in ,pae.) HIPAS (High Power Auroral Stimulation

facility), a ground-based transmitter locat-
the question of whether it will propagate ed below the rocket trajectory, will trans-
in a plasma has not been answered. To mit waves at the resonant electron gyro-
answer this question, laboratory experi- frequency. Sensors on the ECHO-7 pay-
ments are being performed in collabora- load will detect the transmitted waves and

tion with Northeastern University. These the accelerated electrons. A computer

experiments will explore the effectiveness model of the acceleration process is being

of polarization electric fields for crossfield developed. This model will be tested with

propagation. Parameters to be studied deveperim del ll btesed with

include: geomagnetic field strength, beam the experimental results obtained during

orientation with respect to the magnetic thsefligh
field, and ambient plasma density. In addi- A second theoretical effort concerns thetion, beam degradation due to waves and application of the Alfven maser effect to

tion bem deradtiondueto wvesand cause particle precipitation in the radia-
heating generated by interactions with the causeptil iitaton in th erambient plasma will be investigated. tion belts. Similar to an ordinary laser,

pump waves can be beamed into the mag-
This experimental program includes the netosphere and built up within magnetic

design and development of a wave diag- flux tubes there. It is believed that this
nostics package for the AFSTC NPBISE energy can be used to dump plasma
(Neutral Particle Beam Integrated Space through loss cone diffusion. Experiments
Experiment). This package will monitor will be designed to test this theory.
waves and fields generated in the ambient
plasma through the propagation and ion- Chemical Releases: Chemicals intro-
ization of the neutral beam. Related theo- duced into the magnetosphere can gener-
retical studies are seeking to predict elec- ate and undergo a variety of interactions
tromagnetic signatures of the ionized por- with ambient waves and particles. High-
tion of the beam, as well as to anticipate altitude chemical-release experiments are
effects of the beam emission on the space- planned as part of the CRRES satellite
craft. program. The experiments are designed to
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study these interactions and the effect of
mass loading of magnetic flux tubes. Plas-
ma and field diagnostics are being provid-
ed for this purpose. Data from the experi-
ments will be analyzed to establish the .
conditions that lead to the dumping of
radiation belt particles. Theoretical mod-
els being developed in collaboration with
Massachusetts Technological Laborato-
ries will be used to predict these interac-

Spacecraft Contamination Modeling -
SOCRATES (Shuttle Orbiter Contamination

SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL Representation Accounting for Transient

INTERACTIONS Emitted Species) Code.

Shuttle Contamination Code (SOCRA- The SOCRATES code is being designed
TES): The development of a shuttle con- in a hig1.! modularized fashion, so that
tamination codle called SOCRATES, an additional physical and geometric com-tainatiy ode bele addedES asdeeanc-,r
acronym for Shuttle Orbiter Contamina- plexity can be added as deemed neeP~sar-
tion Representation Accounting for Tran- without requiring major rewriting of the

sient Emitted Species, was initiated using model. SOCRATES now treats plume

Monte Carlo techniques. Contamination of modeling and exhaust flow-field computa-

instruments on the space shuttle orbiter is tions. Eventually, it will be employed for
an issue of major concern. The shuttle computer simulation analysis by incorpo-
gives off matter through surface outgas- rating critical ionization effects, surface

sing, via various thrusters and from flash chemical reactions, charged particle trans-

evaporators. port, molecular dissociative recombina-
tions, and radiation contamination.

The deposition back onto shuttle-bc-ne
instruments will be largely determined by Shuttle Particulate Contamination
the multiple collision environment sur- Measurements: The particulate environ-
rounding the shuttle (see the figure). In ment surrounding the shuttle during Mis-
addition to physical contamination of sur- sion 61-C in January, 1986, was observed
faces, radiation contamination occurs as using a pair of cameras mounted in a
gases surrounding the shuttle collide with stereoscopic configuration. In addition to
atmospheric ions, electrons and molecules, solar-illumination, a strobe flash unit was
and with the shuttle surfaces. In addition, used to provide illumination so that partic-
the critical ionization-velocity effect may ulates could be observed during orbital
be important in the enhancement and night. Data was acquired throughout the
transport of contaminant species. Once mission. Although events such as water
critical ionization occurs, molecular disso- dumps, maneuvers, satellite launches and
ciative recombination may follow. These payload bay door operations, and even the
effects may lead to characteristic infra- orbital environment, were often found to
red, ultraviolet, and visible radiation in the be very benign, there were times when
vicinity of the space shuttle. contamination was severe (see the "bliz-
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Shuttle Glow: A glow, or halo, has been
observed off surfaces of the space shuttle
when those surfaces are in the ram direc-
tion. On some flights the glow was visible
to the naked eye. The observations to date
have been made with hand-held cameras
from the astronauts' cabin. These obser-
vations indicate that: the glow extends
about 20 cm beyond the surface; its spec-
trum is nearly a continuum with a maxi-
mum at about 600 nm; it depends, to some
extent, on the chemical composition of the
surface; it is strongly influenced by the
firing of thruster engines; and its intensi-
photometric data from Atmospheric Ex-

plorer (AE) and Dynamic Explorer (DE)
• , satellites indicates that the glow is a

general phenomenon associated with all

Shuttle Particulate (ontamitifl spacecraft in low earth density. Infrared
Measurements. and ultraviolet data are needed. Current

interpretation of the origin of the glow

zard-like" contamination distribution in suggests that it is caused by nitrogen

the figure). dioxide, NO, formed by a complex se-
quence of chemical reactions between the

The program goal is to develop guide- ambient atutospheric species (nearly 70
lines for specifying when the environment percent of which are oxygen atoms) and
will be acceptable to perform shuttle- the shuttle surfaces in the ram direction.
bas.ed optical measurements. Particles The shuttle velocity is approximately 7.3
were observed even during periods when km per sec (corresponding to an energy of
all operations (and maneuvers) were dis- 4.4 eV). Support for this theory has been
abled. Nearly 15,000 frames of data were obtained from our analysis of mass spec-
acquired over 83 orbits. The key observa- trometer data, which indicates that NO., is
tional parameter was solar scattering an- present in sufficiei quantities to cause
gle. Particles were observed about 40 the glow.
percent of the time when illumination
conditions were optimal. Particle angular Spacecraft Charging: The centerpiece
velocities were obtained from a series of of our interactions modeling program is
sequential exposures. Source locations the three-dimensional simulation code PO-
have now been tentatively identified and LAR (Potentials of a Large Object in the
the observations have been analyzed in Auroral Region). The POLAR code simu-
light of Mie scattering calculations in lates in three dimensions the electrical
order to estimate particle characteristics interaction of the shuttle or any space
and to assess impacts in other sensing vehicle with the space plasma. It models
bandpasses, especially the infrared, the physical processes of wake genera-
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tion, ambient ion collection, effects of POLAR is now installed on a dedicated
precipitating auroral electron fluxes, sur- super-mini computer, and in-house efforts
face interactions including secondary elec- have expanded to include applications of
tron generation and backscattering, and POLAR, validation studies, comparison
vehicle charging (see the figure). with flight data, and separate numerical

studies. Electrical charging of spacecraft
by intense 10 keV auroral electron
streams to high negative potentials has
been observed on DMSP (Defense Meteor-
ological Satellite Program) satellite space-
craft. POLAR has scored initial success in
modeling the auroral charging of an ideal-

- 00 __ized spacecraft, and studies using a de-

tailed representation of a DMSP craft are
now underway.

Interactions theory predicts that auro-
.. .ral charging is more dramatic for larger
-- ---- - --- - vehicles such as the shuttle, even in the

POTENTIAL CONTOURS, VOLTS low altitude space environment. A nega-
tively charged vehicle collects positive

.4t.,raft 4'harging ions through a plasma sheath whose thick-
ness is proportional to potential and
roughly independent of vehicle size, so

The code follows these processes dy- that the potential must increase in inagni-
namicallv on a subsecond timescale so as tude for the sheath to scale with space-
to simulate the shuttle's rapid passage craft size. Modeling with POLAR has

through intense auroral arcs or the emis- confie t oetia P On a

sion of charged particles. POLAR models confirmed this theoretical prediction and
theambentplama s sotopi Maweli- demonstrated that charging potential

the ambient plasma as isotroic Maxwelli- scales as the 4/3 power of the vehicle size.
an electrons and ions andl allows for POA hafutedmosredht

simutanouspreipittio ofpowPOLAR has further demonstrated that
simultaneous precipitation of power-law, this scaling relation is modified by the
energetic Maxwellian and accelerated secary elaion i of the
Gaussian distributions of electrons. Geo- secondary emission properties of the sur-face materials.
magnetic field cffects ar- included in par-
ticle dynamics and conductor potentials. As with the size effect, access to ions is
POLAR computes charging in the low- the key to other auroral charging events
altitude space environment for individual that occur when small subsatellites such
portions of a vehicle's surface. It does so as the astronaut's MMU (Manned Maneu-
by tracking ambient ram ions through the vering Unit) operate in regions of local ion
plasma sheath and wake surrounding the depletion such as the shuttle wake, or the
vehicle, computing the incident auroral sheath of another charged object. POLAR
electron flux, updating individual surface has been used to model a MMU-shuttle
potentials, and solving Poisson's equation wake scenario and, again, confirmed
self-consistently with computed space quantified predictions. These results are
charge densities. illustrated in the figure.
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independently validate the physics in PO-
EVA ASTRONAUT LAR, and to simulate space-probe interac-

POTENTIAL CONTOURS tions with well-known physics. MACH
treats cylindrically symmetric vehicles by
inside-out particle-tracking techniques.
Cycles of particle tracking and potential
solving converge to a self-consistent solu-
tion in which the details of the physics,
particle tracking, and potential solving are
well understood. The heuristic algorithms
in POLAR, which makc possible three-

dimensional solutions for complex bodies
in a short time, are validated by MACH
for simpler geometries. In this way the
limits of validity of the POLAR code are
obta.ined. MACH is employed independent-
ly as well, to study the kinetic details of a
plasma sheath-wake interaction, confirm-
ing that under most circumstances a
sheath edge can exist in a high MACH
flow wake.

Plasma Generation by Critical Ioniza-
tion Velocity: The Critical Ionization Ve-
locity (CIV) theory was proposed to ex-
plain how matter accreted during the
formation of the solar system. This theory
postulates that atoms are ionized when

-3ooo0 their velocity reaches a value such that
their kinetic energies are equal to their
ionization potential. Six space experiments
have been conducted in order to confirm

the theory; of these, only one gave posi-
tive results. Analysis in our laboratory
has suggested a unique experiment which

' . will establish the occurrence of CIV in
space. In addition, we have established a

SIDE VIEW definitive diagnostic measurement which
will identify whether or not CIV has taken

POLAR Code Calculation of Charging place. The question is very important for a
Experienced by Astronaut Operating a number of applications, one of which is
Manned Maneuvering Unit in Ion Wake. the circumstance under which the exhaust

of a space vehicle in low earth orbit will
The MACH (Mesothermal Auroral become ionized. If ionization does occur,

Charging) code was developed at AFGL to for example in the exhaust of the space



shuttle engines, then the resulting ions acting with ions of ambient and spacecraft
will be trapped in the earth's magnetic origins, and may provide a plasma signa-
field and will separate from the neutral ture detectable at large distances from
plumes, giving rise to an extended source the spacecraft. The propagation of waves
of radiation. This is important for any to large distances is associated with the
application which involves the meas- strongly anisotropic character of the
urement of radiation from low earth-orbit phase and group velocities of cold plasma
platforms,. waves in three regimes: Alfven waves,

whistlers, and upper hybrid waves. The
Plasma Wave Field of Spacecraft: The first two regimes, which are likely to be

shuttle and other low-altitudo spacecraft the most important, are characterized by
move through a plasma with a number vanishing of the phase velocity perpendic-
density on the order of 10" cmin. The ular to the field and the presence of real
interaction of the spacecraft with this spatial characteristics associated with the
ambient plasma can lead to waves and propagation of discontinuities. Analysis
shock-like structures (see the figure). The has shown that these waves, unlike those
importance of the waves is that they in other regimes, propagate essentially
contribute to a complex environment in undamped within a cone around the field
the neighborhood of the spacecraft, inter- extending from the source. These waves

SHUTTLE/PLASMA INTERACTION
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ENERGETIC / COLLISONLESS
ELECTRONS SOKMAGNETIC FIELD

CONTAMINANT
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have been understood in the low frequen- marize available knowledge in areascy approximation for many years in the which are not sufficiently mature for

form of Alfven wings. The typical propa- standards to be prepared.)
gation within the characteristic cone has Spacecraft charging effects on astronaut
recently been observed during beam oper- extravehicular activity (EVA) equipment
ations on the shuttle. Here, the wave were identified as a high-interest topic.
power appears sharply con ined within the AFGL, working with the NASA Johnson
whistler cone at all frequencies betw(:an Space Center Crew Systems I)ivision and
the lower hybrid and the electron gyrfre- the Air Force Space Division Office of
qucnv, and r. suits of numerical integra- Manned Spaceflight, conducted an initial
tion appear to be in reasonable agreement evaluation of the effects of polar-auroral
with the observations, charging on extravehicular activity (EVA)

equipment. The evaluation showed that
SPACE SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT charging is expected to result when extra-INTERACTIONS TECHNOLOGY vehicular activity is conducted during the

infequent severe auroral substorms that
The Space Systems Environment Inter- can occur at any moment. Arc discharges

actions Technology Program addresses are expected to result for extreme values
the impact of the space environment on of differential chargin,, '. Currently, the
large space structures and systems to be consequences of charging on the EVA
designed and built for use in the 1990's equipment cannot be predicted. Even if the
and beyond. The program capitalizes on existing electrostatic discharge test were
space environment research results car- used, it is not considered definitive or
ried out at AFGL and other DoD a'zd predictive of subsequent performance in
civilian research agencies. Its purpose is space. A program to validate electrostatic
to transition new knowledge about the discharge testing, using the existing EVA
environmental sensitivities of emerging equipment as a target system for test
technologies into the design and develop- development, has been proposed. It would
ment of future space systems. provide the answers for the EVA equip-

A review of Air Force and NASA re- ment, as well as validate a test which
search program results on the interaction would benefit all space systems.
of the space environment with space sys- The Interactions Measurement Pay-
tems was completed. The review identified loads (IMPs) project is planned as a series
seven interaction areas which can be criti- of integrated payloads to be carried on
cal to large, high-powered space systems. low-altitude, high-inclination space shuttle
These are spacecraft charging, radiation, flights (see the figure). The IMPs will he
contamination, atomic oxygen erosion, mi- instrumented to quantify the adverse ef-
crometeoroid and man-made debris im- fects of space on materials, equipment.
pacts, high-voltage interactions, and me- and technologies. Typical interaction ef-
chanical stresses. The status of existing fects anticipated include atomic oxygen
standards and specifications in these ar- erosion, differential charging, material
eas was also reviewed. A list of recom- degradation, and arc-discharge.
mended standards, handbooks, computer- The first complement of engineering in-
aided engineering tools, and prehand- vestigations (experiments) and environ-
books was prepared. (Prehandbooks sum- mental diagnostics sensors has been de-



The package will contain a pressure
gauge (to measure ambient atmospheric
pressure), a quadrupole mass spectrome-
ter (to measure neutral and positive-ion
composition), an electrostatic analyzer (to
measure the spectral and directional char-
acteristies of energetic electrons and
ions), a differential ion-flux probe (to
measure enhancements in the vector ion
flow), a superthermal electron spectrome-
ter (to measure the low-energy, 0-20 eV,
electron spectrum), and a plasmas and
fields instrument (to measure ac and de
electric and magnetic fields).

I I .rm't i U- MlU~t-Il Urcuwtt I'a s (I5 1 Design of the engineering experiments
and environmental sensors began in mid-

filled. The Photovoltaic Spr 1985. Preliminary Design Reviews will be
'A, ille therra space- er completed in January, 1987. The CriticalW tAStP) t'xperii~ent will niea'sure the space-e irollelt effect oln the performance Design Reviews for the experiments and

envelopes of selected solar-array technolo- sensors are scheduled to be completed invies (Ga.s cel, a conductor-encapsulated early 1988. Flight instrument delivery is
array several types, f concentrator ar- expected in mid-1989. Flight of the full
rays) having particular military aprlica- IMPs on a free-flyer subsatellite deployed

L'e from the shuttle is expected in the 1990-92tiOnS, e.g.. enhanced reliability (at h;,ger timeframe. An earlier flight of a lesservoltage levels) and lessened vulnerability
to laser attack. The Arizona Imager-Spec- IMPs complement is being evaluated forto lserattak. he Aizoa ImgerSpe an earlier launch opportunity.
trograth (AIS) experiment will measure
the spatial and temporal characteristics of The automated Charge Control System
optical emission Iresulting from spacecraft- (CCS) is based on results from the Space-
envirmnient interactions) that could inter- craft Charging at High Altitudes (SCA-
fere with the operation of military laser THA) program. Geosynchronous SCATHA
and optical surveillance space systems. The operations demonstrated that satellite sur-
S-rface Potential Monitor (SPM) experi- face charge could be actively controlled
ment will measure surface differential (dissipated) using a plasma source. The
charging and material property changes prototype CCS, being developed under con-
induced by the space environment on mate- tract to Hughes Research Laboratories,
rials typicalv used in spacecraft construc- will have three charge detection capabili-
tion. A Transient Pulse Monitor (TPM) ties: (1) an electron and proton electrostatic
istrument will detect ajc discharges on analyzer, (2) a surface potential monitor,
various IMl's experiments and determine and (3) a transient pulse monitor. A new
arc-ln k characteristics. quick-start neutral plasma source has been

The IMPs environmental diagnostics designed to essentially clamp the space-
are heting integrated as a group by the craft to the background plasma and pro-
.\FGI, .Aerosptce Engincerig D)ivision. vide a mechanism to dissipate any differen-
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GiSSEN[WVEN. MIS., HAxvY. [D.A. HAitm', D.A.
(AFBRA an BmTI(;AN, 1). Mass,* Tralnsfrro 1am ti geushr t

(AF(;L: I vMog a t osIonospetoeth
(Eninanuel Coil., Boston, MIA) AGV Mtg.. ;an Francisco, CA (8-13 December

H ntr-o a Cut sp Asya aa'tri's 1985)
.-\(1 !ltg., San Francisco, CA. IS-12 D~ecembher

HAzm', D.A., and BURKE, W.J.
Impulsve Precipitation of Electroas in the

G1 SNHVN M.S. (AFGL); CRAVEN. Morning Side Diff'use Aurora
ji). FR~E. L. (niv.of Iwa, owa AGt Mtg., San Francisco, CA (S-13 December

City, IA): and BAF~z D.N. (Los
Alamos Nati. Lab., Los Alamos, NM) HARi)Y, D.A., GUSSENHOVEN, M.S.
Highlyi A sq n 't ic c'spo asv of/ tho Highi
Latitude Rhrlsavr ta N~zArtbiar fl!*/AFGL); and BRAUtTIG, 1, D.
AGV N1',.V Swi l-ranci.sci. CA 0~-13 Diecember (Emmanuel Coil., Boston, MA)

IThe Averwa (Glabal Patte'rn of -Aurora/ Ion
Precipitatioa
XXVI ('OSPAR Mtg., Toulouse, France (:30 June-

GI SSE-NID VEN, M.S., HAitDY, D.A.,12Jl 96

RE:ivus. R.H. (AFGL): YEH, H.-C.
(Boston C'oll., Newton, MA): and H[ARDY, D.A., GtUSSENHOVEN, M.S.
HEINENTANN, N. (Emmnanuel C'oil., (AFGL); HoLEMAN, E., BuRKHARDT, R.
Boston, MA) (Emimanuel Coil., Boston, MA); and
Prv'cipit.:tlinq Electron ovid Ion JMorphology ini HEINEMANN, N. (Boston Coil., Newton,
thy' Poular Ca ( oil 11 lanuary11 1.983Y MA)
AGU Mltg.. Baltimore, Nil (19-231 May 1986) Variation in the Pattern o1 High Latitude

Particle Precipitation with the Orientation of
the IME

H.\li,, W.N. (AFGL); JONGEWARD, G.A., AGU Chapman Conf. on Solar Wind
Magnetospheric Coupling, Pasadena, CA (12-15

KATZ, I., and Lii.L,F.N, J.R. (S-Cubed, February 1985)

Inc., LaJolla, CA)
Shiv U/v and Astronaut ('ho iqinq in Polar
O)rbit HEELis, R.A. (Univ. of Texas,
AIAA 2401 Acrospare Sri. Mtg., Renoi, NV 16-8 Richardson, TX); WINNINGHAM, J.D.
January 1(9Ii) (Southwest Research Inst., San

Antonio, TX); MAYNARD, N.C. (AFGL);

HA.L~L, W.N. (AFGL); LPMNG, P. (Jet and BRACE, L.H. (Goddard Space Flight
Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, CA); KATZ, Ctr., Greenbelt, MD)

MWagnetospherie Fields in the M1id-Latitude
I., JON(;EWAitD, G.A., Lil.,iEy, J.R. (S- Ionosphere Obseried by DE-2
Cubed, Inc., La .Jolla, CA); NANEVICZ, A(;t Mtg.. Baltimore, MD (19-23 May 1986)

J.E., THAYER, ... (SRI, Internat.,
Menlo Park, CA); and STEVENS, N.J. HEINEMANN, M.

Inc. Redndo each CA)A Simulation of Convection and Radial(TRW, In. eod ecC)Dilusion in the Inner Magnetosphere
l'olar-Avroral ('ha-qing of thr S;pace shuttle Internat. Schtool for Space Simulations, Kapaa,
and EVA A4stronau t HI (7-16 February 1985)
Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Panel Symp. Lifttinve of Spacecraft Generate'd Ion Clouds
(A(ARI)) The Hague, Netherlands (2-5 June AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 December

1986) 986)
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HEINEM..\NN, M., and BiKE, W.J. BF.'JRDIERE, 0. (SRI International,
Nignatiircs o1 Kietic 4 t 'en h'acs ipt Menlo Park, CA)
t'Ehctrostatic /;ho'k Ohscration (o(ipa,'isoi o Partich Prcipitation, (C'rrcitt
A ; UMg., San Francisco, (A 9-13 Decem ober and Ionospheric Copil-ection Pattcrs During a
1 ),51 ~Small, Isolated Substorm

AGU Mtg., San Francisco. CA (9-13 December
1985)

HVINEM.\NN, 11., and DONATE1.IA, D.
The t'pls,'mp ti'' Ficht o1* pcvci'r, /? JONSON, E., LT. Col.., and HA..L, W.N.
A ;" Mtlr.. Itiipre. M1) (19-23 May 1!)86) 1;pace Silstemi p i f' r PoPPPta En fa icPctaii ,Pmts -

.Von-Be'nign Ept' inrironme'n/al Inte,'actions

Environmental Interactions Tech. Seminar.
H FINI-A.\NN, M. and Mi hAI, E. Redondo Beach, ('A (1 July 19<6)
Tin IPa/c aP0i (i/olli.opm.pfl Hopinio o Spidttc

tr; Il/s, irig. Orbit

Shuttle Emvirffnent and Optrations II ( f KAHIER, S.W. (Emmanuel Coll., Boston,
H,,tn, TX 1:-15 No,,pbr 19.,.5) MA); CIIVi,;t, E.W. (AFGL); and CAxN:,

H.V. (NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD)
The Relaotopship at Shock-Associatcd

H i.INEMANN, M., Ri 1IN, A. (AFGL): Kilometric Radio Emission uith lciric Type 11

T\VTZ. M., and (' ))KE, D. (RADEX Barsts and Encrgetic Particles
XXVI COSPAR Plenary Mtg.. Toulouse. France

Corp., Carlisle, MA) :0 June-12 July 198M)
P)LAR ('odc ('/ftfPiify Modfl: ('fompitf'r
.lodcl. t f/ic tn;cWcia/f oki

NATO .\( A RI) 1'm'.. The Hague, Netherlands KAHI.ER, S.W. (Emmanuel Coll., Boston,
p2-7 June 19 ,6p MA); CI.IvER, E.W. (AFGL); CANE,

H.V., M('GLIRE, R.E., STONE, R.G.
(Goddard Space Flight Ctr., Greenbelt,

H EMKANN , M. (AF'GL); J(In (;E\vJ l), MD); and SHEELEY, N.R. (Naval
G., K,\TZ, 1. (S-Cubed, mne., La Jolla, Research Lab., Washington, DC)
CA): Ri I N, A. (AFGL): TA- TZ, M. Solar Filament Eruption and Energetic

(RADEX Corp., Carlisle, MA); and Partic/c Ev'nts
AGU Mtg., Baltimore. MD (27-31 May 1985: 19th

Dt ii-, C. (AFGL) Internat. Cosmic Ray ('onf.. San Diego. ('A (11-
.11fac tic e.7Fli'wts oil .;paccpcrff Chkarging 21 August 1185)
AIAA Aerospace Sciences Mtg.. Reno. NV (6
.Jafnuaf'y 1 PS-pp KANE, S.R., LovE, J. (Univ. of

California, Berkeley, CA); NF:IDIG, D.F.,
HF.INET \NN, N. (Emmanuel Coll., and CLIVER, E.W. (AFGL)
Boston, MA); Gr'SSENH VI.N, M.S., Von-Thcrial Excitation tfthc 1Uitc Light

Source ii? thc 2.4 April 1.981 - 1,158 U'T Solar
HARDY, D.A., RF:Ios, R.H. (AFGL); Fla'ie

and YEH, H.-C (Boston Col., Newton, AAS Solar Physics Div. Mtg., Tucson. AZ (13-15
MA) May 19S5)

A urora l P I r'li/l'r I'rp cipif(it [ifPP ') 1 b ing 1 2

itonr ('/haigr /fronpj .'ltrfpg IMF I: Soutklwrd KATZ, I., MANIDELL, M.J., JONGEWARI),

to .1 PUPPY IM' 1z .Vorthic'ard G.A., LILEY, J.R. (S-Cubed, Inc., La
A V NtV., Bialtimofre, MD 1 9-231 May 1951s Jolla, CA): HAL.t, W.N., and Ru BIN.

A.G. (AFGL)
HI':INI:xAN N, N. (Boston Coll., Newton, Astronaut ('hargiilq in the Wake of a Polar

Orbitipg h iitt/c
M:\) r 'SSEN H) VIEN, M.S., RwH, F.J., Shuttle Environment and (Operations 1I Conf.,

H.m II', I).A. (AFGL): and DE iE L Houston. TX (1:1-15 Novemher l9N5)
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KEiL, S.L. KNECHT, D.J.
1E1/i'cts ni M1aglietw i 'ieds on the .4~madi;of Width and Location o" PField-Aligned C'urrent
Photospheric Line Profiles Coop/cs Producing the Bo 1ay and PulIsa tions ai
AAS Solar Phvs. Div. An. Mtg.. Tucson, AZ (13- Si bstormi Onset
15 May n1s5) AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 December

KEIL, S.L. (AFGL): and Koo, B.-C.
(Univ. of California, Berkeley. CA) LAI, S.T., and MURA[, E.
Some Etkcts ol Propoyating Warte Pockets on Quench ing o/f ('itical Ionization in the
So/ar Spectral/ Lines icTin ity of Space Shu tt/c
168th Mtg. of Am. Astron. Soc. Ames, IA (22-26 AUMg.Blioe D(1-: a 96
June 19SG6

LxI, S.T., COHE:N, H.A. (AFGL); and
KI,:ii,, S.L., and NFEluIG, D.F. AGG(SON, T.L. (Goddard Space Flight
S0/lar. ct iity .1ens o re ni et xpe rie a C tr. , Green-belt, MD)
(SA ME.V) M1odu/ation of Boom-Satel/ite Poten tia/
24th Avrospaiev Sciences Mtg.. Reno, NV (6-9 Di 4fireace Doaring Ion Beamn Ejections in
Januarv 19M0) Sonalight

AGU Mtg.. Baltimore, MD) (27-:31 May 1985)

Kf:NDA.-v. D.J.W., GA'vrlNGE1, R.L.
(NRC. Ottawa, Canada); LLEWELLYN, LAI, S.T., COHEN, H.A. (AFGL); and
EdJ. (Univ. of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, MCNEiL, W.J. (RADEX Corp., Carlisle,
Canada): MENDE, S.B. (Lockheed, Palo MA)

Alto CA; an DEIC; W.F (AGL) Spacecraft Sheath Modification During Beam
Arltr C/ow ansd DEo G ti F. asGL DuigMso T jectio as
41-te Glw(;rain urn 1iso T Internat. School for Space Simulations, Honolulu,

AGU Mtg.. San Francisco, CA (9-13 December HI(-6Frur19)

LAI, S.T., DFENIG, W.F., and MURAD, E.
KFNDiiJ., D.J.W. (NRC, Ottawa, The Role of the C'ritical Ionization Ve/ocity

MVechanism on P/asia Processes in the Space
(Canada); LLEWELLYN, E. (Unix'. of Shutt/e Environment
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada); AGU Mtg., San Francisco, ('A (1-12 IDecember

GA'rFINGER, R. (NRC, Ottawa, Canada); 1()S(;

MENDE, S. (Lockheed, Palo Alto, CA);
COGGER, L. (Univ. of Calgary, Alberta, LAI, S.T., ROTHWELL, P., HEINEMANN,
Canada); and DENIG, W.F. (AFGL) M., and MURAD, E.
.Shutt/e C/ou and Spectrographic Observations C'ritica/ Ionization and Polarization Drift of a
froni Miso ST'S 414; D~ense XVeutra/ Beami in the Ionosphere
CAP Cong., Edmonton, Canada 021-2.5 June 1986) AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (5-10 December

1985)

KIRKPATRICK, M.E., STEVENS, N.J., LEBLANC, Y. (Observatoire de Paris,
UNDERWOOD, C.S., HOWARD, J.E. France); and SMART, D.F. (AFGL)
(TRW, Redondo Beach, CA); and HALLI, Interp/anetary Shockunies Observed by the
W.N. (AFGL) Voyager Radio Astronomny Experiment During
Larege Space Systems-Nata ral En iirannieat April 1978
Interactions in Polar Ortbit STIP Symp. on Restrospective Analyses and
AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences (onf., Reno, NV Future Coordinated Intervals, Les IDiablerets,

-January 1!)m) Switzerland (10-12 June 1985)
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LEHLANC, Y. (Observatoire de Paris, MAYNARD, N.C. (AFGL); AG;;soN, T.L.
France); SMART, D.F., and SHEA, M.A. (Goddard Space Flight Ctr., Greenbelt,
(AFG L) MD); LIEBRECHT, C. (Science
Kilo tactrie Ti/pc 11 Radiotion ' fromnApiain eeacLnaM )In tertplattcary Shocks: In terpeeta/ion ,Apiaon RearLah .MI;
Vo'yager Resu//s MAN-R, H.G., and HERRERO, F.A.

XXX'I COSPAR .Plt'narY Nltg., Toulouse, F'rance (Goddard Space Flight Ctr., Greenbelt,
(30) June-12 July 1986)

MD)
Observa/ions of Loic LU/it ode Mc,'jdiona/

LESTER, M. (Univ. of York, UK); and K/ece/ric'Fields Jrum DE-!

SINGER, H.J. (AFGL) -kGU Nitg., Baltimore, MD)(19~ MaY 19)m;)
Pi 2 Pu/lsations an(d the Sobs/oemi ('a teen /
((edge -Poloarization C/atoristics at/ Low
Lo/itodes (L-<J) MAYNARDi, N.C., BABCOCK'I, R.R.,
IAGA 5th Scientific AssblY., Prague, GuI~icE, D.A., PIKE, C.P. (AFGL); and
C'zechoslovakia (5-17 August 195 GARR-ETTl, H.B. (JPL, Pasadena. CA)

A Prograt for .Ilasatring La rqc-Body S"pace-
Liviow, C. H., GELmi, C., HU-GHES, Plasma Iteact/ions iii the Anuroral antd Puoar

XV.J. (Boston Univ., Boston, MA); and Cap Envitrottttet/s
SINERH.J (AGL)SI'uttle Eniviron ment and Operations 11 (onf.,
SIN(ERH.J (AGL)Houston, TX I 13-15 November 19S5)

(;rountd-based Observa tions of a Long Dourationt
Pr I Err t
AGU Nltg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 December MNE .. WNOGR Lche
1986) MNE .. WNOGR Lche

Research Lab., Palo Alto, CA):
LYNC, KA.,GUSSNHOENM.SKENDALL, D.J.W.. (NRC, Ontario,
LYNC, KA, GLSSENOVEN M.SCanada): Li.EWEI.IXN, E.J. (Univ. of

FiLz, R., FoUGERE, P. (AFGL); and Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada); and
BAKER, D.N. (Los Alamos NatI. Lab., DENIG, W.F. (AFGL)
Los Alamnos, NM)
Plouter S'pec/tral Detnsity A tnalysis oj' Relativisti(' Itage itt etisified .'pee/rogro p/ Obsert'iion otn11
Outer Zotte Electrotns at L = J-1the 515 41-G Missioni
AGU Nftg., San Francisco, CA (9-1:3 December AGU Mtg., Baltimore. MD) (27-31 May 18
1985)

MULLEN, E.G.
LYN('H, K.A., GUSSENHOVEN, M.S., A Space Radiationi Kee/~s I'ragrIa t

FILZ, R., MULLEN, E.G. (AFGL); RIECO, (SPA CERA D)
S. (AFWL, Kirtland AFB, NM); and 3rd An. Symp. on Single Event Effects, Los

F.A.(Paameric, Ic.,Angeles, CA (5-6 March 1985): 41th An. Symp. onl
HANSER, F..(aaercIcSingle Event Effects, Los Angeles. (CA (8-9) April
Waltham, MA) 1986i)
('ottpinson of Ihc Measur('d Dose and t/he
A FWL Soatel/ite Voulnerability Code ('a/cula/I'd
Dose for the DMS.'P/P'7 'P Dosimeter MULLEN, E.G., and GuSSENHO\'EN, M.S.
AGU Mtg., Baltimore. MD [)(19-23 May 1986)S/ttani/ttinpoerl(hagtg

AGL' Mtg.. Sanl Francisco. ('A (9- 13 December

Wi RMOLINO, C. 1951
The K/ie/ts qja]'.ons/ic Wartes ott the Cu rve qj DI4SP Dosimtt/er Dat/a lhr the JY986 lFhrttart'
G;rowrth S/rni
168Xth Mtg. of Am. Astron. Soc., Ames. IA (22-26i A(;I Mtg., San Francisco, ('A (8-12 Dlecember
.,une 1986) 1986)
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MULI.EN, E.G., GUSSENHOVEN, M.S., TAxIBEiu,, T., and TITLE, A. (Lockheed
LYNCH, K.A.. and BRUIAD. Research Lab., Palo Alto, CA)
.Vuceuea Star Evenmt. i Slab Detectors: An Ini- Precise Proper Motion Measu rempent of Solo r
Situ M1eas urepp t op t 'SEK Phpennopmena Granulton
Internal. Fedleration of Automatic Control 168th Mtg. of Am. Astron. Soc., Ames, IA (22-26
Wkshp.. Paris, France p 15-IT December 1986) Junie 198M

MI.RAIP. E. PIKE, C.P.
(;lorit ).1'Soucral ini .oic Eaurth Orbit ,;poce 1 ystenis and Their Ipnteractionps with the
Si xth i An- MIS 1' %mp mi I'hv * v, f '-pact, I lasmna. Spa np~, n
Carniridgv. MA P 1PP January 10dNaval postgraduate School (24 April 1986)
The Role o/. Atomoc and fIlulvewor I'roressps 1/
t/pu Critical 1,0/1: ' ion I 'topiti TIP/orb
Intcrnat Sv '%np f, r Sir D~avid lates,. Ilelfaist, NP. PIKE, C.P. (AFGL); PURVIS, C.K.
Ireland (17T-1,, N' emiber 19m;) (NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland,

OH); KATZ, 1. (S-Cubed, La Jolla, CA):
Mi [,:AI, E., id L , S.T. and RilIIN, A.G. (AFGL)

p9f,,c-,,-+ ,()H' Militar1 C ha rging Compu ter Modeling
oth luternma' \ ass Sp c-ronP -r rv (on f.. MiiayOeain, Res. Soc. Mtg., Colorado

S>%anSVZa. 1 ,."p9 1% '1',itnhvr 1985) s~prings, (C0 (25-27 June 1985)

MrRI.E., LAI, S.T., and ST..XI, A.T., RA\I cK, R. R.
J 1. The .'.oor-.Stp'/Iar Connection at Lowr Spectral
Crica o! ipzaloltpp Ioi'i t. 1 aw lp ts Resolupption

Imp~ica tions for 'pacc Phip mpe Modclling - A. 1'rppceed~ngs opf the NSO Workshop on Solar-
P'rpo~sed Tcst ii Spoarc Stellar InitiaLNves. Tucson, AZ (3-5 September
A IAA 24th .\erospate sciciicP,s Mtg., Reno, NV 1986)
(6-9 .1anuarv 19,1,6

RADICK, R.R. (AFGL); DUNCAN, D.K.
N Y ilti ;, 1). F. (Las Campanas Obs., Pasadena, CA);
MM,;1 f'/p ~ id Effiprts inp Solapr Monitoring LC woWG Lwl b
tino Spc'LCWOWG Lwl b.

Sppjar High-Re-solution Astrophysics Using the Flagstaff, AZ)
pinhople O)cculter Facilit-x Wkshp. Marshall SI/ace The Suifacc Morphology of Solar-Type Hyades
Flight OPr., AL, S-10 MfaY 1985) Sta rs

165th Am. Astron. Soc. Mtg., Tucson, AZ (13-16

NF:11P1;, [).F.; KANE, S.R.; LovE, J.J.: January 1985)

CI.ivF:R. E.W.
'(pup-T/per,,pl Exrritntin (Pt the Wh/pite Ligjht REI US, R.H., GUSSENHOVEN, M.S.
Source ppp t/pp 24 April (ll5 I'T Solar f/oare (AFGL); and BASS, J.N. (RADEX, Inc.,
Ani. .Astrpn. Soc. Spolar l'hYs. LDi%. Mtg., Tucsn, Carlisle, MA)
AZ P1115 May v ; Adiabatic Variations imp Ring Current

Populations Observed by the SUATHA Satellite

NovvmERI, L.J. (AFGL); and DUNN, Between .5.5 and 8.5 RE
European Geophys. Soc. X1 Gen. Assbly., Kiel,

R.B. (National Solar Obs., Sunspot, FRG (21-:30 August 1986)
NM)
A tmoospbeccP/ 1.) stortion and Blierrinq
AAS Sol~ar M'hs. D~iv. Mtg., Tucson, AZ )13-15 REDUs, R.H., GUSSENHOVEN, M.S.,
MaY 19S51 RICH, F.J., an(' HARDY, D.A.

A Polar Arc Interval During the February

No%-Emiwit, LA. (Nati. Solar Ohs., Sac 1986 Magnetic Storm
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 December

Peak, NM) SIMION, G.W. (AFGL); 1986)
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RF:iws, R.H., GUSSENHOVEN, M.S. Sweden); and SILEVITCH, M.B.
(AFGL); YF;H, H.-C. (Boston Coil., (Northeastern Univ., Boston, MA)
Newton, MA); and HEINEMANN, N. M1odels for thu' Formation of the Substorm

(EmmnuelCoi., Bsto, MA ('rrent Wedge
TErmanl olrt., oson, DMAig)i A(U Mtg., San Francisco, CA (5-10 December

P'olo r Ca p .Are Eret otjP 15 Janulary, 1.98.1
AGU Mtg.. Baltimore. M[D (19-23 MaY 1986)

RoTHWELL, P.L. (AFGL); SILEVITCH,

RICH, F.J., and DENIG, W.F. M.B. (Northeastern Univ., Boston, MA);
Is tMe Mlantle the S1ource of the IDayside Regioni and BLOCK, L.P. (Inst. of Tech.,
0) Fiel A/i'. IIh -I ~ Scotium Swh4 7

WV Ntg..Baltmore MD(27-11 MN 195)4 Simplel Model for the Substorm Current

RICH, RdJ., and GUSSENHOVEN, M.S. COSPAR Mtg., Toulouse, France (30 June-12 July

Wlhat is a Quiet lonosplieref .A Se;arich ./r 14Mdl9S6h)Dnmcso h Wswr

Rcii I Region J Ficld-.Aliqoed Cu rrenits T.4 i'eodl ng Soe rye aiso h etv

[)ii 'ipj 4) i it Timiies r ein Sug

AGU lj tg.. San Francisco. CA (S-12 December Wkshp. on Magnetospheric/Ionospheric Plasma

191161 Mo~dels, Huntsville, Al. (13-16 October 1986)

RICH, F.J., GvSSE-NHOVEN, M.S., and RVBlN, A. (AFGL); TAUTZ, M., and
HARI~i , D.A. COOKE, D. (RADEX Corp., Carlisle,
Obserra(tiotis byj the, 1ISP Satellites of the MA)
A'nerqy Flow into the High Latitude Ionosphere Mfesothermal Flow Codes
Internat. SYmp. on 1.arge-Scale Processes in the AGU Mtg., Baltimore, MD (19-22 May 1986)
Ionosphere-Magnetosphere System. Boulder, CO (Charging in an? Aurporal Environment
(2-5 IDecember 1986) AGU Mtg.. San Francisco, CA (8-12 December

1986)

ROTHWELL, P.L.
A.4 Model Relating Polar Cap Arcs and the RUfBIN, A.G., HEINEMANN, M. (AFGL);
In terpla netar V- agnetic Field ATMadCOED.( DX
Chapman Conf. on Solar Wind-Magnetosphere TATMadCO ,D.( DX
C'oupling. Pasadena. CA (12-15 February 1985) Corp. Carlisle, MA)
P'olar Cap .Arcs aiid the lintei-planetar-y Computer Models of the Spacecraft Walk

MVaqnetic Field Conference on Space Plasma Issues in 2001, JPL,

AGU Solar Wind1 Mtg., Pasadena. CA (12-15 Pasadena, CA (1986)
February 1985)
A n Emipirical Relationship Bctnve' n K,, anid the SAGALYN, R.
Tail Lobe, Magntetic Field - 38Dcme ~ a, akrud 'yisadIpiain
AGL' Mtg.. ;an Francisco, CA.38Dcnhr SaeBcg-on.PyisadIpiain
1985) Jbr Future Systemis

SPIE Mtg., Arlington, VA (8-12 April 1985)
DoD Support of' the S;pace Sciences

RO'uHWE:u, P.L. (AFGL); and AGU Mtg., Baltimore, M[D (27-31 May 1985)

SILEVITCH, M.B. (Northeastern Univ.,
Boston, MA) SCHUMAKER, T.L. (Boston Coil.,
Nonlinear Partirlp P'recipitation Events - Newton, MA); GUSSENHOVEN, M.S.,
Sim i 11 at io n
AGT* Mtg., San Francisco. CA (S-12 D~ecenmber HARD)Y, D.A. (kFGL); and
1986) CAROVILIANO, R.L. (Boston Coil.,

Newton, MA)
P. L.(AVGIi);B 1.) KStudy of E('H Ware Ejfficts on Low Energy

RoL.(lFLHwF:IoLL.P Plasma Sheet Elect rons

(Royal Inst. of Tech., Stockholm, AGU Mtg., Baltimore, MI.) (19-23 May 1986)
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SHEA, M.A. (AFGL); and DRYER, M. SHUMAN, B.M., COHEN, H.A. (AFGL);
(NOAA, Boulder, CO) HYMAN, J., ROBSON, R.R., and
Overvieu of STIP Intervals I-XIV WILLIAMSON, W.S. (Hughes Research
STIP Symp. on Retrospective Analyses and LaMSON, W ue
Future Coordinated Intervals. Les Diablerets, Lab., Malibu, CA)
Switzerland (10-12 June 1985) A Charge Control System *for SpacecraftProtection

Internat. Aerospace and Ground Conf. on
Lightning and Static Electricity, Paris, FranceSHEA, M.A., and SMART, D.F. (10-12 June 1985)

Energetic Particle Radiation Environment in
Space
3rd An. Syrup. on Single Event Effects, Los SHUMAN, B.M., COHEN, H.A. (AFGL);
Angeles. CA (5-6 March 1985) HYMAN, J., ROBSON, R.R., SANTORU, J.,
Scientific Restlts Obtained During STIP
Intervals I and II and WILLIAMSON, W.S. (Hughes
STIP Symp. on Retrospective Analyses and Research Lab., Malibu, CA)
Future Coordinated Intervals. Les I)iablerets, Automatic Charge Control System jbr Geo-
Switzerland (10-12 June 1985) synchronous Satellites
An Assessment of the Energetic Particle AGARD Symp. on Aerospace Environment at
Environ nent High Altitudes and Its Implications for
4th An. Symp. on Single Event Effects, Los Spacecraft Charging and Communications. The
Angeles. CA (8-9 April 1986) Hague, Netherlands (2-6 June 1986)

SHEA, M.A., SMART, D.F. (AFGL); and SILEVITCH, M.B. (Northeastern Univ.,
GENTILE, L.C. (Emmanuel Coll., Boston, Boston, MA); and ROTHWELL, P.L.

MA) (AFGL)
Estimating Cosmic Ray Vertical Cutoff Nonlinear Particle Precipitation Events-Theory
Rigidities as a Function of the Mcllwain L- AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 I)ecember
Parameter /br Dijf rent Epochs of the 1986)

Geomagnetic Field
Fifth Scientific Assblv. of the Internat. Assoc. of SILEVITCH, M.B. (Northeastern Univ.,
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (5-17 August 1985) Boston, MA); ROTHWELL, P.L. (AFGL);

and BLOCK, L.P. (Royal Inst. of Tech.,
SHEA, M.A., SMART, D.F. (AFGL); Stockholm, Sweden)
SWINSON, D.B. (The Univ. of New On the Structure of Pi 2 Wave Forms During
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM); and Substorms

COSPAR Mtg., Toulouse, France (30 June-12 July
HUMBLE, J.E. (Univ. of Tasmania, 1986)
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia)
North/South Asymmetry in Solar Activity as SME, D.G., FISHER, R.R. (High
Determined by the Comprehensive Flare Index
19th ESLAB Symp. of the Sun and the Altitude Obs., Boulder, CO); and
Heliosphere in Three-Dimensions, Les [iablerets. ALTROCK, R.C. (AFGL)
Switzerland (4-6 June 1985) Results from the Coronal Photometry Progam

at NSO, II: Rotation of the Green Corona over
the Solar Cycle

SHINE, R.A. (Lockheed Research Lab., AAS Solar Phys. [)iv. Conf., Tucson, AZ (13-15
Palo Alto, CA); and SIMON, G.W. May 1985)

(AFGL)
White Light Observations of a Sunspot SIMON, G.W.
Penumbra and Its Intero-ction with the Measurements of Large Scale Flows on the Sun
Surrounding Photosphere from SOUP
168th Am. Astron. Soc. Mtg., Ames, IA (June Scientific Results from Spacelab 2, Annapolis,
19 )6 MD (20-22 October 1986)
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SIMON, G.W. (AFGL); SCHMIDT, H.U. SMu.I)Y, M., DONATELI, D., and
(Max Planck Institut fir Astrophysik, BUPKE, W.J.
FRG); and WEISS, N.O. (Univ. of Preliminar-y Plasma (and Wave Measureinents

Cambridge, UK) f1romn the BERT-i Rocket During Electron
.1-D) Behavior of Buoyant Mfagnetic Flux Tubes &RePnt Etmtissions
in Grannles and Supergranales AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 D~ecember
AAS Solar Phyvs. Div. Mtg., Tucson, AZ (May 19S5)
19S5)

SMITH, J.B., MACHADO, M., HAGYARIJ,
SIMON, G.W. (AFGL); TITLE, A.M., M.J. (Marshall Space Flight Ctr., AL);
TARBELL, T.D. (Lockheed, Palo Alto, NEIi)IG, D.F. (AFGL)
CA) Flnare Activity, Su nspot M1otions, and the
Resultsfibout the Soup Experiment Evolution oj1 Vector Magnetic Field., in I-ate
C()SPAR Meeting, Toulouse, France (3Julie1 - Region 17244 (.Voveniber 1980)

12 .Juv 86)COSPAR Mtg., Toulouse, France (30 June - 12

.July 1986)

SINGER, H.J.
AFGL Mlagnetometer .Vetivork PulsationSETAZ(LbfoSpc Re,
Observations VSKZ(LbfoSpcRe.
MNtg. on Hvdronmagnetic Waves in the Earth's Utrecht, The Netherlands); FONTENJA,
Magnetosphleric Plasma, New York. NY (17-18 J.M. (CNIE, San Miguel, Argentina);
October 1985)

MACHADO, M.E. (NASA Marshall Space

SINGR, HJ., nd OTHWLL, .L.Flight Ctr., Huntsville, AL); MARTIN,

Ring Cu rren t Efti'cts ott V1agnetospheric SF Clfri nt fTc.
.1lagntttic Field Geontetry and .Standittg 4l/cett Pasadena, CA); NEILDlc, D.F. (AFGL);
Wavec Eigen periodsan OETG(sertoi
AGU Wtg.. San Francisco, CA (8-12 December adPL'rG Osraoi
1986) astrofisico di Arcetri, Firenze, Italy)

A4 Dynamic Flare twith Anomalously Dense
Post-Flare Loops

SINGER, H.J., KNECHT, D.J, (AFGL); COSPAR Mtg., Toulouse. France (30 June 1986)
and GELI'I, C. (Boston Univ., Boston,
MA) SDRRD Ui.o aiona oStibstorm Associated Pulsatiotts and Aaroral SDRRD Ui.o aiona o
Bot tinda ,-ies Angeles, CA); and DONAThL~i, D.E.
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-1:3 [December (AFGL)
1985) Electrott Beanin-Dritett Iont Modes itn a Space
Substorm A-ssociated Pulsationts (Pi 2 amtd Pi 1) lsa-Pr -Osrain letotBatt
a nd A~u rot-al Boudre Plsn -t (1rt IrieerainsEctonBai

5th Scientific Assblv. of IAGA, Prague. Driven Ion Modes irt (a Space Plasmna - Part II
Czechoslovakia (5-11 August 1985) - Comuputer Sim ulatiotts

XXVI COSPAR Mtg., Toulouse, France (30 Tune-
12 July 1986)

SMART, D.F., SHEA, M.A. (AFGL); and
LEBL.ANC, Y. (Observatoire de Paris, TANSKANEN, P.J. (Univ. of Oulu, Oulu,
France)
Kilontetric Tyqpe II Radiationt Obserted by thte Finland); and ROTHWEIL, P.L. (AFGL)
V'oyager Spacera-ft attd S/tockres Du ring The Velocity amtd Dir-ectin of the Westtward

A4pr-il 11)7' Travtelintg Sn rge
A(;l Mtg., San Francisco. CA (9-131 De'embher AOL' Mtg.. Baltimore, MD (27-:31 May 1985)
191S5)
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TANSKANEN, P.J.. KANGAS, J., Newton, MA); GUSSENHOVEN, M.S., and
BosINGER, T. (Univ. of Oulu, Oulu, HARDY, D.A. (AFGL)
Finland); and RoTHWEI.L, P.L. (AFGL) Energy Dispersion of Precipitating Auroral
Multiple WVTS During a Substurmi Expansion Ions
Phs Event Study AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 December
COSPAR Mtg.. TOUlOUSe. France (30 June-12 July 1.98)
1"6)

TARI-ELL, T.[).. TITLE, A.M. (Lockheed
Research Lab., Palo Alto, CA); SIMON,
G.W. (AFGL) TECHNICAL REPORTS
I ideodisA- M1oies of the Solar Photosphere JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986
froiu the SOUP1 Instrument on Spacelab 2
168th Am. Astron. 'Soc. Mtg.. Ames, IA (22-26
June 1986) BASINSKA, E.M., BURKE, W.J., BASU,

S., RICH, F.J., and FoUGERE, P.F.
TITLE, A.M., T.AinmL, T.D. (Lockheed Low Frequency Modulation of Plasmuas and

Research Lab., Palo Alto, CA); and Soil Electron Precipitation Vear the Dayside
SIMO, G.. (AGL)Cusp
SIMO, G.. (AGL)AFG L-TR-86-0226 (October 1986), ADA 176894

Aieasu remen ts 01 the Lifetimes of Individual1
Granules fromj SOU P Data
168th Am-. Astron. Soc. Mtg., Ames. IA (22-26 CLIVER, E.W. (AFGL); McNAMARA,

June 9S(;)L.F., (Ionospheric Prediction Service,
Darlinghurst, New South Wales,

ToPKA, K.P., TARBELL, T.D. (Lockheed Australia); and GENTILE, L.C.
Research Lab., Palo Alto, CA); and (Emmanuel Coll., Boston, MA)
SIMON, G.W. (AFGL) Peak-Flux-Density Spectra of Large Solar
Properties of Solar Granulation in Magnetic Radio Bursts and Proton Emission from
Versus .Von-Magnctir Reqions Fla res
168th Am. Astron. Soc. Mtg., Ames, IA (22-26 AFGL-TR-85-0180 (19 August 1985), ADA164458
June 1986)

TYLE:R, S. (JPL, Pasadena, CA); EVANS, DENIG, W.F. (AFGL); and
D. (ockeed Pao Alo, A);andFREDERICKSON, A.R. (RADC/ESRE,
D. (ockeed Pao Alo, A);andHanscom AFB, MA)

DENIG, W. (AFGL)DepDeetiChrng-ARvw
Quantitative Model of Auroral Charqging Deep-electri Ch4arging 5, A DA7ie 04
En riron ~/AGnT-e023(4My 95,AD120
Shuttle Environment and Operations 11 Conf.,
Houston. TX (13-15 November 1985) DUBS, C.W., and HEINEMANN, M.

An Analytic Theory for Trajectories and
YEH H.C. BotonCol.,Newton, MA); Current to a Cylinder in a Flowing,

YEHH-C (Bsto Col.,Magnietoplosma
and GvSSENHOVEN, M.S. (AFGL) AFGL-TR-85-0301 (22 November 1985),
DMfSP Eclipse Charging - The Statistical ADA169745
Electron Envriron ment
AGI:' Mtg.. Baltimore, MD) (19-23 May 1986)

GAUNT, D.N.
YFHH-C, HINEMNNN.,Automated System for Resolving the Position
YEHH.-., HINEANNN.,of Solar Radio Bursts

CAROVILI.ANo, R.L. (Boston Coll., AFGL-TR-85-0179 (19 August 1985), ADA164425
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GUSS ENHOVEN, M.S. LAI, S.T, COHEN, H.A. (AFGL); and
Electron aod Ion Disteribn tions (it High MCNEIL, W.J. (RADEX Corp., Carlisle,
Latitudes (is Meoastired by the Air Force Pola r MA
Orbiting SoatellitesMA
AFG L-TR-85-002 1 (26; Februarv 1985), A I)A 15;242 S)pacecraft Shea th Mlodification Du ring Beami

Ejections
AFGL,-TR-85-0215 (11 September 1985), AI)A

GUSSENHOVEN, M.S., MULLEN, E.G., 166604
and SAGALYN, R.C.,editors
('PRES 'SPA ( ERAD 1) Eperiinen I Descriptions
AFGLI-TR-S.--0017 (24 .hillUarv 19S5), AI)A 160504 MCNEIL, W.J. (RADEX, Inc., Carlisle,

MA); and SINGER, H.J. (AFGL)
GISSNHOENM.S, FIz, .C. LYCH "lnxrgate Moagnctoineter Analysis and
GUSENOVE, .S. F~zR.., YNH, Simua tion Sof iva re fbir the Cominbined Release

K.A .,MU LLEN, E.G.(AFGL); AN) and Radiation Eftocts Satellite (CRRES)
H \NS.I, F.A. (Panametrics, Inc., AFGL-TR-86-0222 (G October 1986., AI)AI76353

Waltham, MA)
Space Radia tion Dosimeter SS.1P Ibr fte Block RCFJadSI)),M
5D'flight 7 I).US.P Satellite: (Calibration and RCFJadSIOM
Da ta Prcsro tioli Plasma Densities and Irregula rities at 8320 KM
AFG I.-TR-,Sli-065 (20) March 18I).AA172178 Attitude Based on Obserations Du ring 1979

AF(,L-TR-86;-0121 (28 May 1986). ADA172118

HEINEMANN, M.
S/i attli, Coitainlinatiofl Modeling: The P1l.sma( Ri 'BIN, A.G. (AFGL); and TAUTZ, M.
1'ae Field of Spaceerati? (RADEX Corp., Carlisle, MA)
AV;L-TR-85-0300 (22 November 1985). (Calculation of Threshold Conditions far
At)AI1(6605 Ma ternis Cha rging in Maxielliapii Plasmnas
Shuattlc (Conitamination .1odeling: Evola tion of AFGL-TR-85-0020 (25 January 1985). ADA157123
1Ion1ized Shittlei Exihalst
AFGI,-TR-)86-)023 422 January 1986), ADA 172001

SHEA, M.A., MILITELLO, S.A. (AFGL);
HEINEMANN, M., RUBIN, A. (AFGL); COFFEY, H.E., and ALLEN, J.H.
TAUTZ, M., and COOK, D. (RADEX (NESDIS, NOAA, Boulder, CO)
Corp., Carlisle, MA) Directory al Solar-Terrestrial Physics
C'omlputer Models of* the( Spacecroaft Wa(ke Monitoring Stations - Edition 2
AFGL-TR-86-0160 (24 July 1986). ADAI7)881 AFGLTR-81L02:27 (6 s5eptember 1984). ADA162395

KNECHT, D.J. SPIEGEL, S.L. (Univ. of Lowell, Lowell,
Danily, Magnetogramis In r 1978 frooi the AFG(L MA), and COHEN, H.A. (AFGL)
AFGLtir-8-07(8Jnay 95,AD18 Real Time, Automatic Vehicle Potential

AFGTR85-02 (8Janary195 ,AI)I6859 Determ inn tion from ESA Measo remen ts. Part
Danily Mlagiletogro lls for. 197'9 JIrOmlite .FGL II. The Distribution Function A4lgorithmi
.\i't iiork F TR8013(1(6Mv18)AD 627
AFG L-TR-85-))028 (22 February 1985), ADLA 1 7:658 AG-R8-13(I 6My18) D127
Dai!y Mlagnetograins ftr 1980 Ira 0 the AFGL

110 ork
AFH;UTR-xS-0o29 (22 February 1985), ADA169470 SPIEGEL, S.L. (Univ. of Lowell, Lowell,
Doily Magnetograms .fbr 1.981 iom the AFGL MA); RAISTRICK, R.J. (AFGL);
Aethor 110E s N..(ouhws Rsac
AF(;L-TR-85-00:(0 (28 February 1985). AI)A173958 SAL ON..Sot-etRsac
Doily Magnetnqrnm fiS r 1982 from thle Af'GL Inst., San Antonio, TX); GUSSENHOVEN,
,ctI o rk M.S., and COHEN, H.A. (AFGL)
A F(;LTR-85-001 0( March 1985), AI)A 17:3742 Real Time', Anutomlatic Vechicle Poteiitial
D~aily/ May n toy nis lb r 1981,froit0 the A EGI Dete rm inat ionii ro in ES.'A Measu reme1n'iits. Part
Aet lork I. The Counut Ra tin A4lgorithmi
AFGITR-85.0012 (21 March 1985), A[)A73765 AF(;L-TR-S5-010:3 (1) (8 May 1985), AL)A160459
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CONTRACTOR PUBLICATIONS EmsLuE, A.G. (Univ. of Alabama in
JANUARY, 1985 -DECEMBER 1986 Huntsville, AL)

The Structure and Response of the

BATES, D.R. (Queen's Univ., Br fast, N. Chromosphere to Radiation Backwarming
Ir.) During Solar Flares in The Lower Atmosphere

of So/ar Flares
Deduction of Lou- Density Limit to Rate ol)J Proceedings of the National Solar Observatory/
Ter-molecular Ion- Molecule A4ssociation Solar Maximum Mission Symposium, D.F. Nei dig,
MVeasurement

J. Chem. Phys 84 (June 1986) e.(eray18
Heary Ozone in the St ra tosph ere
(4eophys. Res. Lett., 13 (July 1986)
S ome Ter-Mfolecular Association Processes in GREEN, B.D. (Physical Sciences, Inc.,
Collisions of (CH, and Its Den terated Analogs Andover, MA)
With H - HD, and D -,Rve fh eil lu

J. Chem. Phvs. 85 (19)86) e'e fteVhceGo
Prodctsoj' Disocitiv Recmbiatio ofAIAA Shuttle Environment and Operations II

Polyatomic Ions of(1-5Nvme19)
Astrophys. J. 306 (1986)

GREEN, B.D., RAWLINS, W.T. and
CHiRISTENSEN-DALSGAARD, J., GouGfi, MARINELLI, W.J. (Physical Sciences,
D., and ToomRE. J. (Univ of Colorado, Inc. Andover, MA)
Boulder, CO) cheniiluneinescen t Processes Occurring Abhovc
Seismology of the' Sun Shuttle Sn rfacs
Science 229 (6 September 1985) Planet. Space Sci 34 (1986)

CODONA, J.L. (Univ. of California, HURLBURT, N.E., TOOMRE, J., and
LaJolla, CA)
The Scintillationt Th-ory of' Eclipse Shadow- MASSAGUER, J.M. (Univ. of Colorado,
Ba nds Boulder, CO)
Astron. Astrophys. 164 (1986) Two-Dimensional Compressible Convrection

Extending Ov'er MVultiple Scale Heights

CoLES.-, W.A., and FiLICE J.P. (Univ. of Astroph3's. J. 282 (15 July 1984)

California, LaJolla, CA)
Changes in the Microturbulence Spectrum of' JACKSON, B.V. (Univ. of California, La
the Solar Wind During High-Speed Streams Jla A
J. (;eophvs. Res. 90 (1 June 1985) Jla A

Helios Obserrations of the Earthward- Directed
MVass Ejection of 27 NVorember 1979

DICKE, R.H.. KUHN, J.R., LIBBRECHT Solar Phys. 95 (1985)
K.G. (Princeton Univ., Princeton, NJ) IPS and Spacecraft Observations of the 14
The Variable Oblateness ojf the Sun:- August 197.9 Mass Ejection Transient in STIP
Measurements of 1,984 Symp. on Sola c/In terpia iieta ry In terralIs
Astrophys. J1. 31' (15 [December 1986) ed. by M.A. Shea, D.F. Smart, and S.M.P.

McKenna-Lawlor, Book Crafters (1984)
Imaging of coronal Mass Ejections by the

DowD~Y, J.F., JR., MOORE, R.L., and Helios Spacecraft
Wu, S.T (Univ. of Alabama in Solar Phys. 100 (1985)
Huntsville, AL) Fielios Images of Coronal Mass Ejections in The
Inhibition of 'Conductii'e Heat Flow, by Sun and Heliosphere in Three Dimensions
MVagnet~c ('onstriction in the Corona and ed. hy R.G. Marsden, D. Reidel Pub. Co. (1986)
Transition Region: Dependence on the Shape of A Metric Type III Burst Asymmetry Relativ'e to
the Constriction. Simple Bipolar Actire Regions
Solar Physics 99 (1985) Solar Phys. 105 (1986)
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JAC'KSON, B.V., and LF:M1FRT, C. (Univ. MA'SSAGUER, J.M., LATOURt, J., ToomitE,
of California, La Jolla, CA) J., and ZAHN, J.-P. (Univ. of Colorado,
Helios Images tf Solar Mlass Eji'ct ions Boulder, CO)
Ji. Geophys. Res. 90 (1 November 1985) Peetrative Cellua ar ('otivec iot in a Stra titiedl

Atmosphere
JACKSON, B.V., HOWARD, R.A., Astron. Astruphys. 140 )S94)

SHEELEY, N.R., JR., MICHELS, D.J.,
KOOMEN, M.J., and ILLING, R.M.E. PORTER, J.G., ToOMRE, J., and GEmBiiE,
(Univ. of California, La Jolla, CA) . (nvofClrdBueCO
Helios Spaceerafi anid Earth PecrspectiveKB.(nvofClrd, oueCO
Observa tions of Tbrev Loop-Like Solar M1ass Frequent 1/tea violet Brig/i tininigs Observed int
Ejectioni Tra ns.ients a Soloar Active It'eqiont wit/h Solar M1axrimuma
J1. Geophvs. Res. 90 (1 June 1985) 1iso

Astrophys. J. 2S:3 (15 August 1984)

KAHI.ER, S.W. (Emmanuel Coil., Boston,
MA): LIN, R.P. (Univ. of California, SONG, M.T., and Wu, S.T. (Univ. of
Berkeley, CA); REAMES, D.V., STONE, Alabama in Huntsville, AL)
R.G. (Goddard Space Flight Ctr., On the Heat ing M1ci an is in ofMugtact ic F/ar

Greenbelt, MD); and LIGGETTr, M. Loops in the Solar Atmospherie in Advancels it)

(California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Spaice Research 4 (1985)

CA)
So/ar So irce Regions of' 'He-Rich Particle VAN NE~S, P., ROELOF, E.C., REINHARDI ,
Eveniits R., SANDERSON, T.R., arid WEN~ZEL, K.-
19th Internat. Cosmic Ray Conf. Papers 4 (1985) P TeJhsHpisUi. arl

KuHN. J.R., LIBBRECHT, K.G., and MD)
A4 Major Shock-A ssocia ted Enertgetic Storm

DwiKF:. R.H. (Princeton Univ., Particle Event Wherein the Shock Plays (i
Princeton, NJ) MVinor Role
Observations of a So/ar Latitade-Dependent J. Geuphys. Res. 90 (1 May 19?sS
Linib Brightness Va riation
Astrophys. .J. 29)0 (15 Mar~ii 1985)

W[ , S.T. (Univ. of Alabama in
LEIBACHER, J.W., NoY'Es, R.W., Huntsville, AL)
ToomRE-, J., and UL.RICH, R.K. (Univ. .Vn erically-Sinia/ated Formiation and11

of Colorado, Boulder, CO) Propaga tion ctf1Interplanetary Shiocks in
Hclioseismo/ogy C'ompater Simuaaion of Space Plasmias,
Scientific Ar- rican (September 1985) ed. by H. Matsumoto and T. Sato.

Terra Scientific Pullishing Co., Tokyo, and 1).

LiBBRECHT, K.G., and KUHN, J. R. Rie u.C.(94

(Princeton Univ., Princeton, NJ)
A Xer Me1asarenient of the Facu/ar Contrast Wu, S.T., WANG, J.F. (Univ. of
Year the So/a r im nb Alabama, Huntsville, AL) and
Astropihvs. .J. 27 (15 February 1985) TAN DBERG-HANSSEN, E. (NASA

MACHADO, M.E., EmsLIE, A.G. (Univ. of Marshall Space Flight Center)
.1HID A nalysis of tin Eiolation ot Solar

Alabama in Huntsville, AL) and Magnetic Fields and Cuiirents in an Actiie
MA! AS, P.J. Rcgion in IUnstobl(' Ca rrepit Sy~stems (and
A Mech/a nismn fir Deep C/ironiosplieric Heating Plasnia Instabilities in, .4stiophysics
[)aring So/ar F/a ris Proc. of the International Astronomical 1 nion ed.
Astron. AstrophYs. 159 (April 1986i) bY M. R. Kundu and (.I . Holman (1985).
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CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL REPORTS CARINI, P., KALMAN, G., and PULSIFER,
JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986 P. (Boston Coll., Newton, MA)

.Veutral Beanm Propagation /frects in the
Upper Atmosphere

AKAS()Ft, SA.-., and FRN, CF. (Univ. of AFGL-TR-85-0038 (1 October 1984), ADA174896
Alaska, Fairbanks, AK)
.4 Thr-'da, "i l'h t lrch, a G'otagnctic CAROVILLANO, R.L. (Boston Coll.,

., t,.Pr, d ti' Sch r Mv t ( 1-B Newton, MA)
Large .Spacecra1? in the JIagnelospheric

.\VG.-T-~5V2 .1/l Ls~,/,AII IhbulEntriron aunt

AFGL-TR-86-0134 (26 .June 1986). ADA175490

AK.\S(WI, S.I.. and LEE. L.-C. (Univ. of
Alaska, Fairbanks, AK) COOKE, D.L., and KATZ, I. (S-Cubed, La
.-I wu;1 ol th, Rlationship Bt/.,., . o/'ar Jolla, CA)
.4cu'ttdy "r,,,t l'-cpla oftaryt Fich l Vriations Ionization Induced Instability in an Electron
.\ B -';-I .- - ;- ;'82 Februarv 19 ,1, ADIAl69983 Collecting Sheath

AFGL-TR-85-0256 (June 1985). A[)A165;330

A A.~Lt.., M.. COL.EMAN, P.J., DAVIS, J.M., and WEBB, D.F. (American
l).ksu4N, J.M., G:EL.MAN, W., Science and Engineering, Inc.,
KENNE ., C.F., I)i.:()Et1', J.N., OKIL)A, Cambridge, MA)
H., STENZEI. R., and WALKER, R.J. A Study of the Cyclical Variations of Coronal
(Univ. of California, Los Angeles, CA) Holes and Their Relation to Open Jagnetic
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.1oqntgnosphc',c AFGL-TR-85-0003 (December 1984), ADA155251
AFGL-TR-5-0.):3 117 May 1985), ADA170506

DEININGER, W.D., ASTON, G., and
A..R L[), J.N. (Southwest Research PLESS, L.C. (Jet Propulsion Lab.,

Inst.. San Antonio, TX) Pasadena, CA)
I . SA .Neutral Plasma Source for Active Spacecraft.May ictosphcric Plasma Studies Using Data Charge Control

,from the Dynamics Explorer Hiqh and Low AFGL-TR-85-0313 (August 1985), ADAl105223
A1t, h' ['lasma Instrontents
APt;I, TR-sK;-004 (February 1986), AI)A169010)

DEVANE, J.F., S.J. (Boston Coll.,
Newton, MA)

BRHI)(;I:, H.S., and BINSA(CK, J.H. Investigation of Magnetic Field Measurements
(Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., AFGL-TR-85-0054 (15 March 1985), ADA157924

Cambridge, MA)
D einition t;Iudy of a ('oordinated Group of" DRYER, M. (NOAA/ERL, Boulder, CO)
Fxperime'nts to Meisrr and Monitor the In Magnetohydrodynanic Modelling of Solar
S."tu Plasma aod Electromagntic Environment Disturbances in the Interplanetary Medium
of a Polar Orbitinq Space Shuttle AFGL-TR-86-0161 (December 1985), ADA172176
A(;I[TR-s5-0283 (September 1985). AI)A164561

DRYER, M., SMITH, Z.K., DETMAN, TR.,
C\ALEDONIA, G.E., P :ISON, J.C. and YEH, T. (NOAA/ERL, Boulder,
(Physical Sciences, Inc., Andover, MA); CO)AIHD Simulation ofhentrlet.and HAXSTINu;S, D. (Massachusetts Inst. MH Silow ofteItrpaetn
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of Tech., Cambridge, MA) .1-9 February 1986 Solar and Geomagnetic
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DN-vui, G. (Kimball Physics, Inc., JACKNSON, W.V., and RwKETvr, B.J.
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III IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS
DIVISION

Air Force communications and surveil-
lance systems operate in the ionosphere,
that region of the earth's upper atmo-
sphere where charged particles play a
dominant role in the physical and dynami-
cal properties of the medium at altitudes
between about 60 km and 1000 km. These
particles change the path of all radio
signals in the ionosphere. Fcr this reason,
AFGL measures the extreme ultraviolet
radiation which creates the ionosphere,
the interaction among the many charged-
particle spe cies present, and the electrical
structure, electron concentration, total
electron content, and ionic structure of the
region.

The ultraviolet radiations in the upner
atmosphere are the principal energy
source driving the intensely dynamic
structure and properties of the medium.

Since missiles emit ultraviolet radiation,
the technology developed to study the
ioiiusphteie can also be used to locate and
identify missiles. Ionospheric studies can
therefore be used to help solve problems
in the areas of missile surveillance and
tracking, spacecraft horizon sensing, at-
mospheric/ionospheric sensing for com-
munication and detection purposes, and
technical intelligence. Ultraviolet radia-
tions are measured principally on board
: atellites. although rocket measurements



have also proved very use ful. The princi- ties. The large-scale features produce del-
pal theoretical tools used to make these eterious effects on Air Force systems
measurements art atonic and Molecular operating principally in the hf range. The
(luantuni mechanics. Division also investigates medium and

The propagation of radio waves in and small-scale processes with scale sizes
through the upper atmosphere is pro- from some tens of kilometers to a few
foundly influenced by the high concentra- centimeters that produce irregularities
tion of char.red particles. Th', concentra- such as equatorial electron-concentration
tion varies markedl'v during, disturbed con- depletions, high-1atitude ionosphere scin-
ditions such as scintillation, auroral pre- tillation and the polar cap, F-layer auroras
cipitation events, and polar cap absorption and patches. Various plasma instabilities
event., ait of which can severelv degrae are the cause of many medium and small-
the performance of satellite communica- scale irregularities, while auroras are pro-
tions systems. The Iomospheric Physics duced by strong local particle precipita-
[)ivision ,hserves these l)henlmena with a tion. Medium anid small-scale irregulari-
variety of instruments on the ground, on ties adversely affect radio propagation in
smnding rockets, on satellites, such as a wide range from hf through shf. Conse-
Polar BEAR. and m the Division's Air- quently, Air Force systems are adversely
borne lospheric O)bservatory (AIO). an affected from the hf over-the-horizon
NKC-1:5 aircraft, back-scatter radar to the satellite commu-

The many charged particle species, con- nication systems (AFLATCOM, MILSAT-
stantly being produced and subsequently COM) and the Global Positioning Satellite
destroved, interact with one another in a (GPS), operating over the whole uhf and
great variety of two-, thre-., and multi- part of the shf band. Ma? y of these
particle encounters. Laborato 'x studies deleterious effects occurring naturally in
are employed to measure the reaction the ionosphere would also be observed in a
rates of these species, and theoretical nuclear-disturbed ionosphere.
work is conducted ,n models which at-
tempt to simplify and explain the compli- ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
cated development of the ionosphere and
its plasma constituents. Results of these UV Imaging from Satellites: Ultraviolet
investigations are of direct in'.-rest to the radiation from the earth's ionosphere is
Integrated Operational Yclear Detection being used] to develop remote-sensing
System of Space )ivision and to tht. Bal- methods for determining the electron-den-
listic Missile Offit'o. sity profile of the ionosphere and for

An extensive program exists to investi- locating the auroral disturbance region.
gate, both theoretically and experimental- These improved methods will enhance op-
ly, large-scale global ionospheric process- eration of Air Force communications and
es in regions such as the polar cal, the radar systems. The feasibility of hi,' tify-
auroral oval, the F-layer trough, and the ing regions at high latitudes that produce
-\ppleton Anomaly. These large-scale radio-wave scintillation is also of interest,

structures ro mlt from extremely complex since these regions simulate the effects of
interactions among neutral winds and ion- high-altitude nuclear bursts.
,spheric plasna drifts driven by electric After the proof-of-concept demonstration
fields, various ions and pirecipitating parti- provided by the short-lived Auroral/lono-



AIRS Svnsor Launched N, vcinber 1:3. 19 46. on the Poldar Or'biting. P',.hr HEAR\ Nmllt,

spheric Mapper experiment in 1983, an inr- Data for two of the four in,.trges are the
proved instrument, the Auroral/lonospheric output from a grating spectrometer which
Remote Sensor (AIRS), was included on the can be set to wavelengths in the 1100-190)
Space Test Program Polar BEAR (Beacon A region. These two channels have a
and Auroral Research) satellite launched in constant separation of 240 A. spectral
November, 1986 (see the figure). AIRS pro- resolution of about '36 A. and spatial
duces four simultaneous strip-map images resolution at nadir of about 5 by 20 kin.
of optical radiation from the earth's iono- For example, the atomic oxygen line at
sphere as viewed from 1000 km on the polar- 1:356 A an(l a group of molecular nitrogren
orbiting stabilized satellite. An earth-facing Lyrman-Birge-Hot field bands near 1596 A
movable mirror makes repetitive cross-track can be measured to monitor the davtine
observations. When the resulting light-inten- airglow and aurora. )ata for the ,aer
sity measurements are displayed in proper two images are the output of a pair of
registration with the ground, a map is filter photometers which have about the
produced. same spatial resolution as the s1ectrome-
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ter channels. The filters for the photone- up to altitudes of 50 ki. The data ob-
ters can be switched hetween a pair most tained during these measurements have
useful at night (3914A and 6300A) and a all oeen analyzed and published.
pair most useful in daylight (2250A and
3370A). By mid-December 1986, Polar Solar UV Radiation: Data on solar ul-
BEAR and the AIRS sensor had success- traviolet absorption in the stratosphere,
fully completed post-launch check-out: at obtained from a balloon flight in April,
the end of DIecember. routine operations 1983, were analyzed to obtain the trans-
were underway, and the first high-quality mission characteristics of the atmosphere
images were being readied for analysis, in the ultraviolet window near 2000 A, and

Applications of the AIRS results are in particular to establish more accurate
diverse. At one extreme. they will provide values for the absorption spectrum of

n) de rately high spatial-resolution infor- molecular oxygen. This analysis indicated
mation on the characteristics of ultravio- that the atmosphere is more transparent
let background radiation needed to evalu- than had been assumed on the basis of
ate missile defense concepts. At another laboratory measurements. New calcula-
extreme, *hey will supply the moderately tions of the photodissociation rate coeffi-

high spectral-resolution information need- cients for molecular oxygen were made

ed to test and validate codes leing devel- using these data, demonstrating the cre-

oped in this Division to enable passive ation of atomic oxygen and ozone at deep-
remote topside sensing of electron density er levels in the stratosphere than the

profiles. The ultimate use of this tech- current models show.

nique would be its application as the At the request of the Optical Physics
Special Sensor Electron density (SE) on Division, a spectrum was prepared of the
I)efense Meteorological Satellite Program solar radiation between 2000 A and
satellites. :3200 A in 1 A resolution, as measured at

40 km in the stratosphere in April, 1983.
UV Radiation of Missiles: For missile Extrapolation of these solar irradiance

defense purposes, tile ultraviolet radia- data to the top of the atmosphere provides
tions of missiles were measured as they a reference spectrum in higher spectral
were launched at Vandenberg AFB and resolution than others currently available.
also is they were fired in a test stand at Currently this spectrum is being consid-
the White Sands Missile Range. In Febru- ered for use in an update of AFGL's
ary. 198;5, a Titan III B having a large LOWTRAN optical transmission codes.
liquid engine was observed (luring launch
at \andenberg AFB. Radiant intensities, Laser Spectroscopy: Ultraviolet emis-
spectra. and spatial characteristics were sions occurring in the upper atmosphere
measured. In October, 1983. two small have important remote-sensing and sur-
solid boosters were observed while being veillance applications. Detailed knowledge
fired in a test stand at White Sands. In must be obtained of the excitation and
March, 1986. a Peacekeeper and two Min- radiative quenching processes occurring
uteman missiles were observed during in atmospheric molecules and ions in order
launch at Vandenberg AFB, and in No- to characterize and describe these emis-
vember, 1 Jf, a Scout launch was ob- sions ir; complicated environments such as
served at Vandenberg AFB at launch and auroras and nuclear-perturbed atmo-
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spheres. A laboratory program using la-
sers is being conducted to determine elec-
tronic quenching processes and rates in
atmospheric molecules and ions. It is sur-
prising that very little is known about the
collisional deactivation of electronically
excited molecules. A number of experi-
ments have been conducted to obtain in-
formation on the deactivation paths and . .

rates which are important for predicting
wavelengths of radiative emissions as
well as for laser diagnostics. _ , - .

lo) (b)
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3
rj(v=O) B

3
ng(=3)

UV Probe (5) 6 s.--- -
' se

F (4) 5 + - s f Probe Laser Spectrum of the C 7r, - B :'7r, (0,
F. e :3) Band with a I)elav of (a) 25 ns, (b) 60 ns,
Fe (3) 4 S and (c) 90 ns from the Pump Laser. (The

F a e pump laser's wavelength is fixed so that the
Pump 0 3_=0 level of the B '7n, (Q = 0) is populated;

(N) J thus RI(0) is expected to be the most intense
line at short delay times.)

A
3  (v

= 0 )  F (9=0)

ment is shown in part (a) of the figure.
Part (b) shows details of the F1 rotational

The Pump Probe Experiment. (a) Schematic manifold for the B (v = 3) state. The pump
Diagram. (The probe laser's pulse can be laser selectively populates a rotational
varied in time with respect to that for the level of the nitrogen B (v = 3) electronic
pump laser. The detected ultraviolet pulse is
from the C" g(0,0) transition.) (b) Energy state, and collision-induced RET from this
Level Diagram of the Birg (v = 3, Q = 0) selectively populated level to other levels
Rotational Manifold with ef Parity of the rotational manifold is determined
Notation. (The manifold for the F' (92 = 1)
and F (92 = 2) spin components begins at by scanning the probe laser through the
approximately 45 and 90 cm'. respectively. C-B (0, 3) band. An example of a probe
above the J = 0 level of the F,(Q2 = 0) laser excitation spectrum is given in the
manifold.) next figure, where the pump laser selec-

tively populates the J = 0, e level of the B
A two-laser, optical-optical double reso- (F1 ) manifold and the probe laser scans

nance (OODR) technique has been used as the C-B (0, 3) band with delay times of
a direct probe of the rotational energy approximately (a) 25, (b) 60, and (c) 90 ns.
transfer (RET) in the electronically excit- From scans such as these, propensity or
ed B state of molecular nitrogen. An "selection rules" were deduced for RET in
energy level diagram illustrating the dou- the B state of nitrogen. We also found
ble resonance, "pump" -"probe" experi- that RET is not faster than collision-
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induced electronic energy transfer. Thus change of sodium vertical content with
electronic transfer by collisions should season is attributable to seasonal varia-
have an important role in the emissions tions of the neutral chemistry of sodium.
involving the nitrogen Vegard-Kaplan and These studies provide insight into the
first positive systems, behavior of 0 and 0:j in the mesosphere

A double-resonance technique has also and thus also to a better understanding of
been used to obtain detailed information D-region chemistry.
of electronic energy transfer between a Research in ion chemistry centered on
single rotational level of the A state of N, measurements of rate constants, cross
and the nearly degenerate levels of an X sections, bond dissociation energies, and
state vibrational manifold. Such informa- electron affinities for the reactions of ions
tion could be used to compare experimen- in the gas phase with neutral molecules,
tal results with theoretical quantum me- electrons, photons, and other ions. These
chanical calculations. This comparison reactions cause, among other things, the
showed qualitative agreement, although radio blackout during atmospheric re-en-
there is more experimental and theoretical try of spacecraft. The measured rate con-
work needed in this area. Finally, the stants serve as input to computer codes
ultraviolet Huggins band of ozone was developed to model the blackout condi-
reanalyzed to confirm a previous vibra- tions. Also, several chemicals have been
tional quantum number assignment for investigated for their ability to react with
the antisymmetric stretch mode of the free electrons in the gas phase to produce
tipper state of this band system. negative ions. A good electron-quenchant

species is one that attaches electrons rap-

IONOSPHERIC INTERACTIONS idly. The energy to detach the electron
from the resulting negative ion must also

In the ionosphere, the many ion and be large. Strong acids have been identified
neutral species undergo a wide variety of as among the best electron quenchants.
encounters which affect radio propagation Such species can be used to produce effec-
in this region. Such effects can be particu- tive and long-lasting perturbations of the
larly acute at high latitudes. They also local ionospheric electron densities.
affect the environment of spacecraft in Continued analysis of mass spectrome-
orbit and during re-entry. ter data from a 1982 shuttle flight sup-

A comprehensive network of polar iono- ports the claim that water vapor outgas-
spheric monitoring experiments has been sing from shuttle surfaces is the most
assembled to conduct radio-wave propaga- concentrated contaminant species from
tion studies within the polar cap. Such the shuttle and that a strong correlation
topics as "polar cap absorption" and "me- exists between the intensity of the water
teor scatter" were studied with the aid of and the temperature of the instrument
several installations in Greenland. and shuttle bay. Also, large differences

In addition, both the ion and neutral between the measured composition and
chemistry of the ionosphere have been the calculated composition of the thruster
studied theoretically as well as in labora- exhaust plumes are attributed to kinemat-
tory and field experiments. Research in ic effects.
the chemistry of sodium in the lower Below the ionosphere lies the strato
portion of the ionosphere showed that the sphere, a region where electrons dominate
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the atmospheric-electric processes and investigate the performance of meteor
where certain gaseous emissions from scatter propagation at high latitudes and
various Air Force operations have been to provide an improved understanding of
evaluated in terms of their possible risk to the methodology needed to maximize the
the ozone layer. The positive ion composi- yield of future systems. Data acquired are
tion of the stratosphere was determined analyzed to evaluate such parameters as
from two balloon flights, which covered trail availability, waiting times, and
the altitude range from 29 km to 41 km. throughput as a function of modulation
The on-board quadrupole mass spectrome- techniques. Propagation effects such as
ter provided the positive ion mass distribu- signal dispersion and Faraday rotation are
tion for ions of up to 1000 atomic mass also studied, since they are affected by
units. Investigation of the neutral trace disturbances of the ionosphere.
gas composition of the stratosphere was Other measurements of ionospheric ef-
completed with the compilation and analy- fects are provided by the riometers, the
sis of the oxides of nitrogen and inorganic low-frequency sounder, and the high-fre-
bromine data. quency propagation probe. Additional in-

formation will be drawn from a variety of
Polar Ionospheric Monitoring: Since related experiments conducted by AFGL,

June, 1986, we have been operating a several Danish institutes, and other agen-
comprehensive network of polar iono- cisuhate osunropaedb

spheric monitoring experiments. These the Ionospheric Physics Division in Qanaq

systems have been acquired and installed and a number of riometers posted

to conduct radio wave propagation studies throughout Greenland. Specific compari-

within the polar cap, especially concentrat- sons will be made between the communi-
ing on effects created by severe iono- cations throughput of hf propagation and
spheric D-region disturbances such as po- vhf meteor scatter links as a function of
lar cap absorption events created by solar such measured parameters as ionospheric
proton events, absorption, maximum usable hf frequen-

Several installations include a low-fre- cy, ion-layer height, and electron density.
quency grazing incidence ionosounder be-
tween Thule AB and Sondrestrom AB; Chemistry of Metals in the Iono-
and a modified meteor scatter communica- sphere: Significant progress was made in
tions link at 65 MHz, operating in parallel explaining seasonal patterns associated
with the multifrequency test link. A scan- with the sodium layer in the upper meso-
ning high-frequency propagation probe in sphere. Contrary to a number of past
parallel with scatter links will be imple- "guestimates" over the previous two de-
mented in 1987. cades, most sodium reactions appear to be

The meteor scatter multifrequency link quite rapid, i.e., they are of Lhe same order
operates on four frequencies: 45, 65, 104 of magnitude as the kinetic collision rate.
and 147 MHz, to permit studies of the There is an exception or two. The rapidity
properties of meteor scatter communica- of the reactions simplifies analyses in the
tions as a function of frequency during sense that below the peak of the sodium
normal and disturbed conditions. This is layer, nominally 90 km, the relative abun-
the initial effort in a planned continuing dance of the sodium compounds (Na, NaO,
theore' :>al and experimental program to NaO, and NaOH), may be derived from
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their (chemical) steady-state equations. the seasonal content variation of sodium if
Research has shown that sodium ions the rate constant is more like 101(
have little impact upon the overall pattern exp(-1250/T), where T is the absolute
of sodium, except to reduce the Na scale temperature. An increase of atomic oxy-
height above 90 km because of the in- gen in winter versus summer also would
creasing conversion of Na to Na+ with contribute, since this loss process for
altitude above 90 kin. NaO., involves [0]. The distribution of

atomic oxygen in the mesosphere, which
bears upon so many emission processes in
this region, is poorly known as a function
of season and latitude. There are very few

60N C reliable measurements of this very impor-

tant minor constituent.

- A confusing issue, namely that the sea-
-6\ sonal variation observed for the column

" \content of sodium is different from that of
- the nightglow, has been resolved. In re-

-~- cent years it has become almost certain
that the sodium nightglow at 5893 A (D-

, X1, \-lines) from 2P _S transition in sodium
arises from Chapman's mechanisni.

Na + 0:, - NaO + 0.,
I NaO + 0 - Na( 2p, 2S) + 0

Both processes are fast and most certain-
ly the first process is. It is the rate-

AN FES M I R 4P M .B f JU I limiting step for the volume emission rate
MONTH E (photons cm :s'),

E = fk1 [O.: [Na]
Annual Variaimn 4 "three--ody. Loss Rate. where k, is the reaction rate coefficient

for the Na + 08 process, square-bracketed
The change of sodium vertical content terms are species concentrations, and f =

with season (more in winter) therefore YV8i is the fraction of sodium believed to be
appears to be attributable to seasonal left in the excited 2p state in the second of
variations of the neutral chemistry of the two reactions above. This equation for
sodium. From the figure we see that the E predicts that the emission is proportion-
main loss process for Na, Na + 0. +M -* al to ozone concentration. Data obtained
NaO.. + M, where M = 0 + N.2 changes with the Solar Mesosphere Explorer
with M and T in such a way as to favor an (SME) satellite indicate that 0:, is a maxi-
increase in the sodium content with win- mum near the equinoxes at midlatitudes.
ter. Other factors may contribute, most This fact is in accord with information
notably the slow reaction NaO, + 0 gathered over many years which shows a
- NaJ) + W. The rate coefficient has been similar pattern for the sodium nightglow.

e:,timatcd to be about 1018:' cms for this (The dayglow, which arises from the same
process. It will contribute significantly to chemiluminescent processes, is negligible
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compared to resonance scattering of 5893 tion on the reactions of ions in the gas
A solar radiation by sodium.) phase with neutral molecules, electrons,

We have argued that the different sea- photons, and other ions. These kinds of
sonal behaviors of the nightglow and ver- reactions are important in the strato-
tical content arise from the fact that the sphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere,
fast process Na + 0: , NaO + 0., and under other conditions in which weak

effectively removes very little Na because plasmas are generated, as in combustion
NaO + 0 - Na + 0., is sufficiently fast. and some gas-phase laser chemistry. Such

Hence, the three-body process introduced phenomena as antenna breakdown, radio
above, with rate constant k:, is primarily blackout during atmospheric reentry, and
responsible for converting sodium atoms radio and radar blackout following nucle-
to other comri'unds starting with NaO,. ar detonations are in part the result of

The reaction NaO., + 0 - NaO + 0., with these reactions. The computer codes
rate coefficient k, also followed by NaO + which have been developed to model these

0 -- Na + O., counters the role of the phenomena require as input the rate con-
three-body process, but only somewhat, stants, cross sections, bond dissociation
since the process is slow, as discussed energies, and electron affinities.
above. In other words, we find roughly Our studies on reactions between ions
that [Na] k,[O] and neutral molecules are performed us-

a ]ing a selected ion flow tube (SIFT). In the
[NaOJ k:[0,][M] SIFT, reactant ions are generated either

below the peak of the sodium layer, show- by electron bombardment or as the result
ing that Na is not controlled as is E by the of ion-neutral reactions. These ions are
ozone concentration. However, there is mass-analyzed, and the desired ion species
some coupling inasmuch as the source for is injected into a fast flowing (10' ers 1 )
an increase in 0:, at these altitudes is loss stream of inert carrier gas, usually heli-
of 0 through 0 + 0., + M - 0: + M. On um. Further downstream, after the ions
the other hand, the Chapman process have reached the same temperature as
remains the largest source of NaO, the that of the carrier gas, reactant neutral
precursor species for the nightglow, gas is injected into the flow tube at a

Studies of the chemistry of sodium in known flow rate. Ion neutral reactions
the mesosphere can also help shed light may then occur, usually causing depletion
upon the behavior in the mesosphere of 0 of the reactant ions and formation of
and O:, gases important both to D-region product ion species. The ion composition
chemistry and atmospheric emissions like of the gas stream is monitored with a
the green line of atomic oxygen at 5577 A second mass spectrometer at the down-
and the OH (infrared) Meinel bands. In stream end of the flow tube. Reaction rate
addition, the chemistry of sodium is impor- constants are determined by measuring
tant to missile exhaust chemistry, and by the loss of reactant ions as the flow rate
analogy to potassium chemistry, of inter- of the reactant neutral gas is varied. The
est in muzzle flash problems. temperature range available in these stud-

ies is from 850K to about 600"K. Possible
Atmospheric Ion Chemistry: The pri- reactant neutral species include atomic

mary objective of the program in atnio- hydrogen and atomic oxygen, in addition
spheric ion chemistry is to obtain informa- to more stable species. As a result of the
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Selected Ion Flow IDrift Tube. (Ions generated in the ion source are mass-selected with the quadrupole mass
spectrometer on the left and injected into the flow-drift tube, which conutins inert carrier gas flowing at high
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Reactant neutral gas, which may include atomic hydrogen or atomic oxygen, is injected into the tube further
downstream. The translational energy of the reactant ions can be controlled with the electric field in the drift
tube. The ion cqlnosition of the flowing stream is analyzed with the mass spectrometer on the right.)

recent addition of a drift tube to the on reaction kinetics are only incompletely
apparatus, converting the SIFT to a Se- simulated.
lected Ion Flow Drift Tube (SIFDT), a The positive ion composition of the
longitudinal electric field can be gener- stratosphere is now known to be dominat-
ated in the reaction region of the flow ed by complex solvated ion species derived
tube, allowing the average ion kinetic from such neutral molecules as water and
energy to be varied (see the figure). By acetonitrile, while the negative ion compo-
this means, translational energies corre- sition is dominated by solvated ion species
sponding to temperatures up to several involving water, sulfuric acid, hydrochlo-
thousand degrees Kelvin can be obtained. ric acid, and nitric acid. The abundances of
However, the internal energies of the ions these species as neutrals in the strato-
and neutral molecules are not equilibrated sphere are vanishingly small, and it is
with the translational energy of the ions, apparent that the processes which convert
and the effects of very high temperature the minor neutral species into the domi-
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nant ionic species must be very efficient. trogen dioxide, a reaction which is about
Information on the relative ion abun- 10' times faster when the ozone is dts-
dances, together with the rate constants tered to a lithium ion than when the
for the production and loss of the solvated lithium ion is absent. Several other such
ion species, can be used to derive the ion-assisted reactions have recently been
concentrations of the minor neutral spe- identified using the SIFT apparatus. The
cies in the stratosphere. Following the most striking example i- the reaction be-
application of this technique to the deriva- tween nitrogen dioxide and carbon ioiox-
tion of nitric acid concentrations, as re- ide,
ported in the 1983-1984 Report on Re- NO., + CO -+ NO + ('0..
search (AFGL-TR-85-0113, p.21), we have The estimated rate constant for this reac-
recently measured the rate constants for tion at room temperature, based u)on its
the reactions of water cluster ions, i.e., measured activation energy, is about 10 ;F
H1 O+(H.,O)n for n = 1 to 11, with acetoni- cm;s '. When the nitrogen dioxide is clus-
trile, a constituent of the predominant tered to a lithium ion, the reaction is
positive ion species in the stratosphere. Li+(NO.,) + CO - NO + Li'().
We have used these data to derive the The rate constant for this reaction ina-
concentration of acetonitrile as a function sured using the SIFT is 7 - 10 "- cm':s ,
of altitude. In the altitude range from 10 i.e., about 10:"' times larger than that
to 45 km, the mixing ratio of acetonitrile estimated for the similar neutral reaction
was found to vary from 1.5 x 101 ' to 1.5 x in the absence of the lithium ion. When
101:1. Because the temperature depen- the nitrogen dioxide is clustered to a
dences of the rate constants for the solva- sodium ion, the rate enhancement factor is
tion reactions were found to be signifi- 1029. Theoretical calculations have becn
cantly stronger than previously thought, performed in order to explain these obser-
the derived acetonitrile concentrations are vations. These calculations suggest that,
as much as 40 per cent lower than had in the presence of the alkali n,etal ion, the
been estimated earlier, geometry of the reactant neutral is

Many exothermic reactions between shifted toward that of the transition state
neutral species are known to have large in the similar neutral-neutral reaction in
activation energies and thus to be fast at the absence of the ion. thereby lowering
very high temperatures, e.g., in shock the activation energy of the reaction. The
tubes, but to be very slow at room temper- present studies involve only species in the
ature. The rate constant at room tempera- gas phase. Nevertheless, these results Onl
ture, which may be immeasurably small, ion-assisted reactions have interesting irl-
can be estimated from the activation ener- plications for chemical catalysis and for
gy measured at the higher temperatures. reactions occurring on solid surfaces.
A few examples have been known since Many chemicals are known which react
1980 in which a reaction similar to the with free electrons in tile gas phase to
slow neutral reaction occurs at room tem- produce negative ions. Sulfur Iexafluor-

perature with a large rate constant when ide, SF,, is a well-known example which
one of the reactants is clustered to an has long beenI used in ionospheric chenmi-
alkali metal positive ion. An example is cal release extperiments to reduce local
the reaction between ozone and nitric electron densities and in high-voltage
oxide, producing diatomic oxygen and ni- switch gear to prevent the occurrence of
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electric discharges. To be useful as an The present results on electron quen-
electron quenchant, the species must at- chants have been obtained following our
tach electrons rapidly ',nld must generate earlier work on the species PO:,, reported
negative ions which are stable in the local in the 1983-1984 Report on Research
environment. A necessary but not suffi- (AFGL-TR-85-0113, pp. 21, 22), in which it
cient condition for stability is that the was found that the ion PO:- is particularly
energy I'e(luire(l to detach the electron stable. The species HPO1 , known as meta-
from the resulting negative ion must be phosphoric acid, is a strong acid. Or the
large. A new class of useful electron basis of the results reported here, HP:, is
attaching molecules has recently been expected to be a good electron quenchant.
identified, following the realization that Unfortunately, metaphosphoric acid does
the dissociative electron attachment pro- not exist as a stable species at room
cess is chemically equivalent to an acid- temperature and is therefore not a good
base reaction in which the attaching mole- candidate. As a result of the present
culc is the acid and the electron is the studies on other strong acids and on the
base. On the basis of this model, the super acids, several new candidate elee-
strongest acids should be among the best tron-quenchant species are now available
electron quenchants Studies of the ion for experiments in which it is desired to
chemistry ,of these acids in the SIFT have produce effective and long-lasting pertur-
shown that the electron detachment ener- bations of the local ionospheric electron
gies of the negative ions produced by densities. It is interesting that these new-
electr oi attachment to strong and super ly discovered quenchants, the strong
acid.s are exceptionally ilrge. e.g., about 5 acids, are the same kinds of species which
eV ft, he flurosuifonate anion produced are known to constitute the terminal nega-
frorm the super acid called fluorosulfonic tive ions in the stratosphere. The vanish-
acid, FSO;.H. (A super acid is an acid ingly small concentrations of these acids
stronger tha. pure sulfuric acid.) These present as ncutral molecules in the strato-
ions hayv, icet found to be stable even in sphere rapidly attach any free electrons
the preence of such reactive species as generated in this region. leading to forma-
atomlic hydrogen and atomic oxygen. tion of the predominant negative ion spe-
M',:asurements made elsewhere under con- cies and reducing the free electron concen-
tract ha,, shown that the electron attach- trations to levels below those existing at
,rnt rate:s for the stroinr and super acids any higher altitudes in the earth's atmo-
are very large and are (lose to the theoret- sphere.
ical limiting valties, based upon the
de Broglie wavelength of the electron. Space Shuttle Mass Spectroscopy:
The studies in the SIFT have also led to Many experiments on the early flights of
the first ordering of' intrinsic acid the shuttle were devoted to exploring the
strengths for the strong and super acids. nature of the environment around the
The significance of intrinsic acidity of shuttle. One reason for these experiments
chemistry is that acid strengths are now was to assess the suitability of the shuttle
known for these species in the absence of environment for further experimentation.
solvation effects which can change the As an example. very little was known
o(rder of acid strengths in solution as the about how degassing of shuttle surfaces
solvent is (hanged. and shuttle operations such as water
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lumps and thruster fit'ings would affect tion was high at the beginning of the
the environment and the scientific experi- flight and dropped to near the instrument
ments in tlh shuttle bay. background by mid flight. TI.is drop is

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory attributed entirely to the corresponding
contributed to this effort by flying a mass drop in temperature.
spectrometer on the fourth flight of the Interestingly, water dumps appear to
shuttle (STS-4) in the summer of 1982. The have essentially no effect on the water
instrument measured the kinds and( vapor measurements in the shuttle bay.
amo)unts of neutral and ionic gases in the This may be due to scattering of water off
payload bay. The shuttle environment was the payload bay doors, fornation of ice
found to be considerably different from crystals rather than vapor as the water
(1e natural atmosphere. A summary of leaves the dump port, or good collimation
early results can be found in the 1983 - of the beam of water.
19S4 AFG1. Report on Research (AFGL- Small rocket engines called vernier
TR-85-0113, pp. 18-20). thrusters are used during shuttle flights

Continuing analysis of the STS-4 data to change the attitude of the spacecraft.
has provided additional information about Large changes in the concentrations of
the condition of the shuttle environment, gases in the payload bay due to these
As reported before, water vapor due to thruster firings were reported in the last
outgassing of shuttle surfaces is the most Report on Resez;reh (AFGL-TR-85-0113, p.
concentrated contaminant species. Be- 19). Further analysis of these data has
cause the mass spectrometer can detect shown that there are large differences
both neutral gas molecules and ions, wa- between the measured composition chang-
ter concentrations can be measured in two es and the calculated composition of the
ways. In the neutral mode, water mole- thruster exhaust plumes. The differences
cules lead directly to a water signal. In are attributed to kinematic eftects as the
addition, charge transfer reactions of neu- exhaust gases collide with other species in
tral water with ambient oxygen ions pro- the environment. Generally, the lighter
duce water ions. These ions can be de- exhaust products such as hydrogen are
tected in the ion mode. Estimates of the more easily scattered into the instrument
water concentration made from both than the heavier gases, and are nearly
types of data show qualitatively the same always observed. In addition, species such
behavior. Even though calculating an ab- as helium that are not produced by the
solute concentration is difficult, the two engines but which are present in the
types of data appear to bracket the actual environment can be scattered into the
concentration. An estimate of the lower mass spectrometer as a result of collisions
limit for the water column density at the with the thruster exhaust gases.
highest water signal intensities is :3 X,0 : i The success of the SNS-4 mass spec-
cm -', trometer experiment prompted a number

There is a strong correlation between of follow-on programs. The list of new
the intensity of the water and the temper- programs includes: (1) a second flight of
ature of the instrument and the shuttle essentially the same instrument with the
bay. Increased outgassing rates of water goal of again measuring the shuttle envi-
absorbed to shuttle surfaces is the most ronment (AFP-675), (2) a materials evalua-
likely" explanation. The water concentra- tion experiment to be conducted jointly



wVith NA.SA (E()1M-1 lfl.GO an engineering Tile dataW Were Obtained With a qJuadr-Upide
prttype and scienlce payvload to be flown ion niass spectromecter [pumlped with an
free if thet '1huLtt Ic to inVestigate interac- ult0ra high spIeed Vacuutm pumip cooled by'
tions between thet enivirolnment and space- liquid heliumll. BeVCause this quadrupole
LTraft OIMPS-I). and I-1) I fee-flVing satel- spectrometer was larger than any other
lite thalt will mea0Zsure thle effects of' chemi- vet flown for this piurpose, data onl posi-
cal release s III lowv earth orbit (C RR ES). tive ion mass distribution was accumulat-

Un t it nnatlythe exph isitl on f thle shut- ed for ions of' up to 1000 atomic mass units
tie' (lialllnger InI .lna V, s6 has d~e- 011mu1. and for- ions present in concentra-
layt * vt n mb w11hig thes, niew experiments. tions of less; than 0.1 ion per ctubic centi-
All four ''t these( prgasWere Originally meuter. The ion dlist ributions have both
schedule1d f ir launlch betw eenl 19,S,( and altitude and seasonal dependenlce. btit a
19s-. It now steenm unkelv that any of rouitgh average dlistribiution showed 0. 1 per

ltInl wIll be LiMIClIeil it-fiire 19S!). lnStR- cent of the positive ions with nmasses
MrInt preptaration andi experimlent plan- greater than 550 amiu. I percent with
nii t will conwt intie in thle i nterim~ Iperiod . miasses greater thani :300 amu, and 10

percenlt with masses greater than 150o
Stratospheric Positive Ion Composi- aiu. The most prominent masses 01)-

tion: Trhe t ins in, the stratosphere form, a servetd were thle proton hydrate clusters at
very wea vdasima i ist inetlv different was;ses 37, 5,78 ant M 9 amut (correspond-

fri on thet I -regi in. where electrons begin ing to clusters of 2, :8. 4, 5 water mole-
tdomninate the at mospheric electric pro- cuties. respectively), and also a series at

cesses. Even though the io n concentra- 60, 7S, and 961 amiu. The high resolution of
titns in the stratosp heret are uni ,v 1 part in thle instrument permitted measurements
101 of t he nele tal concentration, the low tof the isotopes oif' thle peaks; from this
recombinatiton rate ibetween p~ositive and]( latter series, which, in turn, allowed dleter-
negative ii ns anti the pro~ton affinities inination of thle origin of these peaks. to he
governing ion-ion reactions result in a traced1 to clusters; of acetonitrile ((CH:,(N -

Situnatiton t ominate~l bN iton chemical reac- 41 amu I and water molecules (18 amiu .
tions. Thle stratosphere thus provides a Many minor peaks were also observetd and
uique natural laboratory tot stu u'lv iton are still under investigation.
reactitons not easily duplicated onl thle
grounil. T he stratospheric ion-measure- Stratospheric Neutral Composition.,
nients prograin has Yieldled the first incas- Concern over potential contributions to
urements of' s tratospheric ion composition the catalytic destrumction of the ozone lay-
inl the I'initeti States. Two highly' success- er. due to gaseous emission from various

fut issiomn.- were conduetedl ton June 1:8 Air Force operations. led to anl in-situ
anil October .5, 1985., from Hoiloman AFB, sampling program conducted with 26 bal-
N.M. Excellent data were obtained fromn loon flights into the stratosphere over thfe
both flights, which included seven hours ten year period, 1975-1984. Thc pirogralm
of idata collection in the altituide regime was described in dletail in the 1979-1980
fronm 29 kml tot :18 kmn in .June, using an Report onl Research (AF'GLTR-82-01832.
11 .6 million cublic foot balloon, and eight pp. 16-17) an(I a summary of the chlorine
hours, bttween 27 km and 41 km in Octo- measurements and their significance ap)-
hi r, using a 15;- millin ctubic foot bal loon. pears in ',he 1 982-1 984 Report on Reseatrch
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(AFGIL-TR-85-0118, pp, 17-18). Subse 1 uent es lead to the formation of irregularities
evaluation of the measurements of oxides from tens of kilometers to centimeters in
of nitrogen indicated values higher than size, as observed, for example, in equatori-
those generally obtained elsewhere, but in al electron concentration depletions, in the
line with some more recent model predic- high-latitude ionosphere, and in polar-cap
tions. Thus, because of higher background F-laver auroras and patches. These medi-
content, Air Force emissions of oxides of im and small-scale irregularities result
nitrogen would he expected to have rela- from various plasma instabilities and on
tively less effect on the stratosphere. some occasions from localized strong par-

Stratospheric bromine is postulated to tile precilpitation as. for example, in dis-
be an even more efficient catalyst than crete auroras. Thev affect radio propaga-
chlorine in the destruction of stratospher- tion in the frequency range from hf
ic ozone Although bromine is present in through shf and are therefore of impor-
the stratostphere at significantly lower tance to Air Force systems from the high
concentrations than chlorine, it has been frequency Over-the-Horizon-B (OTH-B)
used in a fire suppressant on Air Force Radar to the satellite communications svs-
aircraft. I)uring the balloon flights, inor- tems (AFSATCOM, MILSATCOM) operat-
ganic bromnine species were collected coin- ing over the whole uhf and part of the shf
cidently with sampling of the acidic and band. The same physical processes are
particulate chlorine species in the lowerstrt()l~hre.Broineconentwas(leer- believed to (drive similar effects throughstratosphere. B rom ine content w as deter- e f f e u n i s i h u l a -i t r e
mined by neutron activation analysis. The
results were in agreement with, and filled ionosphere.
gaps in. earlier measurements by another Theoretical efforts (luring this report-
group, thus indicating that stratospheric ing period have been concerned with stud-
bromine has not increased, measurably, ies of ionospheric scintillation generation,
over the approximately seven years be- relating ultraviolet images to ionospheric
tween the two sets of observations. In densities for mapping the global iono-
addition, the results were in agreement sphere, and the modeling of large-scale
with one-dimensional photochemical model ionospheric dynamics with special empha-
predictions,. sis on the polar ionosphere.

Experimental efforts in the reporting
IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS period focused ow determining the trans-

Large-scale ionospheric processes such port of the polar ionosphere by using a

as those which control the polar cap, the multiplicity of airborne, ground-based,
auroral oval, the F-layer trough, and the and satellite diagnostics; motion of the

Appleton Anomaly structure the global polar, auroral, and subauroral ionosphere
ionosphere. This large-scale structuring by AFGL's Airborne Ionospheric Observa-
results from the complex interactions of tory (AIO), a modified NKC-135 aircraft,
neutral winds and ionospheric plasma, in support of OTH-B testing; investigation
plasma drifts driven by electric fields, ion of polar F-layer irregularities, their gener-
chemistry, and particle precipitation. It ation, dynamics and decay; and experi-
affects Air Force systems operating in the ments to artificially trace disturbances in
rf range. Medium and small-scale process- the ionosphere.
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Project PilE: A coordinated rocket, ra- Electron density and temperature and

(ar, ground and aircraft experiment, Proj- ion composition measurements character-

ect PilE (Polar lonosp~heric Irregularities ized the study of the plasma environment

Ex)eriment) was conducted in March, within the arc. These measurements were

1985, from Sondrestrom AB, Greenland. critical to verifying a numerical auroral

The objectives were to measure the de- simulation code being developed to model

tailed plasma and field parameters associ- ionospheric response to particle fluxes.

ated with a polar cap F-layer aurora, and hon density fluctuations were confined

to define processes which lead to the to the vicinity of the arc and confirm

generation of ionospheric irregularities irregularity generation in this area. Anal-

within this type of aurora. The irregulari- .ses of these data are continuing to identi-

ties cause severe amplitude and phase fy plasma instability mechanisms respon-

fluctuations (scintillation) on Comman,t sible for irregularity generation.

Control. and Communication satellite The electric field instrument provided
systems, the first three component electric field

measurements within a polar cap aurora.
POLAR IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES XPERIMENTS These have been used in a model calcula-

tion to compute the electric circuit param-
eters associated with the arc.

Field-aligned currents computed from
....... .... the electric field measurements show ex-

At cellent agreement with those estimated
from the particle fluxes. The combined
measurements confirm that polar cap arcs
are the optical signatures of plasma flow
reversals and field-aligned currents flow-
ing in the polar cap ionosphere. The large

Di;un,,sthis aln Rocket Experiments spatial coverage afforded by optical imag-
[ivvnI- in the Pl( ar [-,,o;spheric ing will provide an improved specification

[rrudaritws /-.xpriniht WIE). of two dimensional flow in the polar cap
(luring IMF northward conditions.

To quantitatively study the source re-
An All Sky Iniaging Photometer in- gion for ionization within "patches", a

stalled in the AFGL Airborne Ionospheric theoretical high latitude/polar cap iono-
Observatory was used in real-time to lo- spheric F-region model, recently devel-
cate a subvisual arc within the nominal oped at AFGL, was used to calculate
rocket trajectory. When a suitable arc was electron density profiles as a function of
detected, the launch command was re- latitude and local time. Physical processes
laved to the ground Launch Control. The included in the model are ionization pro-
rocket payload successfully crossed duction by solar ultraviolet radiation and
through thf polar cap arc and all instru- energetic electron prtcipitation, loss
ments performed as planned. Intense flux- through charge exchange with N,, and 0,,
("s of low energy (less than 200 eV) elec- and transport by diffusion, neutral wind,
trons defined the region of particle precip- and horizontal E x B convection. Under
itation (see the figure). conditions appropriate for patch forma-
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tion. the ionization passing over Thule 00
between 1200 and 2000 CGT -as found A

to be produced by solar extreme ultravio- -
let radiation south of the cusp and an L

additional ionization component due to the .......

particle precipitation in the cusp. A corn-
parison between calculated and observed -

f,,F., values at Thule at 1400 CGLT showed-
excellent agreement. The theoretical mod- -- - -----. . . . ..-
el allows us to conclude that solar-pro-
duced ionization accounted for two-thirds .
of the total peak electron density, while 22.

production by energetic particle precipita- 26.

tion accounted for one-third.
38

P o la r C ap P la sm a C h a racte ristics: O f ....... ....

special significance to Air Force systems
is al ongoing study which investigates the Geographie Laitude of Poit or the cc;

Noon Meridian Just South of the Cusp as a
structure and dynamic processes in the Function of UT (Top). Composite of All f,F,

polar cap ionosphere with emphasis on Measurements Made between Iecember 4

determining the source region of polar cap and 10. )1983. (('enter). (Solid curve shows
UT variation of f,,F., in candidate sourceplasma, and irregularity generation and region south of the cusp, as predicted from

transport. The severity of outages in Com- IONCAP median model, for R, = 35,

mand, Control, and Communication sy- )ecemher. Pr,-r curve shows f,,F_, rom
model computation of local production, solar

tems due to polar-cap ionospheric irregu- EUy and particles, with corotation
larities is also being assessed. The AFGL assumed.) Solar Depression Angle for Thule.

Airborne Ionospheric Observatory (AIO) December 15. (Bottom)

is flown to specific magnetic latitude/local
time locations to perform radio wave and ionization patches as unique features of
optical sensing of ionospheric parameters. the polar cap ionosphere, and as sources
These measurements are coordinated with of severe scintillations observed on 250-
observations using the Sondrestrom Inco- MHz satellite beacon signals. The continu-
herent Scatter Radar and a number of ing investigations in January and Decem-
satellites: HILAT, Dynamics Explorer, VI- ber 1983, and January, 1984, have shown
KING, DMSP, AFSATCOM and GPS. Ex- that arcs and patches persist as the domi-
tended periods of ground-based observa- nant features of the winter polar-cap iono-
tions by the AIO instrumentation provide sphere during periods of low sunspot
a supporting multidiscipline database. The numbers. Improved ionospheric soundings
unified description of polar cap F-layer made at Thule, Greenland (860 CGL),
structure previously discovered using the starting in November, 1985, showed a
AFGL AIO has been further confirmed clear diurnal variation for the occurrence
and refined. of the patch-type ionization. Discussion of

An investigation of the polar cap iono- various possible mechanisms producing
sphere near the peak of the last solar the observed ionization patches leads to
cycle identified polar cap F-layer arcs and the conclusion that the solar-produced ion-



osphere eqrnatorwa'rd of thle daVSide CuISI)
is the sou rce iL-in ot tho MizatiOnl
patches (See tile figure). Polar plasmia 30 THLILE GREENLAND
convect ion t ralnsports this; Ion izat ion M FEB 3 4. 419B4
across thle c isp andl( thle central polar cap. ii

The local tie dependence! of thle Occur- 0120
rence of thle patches at Thuie is shown to
be a manifestation of thle wvell-knownV uni- ( o
versal time control of the polar capl F- t .
region. Recent analyvsis has shown a 2
strong positive solar-cYcle dependence of oi -n -21 A

thle scintil lations measu red dlurin~g three 0 20r
ex tende cam(~n1paign,,. ile (diurnal varia- S4 GPS
tion (of scintillations is almost flat at solar
niaXIrnUM and has a local time variation

very: simlilar to that 4~ thle patch type ~010 I)
iIonization at solar minimurni. Both arcs- I
and( patches contr-ibute to substantial scm1- . r *

tillations, around solar miaximluml, while
only the lpatches are responsible for the 00
cons iderablyv weaker scintillations. (luring
solar minimum. 5.- SIGNAL INTENSITY

Coordinated measurements of F-regionI APT",H

plasma patches vere conducted onl Febru- 2i

ary :3-4, 19S4, from Thule and Sondres;-
trom fjord. Green land. Optical, ionosonde, I~

.1 1 WITHINamp~litude scinltillation, total electron con- ,PATCH

tent (TEt'). and incoherent scatter radIar ~f
measurements were combined to reveal t
several new aspects of the structure and S4 250 MHZ
transport of these localized regions of75
enhanced F-region ionization shown in the 5
figure. For the first time, these patches 5 o
were directly tracked flowing in the anti- 25 -

sunward direction over distances of 3000
0L77 _,_a~km from the center of' the polar cap to the 23 0 1 2 3 -4 5

poleward edge of the auroral oval. Quanti- TIME (U T

tative measurements of TEC show In-
creases of 10-15- TEC units within the Comnposite Plot of: No? Total Electron

Content. 110 S 4 Index for the GPS Satellite.patches, above a background polar cap (1 2501 MHZ Signal Strength, and (d) S
value of ;- TEC units. Amplitude scintilla- Index for the Polar Beacon Satellite, for the
tion measurements show the presence of P'eriod 2MlOl UT, February :I to 015001 UT.

ionospheric irregularities through the en- wrrY419.

tire patch, with a weak indication of stron-
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ger scintillation on the trailing (or E x B polar-cap convection is of high importance
unstable) edge. to the maintenance of the polar-cap ioniza-

tion (see the earlier discussion of polar-cap
patches and their UT dependence) and the
generation of the midlatitude trough. The

G. -convection is also important to the genera-
tion, transformation, and distribution of
small-scale irregularities responsible for
scintillations and radar clutter, which are

CGLAT 60 ' 1I, /7detrimental to the operation of radio fre-

1- -- 06 quency dependent systems operated at
/Q mid to high latitudes by the Air Force.

The development of models of the distri-
bution of ionization and irregularities re-
quires a systematic database of polar
plasma convection and its dependence on
solar/geophysical parameters, and its re-

CGLT 0h lation to resulting ionospheric phenomena.

Since satellite measurements provide only
Schematic Diagram of Polar Two-Cell snapshots along the satellite orbit, and
Convection Pattern in Corrected incoherent scatter radar observations ire
Geomagnetic Latitude/Local Time
Coordinates. (The locations of the drift- costly and limited to very few locations, a
measuring stations, Goose Bay (G) and new technique has been developed by
Qanaq (QI, are indicated by dashed circles. AFGL and the University of Lowell to
The drift direction at Goose Bay switches
from westerly to easterly around midnight, produce continuous convection data using
while Qanaq observes a clockwise rotation in a modern digital ionosonde, Digisonde
24 hours.1 256.

The technique is based on the reception
of ionospherically reflected pulse trans-

Polar Plasma Convection: Satellite and missions with a spaced seven-antenna ar-
incoherent scatter radar (ISR) observa- ray. The complex spectra of the reflected
tions have shown the existence of a large signals, measured independently on each
ionospheric plasma-convection system of the seven antennas, allow the determi-
which affects the high-latitude ionospher- nation of the reflection locations of ener-
ic region down to 50" corrected geomag- gy in each spectral (Doppler) line. The
netic latitude (CGL). This convection oc- resulting sky map gives reflection loca-
curs generally in the form of a two-cell tions with the respective Doppler informa-
pattern (see the figure) with plasma flow- tion. By a least-squares fit, a matching
ing antisunward over the central polar cap squares velocity vector is determined.
and returning in the sunward direction A systematic measurement program,
along the evening and morning flanks of conducted on the three Regular World
the auroral oval. The source of this plas- Days of each month, was initiated at
ma convection is a polar-cap electric poten- Goose Bay, Labrador (65" CGL) in Janu-
tial generated by the interaction of the ary, 1985, and at Qanaq, Greenland (86"
solar wind with the magnetosphere. The CGL), and Argentia, Newfoundland (58"
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F-REGION DRIFT
DIGISONDE OBSERVATIONS AT QANAQ, GREENLAND

30/31 JULY 1986 1600 TO 1600 CGLT

F 1t(-L ii I)rp ft )fkarvvs at (2anass1  ( revnilandf sn JUly 30-31 1986. iThe straight fines indicate the antisunward
dr-u11Largt' dci:i itin a re ofte s ssc iatedf with obse2rv.ations of polfar cap F-layer are transitions.)

CLin November, 19K. The data in the high latitudes. Of major importance to the
next two figures show4 representative automation of the drift data acquisition is
samples for the clockwise rotation of the the ARTIST program (Automatic Real
drift vector a., see!n at Qarnaq. and the 180' Time Jonogram Scaler with True height
direction reversal routinely observed at analysis) developed by the University of
Goose Bay, These observations corre- Lowell in close cooperation with the Iono-
,-pond to direction changes to be expected spheric Effects Branch. The automatically
from the simple model shown in the previ- identified trace of the overhead ionogram
ous figure (dashed circles marked Q for is used to guide frequency- and height-
Qanaq and G for Goose Bay). This new, gate selection for the automatic drift
low-cost technique will prov'ide, for select- measurements. This approach has been
ed p~eriodls, continuotSI vital information working successfully at Qanaq and Ar-
on the large-scale plasma transport at gentia since November, 1986.
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... H atom fluxes and the energy deposition

rate when the incident proton flux is
" A .... NI ,U . given. Recently, this transport-theoretic

o:, proton precipitation code was upgraded to
-:" , include calculations of the electron density

profile and the energy deposition function,
, which is often useful in performing direct

* , calculations of the energy deposition rate

.. and the ionization rate. The transport-
theoretic code was used to analyze the

F nearly coincident Chatanika radar data
REGION and NOAA-6 particle data, and excellent

* .: agreement between the theoretical results
OS *, and the radar data for the shape of the

V*: electron density profile and for the loca-
tion of its peak was obtained. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first defini-

............ tive comparison between theory and ex-
...................................... tperinment for a pure proton aurora. The

radar data and the transport-theoretic re-
F Region drift observed at Goosv Bay on suits were also compared with the results
.Januar 14-15, 19 P3. shows switch from obtained using the semi-empirical continu-
westerly toji ea:rlv drift nea r midnight.Sto eous slowing down method of Rees. The

transport-theoretic method was found toAuroral Proton Precipitation: Al- be a more complete, and relatively more
though the predominant source of ioniza- beamrcoptanrltily oe
thoughn the poinants (dsauroa on accurate, description of the proton-H atom
tion in the continuous (diffuse) aurora on precipitation than the method of Rees. The
a global basis is the energetic (primary) exact transport-theoretic energy deposi-
precipitating electrons, it is now well- tion function, when compared with the one
documented that the precipitating protons constructed and used by Rees, explains
(and H atoms) can occasionally produce why the Rees method does not produce
ionization comparable to, or greater than, the observed electron density profiles.
that produced by the electrons. A recent
study of the nearly coincident Chatanika Solutions of the Plasma Kinetic Equa-
radar electron density measurements and tion With Collisions: In laboratory andNOAAionlWarhicolldatanrevealedbthatowithin
NOAA-(; particle data revealed that within space plasmas, discrete particle interac-
a wide latitudinal range between 64" and tions (collisions) often play a significant67" invariant, a continuous (diffuse) auro- role in determining the characteristics of
ral E-layer with a peak electron density of the plasma waves. Finding -tn exact solu-
1-2 ×' 10-' cm : was produced entirely by tion of the linearized plasma kinetic equa-
proton precipitation. tion when collisions are included is a

Several years ago, the Ionospheric formidable task. Over the years, studies
Physics Division developed a transport- of collisional effects have employed meth-
theoretic method which leads to exact ods of solution tailored to a specific model
solutions for the precipitating proton and of the coilision operator. Recently. scien-
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tists in the Ionospheric Physics Division ion-acoustic frequency. A more exciting
gave an expansion method which can be new result is that, when T,>>T,. the
used to derive tilt, collisional plasma di- destabilizing effect of eectron-ion coil|-
electric tunctil for any given collision sions can overcome the damping effects,
operator. .\pplication of this method to including Landau damping and ion-ion coi-
s,,lve the Ba lscn-Lenard-Poisson eq Ua- lisional damping, and drive the ion-acous-
tion prducI d a closed-form expression for tic wave instability. This instability, which
tile collisi mnal dielectric functioa to tile can be excited without the presence of any
first crdcr in the pertinent collisionality current, will provide a much more effi-
paramettr, where all types of collisions cient mechanism for energy transfer be-
eht'tron-electron. electr~n-ion, i1on-elec- tween electrons and ions than the purel'y

troll and ion-ion) in a fully% ionized plasma collisional relaxa.tion mechanism. If there
were included. With this dielectric fu nc- is a current, the destabilizing effect of
tion. Several aspects of the collisional electron-ion collisions will have an impact
fflects were stlldied. on the estimate of the amount of current
Solving the d]ispersion relation for high- necessary for the ion-acoustic instability

frequencv Langm i waves in tile long in a weekly-collisional plasma such as the
wavelenigth limit, we obtained an expres- ionospheric F-layer plasma.
siOn for the ci llisional correction to the
well-known I.andau formula. A laboratory AWS and OTH-B Support: Real-time
experimnenit to check this result is current- acquisition of ionospheric data. generally
IY in progress. a costly requirement, has been made cost-

A closed-firm expression for the elec- efficient through the development of digi-
tron density fluctuation spectrum in a tal ionospheric sounders supported by
weak) v-collisional electron-ion plasma in AFGL and a computer-based Automatic
thermodynamic equilibrium was derivedl. Real Time Ionogram Scaler with True
'omparing the collisionless and the colli- height analysis (ARTIST) program. Test-

sional results for the fluctuation spectra, ing of the quality of the trace identifica-
we found that the electron-ion collisions tion using :375 half-hourly ionograms from
are the dominant collisions and that they Argentia, Newfoundland, has shown that
enhance density fluctuations near zero more than 90 percent of the automatically
frequen'v and near the ion-acoustic fre- identified traces are acceptable, which is
quenyc. A confirmation of this newly pre- an excellent result in view of the proximi-
dicted collisional enhancement of the den- ty of the station to the disturbed polar
sit- fluctuations near the ion-acoustic fre- ionosphere. The Air Weather Service, with
quency may come from a suitably de- AFGL support, is currently procuring
signed inco herent radar scatter measure- twenty Digital Ionospheric Sounding Sys-
ment of ionospheric electron density fluc- tems (DISS), which implement these tech-
tuations. niques, for deployment in an almost global
Solving the dispersion relation for ion- AWS-DlSS net.

acoustic waves, we found that the elec- As a precursor to this deployment,
tron-ion collisions have a destabilizing ef- AFGI, has facilitated the installation of an
fect on the ion-acoustic waves. This ex- ionosonde at Argentia. Newfoundland,
plains the previously mentioned enhance- where it is operating under the remote
ment of the density fluctuations near the control of personnel at the AFGL Goose
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Bay Ionospheric Observatory. The Argen-
tia and Goose Bay ionosondes are essen-
tial ionospheric sounding data sources for
the testing, as well as the day-to-day
operation, of the Over-the-Horizon Back-
scatter Radar (East Coast Radar System),
which is currently being deployed in
Maine. To speed up access to the sounding
data, a dial-up capability has been activat-
e(d, which permits real-time remote data
ac(luisition from the Goose Bay and Ar- .
gentia ionosondes by the AWS operators
at the (TH-B radar, and by AFGL. This
makes it possible to assist AWS in the
interpretation of difficult situations.

The figure is an example of a digital
ionogram received at AFGL via telephone
dial-up of the Argentia ARTIST. The iono-
gram shows the o-component with 6-level . .. . .. . :.. ::::::::F....... F

amplitude resolution (letters indicate posi- :
tive, numbers negative, Doppler), the x- . -.

component (identified by x only), and
oblique echoes (identified by a dot). The
automatically identified F-layer o-echoes
are marked by a = sign. The ARTIST " - - ,

software also converts the ionogram into

a true-height electron density profile,
which is shown by the & symbol. Iigital lnogram Obtained 1N Tciephuiiu

D)ial-up Service from Argentia.

The availability of real-time ionospheric Newfotiidilald.

data has resulted in a significant improve-
ment in short-term ionospheric prediction. These rapid changes require improved
Rapid changes in f,,F,, the plasma fre- short-term f,,F predictions for the fre-
quency at the maximum of the F-layer, quency management of the OTH-B ra-
greater than 20 percent per hour are dars. The sc'ieme using real-time hourly
routineiv observed during a 3-4 hour peri- ionospheric soundings and an extrapola-
od around F-region sunrise and for a 2-3 tion of the prior four day average hourly
hour period around F-region sunset, inde- slope was found to be satisfactory for the
pendent of the phase of solar activity sunrise predictions of f,,F.,.
cycle. These rapid changes in f,,F., are Initially, the scheme was tested using a
usually larger around sunrise hours than small database of four months represent-
those around sunset hours. During the ing four seasons, high and low solar
solar maximum, hourly changes as high activity periods, and restricted only to
as 50 percent around sunrise and 30 per- sunrise hours. The scheme has been ex-
cent around sunset have been observed. panded to include all 24 hours, all four



i'eas;ons Vhe w holcea r's, 1 gIi I) an1il1 2

low 1?I)-(; so I:Lt. Iac(tIN, It 0. l5mig an1 extell-
Sive i.,ttalbase tronm tihe }igh-la1tinld ilinil-
Spheric Stations at M.Johns;. Ottalwa. and foF2 10
Wininipeg. The schlenie wo rks sati.stfavtori- MPHz)

I v forl all conditions. Thet atdNlsis shows
that the schemie reiluces the e riors In f F5
plredictiol ins tov piercent over' those fromnt
thet l( )NCAP model during the transition -

rapiid changes It! f F last ing over the 2 06 2 18 0

F-I.ayer Trough: Tht, lavtinie F-laYer at Inpsalaiiis ri

hil lantitd s IS fIitiild ti) iiniiro cX- >%kvii 2r ' 1Y that. '~Ii it )
P P ~ iI, tw (loivt Payi, tit I ituhcd

dttii lillitinos In electron ilensity as; a l V.r~c ;t ii-j 1 CioH (h1M~ Sii

trmn uh, Mlich Is pri iilncei 1)iv tile ciin'.cc-
tin 41t if II Inspheric plasma Irivenl l)*v ila- and extensive data laeavailable, that

nishrcelectric fields, is visible in1 aC(iuIred dur11inig the IGY. D~uring tis
litlf iiiii ca . i(1l1,i o.ri soings . priod fr yfu inospheric sou nding

f F \Itl()nirh no(t jeiisvreco gluiZei. Stations wvere operating at latituiles, above
igi at i rcs iof tit ti nigh art. raidi I deple- 50" I lAT in the northern hemisphere.

tions if elect ron i lnsi jt b ,o. faitors if 2 to Recoridings wvere s inmultaneous]l'v made at
111 Theste ideplet ionis i('On.I ilin the iuiirnal evei'\ IT hour and at 15~ minute intervals
distriutio. irisniasunreil hiv griiuindl stations unI World dy.The mionth of [December,
as ti V pul55 hten aith a Cinvectiin piatter'n 1951 (winiter soilstice and solar maximum).
w ilc iii Il' ys th'iugh tile, latitudne i f the has 1) en the mo st thoroughly studied to
S ttti with local timle, date.

Thet effect i if the trioiugh Is, Seen in the Thes;e archived measurements, when
niavt inn F'-lav r a~~;t IsaIa Sweiden ( 5.5-~i examinei using modern insights and coor-
nilag Ilitic latit iii (Ml .A71), as the shaded dinates of magnetic latitude, longitude

bittnt wich iwcurs onI a1 iisturbeil CNI)NG). and local time (MILT), yield a
ila Iaverage K i, = -)) as ciompareid to a idescription iif the trough for the first time
quet lay , virag, it = ill in, the figure. uI.a n integral, splatially and temporally
'Dwi inisi t i4 this lhti-iit ii rrcesiis li ciintinuiius entity Ii its, entire extent and

ill iuisuigi i i tit statloi ii Iinilon' the I 1T duratiion.

ii(11uiatrwaril iilge if tlt, ifttiliiiii The afternoon trough. as characterized
ri~1 il g%- i its eiquatiirward edlge, is dletectedl on

inuvstigtin)f tOw tr-igi in1 a glba ach ilf the :81 days of tis study. It is
s;cale apjiririati ti) its extent rvqirrs a fiiundi tii be de4pendenlt plrincipally (on mag-
giilial airrmi (it' iniosihirii i lisirvatiiries. nletic activity (Np) averaged over the perti-
Sinii Ilii Shill array % exists toihiv the iii of at laY. It is stailfl in MLAT/MLT for
inve-stig ator ha, hail too risu4irt ti airchiviil as long as 17 hours VT and shows little
daita anu lha> ii-tu the- tist vwnipulit, iepenflence ()on changes Ii K;) which take
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Avg Kp: 5o 3- 2- 1-

I ua r l t omla- ,,t" tk a I )aytimn Trough fo)r I Das vsShowia g that the Boundary Ro tates to Earlier MILT
and l\ ai k to liwr ML.-AT as Average Kp Increases.

place during such periods. On the most greater than 1 km per second. According-
disturbed day, the trough is its most ly, the trough boundaries shown in the
extensive: the trough boundary extends in figure are apparently the loci of convec-
MLAT/MLT from 75"/10:30 to 51"/1630 tion contours of this high velocity.
and is nearly stationary in these coordi- Pronounced longitudinal differences oc-
nates for a duration of 14.5 hours UT as cur in the daytime trough in that the
observed by 16 stations spanning 220" afternoon trough predominates in eastern
MLONG. The figure shows this most dis- MLONG but the morning trough predomi-
turbed lay (on the left) together with nates in western MLONG. In addition,
three other lays, the average Kp of which near midnight large longitudinal differ-
decreases from left to right. Note that as ences occur in f,,F, particularly during
average Kp increases from quiet to dis- quiet times. These phenomena are under
turbed (to the right), the trough rotates to investigation because they create large
earlier MLT (by 5.5 hours) and expands to differences in propagation conditions for
lower latitudes (by 20" MLAT). OTH-B radars which will operate in these

two sectors.
Rotation to earlier MLT as a conse-

Because the archived database spans
tuence of increased activity has been nearly five decades, the technique of

indicated by a number of studies of the trough investigation described here prom-
convection pattern. In addition, the trough ises to provide results not only on the
boundaries in the figure tend to reverse longitudinal effects, but also on seasonal,

direction with respect to the noon-mid- hemispheric, and solar cycle dependence

night meridian between lowest latitude as well.

near dusk and highest latitude near mid-

lav. In this respect, they resemble convec- Theoretical Modeling of the lono-
tion contours which reverse from sunward spheric F Region: At low latitudes near
to anti-sunward within this range. The the magnetic equator, vertical E x B drift
trough in the daytime has been observed is the primary mechanism for transport-
by incoherent scatter radar to lie within a ing plasma in a direction perpendicular to
region where convection velocities are magnetic field lines. During daytime
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imitrs, upwardl E X B dinft is resitinsible wvere too low to be observed by ground-
forii creating crests in iliizatimii on either based coherent scatter radars but wvere
side ot the magnetic ci Ilitmr at 115' to IS8' highly variable. This "remote-sO~ufli*
dlip aZt it ud. poduin thei s-i-called technique was used to Measure F1 region
eqJuatorial11011, am maV." Rcen It mea'isure- densities just after sunset near the eqlua-

mients o)f 6:30 k airglow intenlsity' and tor. These densities may vary between
mneridional ne u tral w i nds byv a 'al try-Perot 1 ,. 10W and 2 ,10' el/cm1 ' and( are extreme-
interferoine ter at A reqi i u. P eru U 16'S, )lv important inl determining whether equa-
71 WV ge :a li. 2S i lip lat itunde), how- tonial lalia Instab~ilities will or will not
ever, indicate' that at night, neutrald Winds OCeur.
Ilia v 5 gil lie n t lY a ffect vertical lasli A se mii-empirical low-latitude ionospher-
tI*ZHlls irt tkcll dIii iw ti i7' p it) tide. The i' nmoidel (SLIM) has been developed joint-
411 servati'ls r'evealedI w ide sproead Ira 4i'i I v at AFG L and Boston University which

airg lt v i eldilis with ii In t ii s 11) Ml- pro dunes F-region electron (lensity pro-
tellsit v %.lv' faicti us as largi a, I2 ii 4. Tese files1 Miore quickly and more realistically
re t'i tus ci ire attil well with large Inl- than present ly avail able empirical models.
era, ses In the (ipaiir~rInoirthwvardl) SLIM is gen'erate(I by first solving the

wiil I. wnd cllhc aii . t v ofi u00 Ian sal tinie-depenlent plasma continuity equa-
riiitllil iiilre~elei avelciy tt II) ii tion numerically, which produces electron

pelr sici ni near. 2200l iJ,, iastiinZ I to 2 idensities from'180 to 2000 ki, every 2'
hi i* IS. (' mai iWith 11iiiileling CnIIlii-~ dip latitude (24"N to 24"S dip latitude) and
timis slit iws that tihe relctit ins in iglw every half-hour local time (over the 24
intelisit v res Ilt frwi anl upiwardlfhit hour day). A set of six coefficients at each
meri.t if the' i ili splhere. altig t he inclinetd latitude'/ local time p~osition is then found
Iniainttic field linles 'Irietri bii tile eq'uatior- which reproduces the theoretically calcu-
wardf neutral wind. The agrienienllt with lated profiles. The coefficients themselves
observatiions is, excellent. antI i(lemon- comprise SLIM and are used to quickly
stratsta aems i'tkni 5U, regenerate electron density profiles. Nine
ing that vertical E B i Irift Is thelt' ly SLIM cases. have been produced covering
transllirt piri('uss t*iplalle i if liftingv or three seasons (equinox, .June solstice, and
lo)werig the 'iluit trial F-lay*ve r. D~ecember solstice) for each of three solar-

InI antither li i-latituile stuid '. a unique cycle activity periods;: low, moderate and
methioii ft r in ferrin #i i'l atotrial field-line- high, corresponding, respectively, to F1
integratei l etnrm ilensit * viilumt's was 01.7 em values of 70, 125, and 180. In
dt'monstrated using tliserveil whistler ils-_ addition to electron density p~rofile,,, SLIM
persion values. :\ rocket launcheid from also p~rov'ides; total electron content values
Punti LomI , ttj nar ima. IPerui. m i March and 6300 A nighttime airglow intensities
21, 19S:2. ithiservei lightnirig-induceil whis- as a function of latitudle and local time.
tler trains il Ii th th lt ietig ani I bw nleg The model is being merged with the Air

iof the flight. NM te' calculations iif the Force Ionospiheric Conductivity andI Elec-
exptectedl whistler dispiersions were com- tron D~ensity (ICED)) model, which is pres-
pared with the o)bserveil values antI from ently operational at Air Weather Service.
tis comprisi ait.irly accu rate e-stimates
of the liotti inside F1 timlei'ular io n i hnsi- Evolution of Equatorial Plasma Deple-
ties Cou ld hW iAltitil'. The d'it.v va;lues tions: The continuing investigations into
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the origin and lifecycle of equatorial plas- tains an approximate power law form (f")
ma depletions has led to the re-inspection and n increases with time. This behavior
of a unique data set collected by the suggests that the effective cross-field dif-
AFGL Airborne Ionospheric Observatory fusion rate in the F-region depends on
flying in the South Atlantic. In March, scale size. Such a dependence has recently
1979, the aircraft conducted this unique been predicted theoretically and is the
experiment to measure the plasma charac- result of magnetic field-line coupling to
teristics within an eastward drifting and the E-layer.
decaying plasma depletion. The All Sky This experiment represents the first
Imaging Photometer was used to locate successful measurement of the temporal
depletion and to direct the aircraft evolution of small-scale irregularities in
through a series of east-west cuts through the disturbed equatorial ionosphere. Re-
this feature as the entire ionosphere drift- sults provide needed input to theoretical
ed eastward. models which attempt to describe this

behavior.
SPIT., S ALE -

il I 1 1 1 [] i i I I I I Equatorial Ionospheric Irregularities:
E.LA....1.1... Measurements of the height distribution

... \of irregularities of a few meters' scale
size have been made over the magnetic
equator by the high-power radars at Kwa-

- -jalein Island and Jicamarca, Peru, by re-
ceiving the coherently returned back-scat-

- ter power from irregularities viewed in a
- 6 V direction perpendicular to the earth's

magnetic field. These measurements have
provided the ionospheric community with

- ' the bulk of the available evidence on the
temporal distribution of the height of
irregularities in the equatorial plumes.

- Ac However, irregularities of only a few
meters' scale size have been shown to

S A °decay much faster than those of approxi-
Phase Power Spectra for the Bubble over mately 1 km, which are responsible for
Successive East-west Cuts Labeled Legs 1. amplitude scintillation observed in the
3. and 5. 100-2000 MHz frequency range from

transmissions from geostationary satel-

Complex signal scintillation observa- lites.
tions of this isolated and decaying equato- At a solar-terrestrial workshop held in
rial plasma bubble show evolution of ir- New Delhi, India, in 1986, AFGL proposed
regularity energy over a broad range of that a satellite beacon ground receiving
scale sizes (see the figure). At wave- station network located in India be used to
lengths larger than about 4 km, the ener- determine the height-time dependence of
gy remains nearly constant with time. At kilometer-scale irregularities and wind
shorter scale sizes, the spectrum main- shear at different ionospheric heights
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30- THULE, GREENLAND

28 JAN -04 FEB 1984

over the magnetic equator on a continu- 25
ous basis. Latitudinal gradients of total 20- 01
electron content (TEC) can also be mea-
sured by this chain of monitoring stations. i
The gradients in TEC can be used to 1l
improve high-frequ-ney communication 0

predictions as well as to provide important 5
insight into possible mechanisms responsi- U 0
ble for the generation of equatorial irreg- 0

0
ularities. Q 30 F )OSE BAY, LABRADORS28 JAN -04 FEB 1984

25Polar Cap Total Electron Content: 2 2

W E
Measurements of TEC in the polar cap 20

from Thule, Greenland, have shown that 1
absolute values of TE('. obtained during - ,
the winter, when direct solar extreme o . . -

ultraviolet ra(iation is minimal in the o- "
lar cap. are greater than those obtained > K
from Goose Bay, Labrador, and from z 0

UJHamilton. Massachusetts, during the HL MAS
same period. Overplots of diurnal values D 28 JAN-04 FEB 984

of TE(' from Thule, Goose Bay, and Ham- 2 25
ilton for an eight day period in January- 20-

February, 1984, are shown in the figure. M ,_-,
Note that the maximum TEC values 15"

reached from Thule exceeded those from I
either Hamilton or Goose Bay. Not only
are the absolute TEC values higher in the 5 9 2 5 2
dark Thule ionosphere than in the sunlit
mid-latitudes, but the variability is much 0 . 6 12.......
higher. TIME (UT)

AFGL scientists suggested in 1985 that
plasma is convected over the polar cap, by Measurements of Total Electron Content at
means of the large-scale electric field Thule, Labrador, and F. milton,

Massachusetts.
structure in the high-latitude ionosphere,
from the mid-latitude afternoon sector
where the plasma was originally generat- tribution of plasma convected into the
ed by solar extreme ultraviolet radiation. polar cap ionosphere from the afternoon
Since that suggestion was made, a theo- cusp region. The TEC values obtained
retical model of high-latitude F-region from this model are represented by the
electron density was d,,,v,!oped in 1986 open circles in the Thule portion of the
which includes the effects of the solar figure and can be seen to approximate
extreme ultraviolet radiation, particle pre- fairly well the actual TEC observations
cipitation, and the earth's corotation. It during the magnetically disturbed days of
was recently modified to include the con- this observation period. Because of the
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complexity of the model and the necessity cap, and auroral regions have been
to follow ionization produced elsewhere, studied to provide information for the
which is then convected over the polar design and evaluation of the performance
cap, the model has been run for only a few of multifrequency satellite communication
representative hours for comparison with links in these regions. The strength of the
Thule TEC data. However, the theoretical ionospheric irregularities and their motion
results do confirm that the inclusion of control the scintillation structure, which
lower latitude ionization convected over needs to be defined for a successful sys-
the polar cap can produce a significant tem design. AFGL observations indicate
increase above the quiet-day TEC in the that the scintillation effects are most se-
polar cap and can yield values comparable vere in the equatorial anomaly region
with tho.se high TEC values actually ob- where, during sunspot maximum periods,
served from Thule. the amplitude scintillations of satellite

communication links at 1.5 GHz have of-
ASCENSION ISANO ten been observed to exceed the 30 dBFES 3, 1 9812,42 UT dynamic range of the receiver. The magni-

tude of severe scintillations and their
RELATIVE

S4M 0 3 0... o. A 2 spectra defining the scintillation struc-SSEtures at 250 MHz, 1.5 GHz and 4 GHz. .obtained in the anomaly region are illus-
° 0 trated in the figure. Detailed statistics of.. phase scintillations and phase rates for

.- . . . . . .. . this region were compiled for the first
541, S4 '9 ..... OPE.55 time in 1985-86. The phase and amplitude

. .scintillation effects on AFSATCOM trans-

20- .. missions at 250 MHz have been recorded
-40. in the polar cap and auroral regions.

2C .Information regarding the magnitude and
the structure of phase and amplitude scin-

3, 27.... -o 0 z .. SLOPE.... tillations in the polar cap and auroral oval
0, has been compiled. During severe distur-- "o .... bances, amplitude scintillations exceeding

.. 1 20 dB and phase deviations exceeding 12

radians at 250 MHz are encountered in the-20- -60.

120 0 ". 1. 0. 1O° , 0o polar cap and auroral regions. The tempo-
TimE sedFREOENC (Hi" ral structure of scintillations, which dic-

tates the coherent integration time of
Three-minute Data Segment of Scintillations space-based radar systems, is found to be
Observed at 3954. 1541, and 257 MHz at
Ascension Island and Their Respective governed primarily by the strength of the
Spectra. irregularities in the equatorial region,

whereas at high latitudes the extreme
variability of the irregularity movement is

Global Ionospheric Scintillation: Iono- the major factor.
spheric scintillation effects encountered in The long-term morphology (1979-1984)
the crest of the equatorial anomaly, polar of intensity scintillations at 250 MHz in
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Thule Intensity Scintillation Statistics at 250 MHz during 179-1984.

the polar cap shows that in addition to the as shown in the figure. This decreasing
absence of diurnal variation of scintilla- trend of scintillation activity has been
tions, and the presence of an annual varia- observed to continue in 1986.
tion with a pronounced minimum during Eutra reuaiis motn
local summer, a marked solar control of newifrannequatorial Irregulrte m ortn

activity exists. Scintillations irregularities associated with plasma de-
are found to decrease abruptly when the pletions, or "bubbles," became available
solar activity falls below a threshold level, as a result of the clustering of a variety of
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JICAMARCA MARCH 14, 1983 50MHz RADAR BACKSCATTER
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ANCON GOES-5 1694MHz MARCH 14, 1983
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Temporal Variation of the Range and Intensity of 50 MHz Radar Backscatter Observed at Jicamarca (Top).
Variation of the Amplitude Scintillation index (S4) of 1694 MHz Signals from the Geostationary Satellite GOES
5 Recorded at Ancon (Bott'm).

techniques including digital sounder, scin- ed plumes was found to occur in associa-
tillation and radar measurements near the tion with maximum 1.7 GHz scintillations
magnetic equator in Peru in conjunction as shown in the figure. This established
with two F-region rockets launched on that the height-integrated rms electron
March 1 and 14, 1983. Analysis of this density deviation of 200 m scale irregulari-
data continued during the reporting peri- ties causing 1.7 GHz scintillations maxi-
od. The full complement of equatorial mizes in extended 3 m plume structures.
spread F phenomena, namely, the occur- The magnitude of 1.7 GHz scintillations
rence of bubbles detected by the rockets, recorded at high elevation angles (-76')
3-m plume structures detected by the near the magnetic equator did not exceed
Jicamarca radar, and vhf/GHz scintilla- a value of S 4 = 0.2 (4 dB) in contrast to the
tions, were recorded on both these eve- near saturated 1.5 GHz scintillations rou-
nings. The radar backscatter with extend- tinely observed at Ascension Island near
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the crests of the equato'ial anomaly of F observed at the edges of plasma blobs, but
ionization as mentioned earlier. The ob- with velocity shears with shear gradient
served scintillation magnitudes at 1.7 GHz scale lengths of 10 ki. The presence of
have, however. beell found to be eompati- velocity shears was established by EIS-
ble with the ambient F-re,ion electron ('AT ion-drift measurements from the HI-
de nsitv and the irregularity parameters LAT satellite. The relatively high power
lel, Ired v the rocket. The irregularity of short-scale irregularities distinguishes

drift velocities measured by the spaced this class of irregularities, which are
receiver scintillation measurements were observed to cause strong uhf scintillations
in general agreenent with the radar inter- in the auroral region without associated
ferometer results, indicating that both the TEC enhancements (panel B of the figure)
meter and hundred meter svale irregulari- and are expected to be sources of hf
ties convect together. backscatter. Numerical simulation studies

A distinct class of equatoriafl irregulari- of the velocity-shear-driven Kelvin-Helm-
ties known as the bottomsile sinusoidal holtz instability in the F-region conducted

tBSSI type has been idecf-ified. Unlike at the Naval Research Laboratory recent-
equatorial bubbles, these irregularities oc- ly show good agreement with the density
cur in very large patches, sometimes in and electric field spectra observed experi-
excess of several thousand kilometers in mentally with HILAT and Dynamics Exp-
the East-West direction and are associated lorer-2.
with frequency spread on ionograms.
Scintillations caused by such irregularities Ionospheric Modification By High
exist only in the vhf band, exhibit Fresnel Power Radio Waves: The characteristics
oscillations in intensity spectra, providing of self-focusing instability driven by high-
evidence for a relatively thin irregularity power high-frequency radio waves were
layer, and persist for extremely long dura- studied by performing simultaneous
tions (as much as several hours) without radio-star scintillations and enhanced plas-
any interruptions. These irregularities ma line-intensity measurements by the
maximize during solstices, so that in the-,-f rnge scntilaton orpoloy a an uhf radar at Arecibo in January, 1984. As

vhf ang, sintilaton orl~oloy a an shown in the figure both scintillation and
equatorial station is determined by consid-

enhanced plasma line-intensity fluctua-
ering occurrence characteristics of both enacdpsm li-ntstyfuu-
bubing ocue anceBSS charact ec aobth. tions could be detected over a 6 dB width

ubble type andl BSS type irregularities, of the heater beam when the average

Coordinated Measurements of the power density in the F-region was -50
Nightside Auroral Oval: A distinct class pWm 2. Considerable East-West asymme-
of subkilometer high-latitude irregulari- try in the spatial structure of both scintil-
ties has been identified which can create lations and plasma line-intensity fluctua-
localize(l regions of near saturated vhf tions was observed. Spectral studies of
and fairly intense uhf scintillations in the scintillations indicated an erosion of short-
nighttime auroral F-region. The unique scale irregularities as the irregularities
feature of this class of irregularities is were convected downstream. Interesting
that it is associated not with large-scale changes in the fading characteristics as
(several tens of kilometers) organized den- the heating mode was switched from over-
sity gradients in the -region, such as dense to underdense were also observed.
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Coordinated EISCAT/HILAT Measurements Showing Presence of Intense VHF/UHF Scintillations in the
Absence of "Blobs," or TEC Structure, but in Association with Velocity Shears in the F-region.

During March, 1984, and November, ties were excited in the daytime subauro-
1985, the high power hf heating facility ral environment, causing 3dB fluctuations
located at Ramfjordmoen (69.6°N, 19.2'E of signal intensity at the 250 MHz trans-
geographic) near Tromso, Norway, was missions of the quasi-stationary satellite.
used to modify the ionospheric F-region, Spectral analysis showed the excitation of
and experiments were performed to study a narrow band structure corresponding to
the generation of artificial F-region irreg- approximately 750 m scale size. Fresnel
ularities in the daytime subauroral envi- oscillations in both the phase and intensity
ronment. For the experiments, 250 MHz spectra provided evidence for a relatively
transmissions from a quasi-stationary sat- thin irregularity layer.
ellite were received at the Tromso teleme-
try station. The fluctuations of intensity RF-Heating Diagnostics: Renewed in-
and phase of these transmissions were terest in the effects of ionospheric heating
analyzed to detect the presence of irregu- by radio frequency energy led to revisit-
larities of F-region electron density ing a data set collected by the AFGL
caused by the heater. F-region irregulari- Airborne Ionospheric Observatory during
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MHz

. V EA.irTrne ion)gran taken at a ground range

C= - (NE AA-- D5REf 3175 kmi to the heater -shows 0- and x-
- o , SCINTILLATIONS OBSERVED component of field-aligned scatter. (The

- ASSO5 IF PLASMA L NE OR SC9ST<rLArS s simiulated traces ((-component only) result,

if field-aligned irregularities filling a vertical
"uthi,,mospheric Tracks of Radio Sources column at 300 and 400 km ground range
through the Heated Volume on .January 26 from the aircraft are assumed. The numbers
and :31. 19S4. (The cross-hatched areas along tht" simulated traces indicate the
inilwate regions of hf enhanced plasma lou height of the irregularities contributing to
echoes; the solid blocks indicate regions of scatter at the specified ground ranges.)
430 MHz scintillations having a relative
power fluctuation > - percent. The breaks i
the data correspond to calibration intervals, echo traces and to infer the extent of the
The scintillations using l)W0400 were volume filled with heater-induced irregu-
contaminated lv radar interference anda
hence are not shown.) arities to ±100 km extent in the North-

South direction (with respect to the heator
heating experiments conducted at the ;ocation). The structured region had a well
ean Hathle, defined northern border, and a height

NOAARF Hatig Failiy atPlatevile, extent from the bottom of the F-layer to
Colorado. in October, 1979. Digital iono- ateat the layer T

grams obtained onboard the aircraft dur- aircraft has been used to define heating

ing a series of rf-heating experiments effects during campaigns with the Areci-
showed strong, well-defined backscatter bo, Puerto Rico, and EISCAT, Norway,
traces (see the figure) which changed heating facilities.
location within the ionogram, as well as
the sign of the Doppler shift of the back- Maximum Entropy Method: Burg's
scatter signals, depending on range to the maximum entropy method (MEM) of pow-
heater facility and the direction of the er spectral estimation has been exploited
flight track towards or away from the and developed intensively at AFGL for the
facility. With 3-D ray tracing simulation, it last ten years. Applications at AFGL in-
was possible to synthesize the observed clude magnetic pulsations, sunspot num-
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bers, auroral indices, ionospheric phase
and amplitude scintillations, neutral air A
densities, charged particle velocity, densi-
ty and electric field measurements, infra-
red molecular spectrum analysis and mass
spectrometry.

A

B

B

, , ,Four Successive Spectra Taken from Those
Shown on the Previous Figure. (MEM (a)
spectra show clearly the changing character
of the spectrum from batch 1338 to B41.
Periodogram spectra (b) of the same data
sets are overwhelmed by high levels of
spectral noise inherent in the periodogram
method.)

Dynamic MEM (a) and Periodogram (b)
Power Spectra for a Set of Amplitude for red noise processes such as iono-
Scintillation Data Obtained at Ascension
Island from the MARISAT Satellite. (Each spheric amplitude and phase scintillation,
spectrum used 361 observations (10 sec), and and charged particle observations. In ex-
the start time was slipped by 181 tensive studies at AFGL, MEM has been
observations (5 sec) for each new data set.
The data were quiet from 0-2 minutes, shown to produce spectra which are opti-
moderately active from 2 to 3.5 minutes, and mally smooth, using shorter data sets
very active from 3.5 to 5 minutes. than required by traditional fast Fourier

transform (FFT) based techniques. The
In the Ionospheric Physics Division the MEM spectra are smoother and also

emphasis has been on the development of display greatly increased frequency reso-
smooth, slowly changing power spectra lution. If the underlying physical process
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'p-handl Pga r---in (-11 April 0Ds, I))(I_,),_b, ~ +C (I 1jrnn/ 200-500K

.1. Am. ('hem. So 08 IlS 9M$S)
I'rotonl Tr'onsfi'r as I Fo 1/c/inn njI' Hdration

( \ ~iA/IICL.C(., C.//lER ,(A., A// ,bl'r apd*TI'mpl'raforl': Ra/tIe C'nstal/ts and/I

JPlL ii. RX. 'V i 4 H l': . G.A., anti (>/), Pro/ilet 1/istrlifl/4 Inns /ir OH (H.O) ,, HF (if

J. N1.200-5tiOK + [[IF f 200-500OK
.1. Amn. C he-n/. so. IDS 19;

\if Ir C (ho, anI A\fIII ?0 1,01/rl I I//f-lt o/flt

'o~ 1 At HI'NTflN. D.E. (AFGL); and Cluo, .J.M.
I 1.'. L'.1) J/ 2/I A:wult 19/<,/ (Brown Universitv, Providence. RID

Gas Ihasc I0lt/aiolnls In the. Shn tt/I'

Gm.I.1 1I 'r I,, C\. Prc IA A ShuottlIe En v ioment an/i OpIrat i/Its
A ( i:MASI )N, AS. ( Los A lam//s 11 ( Inf. $ 13-1.- N/I' 1951

Natl. Lab- New MeXi(O; ;..Nl/IO 1), Lo I' nrip, l/ns ill f/Il S"'I/if II En/'rnloinf

'c.~~ I ( ~~ f ~ ~ F.',u/ec- tll' Sftrong 4/olf('/I / /nI/

Researc'h. B/lu ldiIr, ('0): and/ H'anctarY SI/all' :// 1918.-o
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J..SPERSIEX J.R. (AFGL); and B:%sI, B. i)As('PTA, A. (Inst. of Radioiphysics
(Boston Coll.. Newton. MA) and Electronics, Calcutta, India)
Dhc DIf-c ti / c F cipc fion fi c1b the Ble sec1iiacccrd- A4 lopcosal 1 ic, a ( oo cdincc(/d Stuccdy of the

l'to i5c pccc tic Eq ccatIio cis lDy iiai h15c t o Iocc (sp/ce ic Irriguli( t ies ove the I/
1'hYv. cfiti 29 )uc ( Jacicorv 19,10 .Iel'cc'tc Equa/or

Price. 2nd lcIndo-U.S. Wks~cpc onj Solar Terr. Phys.

KATA\X MA D 1)H.1c;
lDircii' Ob ii r iati iofi q/ t E fcc cii'icc c i cta am li'c a I
Eccc'rcjc Traic fir Througich ac Laryi' Eccc'c'qc G LAWANiiY, N.M., MAC'FARLANE, D.L.,
Ph\,s. Rev Lett. 54 (IS Fvcruary 19,5 Bron6ni

lcc)ciccifc.fccRa c/ catii Encergy 'I'c'c itr in R.xB1NOVICH, Vc.S.(BonUi.
f/cc R "7r oCi ) 'Staffe o' .Vcf'oqecc Providence, RI); and KATAY..MA, D.
.J. C'hemc. Ph~ 's. S4 1 Febcriar\. 19,10i) (AFGL)
T/cc UV FHuggiccs 11cc ds c 'f ():oice Tiio-Plcatoc Hlcsfi'rc'sis icc aI Vonincea r Fabry-
.1. Chivn. Phvs. S5 (1 D ecemb~er WS65) 1)0/ AfEtoc ('Cntaiin g Ft'ccd()(ici 6'G:

iet/cancot ,Soltiouns

IK.XT.YAM.\, I).H., and I)ENT\MA-RO, Infrared Phys. 2.5 (1985Cd

A. V.
P'copcnsif i's for C'ottisionc Incdced Etectcroncic LEE, M.C. (Massachusetts Inst. of
Tran csitIiccncs icc ct Diatomccic M.lcuiciti Tech., Cambridge, MA); CARLuSON, H.C.

J. Cem.Ph~s S50 Setemer 186)(AFGL); and Kvo, S.P. (Polytechnic
I.I~i.:vMC. LAF:Il.E, J, K't~i, Inst. of New York, Farmingdale, NY)
Kf.LiN-,1M.., kBELEJ.,KUDKL Ioncosp/heric MIodificationcs bcy HF Heaters

E.J.. FiER,~ B.G. (Cornell Univ., Ithaca, Proc. AcARI) Mtg. (3'7 June 1985)

NY): BAS(', S. (AFGL); BASU, S( .
(Emmanuel Coll.. Boston, MA); BAKER, LEE, M.C. (Massachusetts Inst. of
K.D. (Utah St. Univ., Logan, UT); Tech., Cambridge, MA); CARLSON, H.C.,
HA\NI'rsE, C.. (Univ. of Toulon, France); KLo1IUCHAR, J.A., and WEBER, E.J.
AR;c, P. (Los Alamos Nati. Lab., Los (AFGL)
Alamos, NM); WOODMAN, R.F: (Univ. Formcationi acid Detection o~f High-Latitude
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI); SWARTZ, Ioncospher'ic Irregiularities

W.E., and FARI.EY. I).T. (Cornell Univ., Proc. AGARI) Mtg. (3-7 Jun( 1985)

Ithaca, NY); and MERIWETHER, J.W.,
JR. (Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI) LoWRANCE, J.L. (Princeton Scientific
T/c Condccr Equatorial Spread F ('a ccpa iqi: Instruments, Princeton, NJ); and
Occiec iciad Results of t/ic Larg.Seatc SmERIwi, C.G. (AFGL)
Mcasci c''cc n /5f sIaigi teMdl ~rroeJ. Gcccphvuc. Res. 91 41 Mlay 1986;)IcaigicthMddeIir ctt

Proc. SPIE :30th An. Internat. Tech. Svmp. (17-2"
August 1986)

K[.OBI'CHAR, J.A., BISHOI', G. (AFGL);
and DOHERTY, P.A. (Emmanuel Coll., MENG, CA-. (The Johns Hopkins Univ.,
Boston, MA)LarlMD;HF AN .,
Totfat Electron ('oci/enif acid L-Bad Amccplituide LueM ) U. AR.
acid Ph/ase Seciftillt/cfion SKRIVANEK. R.A. (AFGL); STRICKLAND,
Prccc. A(;ARi Conf. (31-7 June 1985) D.J., and DANIELL, R.E., JR.

(Computational Physics, Inc.,
KI.oB!CHAR, J.A. AFGL); RASTO(;I, Annandale, VA)
R.G. (Indian Inst. of Geomagnetism, Remote Sensi~ig of loccosphere by U'sicig Ultra-

iio/ef acnd I isible Emissions
Bombay, India); REDimY, B.M. (Natl. Proc. :30th Tech. Symp. of Soc. of Photo-Opctical
Physical Lab., New Delhi, India); and Instrumentatiocn Engineers (22 August 1986)



MEIIW'IIIIRJ... Tn hlyv of I~RFI-)...C., LF:HL\~c, F.J.. and
Miclhigzji Allm Arbor, Nil BIUINN. HiI'F'MAN, R.E. (AFGL)
M.A. 1I'mnv. of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. lrIrm'iwet 0()'zimeo -14 uol (ldl lullusphericI

P.'X : and AN IsI4(N .)N. .\F(lemiginq .1/111 .".1'l'4

A I III l/hIi' Trt'l (sm14issiop mI!4 the MiddIle

an Proc.t SHE 3 :0thI An. Interna44t. Te'ch. 8'.'mj. 117-22
adW ITNvN". H. Au,/'~. ' '~'' \Igut~s 1910)

1Ionic1 Moubii 1ty /l .'411 Middl AtmbosphIee

PA I I (N J.F. \'I(;';.\NI I, A... Adiv. >I ac.' Res. -4 (19S4)
Elil 14 Id Voi (4't Iol 41 161. Chem11ical Rate vth' 4

Hi-F NI (i \\N. Ml. , an )I IVxI F~. F. 11tiev-s Temperature Cl Dependencies: Ap)plicaItin

I ~ . (enjphy\. Res. ILett. 12 (September 1985

1 1 I IIII \ ."14'11d4-S"t(114 Alodel

I'Iant,'tary and11 Sp ace' Sci. :4 (1986)

I~FJ~l4 I'.X. (I'lliv. ofI IA~ellQ, Sodium V4(4Aightfillo1w: (Chemical1 ly 144pmin (14'41'14 Of

I'.4wt'11 :'iA): RI' '11.\1 . J_. and X\:I:, .1. Geps Res. 91 (20 MaY 198)50

Cop1 Fip"T'l I (IC rti'm ~ l T.F. (Univ. of Missouri,
('4 SJ'\I, ',mf I'roc,' 13 In''? l 19454I Kansas City, MO); DALE, F., and

PA!,'SON, J.F. (AFGL)
P.~'rFn :I. J .I. I Bos1ton Coll. Ne wton, 'Thle Ph/lldissncjan01 Spectru 114 41 o '

MA):('nN'; T. Masacusets Ist. .1. C'hem. Phys. S4 (I February 198(0

Elf Tech.. Cam bridge, MA); and
.JAJE ISF. .. hA F'(L VIGGIiANO, A.A.

Ion, Arr'''' itiol 111( Lmr!4 l.14Ilfli)I Wm1/ 'ill th Vic 1 1I 114 TI' 44 erauc1 4' Dep'e44denc 44l' fIon MoIcucI 4
>14/111III'l r, flw1 Asso'ifiti P1ate1 C(,fe/icien~s in the Low4
'V ''',h~'l 91~ 4141 I",'(ru4Ir. 190'6I Prc45544 Li'mitu
I /i.'lllblw W11 4II1/011' lonl. I Iccl 1114o Il J(4/.. C)hem. PhIv s. 84 (Q JaIntIarv 1986)

.\4 , Mlavqll',r;)( :1' t194*4 VO(;(;IA~o, A.A., D~x1.p:, F., and
PA..\t'IsuN, J.F.

P~v'Fn~i. J. M. ( Boston Coil.. Newxton, .11"111544 nt 41 11'4/ )J SOm Stra51COtospheri' lo141-
MI(14 14'lf Associatov14 Rat's.- 1414p1 idtionsfi jo

MIA)- .J ASIz I--, I:,.R. (AFU i'( ani'd 11), Chemist ry a nd De'riveld HIt'),
('n A NI;, T.S. (NMassach usetts Inst. oIf Co'm-rtr(ti bns.' in the .StraI1tosphere'

Tec(h.. C ambridige, MA) .J. (G4'4ph s. Rc,,. 904 (20) August 1985)

A5f1g/'.' I';4spb;4' e, I-, Als l 'sr544

I)..u.F, F.
Ilenrtiopis l) q1''af/.), wlith Pola r Moleces c'

.~4 hIF~ K l., .X'.. O4 IIZA VK, S 1roc. NATO Summer School "n Ion ('hemn. (29
h.4plied Phys ics Lab.. Laurel, MD)); .11n1-il July 1980i)
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VI(;A NO, A.A., PA'LSON, J.F., DAiE, Solar ('yclc Dependence 0/.Vightfime East-. 'est
F., HENCEHMAN, M. (AFGL); ADAMS, Plasma Dri ' P Velocity at Low Latitudes

AG" Mtg.. San Francisco. ('A (S-12 I)ecember
N.G., and SMITH, 1). (Univ. of
Birmingham, Birmingham, England)
foil Chemisri! atd .lectron Af'inity o/" W1,,
J. 1'hys. ('hm. S9 185) ANDERSON, D.N. (AFGL); MENII,(),

M., and HERNITER, G. (Boston Univ.,
W iv.:v, E.J., and BuCHA-U, J. Boston, MA)
Obs.e"rvotins / P(,sm(a Structurc and Total EIlectron (ontent .lMapsf" om SLIM
7ransport it High Latituds in The Polar Internat. Beacon Satellite Syrup.. ()ulu. Finland

Cisp. 19-13 June 198)
ed. by ,.:. Holtet and A. Egland, 1). Reidel lu).
('o. (19S5)

ANDERSON, D.N. (AFGL); ABREV, V.J.

W\ b:R, E.J. (AFGL); TSt-NODA, R.T. (Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI);

(SRI Internat., Menlo Park, CA); MENDILLO, M., and HERNITER, B.
BuCHA, J. (AFGL); SHEEHAN, R.E. (Boston Univ., Boston, MA)
(Boston Coll., Newton, MA); ('alculated and Observed 6.100 A Equatorial
STRI('KI.ANI, [.J. (Computational A irglon' Intensities

AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 )ecember
Physics, Inc., Annandale, VA); 1985)
WHITIN;, W. (Regis Coll., Weston,
MA); and MOORE, J.G. (AFGL)
('oordinated Measurements of Auroral Zone ANDERSON, D.N., BUCHAU, J., WEBER,
Plasma Enhancements E.J., and CARLSON, H.C.
J. Geophy-. Res. 90 (1 July 1985) Calculated and Obserred Wintertime AMAX(F2)

Values at Thule
Natl. Radio Sci. Mtg., Boulder, CO 113-16

WEBER, E.J., KLOBUCHAR, J.A., January 19861

BUCHAU, J., CARLSON, H.C. (AFGL);
LIVINGSTON, R.C., IE L\

BEAUJARDIERE, 0., MCCREADY, M. (SRI BABCOCK, L.M., HERD, C.R. (Louisiana

International, Menlo Park, CA); MOORE, St. Univ., Baton Rouge, LA);
J.G., and BISHOP, G.J. (AFGL) VIGGIANO, A.A., and PAUI-SON, J.F.
Polar ('ap F-Layer Patches: .Structure and (AFGL)
Dynamics Radiative Stabilization in Ion-Molecule
.1. Geophys. Res. 91 (1 November 1986) Addition Reactions

33rd An. Conf. on Mass Spectrometry and Allied
Topics, San Diego, CA (27-31 May 1985)
Halide Ion Addition to BF" and BC.1.
10th Internat. Mass Spectrometry Conf.,
Swansea, UK (9-13 September 1985)

PRESENTATIONS
JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986 BALLENTHIN, J.0.

Positive Ion Mass Distribution Between 2.9 KM

ANDERSON, D.N. and .18 KM Altitude
Caleulated Rayleigh-Taylor Growth Rates for AGU Mtg., San Francisco. CA (9-13 December
Solar Minim u a on d Solo r Maxim um 1985)
('onditions Ion Composition and Structure in a Sun-
North Am. Radio Sci. Mtg., Vancouver. Canada Aligned Polar Cap Arc
(15-17 June 1985) AGU Mtg., Baltimore, MD (19-23 May 1986)
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BA su, B. (Boston Coil. Newton, MA); and S~r'mwrtr, P. (MPI fUr Aeronomie,
and JAIES.J.R. (AFGL) Lindau. FRG)
fF111-A (') ist b Ins fbii if, a Two- Te mper'rc F' iratr FtJm of lo 0/l' pherICF~;0ar~a
'offiona 00(F la'fsm o oi thm o it l '0 FF111 Sil 6i-.4O FoFt'1.0 itue Cau'SF Fsed byf lhigh P'ower

A PS )i'.. 4' Plasrno l'h',sis An. Mtg. Baltimoore. Ra~dio uals

M I) :l-7NFFFFI(FF' ISvF. (F o0Ih'r mmuFiiatiFF it.% Power
hbII-Acolistic Insfo/o//t 4 ' ill 01 WlAk/ ofl silioa Rad-~Oio WaI.vs, MFoww"F. USSR (8-12 Sepjtenler
70lvoTmol (ll/f ,Ph1ismol 11ithmiFt All m, ('o reltf H

AGV ItMg. >;io F'ranciscoF. CA (S-12 D~evFeuber

BAxsu, Su., COSTA.,, E. (Emmanuel CoIl,
B.\-si. B. (Boston ('oil., Newtoti. MA): Boston, MA); BASI', SANTIMAY,
J1xsi'v-izsi: J.R. (AFGL): ROBINSON, F-(;GE, P.F (AFGL); COI, Y, W.R.,
R.M., V >NI)zwx.K R.R.. and EVANS, 1). and Hi:F:Lus, R.A. (Univ. of Texas,
(Lockheed. Palo Alto, (CA)RihrsnTX

Ato f P 'l (-iFi(atfio: .4 A 'F n;(ni-ison waill? (C0ompar ison Fo ,1 .I( 'Sac Rcrivr (' i l

Ohcrat I~ fott AFH .11 1FF(OF 0 (it H-ighF Latit ude s w'it

A(t I Mtg. -San Fl ranltN( CA W-13 1'lF C DeFFbe Fol-rt iF)l Patern ff' '5 )ri ld 'f)-oin 1)'.-2
Nati Rai{Fo 51 .M %tg_ Boulder, CO (13-16
.JO(uar~v 198G;)

B.\sv, S. (AF'GL) and BASI . SV.
(Emmanuel C'oil, Boston, MA) BA-Sv, Sv., MACKENZIL', E. (Emmanuel
Scn( fi//ofiofls 10(1wo FFby HF Ihollw fF( (t Coil., Boston, MA); BASV, SANTI MAY,
.1(idd/h' (10(1 .SF10 id F*F( (0 L(F itw((11.

Nati. PwhtiF S-i. XMtLZ.. BOIder. CO (13-16 HARDYn, [).H., RICH, F.J., and
.Ianoar 1 9~~)KLOBU('HxA, J.A. (AFGL)

Morp-/hologql' fScm ilIa tioll0/TEC,' Exrospheric

BAxSI*-, S. (AFGUL); BAxSV , St Denisity (Fped Pa(Frticle' Precipitation inl f/Fl
A-1 F((10 IonFosphFe're

(Emmnanuel Coil., Boston, MA): and AGIV Mtg., Baltimore. MD) (19-23 May 1986)
COI.m-, W.R. (Univ. of Texas,
Richardson, TX)
TemOpF 10/ Sf rFF-f 01 of '.VFtc~d fl/i/F 'ni/s on BASr-, S. (AFGL); B1 \Sl, SU.
(irFI(( (1 ilifd(tl Saial/iCltu(1rs of 1)cosily 11 It d (Emmanuel Coil.. Boston, MA); Coi.P:Y,
VqFiwlof n-( Ah 1FFFFF(i/l/ -0 Il h -rs ., W.R., H F:i.:rs, R.A. (Univ. of Texas,
AG- Mtig.. Baltimolre, NI) (19-23 MaY 1!)S() Richardson, TX); CARLSON )N.C

MA-YNA\RD, N. (AFGL); and LIN, C.S.
B,\si , S. (AFGL): B.\st , Sro. (Southwest Research Inst., San
(Emmanuel (Coil., Boston, MA); and Antonio, TX)
SrumzE, M. P. (A recibo Oils., NA IC,11 FFpiity anFF (II-Et F'll Field TF ((1 l 1FF e il FFh/Fl

AeioPRr) IDoqside (ns ( a/n(Fd inte(fr Polar (Cap
Arinholf-i Ph'' 'li [ilRai ti IA) A Mtg.. Praguel, C'zechoslovakia (4-12 August1

,'FCF (FfillfFF1() I fI sc' r till iFs (Ft Are'F'FcF)bo 1 'iri 19s5

111FFOS/F/Fl' 1,4 IIF/ ( firtoF, byIff F I (S

S FF1np w IFFFF(FSiwrv'C MFF(IiCF't:FF hF%' PoFwer

RaFjF'( r. .FFF"'. I SSR 1-12 SlI~'Ilr B.%sv, S., (AF(;L); BA,\s SI'.
I 9S'ii (Emmanuel Coil., Boston, MA); SE;NIOR,

C. (CNFT/CRPE, Saint-Maur-des-
B,\si ,Si . (Emmnanuel Coil., Boston, Foss"s, France): CARLSON, H.C.,
MA); BAST S., CAR~LSON, H.'. (AFGL); H~mtm-, I),H., RICH, F.J. (AFGL); and
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NIELSEN, E. (Max Planck Institut fUr COSTA, E. (Emmanuel Coil., Boston,
Aeronomie Katleniburg-Lindau, FRG) MA), and Foum(;ERE, P.F. (AFGL)
HIL.4TIEI;CAT/STARE Case Study of F-Region Spaced Receirer Analysis in the Speetrtal
irregularities in the Nighttime Auroral Oval Domain
LAGA Mtg., Prague, Czechoslovakia (4-12 August Nati. Radio Sci. Mtg.. Boulder, C) 113-16
19S5) January 198)

BASU, Slu., McKE:NZIE, E. (Emmanuel COSTA, E., BASU, Sv. (Emmanuel Coil.,
Coil., Boston, MA); BASF, S., Boston, MA); and Fot GERE, P.F.
MAYNARD, N., FotUGERE, P.F. (AFGL); (iA1 FG YTALqsso Hg-attd

COLEY, W.R., H RELIS, R.A., HANSON, S5paced-Receirer Me1asuremnts

W.B. (Univ. of Texas, Dallas, TX); DNA HILAT Mtg., Washington. D)C (-8 Mla.
1985); North Am. Radio Sci. Mtg. and Internat.

WINNINGHAM, J.D., LIN, C.S. IEEEIAP-S Synmp.. Vanco uver. Canada (17-21

(Southwest Research Inst., TX); HOEGY, Junie 1985)

W.R., and LEDLEY, B.G. (Goddard
Space Flight Ctr., Greenbelt, MD) COSTA, E. (Emmanuel Coll., Boston,
Simuultaneous Density and Electric Field MA); FoUGEUtE, P.F. (AFGL); and
F/netunation Spectra Associa ted nith Vlct
Shears in the A4uroral Oral BASU, St. (Emmanuel Coil., Boston,
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 Decemher MA)
1986) Spaeed-Receiver A nalysis of intensity andl

Phase Scintillation iData
North Am. Radio .Sci Mtg.. and Internat. IEEE/

CARLSON, H.C. AP-S Symp., Vancouver. Canada (17-21 June
Constraints by Aeronomy on the Plasma 1985)
Physics ()j HF Heater Accelerated Electrons
NaLI. Radio Sci. Mtg., Boulder, CO (1:3-16 C~,GB MsahstsIs.o
January 1986) CEGB MsahstsIs.o
Equinox Transition Study (ETS) Tech., Cambridge, MA); RETTERER, J.M.
Internat. Symp. on Large-Scale Processes in the (Boston Coil., Newton, MA); CHAN(;,
lonospheric-Thermospheric System, Boulder, CO T.S. (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.,
(2-5 December 1986) Cambridge, MA); and JASPERSF., J.R.

(AFGL)
CARLSON, H.C. (AFGL); OLIVER, W., The Mfodeling of Ion A4cceleration by Elect ro-

and SAtAH, J. (Haystack Obs., magnetic Ion Cyclotron Resonance
WestordMA)AGU Mtg., Baltimore. MD (19-2:3 Mlay 1986i)

Initial Results fronm the S5eptemnber 1.984 ETS'
Campaign DANDEKAR, B.S.
Internat. Symp. on Large-Scale Processes in the Improving foF2 Predictions, for Sunrise Hou rs
lonospheric-Thermospheric System, Boulder, CO AGU Mtg., Baltimore, MD (27-:31 May 19S5)
(2-5 Djecember 1986)

DEAKYNE, C.A. (AFGL); and MFEOT-NF:R,
CARLSON, H.C., WEBER, E.J., BUCIIAU, M. (Nati. Bureau of Standards,
J., and ANDE:RSON, D.N. Gaithersburg, MD)
Polar Ionospheric WK -ther A Molecular Orbital Study of (NVH d,,HCA'h,H*
Internat. Symp. on Large-Scale Processes in the Cluster Ions
Ionospheric-Thermospheric Systemi, Loulder, CO 191st Nati. Mtg. of the Am. Chem. Soc., New
12-5 D~ecember 1986) York, NY (13-18 April 1986)
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D~wcxF;i, P.T. (Boston Coll., Newton, Reactivity as a Function of Soiration Vumnber

MA); and JA.-WERSE, J.R. (AFGL) 191st Am. C'hem. Soc. Nati. Mtg., New York, NY
JMode/itig the, Vidlatitnde Daytime Airy/ow an (13-17 April 1986)
Eteet ron Dte nsi ty Pro file: .A Pa ratmet', Study
AGI. Mtg.. Baltimore. Nil) (19-23 May 1986)

HENC'HMAN, M.J. (AFGL); HIERL, P.M.

[)vclKER. P.T. (Boston (Coil.. Newton, (Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS); and
MIA); J.\sl'EasE, J.R. (AFGL); KozyRA, PAULS',ON, J.F. (AFGL)
J.1:.. Nmx;y. A.F. (Univ. of Michigan, .vueteophitic D~isplacemient in the Gas Phase (is

Ann rbo, Nl);andWININGAMa Funuction of Teuperatu re, Translational
Ann rbor MI; an WININCAMEnergy and Solvation .Number

J.D (Southwest Res., San Antonio, TX) 190oth Mtg. of the Am. (Chem, Soc.. Chicago, IL
.1olllot'in P'nfryetir lotlasphenei Ph atoclectro us (8-13 September 1985)
A) 1* Mtg.. San Francisco, CA (x-12 D~ecember

AX.,an([KATAAMAHENCHMAN, M.J., VIGGlANO, A.A.,
PF:NI~to AA. andKATAAMAP..\LSON, J.F. (AFGL); HIERL, P.M.,

P.H.
Colltxioi l1n,'d A/i'ctrm Trniin in a and AHRENS, A.F. (Univ. of Kansas,
iatomnit Ja/cu It IL Theoretical Lawrence, KS)

IniU )prcttit s Reactirity of Ioniic Clusters as a Function of
Joint~ I iv Mtg. at Amn. lhvs. Soc., Eugene. OR Temperature and Cluster Size
1-20 Junt, PPN6) Gordon Research Conf.. Plvmouth, NH (12-16

August 1985)

FOUGERE, P.F.
,1aoini ma Eut o/j S~pce trp t Ana.00lysis: .4
Renewu of Two Extreme Cases. 1. Aa rrow Band HIERI., P.M., AHRENS, A.F. (Univ. of
Protesses with IVery Hhyh Signal to .Voisc
Ratio. 2. Broadbaiid(-Red .Vois Process-es Kansas, Lawrence, KS); HENCHMAN,
Intcraiat. Wikshp. on Data Processing, (olaba. M.J., VIGGIANO, A.A., and PAULSON,
Ham ban. Ind1ia (Februar ' 19S3) . (FL.4ppliratiou at".1O.rippium En t ropy Spectrui .. (FL
Kstimation to A4ir Force Problems Rate Constants and Product Distributions as
Third ASS;I' Spectrum Estimation Wkshp., Fuinctions ol' Temperature for the Reaction of
Boston. MA (Na0 mber 19M6) OH(H O) with (C'

Sth Rocky Mountain Regional Mtg. of ACS,

HENCHMAN\, M.J. D~enver, CO (9-12 June 1986)

lefit ('an One, Leartijbon Studying the
Reactions of .Selertively S'otva ted Ionis '
11(9th Am. ('hem. 'Soc. Nati. Mtg., Miami. FL (28 HiERL, P.M. (Univ. of Kansas,
.Xpril-3 Ma , 19X5)LarneKS;HN MA, J.Should Oner Use, the .4 erage.Dipole- Orientation LwecK) ECMN ..
Theory or the, Adiabatic Captu re Centiigal VIGGIANO, A.A. (AFGL); AHRENS, A.F.
.',o;ldlen Approximatiao Theory frr Predicting (Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS); and
the Rate I onstaeils / lotn-.ob'c-ule Reaction?
Seventh East C'oast ICR and Ion (Chemistry Mvtg., PAULSON, J.F. (AFGL)
Ni-Aark. DE (19 October 19X3 Effects of' Temperature and Reactant Sotration
The, Chemistry of Gaseous Ions up~on the Rates of Ion-Molecule Reactions
Brtherton Research Lectures. Leedls. IK (2-15 :33rd An. Conf. on Mass Spectrometry and Allied
Fe-bruaryv 1986) Topics, San Diego, CA (27-:31 May 1985)
(ios Phase, Appr'oaches to Biochemistry: The How Does Sotlvation Affi'ct Reac'firity?

1ineredof Birighm V9/ lb.W ebur Internat. Conf. on Chem. Kinetics, Gaithersburg,
I no of irnngha. U. (oloq.119FebrarY MD (17-19 ,June 1985)
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HUFFMAN, R.E. HUNTON, D.E., VIGGIANO, A.A.,
[itra rioh't Aurora from Space SWIIER, W., PAULSON, J. F., and
Space Sci. Sem., Boston, MA (25 October 1985);
IAGA Conf.. Prague, Czechoslovakia (7-14 SHERMAN, C.
August 1985) Mass Spectrometric Measurements of SF6
Introduction to Ultraviolet Radiation/Tutorial Chemical Releases from Sounding Rockets
Presentation AGU Fall Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12
SPIE Conf. on Optical and Optoelectronic Applied December 1986)
Sciences and Engineering, San Diego. CA (17-22
August 1986)

HUNTON, D.E., TRZCINSKi, E. (AFGL);

HUFFMAN, R.E. (AFGL); CONWAY, R.R., CROSS, J.B., SPANGLER, L.H.,
and MEIER, R.R. (Naval Research Lab., ARCHULETA, F.H. (Los Alamos Natl.
Washington, DC) Lab., Los Alamos, NM); and
S,-4 Satellite Obserations of the 0! IkY1.A VISENTINE, J.T. (NASA Johnson Space
.4irglow: Impheatins ./br the Lattudinal

'ariatiop, .t' 4fi,wt Arun,,. Ctr., Houston, TX)
A(;U Mtg.. San Francisco. CA 0-12 December Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer for Space
19s,; Shuttle Applications: Flight Capabilities and

(;rou pd Calibration

15th NatI. SAMPE Tech. Conf., Seattle, WA (7-9
HuFFMAN, R.E. (AFGL); ISHl' )TU, M., October 1986)
and MENG, C.-I. (The Johns L.: 'Kins Mass Spectrometers and Atomic Oxygen

Univ., Laurel, MD) NASA Wkshp. on Atomic Oxygen Effects,
Auroral Morphological .4Anlysis of Far and Pasadena, CA (10-11 November 1986)
,Vear UV Spectra
AGU Mtg., San Francisco. CA 15-12 )ecember
1986) JASPERSE, J.R.

Models of Proton Aurora Emission

IAGA Fifth Scientific Assbly., Prague,
HUFFMAN, R.E., LARRABEE, J.C., and Czechoslovakia (5-17 August 1985); CNET/CNRS
LEBLANC, F.J. Mtg., Saint-Maur-des-Fosses, France (20-22
Ultraviolet Limb Radiance Measurements from August 1985)
Shuttle
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 December
1985) JASPERSE, J.R., and BASU, B.

Exact Solutions for the Thermal Density

HUFFMAN, R.E., LARRABEE, J.C., Fluctuation Spectra in a Weakly Collisional

DELGRECO, F.P. (AFGL); MENG, C.-, Electron-Ion Plasma
STATPHYS-16 Mtg., Boston, MA (10-16 August

SCHENKEL, F.W., and OGORZALEK, B.S. 1986)

(The Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurel, MD) Exact Solutions for the Dielectric Function
Ultra violet and Visible Atmospheric Imaging and Thermal Density Fluctuation Spectra in a
Experiment Onboard the Polar Bear Satellite Weakly Collisional Electron-Ion Plasma
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 December APS Div. ,f Plasma Physics An. Mtg., Baltimore,
1986) MD (3-7 November 1986)

HUNTON, D.E., SWIDER, W. (AFGL); JASPERSE, J.R. (AFGL); DECKER, D.T.
and CALO, J.M. (Brown Univ., (Boston Coil., Newton, MA); and
Providence, RI)
Variations of Water (oncentrations in the HUFFMAN, R.E. (AFGL)
Shuttle Environment A Study of Coincident Airglou' and Electron
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 December Density Data
1985) AGU Mtg., Baltimore, MD (19-23 May 1986)
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KA-i'\N.%m.\, 1'.H. andl PIUz, D.K. (Naval Research Lab.,
The' ('liisiil (iit m-bh,n; ).t*rfunctlt Washington, DOC
I.,,f' if'/t Sf4,"tefritr Obsc'n'nfiaas o!fi' eA" Lyittiti-
'(44th Molecr iir S. in '. ''tin us. O H (17-21 Juit ttt ir'rj'Hapli'lr SI~ysfcppi .4i rgla tr: Orbiftal
19 t%'5 1 Valtitl of t tI, fia it (1 / Dist ribullti
kuRotaiomi it F !, ''ir 7,-as/' t' ii f/it A G M tg. . 'San F'rancisco, C A (8-12 D ecembrer
Fr't't'rat'ttil Ecdi B 7, Stft ify .\* 1986i)
Thirt i'Eghth An, Gaseotus Fl'jr't'1icsit' ConL
Mrtn t.' rr' . (A Oc > rtter 19.".0

LEE,. M.C. (Massachusetts Inst. of
K AY\M .[H.. and DE"r\MAR) Tech., Cambridge, MA); CARL.SON, H.C.
A. . A F'GL) (AFGL); and Kuo, S.P. (Polytechnic
'n/list i I i ltt' ifAirtf ' ni Tri',srititns itt (I Ins;t. of New York, Farmningdale, NY)

i'jint i %tv tg if Ant. I'i Soc., Eurgene,' OIR Sorc Mr''htrtisits
0x-2 ''t't1u NoarthI Ant. Radio Sei. Mt~g.-. V ancouver, Carnada

Kit0111('HAR, .J.A.
tjspIn 'tuti (Ir /tttttf tisfiw' olf, /t'PS. P.\LSON, i.F.. VIcA;IANo, A.A., and

/K't'q Icyitt I' 1rts HENCHMAN, MI.d.
I'' tititt Lotcationt itt) Narvigatiton Slnip.. Las SVtrng .- ids (t il HZighi A'lrcfrat.4frt'i

is' ; N V i-T N 'v'ndtr 1954;, 3Sh An. Gaseitus Electrotnics Cauf.. Monterey.
('A (iS-1IS Octotber 1985)
Ionic Ou'Istfrs: Reri'il (IS (I Flittcfti of,'

Kio 1.4411 'H. .J.A. (A FG;L): aind Amwb, Tc't ni i ri'r ai O('tr Sicr

M.A. lns;tituto dec Pesquisas; Espaciais, 191lst Nati. ftg. oif the Ant. Client. Sutc.. New

Sao) Jose tins; Campos, Brazil) Yotrk, NY (131-17 April 1980;)

Eq/t t ttN l 1''' ' s/u/ir r't i'iq li ifls Produced'r'
by~ ft' Bp'tiii Iinsp/it''ir' Modnificattiont P.\'IsON, J.F., VluGlANo, A.A.,
('4 )SI'AE 'tg.1t f'ilii~' 0'att'. :ht tue1 HJi ENCHMAN, M., and DAi.E,, F.

Sf ,itrs Af'Veqafii' Iani Rer'tlions: ,(ol/j i'cd

5th Sy'mp. on Atomnic and Surface Phvsics.

Ki1.411)('H .\ , J. A. .As IiEI-84 N, D. N., Ob)ertraun . Austria (94-15 February 198(6)

BSi 41', G..J. (AFGL): and [DOHERTY,

P.H. IFrnmaInuel ('oil., Boston. MA) PAU'LSON, J.F., DAuE., F., VIGGIANO,
un 'its it tnts O fr i it isIii 'stir nt ''pution A. A., H EN CHMAN , M . (A FG L); Au AM 5,

hit'a aco n t ,Iht 'rIimp.. Ouilu. Filand N.G., and SMITH, D. (Univ. of

f9-14 Jut,' l9.s;) Birmingham UK)
Thci Rcr'aio laira!' ith/ C,
Am. Chem. Sac. Regitonal Mtg., [Denver. ('( (94-12

K I' uin'1.\ . A., BISH p, B., WviqlER, .Jue 19H;)
E., Fi ' ;ERE, 11. (AF'(;I): and
I)i 4HERTY. P.H. (Einmanuel Coll.. REINISCH, B.W. (Univ. of Lowell.
Boston, MA)Loel A;BCAJ(FG )
Tras'tt itasp/inrir' Rn .'a iri Pi'aptiti tLwlM)oBCntJ AG)
Elfi-ifs iti f/I' Plarti n' nntsp,tt'' Dozois, C.G. (Univ. of Lowell, Lowell,
North A.\ t. urtit Sci. Mtvs. Vanco'iuver 4 'rrttia MA); and Wiit, E.J. (AFGL)
1.5-17 '1111 titn 5)t Spincd .- intna HF Doappler Obsrvi'ns a'

F.Rn'irn Dor its i~ntther Palar ('ap anid f/it

LAIIIAEE J.'_ VITMA, RE.Northt Am. R{adlio Sci. Mtg., Vancotuver, C'anada
(AVG L): (XxW,\Y', R.R., R.EE R., (17-21 June H985
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RETTERER, J.M. (Boston Coll., Newton, Su, T. (Southeastern Massachusetts
MA); CH;\NG;, T. (Massachusetts Inst. Univ., N. Dartmouth, MA); Su, A. C. L.
of Tech., Cambridge, MA); and (duPont Co., Wilmington, DE);
JASPERSE, J.R. (AFGL) VIGGIANO, A.A., and PxULs;ON, J. 
Ion A4ccele'ratlion by Lower Hybrid Waves; in the (AFGL)
So peon poral Region Gas Phase Ion Mfoleculfc React ions o/'
Chliman Conf.. Wellesley, MA (June 1985) Perfluorooh'/Thns
Con nterst rea ining Electron Acceleration by 7th ,Winter Fluorine Conf., Orlando, FL
VU' Tn rbnlenc in the Sn pray roral Region (February 1985)
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 December
1985)

SWID)ER, W.
Steady-State M1odel for Me.'osphicriic S odin

RETTERER, J.M., DECKE:R, D.T. (Boston AGU Mtg., B~altimore. MD) (27-31 May 1985)
Coil., Newton, MA); SmRICK LAND., D.J. Sodinum Nightglowr and (Conten t: Independent

(CP, Ic.,Annndae, A);andBe/hav io rs
(C~lInc.,AnnadaleVA); nd M Mtg.. San Francisco, (CA (9-13 D)ecember

JASPERSE, J.R. (AFGL) 1985)
On Modeling Diffiise Au roral Electron (Chemnistry a te Msusph'ii Potassiumi Layer
Precipitation and A4tmospheric Backscatter AGU Mtg.. San Francisco. ('A (8-12 D)ecemnber
First Huntsville Wkshp). on Magnetosphere! 1986)
Ionosp~here Plasma Models. Guntersville, Al, (13-

16 Ocober 986)SwiDER, W., HUNTON, D.E., and
TRZCINSKi, E.

SCHENKEL, F.W., OGORZALEK, B.S., Contaminant G;ases in the Shuttle
GARDNER, R.R., HUTCHINS, R.A. (The Environmnit
Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurel, MD); AGU Mtg., Baltimore. MID (19-23 May 1986)

Estimates of Slant Water Coiitent for the .Jth
HUFFMAN, R.E., and LARRABEE, J.C. Shuttle Flighit
(AFGL) XXVI COSPAR, Mtg., Toulouse, France (30 June-
Sinmultaneous Multi-Sped i-al Narrow Baoid 12 J uly 1986)
Aurioral Iiiagery from Space (1150A 'to 6,100A)
SPIE ('onf. on Op~tical and Optoelectronic Applied
Sciences and Engineering, San Diego. CA (17-22 VIGGIANo, A.A., and PAULSON, J.F.
August 1986) Three-Body As'sociation Rate Coefficients as a

Function of' Temperature and Cluster Size
Internat. Conf. on Chem. Kinetics, Gaithersburg,

STERGIS, C.G. MD (17-19 June 1985)
Atimospheric Transmission in the Middle Predicting the Tempera turi- Depen de nces on
Ultravpiolet Ion-Molecule Association Reactioins in the Lou,
SPIE Internat. Tech. Symp., San Diego, CA (17- Pi-essuric Limtit
22 August 1986) '38th An. Gaseous Electronics Conf., Monterey,

CA (15-18 October 1985)

STRICKLAND), D.J. (Computational VIGGIANO, A.A., DALE, F., and
Physics, Inc., Annandale, VA); PAUL.SON, J.F.
JASPERSE, J.R. (AFGL); WAI)ZINSKI, Measurements of Ion Molecule Reaction Rates

H.T. (Bedford Research Assoc., Pertinent to Atmospheric Trace Gas Detection

Bedford, MA): and DANIELL, R.E. AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 December

(Computational Physics, Inc., 1986)

Annandale, VA)
Proton -Hyd roge n-Elect ro n Aurora - Modeling of VIGGIANO, A.A., DEAKYNE, C.A., and
Distribution Functions, Excitation and PAULSON, J.F.
Ionization Rates and Optical Emissions Neutral Reactions on Ions
AGU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (9-13 December 9th Intermit. Symp. on Gas Kinetics, B3ordeaux,
1985) France (20-25 .July 1986)
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Vl ;l..xA I. A.A., H ENCHNIAN, NI., and Univ., Ithaca, NY); and Gou:;H, P. (The
PAu LSON, J.F. Univ. of Sussex, Brighton, UK)
Snip'rviill Polauir Ionoi sp~h ieiri~q b--fin rities x ritilcumit:
XW r'sti'rrI f'ginal ( ont ) nIf Gzv&'))iH loll JPI,'.iiIi ry Reti.'ilf.'s

(htnhistrY. Lake' Arnmhvai. CA.\ -, Janitary AG t Mtg., San Francisco, (CA (9-13 De)cemnber
1198') 1!),,5)
.5I icY(idit/f Il i ( Srs IPhnst,

Superacid ('(urn Nlrtg.. Lo. _\gls (CA 120-21
Fverki r% Pli; WHALEN, .J.A.

Lotijifuadin at Dth'enae a.1t he High Latitude

VlG L\AN1) A. A., PA\I l,.Si (N, ,J. F.. and A(.*Mtg., San F'ranicoii (A (9-12 Decembevr

HENCHIMAN, M. 19S5)

\I;;I\Nii, A.A., PI LIISON, .J.F., TECHNICAL REPORTS
HENCHMA.N, M. (AI"GL): BAlW(nE, L., JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986
and H i. ( , . ( Louisiana St. Univ.,
Bation Ro uge, LA) ANDE iRSON, D.N. (AFGL); MENDL11.0,
RItdwlt , .vwxuioifio: .1 + B -~ AB + hai, (itB.Botn ''

0.1 I H I toll. M. and HERNITER,B.(otnUi,
Int,'rnut. CIi. .ni Cit-in. Kir,'ticx. Gaithersburg, Boston, MA)

Ml) 13 P Jmn, III"', .1 .~n ''pe'/Low-Latitadi', Ionoispherir

\F';I 'F 8-9)54(1I) Octiiber 111X5), Al)A1l(X899
\Xuv,"INSMI H.T. (Beilford Research
A-;o(-., Beidford, MA); JAIES.JR, B \II.EY A.D., and SHERMAN, C.

Hi vp-M.\ N, R. F. (A FG' j TRI(K LA N I, AlA' if I aii Eni'iqitir Iain Retariding Mass
I ).J.. and DA.~NI ELL,. R. E. (C omputational Ate alyzerjtar the BERXT-i Beam An'ssioii

Physics, In-%, Annandale. VA)\ Rlti'it Test-One
Pr';,"JelA 111')ye lrrl ,-TR-81;-uI 09 (1m) maY 1986;), Al)Al 7821

A) M1 ~. anFrn'M'. '\ -1 Ii'i'nl,' B\s ,S. (AFGL); MACKEN:NI, E.,

BASI , SlINANDA, Cos'rA, E. (Emmanuel

Wl-:1*:', .J. ('l11S(), HC.,Coil., Boston, MA); Fot ',:iw, P.F.,
M. :I1EI El.. ( -Ai~ N, HI.'.. Worll CARLuSON, H.C., and1 WHITNEY, H.E.

M. A ( ;j:andK I.II-Y, .C (Crnll (AFGL)
1'n iv., Ithaca, N Y) 2.50 M1z, (;Fiz Seintidla frn Parailieters in thi'
Ebet in' Field lievasu,iin',its Wi/bine (ea laiC n/e. io Ia 'iar r ind ,Iuroral E?; rironnis

Co Al 1 roro .\ F'( ,TR-sl;-007) (28 March 19186), Al A 17221 1
A(; ! Mic.. SaiFrarw'ri.o ('A 0-12 I ),'erner

I).NDEKAit, B.S., and BcH\, J.
ha p iaii) a! Predict ion flu r the Snnriese

WEK-II.FR '.., ( .\ 1959 N, H.('.. Dwilsition Pecriod

I I.EN'IH IN. J., H \ 1(1 , D).A., ;FG'(-G-00-)28 (29? Januaryv 1986t). ADA 170457

N AYN..RIF N.C., M MAHON, W.,
Wmiiil. .J j.G., SM lliiiUi M. (A F'GL): DI ).N L., R.E., STICk KLAND , [).J.
Rwi i .i:z, 1). (Naval Research Lab.. (Computational Phys., Inc., Annandale.
Washing~ton, DC)(); PF.\i-, R .F'. (Cornell VA): I)E( 'Kmt~, I).T. (Boston Coll.,
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Newton, MA); J~xsii.:isE., J.R., and CREW, G.B. (Massachusetts Inst. of
CARL~SON, H.C.. JR. (AFGL) Tech., Cambridge, MA)

Detlanalifon ofloIt, ospheic n l.ct ron Density Genaeration iiofLower Hyibrid Waves by an
Pro/fi/es 1rom Soafe/life 1'1' Emission Electron Bea m of Finite Spatial Extena
Mencsi rrinen fs. F1V-44 Massdachusetts Inst. of Tech. ('SR-TR-8.S-24
A FGI.-TR-'5-I0o99 (26 April 19S5), AD A l6Ol68 (October 1985)

HvNi'ON, D.E., TRZC'INSKi. E., CREt.W, G.B., and CHANG, T.S.
'A I.O)fYK., L., FF:iEmco, G., and (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech,,
DORIAN, J., IL'r Ms Setoif'r1ir Cmrde A
Qoadro pole' Ion <.Vceima ff1as pcrite.6 Cm id ,MA
S~pace Sh a t/f' Applications Asymptotic Thcoritj 0/ Ion ('oici Dist ribn tio Ps

AFGL.-TR-S(-004 (7 Api 1986). ADA172000) Phys. of Fluids 2,1 (August l9$ 5)

KLEIN, M.M. DF: LA BEAUJARDIVRE, 0., WI(KWAfl,
A Pa eq met eeize( Procein ic /bfir Deterpining V.B., CAUD)AL, G., H(OLT, J.M., CRA VEN,
Real Heiiqhf from loniograis byi se a .. RNK .. RAE ..
(Generalize'd Paraboli1c Prir/s .,FRNLAB CELH
AF;L.-TR-85-)lO1 (S May 1985), AD)A160383 EVANS, D.S., WINNINGHAM, J.D., and

HEELIs, R.A. (Southwest Research
SHERMAN, C. Inst., San Antonio, TX)
('ollecf ion of ions ipt the Stratosphere, [niversal Time Dependence of Nighttimec F
A FGI.-TR-851)117 (9 December 19851, AL)A I69905 Regqion Densities af High Latitude's

J. (;eophv. Res. 90 (1 May 1985)

WEER, E.J., KILOBUCHAR, J.A.,
BvCHAU, J., CARLSON, H.C., JR. DHEANI)HANOO, S., CHA'VrERJEE, B.K.,
(AFGL); LiVINGSTON. R.C., 1)E L.A and JOHNSEN, R. (Univ. of Pittsburgh,
BE4UJARDIERE., 0., M(CCREADY, M. (SRI Pittsburgh, PA)
International, Menlo Park, CA); MOORE, Rate C(:cficients for the Oxidation Reactions
J.F., and BisHOP, c.J. (AFGL) of Zirconiumi Ions wit/i Oxygen., Nitrcic Oxide,
Steuctnre and Dynamics of Po/ar Cap F- acid Carbon Dioxride,
Layer Pafches J. CThem. Phys. 8:3 (1 October 1985)
AF(;L-TR-86-0074 (31 March 1986), AD)A175241

KoSKINEN, H.E.J. (Massachusetts Inst.
of Tech., Cambridge, MA)
Parametric Processes of Lower Hybrid Wares
in Mu /ticomnponent Aurcoral Plasmnas

CONTRACTOR PUBLICATIONS AGU Monograph 38 (1986)
JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986

MENIE'vrI, J.D., WINNINGHAM, J.D.,
BI:RCH, J.L., RiFFv, P.H., MENIE'rrl, BURCH, J.L., PETERSON, W.K., WAITE,
J.D., HELs, R.A., HANSOM, W.B., J.H., and WEIMER, D.R. (Southwest
SHAWHAN, S.D., SHELLEY, E.G., Research Inst., San Antonio, TX)
SIGIU-RA, M., WEIMER, D.R., and Enhanced Ion Outflows Measured by the DE 1
WINNINGHAM, J.D. (Southwest Research High Altitude Plasma

Inst, Sa AntnioTX)J. Ge-ophys. Res. 90) (1 February 1985)
IMP R,-Depcindent Plaisa F/ow (and Birkela ad
("urirnts in the Dayside Magnc'fospher. 1.RDIuz .. o ... n
D~yncimiics Explorer Observations RDIUZ .. o ... n
J;. Geophy. Res,. 90 (1 February 1985) SZE, N.D. (Atmospheric and



Environmental Research, Inc. (A ER). CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL REPORTS

Cambridge, MA) JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986
/'ussibt, Imonet ot'Smlo im 'ptrtfn s ot ('10) pP n

n11 I t Uppcr s.0"Usp/u 1, AK XSOFU, SI., and Fin', C.F. (Univ. of
Geophys.. Res. Ixett. 1: 01mc I9" Alaska, Fairbanks, AK)

Dcrilbpren t of a Gp'omaqneti Storm Prr

Prp'dictiopp sc/ic',oe - Phase I

Rusr (KIFR. G.. KA IH'F. Y., and AFG1.-Tit-,5-0152 (June 1985), ADA161651

WINNINGHAM. .D1. (Southwest Research BiONDI, M.A., and JOHNSEN, R. (Univ.

Insrt SanPPl Antonio. TX of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA)
Etwi-Y-tic lapocf ml, the High Atmi Collisionis and Plasao Physics

LatItupte. h,p, , pppl the A - relral A\F(;t-T1Z-S8;A18S (311 A\ugust 1986\. AI)A1572

Pt-eelPhupp pow, tp h, JIIUopnP.P/ N'rt Anuroral
0(1/i CHAN(;, T. (Massachusetts Inst. of
J1. Go~phY, K, (1( Augu.t 1!t,5 Tech., Cambridge, MA)

oIo)P s phcricj Plasmpa Stundy
AF(G1.-TR-S80-020(; (15 Septernher 19).)

SILVINF.A. (Aerodyne Res-earch. Itic..
Billerica. N\IA) D.\Noi :u,, R.E., Jit., and STRICKLAND,

lipusarrn ~n pf 4 popPrS,,tu p ~ )IS ,n I'tpsu II D.J. (Beers Associates, Inc., Reston,

. Chci Ni'vs. >1 (I IDec-ier 191,4) VA)
As.p'ssmcp't It I)/.thods 1br Monitoring tlhe
tomn sph p re by~ (bse rr ing UV' anid V isible
Eminssions

SiiNFR. J.A., STANDr ,. A.(]., ZA HN1ISER:, .FL-<-\00~8(13 (Januarv 1985). ADA165217

.M.S., and KOLB,. C.FE. I.-erodv n e
Research, Inc., Billerica, NIA~) Lx FHmz, R.H. (Keo Consultants,

C-Pae vcion JP0 )/ Sw ,lm a ydr xid Brookline, MA)
ith f/P l1droch lap-u' Ac d .4 rborlic Optical SyIstetns

T. C'v~ hem. . AF( I.-TRZ-st-OLA (20 Junie 1914;. ADIA t721 73

Ei,(;IN, J.B., and DUFF, J.W. (Spectral

VVFIPFN-zY, 1).. D..J. Sciences, Inc., Burlington, MNA)
(Impeial o~l. LonlonEnglnd);and ,4 Mont C (a rh) De-scriptioni a! tle SamPplinlg Qj*
(Impria Col., ondn, ngdad):and stratosphe'ric Ion ('lusters Via a Mass

(Chang, T.S. (Massachusetts Inst. of >/pcetrometer

Tech., Cambridge. MIA) AFGI1,TR-S5-0iD19 (October 1985), AL)A 168523

Critical/ F/ac/ntions .4mw p-u n n dA Ka-Ej/p/)p 0 PP

S'teadyj .stapttc HAxINES, D. M. (Univ. of Lowell,
.1 AppI.v. 17 I ALowell, MA)

Dihisotedc .j6 RF Pan-er Tests at Waillops
1Islanoc - Test and Eaptplatioti Report

WINNINGHAM, J.I)., and Hi I('H, J.L. AF(;I-TR-8fi-0185 (Aurust 19861. AI)A1781

(Southwest Research Inst., San HARGREAVES, J.K., and BURNS, C.J.
Antonio, TX) (Univ. of Lancaster, Lancaster,
O)tsr rp-pifions ut La rp'r Srav bm Ian( P ip England)
(u-ni-raptipPP with [iF I EISCA4T Elet roPP Densitj .Stndics
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IV ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
DIVISION

The Atmospheric Sciences Division in-
vestigates atmospheric effects on Air
Force systems and operations. Present
day military operations are at least as
dependent upon the weather as at any
time in the past. While some Air Force
operations will be less affected by weath-
er elements, newer operations will involve
more complex and sophisticated systems
that are weather-dependent. Thus the
search for better methods of observing
and predicting meteorological conditions
continues to be a vital part of the geophys-
ical research program of the Air Force.

During the period 1985-1986, projects in
the Atmospheric Sciences Division have
included: research on cloud and precipita-
tion physics and numerical modeling and
simulation of cloud physics; upper atmo-
sphere specification; atmospheric dynamic
modeling and mesoscale prediction tech-
niques; improved techniques for automat-
ic satellite-imagery analysis, research on
obtaining water-vapor profiles from satel-
lites, and the use of satellites in providing
weather data within uncontrolled or ene-
my-controlled areas and airspace; climato-
logical techniques for the design and oper-
ation of Air Force systems and develop-
ment of prediction techniques for toxic
chemical spills; and automated Doppler



weather radar analyse and coherent po- The model, which contains parameterized
larizath1-Iixversit radar techniliques. cloud microphysics, can be run with the

microphysical routines deactivated to
CLOUD PHYSICS study dry atmospheric circulations, or

with the microphysics activated to study

luring the past two years, the cloud compiex cloud systems. The model has
physics ,vprograni has emphasized cloud been run at AFGL to study thunder-
microphysics mideling almg with efforts storms, nuclear firestorms, and dry and
in fielhI prolgramis and instrumentation moist mountain circulations.

evelh illent. By incorpo lrating knowledge A one-dimensional warm cumulus model
gained in the field programs into the cloud with detailed microphysics, developed at
microphysics models, we will obtain a AFGL some years ago to study the
more clreplete understanding of such mi- growth processes of droplets and the for-
crophysical processes as growth of ice mation of rain in a simple convective
crystals anI snowflakes, melting of the environment, was reactivated and modi-
snw in the free atmosphere, and the fied to include ice processes. The model
growth and evaporation of rain and cloud now allows ice particles to form by either
drops. We have begun to apply the model freezing of droplets or by nucleation, as
results to Air Force areas of interest such well as growth by riming. The model has
as electr magnetic attenuation, aircraft been used to study the nature of the
icing, nuclear winter, and scavenging of development of rain and hail in mixed-
exhaust prodLucts deposited in the atmo- phase cumulus clouds (those which con-
sphere by large rockets,. tain both liquid water and ice particles)

and the sensitivity of the particle-growth
Cloud Microphysics Modeling: The processes to the temperature and humidi-

purpose of this effort is to introduce more ty environment.
detailed microphysics into cloud models in Both models were applied to a well-
order to provide more accurate simulated studied Montana cumulonimbus cloud as a
clouds for Air Force applications. Many part of the International Cloud Modeling
Air Force weapon and communication sys- Workshop at Irsee, West Germany, spon-
tens are affected by processes such as sored by the World Meteorological Organ-
microwave attenuation which occur within ization. The modeled clouds tested the
clouds and precipitation. Better under- sensitivity of the models to the concentra-
standing of the internal processes of tions of "cloud condensation nuclei," or
clouds will enable engineers to design CCN, which are related to the aerosol
equipment which will operate more effee- content of the air. When the model input
tivelv in. and through, clouds and precipi- included the appropriate CCN concentra-
tation, tions, both models predicted proper precip-

The AF'GL (loud and Mesoscale Model, itation mechanisms in the cloud. In this
a version of the cloud model developed at regard, the models also agreed favorably
('olorado State I niversity, is a two-dimen- with each other.
sional or three-dimensional numerical In response to a request from AFWL,
model that runs on the Cray-I computer at we also ran the cloud and mesoscale model
the Air Force Weapons Laboratory in three dimensions to simulate urban
(AFW I at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. mass fires that would be ignited by



nuclear explosions, according to the "nu- Mountains, for example, can merge with
clear winter" theory. These simulations other storms to become Mesoscale Con-
showed that the height of penetration of vective Complexes. Often referred to as
the resulting smoke cloud was sensitive to "MCC's," these extensive cloud systems
atmospheric stability, atmospheric mois- are an important source of summertime
ture, and the heat intensity of the fire. In rainfall in the central United States and
addition to performing the modeling they produce large areas of cloudiness
study, we attended several workshops on which could affect Air Force operations
"nuclear winter" and briefed interested (see the figure).
parties at AFWL on the "post nuclear ,tdies with the AFGL Cloud and Meso-
strike environment." scale Model have shown that the lee side

of mountain ranges is a fertile region for
the initiation of thunderstorms, and that

. ... ............. moisture, upper level winds, and the inten-
I.. .. sity of surface heating by the sun strong-

-....... ly control the ability of these regions to
produce clouds. Further studies in the
Cloud Physics Branch using geosynchro-
nous satellite data to locate thunderstorm

S2.0 - - -- , o-- -- initiation sites have emphasized the signif-
icance of regions to the lee of mountain

. . .. . ranges as thunderstorm sources. These
1.0 1, studies also showed that many isolated

Smountain peaks are prodigious producers
0* A of thunderstorms.
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xt-K. Instrumentation Development: Work
3 M/S REL hUX(MIDIY T I0.E

3 M/S MEL jIUIDITY TMlf14400.EC efforts have continued on improving the

AF(;L Cloud Model Output Showing quantitativity of our ground-based, cloud
Cumulus (Clouds )eveloping from Mountain physics instruments, which have been de-
('irculations. signed to provide "measurement truth,"

in verification of AFGL cloud modeling
and other efforts. These instruments in-

Mountain Thunderstorm Initiation: The clude the rain and snow rate meters, the
forecasting of the location and timing of fall velocity indicator, the hydrometeor
thunderstorms is an important operational structure recorder, the volume recorder,
problem in meteorology. Recent studies at and the ASCME liquid-water-content de-
AFGL have shown that forecasting thun- tector. All these instruments are designed
derstorm initiation over mountainous ter- to be as accurate and as fast-responding
rain may be easier than over flatter land as the present state of the art permits.
or ocean. Thunderstorms that begin over Work has also continued on the M-
mountains are important because they can meter, which is designed to measure the
move out of the mountains to produce particulate mass content (also spectral
severe weather over neighboring low- content) of hydrometeors, dust, and atom-
lands, and storms generated in the Rocky ic debris that might be present in the
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M-meter Used to Deterinine the Specific Mass Constant of Atmospheric Hydrometeors and Other Particulates.

atmosphere (see the figure). This instru- Field Programs: Satellite communica-
titent is primarily an aircraft instrument tion systems operating at frequencies in
but it can also provide data from the excess of 20 GHz are subject to attenua-
ground. A patent application for the in- tion by precipitation. During the period of
strument was filed in December, 1985. March 15 to May 22, 1986, the Cloud
The instrument was flight-tested during Physics Branch conducted a Weather At-
the AFGL Weather Attenuation Program tenuation Field Program in the area
in the spring of 1986. Preliminary results around Hanscom AFB. The program in-

from those tests indicate that the M-meter cluded direct and indirect measurements

performed exceptionally well and that the of attenuation, airlorne meteorological

instrument has the potential for becoming data from instrumented aircraft (operat-
the stn rument for atmospheric ing under contract), and surface observa-

te tadasrment. ftions of drop size spectra and rainfall.
Special loran sondes developed at AFGL
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were also used to obtain atmospheric and snow instruments have been operated
soundings of temperature, humidity, and at Otis AFB to provide "ground truth"
winds, measurements in support of the Division's

Attenuation measurements were ob- Automated Observations Task, the Air
tained using three different methods: (1) Weather Service, the National Weather
Direct attenuation measurements at 38 Service, and the FAA.
GHz from satellite LES-8: (2) Indirect
measurements from vertically pointing UPPER ATMOSPHERE SPECIFICATION
ground radars operating at 2 and 35 GHz;
(3) Airborne K,, band radar data. Many Air Force systems operate in or

Airborne meteorological data provided through the upper atmosphere. These sys-
in-situ measurements :,f liquid water con- tems include high-altitude reconnaissance
tent, particle-size distributions and shape, aircraft, missiles, military satellites, opti-
as well as temperature and humidity. The cal and infrared surveillance systems, ra-
new M-meter, designed to measure the dars and communications. These systems,
mass of ice and water, was also tested for in addition to a number of technologies
collection of precipitation mass informa- and systems in Project Forecast II, such
tion in the melting layer. as Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics and

In the attenuation program, measure- Hypersonic Vehicles and Weapons, criti-
ments at the surface were made by the cally need precise specifie-ution of upper
AFGL rainrate meter, a Joss disdrometer atmosphere properties for systems to be
(which measures droplet size distribution), efficiently designed and effectively oper-
and a fall velocity indicator. Good data ated. This requires investigating the phe-
were acquired by all instruments on most nomenology and developing climatologies
operational days. Preliminary results of and empirical and theoretical models. The
tle data collection program reveal good climatologies and models must provide
correlation between the rainrate meter mean values as functions of the appropri-
and the disdrometer. Also, on certain of ate parameters, such as latitude, longi-
the days there was evidence of correlation tude, time of year, and solar flux. It is also
between the rainrate and the attenuation necessary to provide ranges of variability
measured by Lincoln Laboratory from the about the mean values.
satellite.

Approximately 40 flight hours of liquid Models and Data: The Proceedings of
water content data were obtained with the the Workshop on Middle and Upper Atmo-
M-meter in the rain, melting layer, and sphere Models and Data (held as part of
snow regions of storms. Preliminary anal- the COSPAR Meeting at Graz, Austria, in
yses of the data for one sortie (March 2 7, July, 1984) were edited and published in

1986) showed that the M-meter worked 1985 as part of a volume in the journal

extremely well, although needed calibra- Advances in Space Research, entitled
tion data are still lacking. "Models of the Atmosphere and Iono-

sphere." The volume contains data and
Measurement Support: A measure- empirical models of the middle atmo-

ment support program has been conduct- sphere and thermosphere and theoretical
ed beginning in the summer of 1986 and thermosphere models. The properties in-
continuing. In this program AFGL rain clude temperature and winds from mete-
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orological rockets and radar systems, and Dot) mission satellites by Space Division's
from satellite remote sounding: density Air Force Satellite Control Facility. There
from satellite drag data: and composition is a particularly critical need for better
from balloon, rocket and satellite remote- models in the 90-200 km region. Data are
sounding data. Three-dimensional, time- relatively sparse at altitudes above those
dependent theoretical thermosphere mod- reached by most rockets and below those
els have been developed by numerically reached by most satellites. To provide
solving the energy and momentum equa- users with state-of-the-art understanding
tions to produce a global representation of of this region, the Air Force Reference
the structure and dynamics of the thermo- Atmospheres, 1978, have been extended to
sphere. These ae, upper-atmosphere gen- 200 km from their previous upper bound-
eral circulation models and include energy ary of 90 ki.
injdts fron -olar ultraviolet and extreme Temperature measurements from rock-
ultraviolet emissions, and energy and mo- et experiments and ground-based incoher-
nmntuin inputs from the solar wind. ent scatter radars formed the basis for the

A new set of models developed by 90-104 km region of the forthcoming Air
AFGl, contractor Groves was published as Force Reference Atmosphere Supple-
"A Global Reference Atmosphere from 18 ments. Zonally averaged values of temper-
to Sii km1". The models were derived using ature, density, and pressure were derived
satcllite remote-sounding temperature as functions of altitude, latitude, and
data and rawinsonde and rocket data. month for the northern hemisphere. From
They present structure properties as fune- 120-200 km, the MSIS 1983 (Mass Spec-
tions of latitude. longitude, and time of trometer and Incoherent Scatter) models
year anud constitute the first set of refer- were adopted. These models are a func-
ence atmospheres for this altitude region tion of altitude, latitude, day of year, local
with distinct models for the northern and time, solar flux and geomagnetic activity
southern hemispheres. Since that time, Between 104 and 120 km, the two sets of
(;roves has extended these models in alti- models were merged such that the MSIS
tude to 1:0 kin, where they merge with a variations due to local time and solar and
set of thermospheric models, MSIS 83 geomagnetic activity decreased from their
(Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scat- appropriate values at 120 km to zero at
ter), developed by NASA Goddard Space 104 km.
Flight Center. The models also provide information on

climatological variations in density. Below
Thermospheric Density Variability: 120 kon, available measurements and theo-

Persisting deficiencies in understanding retical interpretations were combined to
lower thermosphere neutral density and estimate variability due to tides and gravi-
wind variations continue to impact Air ty waves. Above 150 km. variability was
Force operations that require knowledge determined from AFGL satellite acceler-
of aerodynamic drag effects on space- ometer-drag measurements. Our results
vehicle trajectories. These requirements provide the most extensive database of
include design and operation of the Na- density at low satellite altitudes. Data
tional Aerospace Plane, satellite tracking from nine flights were used to statistically
and reentry predictions by Space Coin- evaluate the atmospheric variability repre-
mand, and the control and operation of sentations in twelve empirical models. Re-
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suits showed that models typically had a ±25 percent. Our study has demonstrated
globally averaged one sigma standard de- the feasibility of using dynamic models to
viation of 15 percent, with larger errors develop a more accurate density and drag
occurring at high latitudes and at higher forecasting capability.
geomagnetic activity. The study showed a With Laboratory Director's Funds, the
lack of significant progress in density- feasibility of measuring atmospheric den-
model accuracy improvements over the sity in the upper mesosphere and lower
past two decades. Our analyses also thermosphere by using passive satellite
revealed errors in model mean values as remote-sensing techniques will be evaluat-
functions of latitude, season, and local ed. This study will evaluate the accuracy
time. For example, density values mea- with which density can be obtained; the
sured at low-to-middle latitudes near 190 cost, weight, and power of the instrumen-
km at 2200 hrs with the sun-synchronous tation required; and the complexity of the
S85-1 satellite were 20-30 percent higher data analysis. The tradeoff study will
than model predictions. These nighttime provide the basis for consideration of a
densities generally exceeded those mea- remote-sensing system capable of moni-
sured at 1000 hours at the same altitude toring global density in the 80-150 km
and latitude. altitude region. Such a technique, if suc-

The inability of empirical models to cessful, could provide global density data
achieve improved accuracy has led to initi- in an altitude region where measurements
ation of a new approach for forecasting presently consist of only a few rocket
density variability, involving incorporation flights.
of new physical concepts and parameter-
izations of dynamics into models. The Upper Atmosphere Turbulence: An im-
basis for these improvements are general portant part of the Energy Budget Cam-
circulation models that consider thermo- paign held in northern Europe during
spheric, dynamic, energetic, and chemical November and December, 1980, was the
processes as part of the coupling between rocketborne BUGATTI (Bonn University
the magnetosphere, ionosphere, and neu- Gas Analyzer for Turbulence and Turbo-
tral atmosphere. A detailed geomagnetic pause Investigations) mass spectrometer
storm simulation case study was carried measurement of the N, and Ar number
out to compare general circulation and densities. This instrument has a spatial
empirical model predictions with acceler- resolution approaching 20 meters, which
ometer density and winds measurements. permitted, for the first time, measure-
The circulation models were more accu- ments of fine-scale turbulence down to
rate and gave higher resolution descrip- scale sizes of a few mean free paths.
tions of density variability and realistic Measurements were made under quiet
specification of winds, which are not in- conditions and during a moderate geomag-
cluded in empirical models. Understanding netic storm. The turbulence power spectra
of wind motions is important not only for were obtained as a function of altitude
theoretical knowledge of dynamics, but between 69 km and 115 km. The measure-
because velocities of 1 km per second, ments during quiet conditions show the
sometimes observed at high latitudes un- usual inertial, or Kolmogoroff, k--" :' power
der storm conditions, can perturb drag spectrum (where k is the wave number) up
because of density fluctuations by up to to about 110 km, which appears to be the
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turbopause altitude, and a flat noise-like
spectrum above that altitude. This spec-
trum may be generated by the instrument.
The data obtained under moderately dis-
turbed conditions show the Kolmogoroff-
type spectrum up to about 95 km and
the flat noise-like spectrum at higher
altitudes.

0
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Ao Occurrences of Rocketborne Nitrogen
0 Density Fluctuations Measured at 90 to 100

A a km. (These data follow the skewness
A0 distribution in the inverse sense of the,. 0 preceding figure.)
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Occurrence-, of Turbulent Temperature

Fluctuations in Boundary Layer
Measurements. (The skewed Gaussian
distribution due to turbulence is very
apparent.)

These spectra might suggest the cessa-
tion of turbulence above 95 km but plots
of the argon/N-e density ratio do not
confirm this. (Because of the mass ratio
40/28 the argon/N., ratio decreases rapid-
ly at altitudes above where turbulence 4
mixing exists.) The argon/Ni ratio dips -

above 105 km but increases again to 114
km, with a second dip and recovery near Occurrences of Density Fluctuations for the

118 km. These data can either be due to an 110 km to 120 km Region. (Note the close
comparison of the measured data with the

instrument artifact or suggest a source of nomalized Gaussian curve, indicating a

mixing in these altitude regions. To obtain noise-like mechanism as the generating

additional information on this phenome- mechanism.)

non, the statistics of occurrence of the
fluctuations were investigated (see the the altitude region 90 to 110 km is skewed
figure). The distribution in the figure for relative to a Gaussian distribution. This
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distribution is similar (except reversed as ics are also noted in the turbulent wind
expected) to that in the preceding figure acceleration and total heat production and
obtained by Chen by analyzing boundary- loss mechanisms. Moreover, at Cape
layer temperature fluctuations. On the Kennedy, we also observe significant win-
other hand, the figure for the altitude ter heating at the lower altitudes, and
region 110 to 120 kin shows a Gaussian or again in the summer. There is a sugges-
noise-like spectrum. This can be inter- tion in these energies that they must be
preted as (lue to instrument noise or due related to a mid-latitude source con-
to a different mixing mechanism. Since strained in the upper stratosphere, per-
this result was obtained under moderately haps the "jet stream" that migrates
disturbed conditions, it may be (lue to around the mid latitudes.
additional atmospheric heating resulting The turbulence wind acceleration is gen-
from particle precipitation, or from en-
hanced electron heating due to increased erally balanced, positively and negatively,
electric currents or fields. except for the winter at Cape Kennedy,

Analysis of turbulence intensity deter- where turbulence provides an effective

mined from Meteorological Rocket Net- drag on the wind system, and at Fort

work (MRN) data demonstrates that the Sherman in the summer, where there is a

northern latitude (Poker Flat, Alaska, lati- large net acceleration to the mean winds.

tUde 70'N) winters are much more ener- The total turbulence heating shows a

getic than the summers, and show a general balance of heat production and

higher occurrence rate of turbulence. The loss in the mid and northern latitudes, but

Wallops Island results of diffusivities (KH) at Cape Kennedy and Fort Sherman for

also show this winter-summer trend as the winter, and around 60 to 70 km, there

does Cape Kennedy, but the Fort Sherman appears to be a significant loss of heat. In

(Canal Zone) results indicate a reversal of the summer, however, at Fort Sherman,
these dynamics, where the summer turbu- turbulence is depositing significant heat
lence is more intense than that of the into the mesosphere to the value 3 x 10-:

winter. K per second or 300'K per day.

When considering the diffusivities (KH)
we observe the intense variability of the Specification of Atmospheric Proper-
northern latitude (Thule) winter, and the ties: An important activity has been to
more uniform behavior of the summer determine Air Weather Service (AWS)
season. This is similar to the results of the requirements for inputs of improved sci-
rocket grenade data but, because of the entific models and data so that AWS can
finer scale of the measurement grid, we provide better weather-related data to us-
have turbulence measurements to lower ers. To this end working group meetings
altitudes for both winter and summer, have been held both at AFGL and at Air
This is particularly true for the lower Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC).
latitudes, where the data show an almost Some of the properties for which im-
continuous profile down to approximately proved specification is required are: sur-
:35 km. The Wallops data near 30 km show face .-eather history, visibility, aerosols,
a ledge of amplitude diffusivity. This phe- optical transmission, and structure prop-
nomenon was noted by Zimmerman and erties from the surface to the lower ther-
Keneshea. These large amplitude energet- mosphere. The AFGL Optical Physics Di-
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vislOil has I rOV iid tile latest Lipper atnio- of surface wind and sensible weather
sphere models. (clouds, visibility, precipitation) for time

A study was performed on methods of periods out to 12 hours. Techniques and
meteor logical lata specification and anal- models under development are expected to
Ysis. The emphasis for tile former was on have the potential of operational applica-
retrieval ,f data from satellite-borne sen- tion in the Air Weather Service (AWS)
sors. Properties included cloud cover, tel- at either the Global Weather Central
pleature. visibility, fog, moisture, precipi- (A FGWC) or at the nearly 200 base weath-
tation, antd snow coVer. Methods of statis- er stations which AWS mans around the
tical interpolatioin were investigated as a world. Consideration is given to the capa-
oeans ,i' obtaining" objective analyses of bilities ad/or limitations of current and
lnettorl, gical data fields, future systems in the formulation of mod-

The Strategic Air, Command. the Ballis- els (techniques). Other studies examine
tic Missile Office, the Naval Surface the benefits that could accrue to opera-
Weapons ('enter, and the IUnited Kingdom tions if the system capabilities were ex-
are a!I interested in weather effects oil panded beyond present operational limits,
reentering missiles. Working group and particularly as regards additional data

technical interchange meetings have been sources.
held with representatives of these organi-
zations. l ensity and winds affect the Global Dynamic Modeling: Much of the
targeting accuracy of missiles. Under progress attained during the past two to
most conditions the effect maximizes in three decades in weather forecasting ac-
the stratosphere. Clouds and precipitation, curacv can be attributed to advances in
hydirometeors of all kinds, affect reenter- numerical simulation models of broad-
ing vehicles. ('limatology of cloud types, scale weather circulation patterns. The
heights, and frequencv of distribution and accuracy of the numerical models depends
climatology of precipitation type, rates, on three factors: (1) the accuracy or com-
and distribution are of interest, as well as pleteness of the physical laws governing
the potential for detailed information of atmospheric interactions, (2) the accuracy
this type frnm satellitf, remote-soundingf with which the mathematical statements
ins trurmen ts. expressing the physical laws are carried

out computationally, and (3) the adequacy
ATMOSPHERIC PREDICTION of databases used to initialize the models.

The global numerical weather prediction
Basic research studies in atmospheric (NWP) program at AFGL uses a research-

prediction have concentrated on improv- grade spectral model of the global atmo-
ing the representation of moist physical sphere which follows closely the structure
processes in global and regional scale of many other multi-layer spectral models.
atmospheric models. Concurrently, explor- With global spectral models (GSM), hori-
atory development programs have fo- zontal variations are represented by val-
cused on the development and evaluation ues in discrete layers. The basic equation
of global and regional layered cloud-fore- set includes the equations of motion in
cast techniques and computer-compatible sigma coordinates, momentum (represent-
mesoscale techniques and models which ed by absolute vorticity and divergence),
will provide point and area forecasts continuity, and hydrostatic and thermody-
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namic equations (the last two in forms major numerical weather prediction
suited to Arakawa vertical differencing). (NWP) modeling research and develop-

Certain subgrid-scale physical pro- ment efforts world-wide. For studies con-
cesses must be accommodated within centrating on cloud and moisture process-
larger scale numerical simulation mod- es and prediction globally, it is particular-
els through procedures known as pa- ly ideal when augmented by the highly-
rameterization. In establishing a base- detailed 3D cloud (neph) analysis fields of
line model at AFGL, we adopted the AFGWC.
global spectral model implemented oper- Earlier studies with the baseline GSM
ationally at AFGWC as a point of depar- had demonstrated that moisture forecasts
ture. The parameterized physical pro- are the least skillful aspect of the model,
cesses in it fall into three broad catego- exhibiting only minimal skill at all fore-
ries: boundary layer processes; moisture cast intervals from 12 to 96 hours. This
physics, including convective adjust- problem was attributed, in part, to the
ment and large-scale saturation effects; poor quality of the analyzed FGGE mois-
and subgrid-scale diffusion. ture fields, to the moisture physics param-

Research and development with the eterization schemes, and/or to the vertical
GSM involves a substantial amount of advection and interpolation schemes for
computer simulation running with large, the model's moisture variable, specific
global data-bases. Two computer systems humidity.
are being used for these purposes: (1) a
CYBER 860 at AFGL for the preliminary Objective Analysis and Data Assimila-
testing of new procedures in the model's tion: The accurate global depiction of
software and for the analysis and evalua- atmospheric variables (height, wind, tem-
tion, after the fact, of model performance perature, humidity, and clouds) is crucial
data and (2) a CRAY-1 computer at the Air to the initialization of global NWP models.
Force Weapons Laboratory for the actual During the period of this report, particu-
model simulation experiments. Two five- lar attention has been paid to the objective
day periods that are part of the First procedures used to first analyze and then
Global GARP Experiment (FGGE) data- assimilate humidity information. To that
base are being used to test the perfor- end, five-day experiments were conducted
mance of the GSM in generating pre- to assess the impact of alternative sources
dictions of geopotential height, wind, of humidity information on the accuracy
temperature, and water vapor for time of global relative humidity analyses. The
periods out to 96 hours. sources considered were: satellite mois-

FGGE was designated as a period of ture retrievals, surface weather observa-
intense international cooperation in 1979 tions, and the AFGWC 3-D nephanalyses
during which atmospheric and oceano- (cloud amounts). Collocation studies were
graphic observational field programs conducted to compare each of their esti-
were undertaken to provide a "state-of- mates of humidity with radiosonde values.
the-science" database of operational and While humidities inferred from surface
research-grade measurements to support weather observations and the 3-D neph-
a wide-range of global and regional re- analyses were found to agree well, the
search and development purposes. The TOVS moisture retrievals were not and
FGGE database has become the basis for were excluded from further study. Subse-
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day Forecast of the .A\FGI, Global Spectral Model with the OSU PBL Model Includtd.

computationally reasonable parameteriza- zenith angle. These properties were then
tion model to account for the transfer of used to compute upward and downward
thermal, infrared, and solar radiation in radiative fluxes for clear and cloudy atmo-
clear and cloudy atmospheres. The emis- spheres having one or two layers.
sivity for the individual absorption bands The principal impact that properly ac-
was derived either from band models (wa- counting for the effects of solar and
ter vapor and ozone) or line-by-line data terrestrial radiation has in a GSM is net
(carbon dioxide). High clouds in the atmo- radiative cooling in the troposphere (par-
sphere were treated as non-black and their ticularly in the tropics) and slight heating
emissivity, transmissivity, and reflectivity in the tropical stratosphere. This is illus-
were parameterized in terms of their ver- trated in the figure, which depicts the
tical ice content. Solar radiation was ac- zonally-averaged 24-hour radiative tem-
counted for by developing broad-band ab- perature tendency from pole-to-pole based
sorptivity for water vapor, carbon dioxide, on two model simulations, one accounting
and ozone. Cloud reflection and transmis- for cloud-radiation effects and the other
sion properties were parameterized in not. In nature (and hopefully in a numeri-
terms of liquid water content and solar cal simulation model) the net cooling ef-
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which the effects of radihtive heating and Tests of various versions of RLAM thus
cooling processes are being accounted for. far have involved intercomparisons with

the predicted fields of an operational re-
Regional NWP Models: The operational gional model and the GSM. This testing

Air Force requires cloud forecasts on has uncovered a number of computational
horizontal scales (50-100 kin) that can only issues related to model execution time and
be obtained, computationally, through the the extent to which smoothing procedures
use of limited-area or regional NWP mod- have to be applied in order to maintain
els. Because there has been substantial numerical stability in the model simula-
interest internationally in forecast'ng tion. The current physics routines have
nmass, motion, and precipitation on these been found to produce boundary layer
scales, there is ample evidence that re- fluxes, moist convection, and precipitation
gional models can indeed deliver useful in reasonable agreement with the opera-
and more detailed forecasts of these vari- tional regional model's fields. With the
ables out to 48-60 hours. Here, again, the establishment of a functioning RLAM, a
main USAF interest is for cloud and series of experiments is being prepared
moisture forecasts, where little emphasis which will lead to the test and evaluation
has been placed up to now. of the impact of the advanced physics

We undertook the development of a routines (described earlier in the discus-
research-grade relocatable limited-area sion on global dynamic modeling).
NWP model (called RLAM), structured in
a flexible modular fashion to accommo- Mesoscale NWP Models: A research
date testing and experimentation. As with program is underway to develop generic
the GSM, the principal research and devel- mesoscale NW? models for cloud and
opment focus will be on the impact of precipitation forecasting applications at
alternative moist physics processes on both AFGWC and in base weather sta-
model performance. In view of the likely tions. The basis of these studies is a three-
sensitivity of the cloud and moisture fore- dimensional hydrostatic, moist primitive
casts to numerical and dynamic factors, as equation model which, in its first form for
well as moist physics, a modular structure testing, was initialized with a single radio-
has also been used for those aspects. The sonde and modified by underlying terrain
RLAM would, in an oljerational forecast- variation. The model structure consists of
ing setting, be executed in a nested frame- 16 terrain-following surfaces and a square
work using initial and boundary condi- domain spanning 500 km with a grid
tions from a GSM. Two or more options resolution of 20 km. Initial testing of the
exist for solving each of the following model using special data collections in
components of the RLAM: vertical discre- central Texas during NASA's AVE-VAS
tization, horizontal discretization, time in- program revealed a number of model
tegration, lateral boundary conditions and weaknesses. These problems appeared to
filtering. The initial version of the model stem from the initialization, the lateral
contains separate routines to activate a boundary conditions, and the treatment of
simple moist convection scheme, a dry surface energy-budget terms. An alterna-
convective adjustment, and a simple tive to the single-sounding initialization
boundary layer flux of momentum and approach was studied wherein a network
temperature over water, of relatively dense surface observations
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was Used in COnjunction with the single perature in order to more properly model
sounding to initialize model fields through the fluxes of energy from the surface into
the boundary layer. While this simple the boundary layer of a mesoscale NWP
blending approach yielded improvements model. To this end, a soil-slab model has
for potential temperature and mixing ra- been formulated using the so-called force-
tio, the initialized wind fields were, in fact, restore method. It explicitly specifies the
degraded. Research is presently focusing diurnal variation of ground surface tem-
on refinements to this approach to re- perature which in turn drives the calcula-
so lve, in particular, the inherent weak- tion of soil heat flux. The framework of
nesses that exist. the soil-slab model allows numerical sensi-

Regarding lateral boundary conditions, tivity tests of relevant physical process;
three alternative treatments are being e.g., the response of surface-temperature
evaluated for meso-beta scale models of amplitude and phase to moisture availabil-
the type being used. The alternatives are: ity, surface roughness, and thermal capac-
a combination of fixed pressure and ther- ity.
mtdvnamic boundaries and extrapolated
velocity boundaries, a sponge boundary Mesoscale Prediction Techniques: Im-
which absorbs waves by reducing their provements in mesoscale (or short-range)
phase speed as they approach the bound- weather prediction can be tied to a more
ary. and radiation-type boundaries which complete description of the atmosphere at
seek to allow unwanted wave distur- observation time and changes in its recent
bances to propagate out of the model past. The extent of spatial and temporal
domain with no reflection at the boundary. detail incorporated into this capability,
Both one-dimensional and three-dimen- generally referred to as "nowcasting," is
sional model simulations have been used largely dependent on the basic data
to evaluate the alternatives. Analytical sources used in the analysis. At this point
one-dimensional shallow water models of technology development, the potential
provide a fast, computationally efficient of combining conventional surface and
means to initially test ways to incorporate radiosonde observations with digital satel-
global forcing in lateral boundary-condi- lite (imagery and sounding) and radar
tion formulations. The testing with 3-D imagery (Doppler and conventional) offers
models completed thus far has used a dry, promise of substantial improvement in our
hydrostatic model and has focused primar- ability to more completely describe the
ily on multi-dimensional 1-, 2- and 3-D) state of the atmosphere (noweast). That
radiation conditiujj,. Numerical instabili- potential is greatest in mesoscale meteor-
ties related to the vertical component of ology with geosynchronous satellite
wave-phase speed and complications due (GOES-type) data (which provides practi-
to unrealistic depletion of mass in the cally continuous views of the same geo-
model integrations have limited the extent graphical area at half-hour intervals), with
to which a selection of the preferred the use of minicomputer-based interactive
boundary condition for meso-beta scale graphics systems, and with the viable
NWP models can be made. emergence of meso- and cloud-scale NWP

Lastly, research is concentrating on the models.
formulation of methods of accounting for The products of the nowcasting studies
diurnal variations of gzround surface tern- are computer-generated descriptions of
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the state of the atmosphere derived from understood to exist in the atmosphere in
successively more complete data sets. space and time and fine-tuned through an
They provide the basic input to short- experience-data-base structured in one
range (mesoscale) prediction models. Mod- form or another on forecasting rules or
els must be tailored to: (1) the limitations guidelines acquired on one's own or
of the nowcast data sets, (2) the forecast learned from others. In principle, then, the
range of interest, (3) varying levels of problems in short-range weather forecast-
sophistication in the treatment of the ing may be amenable to exploitation by
physics of the prediction problem, and (4) artificial intelligence or expert system
limited computer capacities. The principal computer methods.
determinant for the approach taken for a Short-range (0 to 6 hour) forecasting of
particular forecast model is forecast in-theatre conditions can depend heavily
range. For the very short-range prediction on the effective gathering, interpretation,
(0 to 6 hours), fairly simple extrapolation/ and application of environmental informa-
translation models are most appropriate tion. The volume of data potentially avail-
because more complete numerical models able to the operational forecaster through
can never be expected to be executed modernized computer-based weather sup-
operationally in a timely enwi.Lgh manner port systems coming into the AWS inven-
to be useful, tory within the next 5-10 years presents a

The main constraint placed on these human information processing challenge
development efforts relates to their poten- of substantial proportions. Two studies
tial application within planned AWS mini- were undertaken to evaluate the potential
computer systems with or without an of artificial intelligence, or expert system,
interactive graphics capability. This approaches to aiding weather forecasters
means that the techniques under consider- in effectively evaluating short-range fore-
ation are either objective (completely com- cast problems in a timely manner.
puter-generated) or interactive (assume a In one study a prototype expert system
trained forecaster using computerized for the classical single-station weather
procedures to assist in the prediction solu- forecasting problem was developed. The
tion). The goal, again, is to develop models skills required to maximize forecast quali-
for point and area forecasts of winds and ty based on such limited data are being
sensible weather for time periods out to 12 lost because of the growing sophistication
hours. of numerical weather prediction models,

statistical forecasting methods, and data
Expert Systems: The science of short- assimilation/communication systems.

range weather forecasting is based, to a However, single-station forecasting skills
very large extent, on the diagnostic and continue to have applications in (1) mili-
interpretive skills of professional meteor- tary scenarios involving remote locations
ologists. The process through which they that may encounter communications inter-
assimilate fragmented pieces of data on ruptions; (2) improving local short-range
complex and evolving weather systems is forecasting, both in terms of forecast
itself complex and molded through experi- quality and forecaster skills; and (3) pro-
ence. It is based on known physics princi- viding station data interpretation as a part
pIes, supplemented by a pragmatic knowl- of a much larger meteorological expert
edge of the complex interrelationships system that would accept input from nu-
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merical inodels, radar, satellites, and oth- conditions continue to be a significant
er sensors. Protocol for the expert system element of the research program carried
was collected by having a meteorologist out by AFGL. Research in satellite mete-
experienced in single-station forecasting orology is focused on a broad range of
prepare forcoasts for a number of case remote-sensing areas in an effort to pro-
studies from archived data. The prototype vide the Air Force with ever-improving
used an expert system building shell capabilities of acquiring and analyzing
which allows the use of forward and real-time environmental satellite data.
backward chaining rules, frames, and oth- Projects in satellite meteorology include
er functionS and procedures which can be improved satellite image-processing tech-
written in LISP. The initial prototype niques for the automated analysis of
perforned as an experienced meteorolo- clouds, the investigation of infrared and
gist's assistant and included an extensive microwave spectral regions for retrieving
use of graphics. atmospheric temperature and water vapor

The second study focused on the predic- profiles, and the assessment of incorporat-
tion of low visibility due to fog at three ing satellite data to provide moisture pa-
militarv bases in the mid-Atlantic region rameters for numerical weather predic-
(I)over AFB, I)E: Sevmour Johnson AFB, tion (NWP) models. Most of the data for
NC: and Fort Bragg. NC). Separate rule- these studies comes from the primary
based expert systems were developed for sensors onboard meteorological satellites,
each location based on synoptic and sub- including polar-orbiting Defense Meteoro-
svnoptic reasoning, guidelines available in logical Satellite program (DMSP) and Na-
local forecast studies, and by interviewing tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
experienced weather forecasters at the tration (NOAA) spacecraft and also from
bases. The rules were organized into a the NOAA Geostationary Operational En-
decision-tree type of structure, augment- vironmental Satellite (GOES). Data from
ed by evaluating historical low-visibility each satellite are used for different pur-
events and evaluated via a two-month poses, but they all yield information indis-
.stt+m utilization phase in each of the pensable for assessing the state of clouds

identified U;SAF base weather stations. and weather within the atmosphere.
Based on the results of the two feasibility An important tool used by the Satellite
studies, it can be concluded that short- Meteorology Branch in the past has been
range weather forecasting is an area the Man-computer Interactive Data Ac-
where the attributes of expert systems cess System (McIDAS) and, more recent-
can be utilized operationally, following ly, the AFGL Interactive Meteorological
more rigorous and extensive development System (AIMS). Currently under develop-
efforts., ment, AIMS is a networked system of

minicomputers and image-processing
SATELLITE METEOROLOGY workstations designed to acquire, process,

manage, and display satellite imagery
The performance of many Air Force along with conventional meteorological

systems can be strongly affected by the surface and upper-air weather data in real
geophysical environment. For this reason, time. The interactive capabilities of AIMS
invest" '- > into improving methods of allow AFGL scientists to display research
observing and predicting meteorological results on a color monitor and readily
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compare those results with the supporting between the multispectral analysis results
data used to generate them. Limitations to and human imagery interpretations.
research algorithms are identified and
corrected using such interactive capabili- Multispectral Image-Processing Tech-
ties. niques Using GOES Data: One way to

differentiate between low and middle-level
Cloud Analysis Using Nighttime Multi- clouds over large geographic areas in a

spectral Imagery: The most significant way that allows for easy identification is
problem facing cloud analysis based on the use of false color multispectral imag-
satellite data is finding low clouds and ery. Multispectral images of the earth and
fogs by using thermal channels. There- its atmosphere are constructed at AFGL
fore, a multispectral nighttime low-level by combining images from three channels
cloud analysis method was developed. The of the GOES Visible Infrared Spin Scan-
analysis technique was tested using mul- ning Radiometer (VISSR) Atmospheric
tispectral infrared imagery from Channels Sounder (VAS) and NOAA AVHRR sen-
3 (3.7 pm), 4 (10. 7 pm), and 5 (11.8 pm) of sor packages. The infrared imaging sen-
Lhe OAA-7 Advanced Very High Resolu- sors for both of these instruments mea-
tion Radiometer (AVHRR) to generate sure upwelling infrared radiances cen-
cloud amounts and cloud top heights for tered at 3.7 pm, 10.7 pm, and 11.8 pm. In
sub-pixel resolution clouds, i.e., for clouds these spectral bands, the atmosphere is
which only partially fill a satellite sensor's nearly transparent and cloud and terres-
field of view. Motivation for this work has trial-surface emissions dominate the up-
come from the success of the AVHRR in welling radiance measurements. A false
identifying low clouds over the oceans at color image is constructed by allowing
night as part of an automated sea surface each channel's individual imagery to drive
temperature (SST) retrieval process. A one of the three primary colors (red,
model for upwelling radiance for each of green, and blue) of a color monitor. Red is
the three spectral regions 3.7 pm, 10.7 pm driven by the 3.7 pm imagery, green by
and 11.8 pm was written. With this model the 10.7 pm imagery, and blue by the 11.8
it is possible to compute upwelling ther- pm imagery. To produce an image with
mal radiances at the top of the atmo- dark backgrounds and bright clouds, the
sphere, given background temperature lowest brightness temperatures are as-
and emissivity, along with an atmospheric signed the brightest intensities, while the
temperature profile. From the radiances, highest brightness temperatures are as-
an algorithm for the cloud amount and signed the darkest intensities, where the
cloud-top was developed, measured brightness temperature for a

Results of the multispectral window- particular channel at a given earth loca-

channel algorithm for cloud analysis dem- tion governs the intensity of its primary

onstrated its soundness and success in color. When the three colors are combined

detecting low clouds and in est;mating into a single image, the result is a false

their tops and fractional cloud cvver in color image.

nighttime AVHRR multispectral imagery. The false color image accentuates sev-
Test case comparisons using manually eral striking features (see the figure).
selected clear and cloud-filled regions of First, there is an excellent land/sea de-
AVHRR imagery showed good agreement marcation mainly due to the strong con-
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NOAA-7 AVH.R :.7 jm Imagery for June 11, 1982, at 0800 GMT over South Carolina. (Note how well the fog
(f-.ature .\ contrasts with the adjacent cloudfree land (feature B); :3.7 prm imagery is useful for the detection of
nighttime fog and low clouds. Contrasts are poor between low clouds and cloudfree land or oceans in longer-
waveltegth 10-12 pm imagery, making it difficult to use for detection of low clouds and fogs at night. Next
gorratitn I)MSP meteorological sensors will he providing imagery at 3.7 pm.)

trast between land and octan skin temper- ted from surfaces underneath the cirrus
atures. Second, low clouds appear red- reaches the satellite sensor than does
orange because water droplet clouds ap- either 10.7 pm or 11.8 pm radiances.
pear cooler in 3.7 pm imagery than in
either 10.7 pm or 11.8 pm, Third, high thin Microwave Studies: Microwave tech-
cirrus clouds appear turquoise because niques for the passive and active sensing
proportionally more :3.7 pm radiance emit- of meteorological parameters from space
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are being developed at AFGL. Microwave at AFGL to develop techniques to process
instrument systems are presently, or soon and display SSM/I data. From a set of
will be, flown on space platforms. The microwave brightness temperatures, val-
availability of the microwave data will ues of specific environmental parameters
provide the key input for investigations of can be derived. Image-processing tech-
the retrieval of atmospheric temperature niques have also been developed to display
and water vapor profiles, microwave im- such retrieved parameters on AIMS in a
aging, and multispectral visible/infrared/ clear and succinct form.
microwave image-processing techniques.

Radiative transfer of microwave radia- Automated Cloud Analysis: The

tion (3-300 GHz) through clear, cloudy, Air Force Global Weather Central

and rainy atmospheres is being studied. (AFGWC) at Offutt Air Force Base,
The theory and interpretation of this up- Nebraska, has been performing opera-
welling microwave radiation are in turn tional cloud analyses on a global scale

related to the design of microwave sen- since January, 1970. The current cloud

sors for atmospheric temperature and wa- analysis model, known as the Real-Time
ter vapor profiles, and for the detection of Nephanalysis (RTNEPH), has been in

rain and other geophysical parameters. use since August 1, 1983, and is an up-
These parameters are of importance to dated version of the original 3-Dimension-
Air Force operational weather forecasting al Nephanalysis model (3DNEPH) de-

and numerical weather prediction (NWP) scribed by Fye (1978). RTNEPH routinely
techniques. provides a global analysis of total cloud

A new sensor, the Special Sensor Micro- cover and cloud layer amount for a variety

wave/Imager (SSM/I), is an "all weather" of operational and research users. Cloud

meteorological and oceanographic sensor. analysis is performed by analyzing satel-

AFGL was the initiator and technical lite imagery from the DMSP Operational

leader in the development of the SSM/I. Linescan System (OLS) sensor and merg-

The SSM/I will be flown on an operational ing the results with surface observation

spacecraft of the DMSP, scheduled to be reports. AFGL has been tasked with im-

launched in 1987. It is a passive scanning proving the satellite data processing por-

radiometer which measures energy emit- tion of the RTNEPH and with investigat-

ted from the earth-atmosphere system in ing the addition of new channels to the

seven microwave channels with an earth analysis.
swath that is 1394 km wide. The seven Several problem areas have been identi-
channels consist of four frequencies from fied with the RTNEPH satellite processor
19.35 GHz to 85.5 GHz, with three of the as it currently exists. The visible cloud-
four frequencies employing both vertical- detection algorithm must contend with
ly and horizontally polarized channels. DMSP satellites that fly close to the
Relationships among the brightness tem- terminator. Visible data collected near the
peratures from the various channels pro- terminator contain nearly saturated re-
vide a means to determine several geo- gions where the sensor looks back toward
physical parameters. the sun. For this reason, the visible pro-

A simulated set of SSM/I microwave cessor of the RTNEPH generally ignores
brightness temperatures, provided by early morning visible data. However, im-
Hughes Aircraft company, is being used proved models of bi-directional reflectance
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may allow some of these data to be used externally viewed thermal emission to the
by the RTNEPH. The infrared cloud de- integral transform of the Plaick intensity
tection algorithm tends to fail in situa- over pressure, and a kernel weight func-
tions when thermal contrast between the tion which depends on the line character
cloud and the background is weak, such as of the sampled frequency interval. Except
low stratus over cold ocean. AFGL scien- for the Laplace kernel, the inverse opera-
tists have shown that the addition of one tion has proved intractable because of the
or more thermal channels can significant- nonexponential character of the weight
ly imp~rve thet detection of low clouds.Anote i pre tile ateation the lTw clouis function. With a differential deconvolu-k\nother pr~bleni area in the RTNEPH Isi
estimating thle coverage of small-scale tion approach, the inverse transform diffi-
clouds. Improvements in processing i culty has been bypassed using a theorem

ble data may be realized by a new alLo- relating the Planck intensity to the local

rithm which has been developed, while behavior of the radiances at the conjugate
imr ,vnulents in processing infrared data pressure level. This differential inversion
are possible using multichannel models., technique has been generalized to treat

weight functions of arbitrary character.
Theory of Differential Inversion: Satel- Although the differential inversion

lite-bascld techniques for remote tempera-
ture souding of the atmosphere may be method provides the mathematical and
grotiped into three classes: statistical physical solution of the temperature infer-

(uaIsi-physical. and the truly physical us- ence problem, much yet remains to be

ing inverse transfer theory. In the statisti- done before the algorithm can be opera-
cal methods, the most probable tempera- tionally used on the DMSP system. The
ture profile is sought which fits the ob- main problem is the determination of the
served radiance values. The physics is limits of inversion error posed by the
completely ignored. In the quasi-physical accuracy to which the radiances are
aPpuroach, of which the Chahine method known. In other words, does a useful
may serve as an example, an initial profile temperature inference make impossible
is assumed which then "relaxes" to the demands on the radiance data? This prob-
observed radiances. Only the last method lem is being addressed under the "Differ-
recognizes the fact that the temperature ential Spectroscopy for Remote Tempera-
profile is physically specified as an inverse
transformture Sounding" contract with Creative

the differential inversion technique, the Optics, Inc. Although a positive result is

temeraureinfrece robem as e- avidly sought, even a negative findingtemperature inferen ce problem has re- would be helpful in exposing what temper-
ceived its solution by equating the temper- woule hful in os at temer-
ature at an atmospheric level to a linear ature information can or cannot be mean-
sum of the radiances and their local der- ingfully inferred.
atives weighted by coefficients related to Once these inference limits are firmly
the weighting function. established, we may then proceed with the

Because of its importance, the reason- construction of an objective temperature-
ing which led to the differential inversion sounding algorithm with only engineer-
technique (but not the matiematiu t is Ing, ano not analysis, difficulties to over-
inluded here. Transfer theory relates the come.
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BATTLEFIELD WEATHER MAC SON 508-78 requires measure-
ments of cloud areal coverage (and the

The Battlefield Weather Observation altitude of tops and bases), wind, tempera-
and Forecast System (BWOFS) is an ad- ture, pressure, humidity, path transmis-
vanced development program that, when sion, and contrast transmission. AFGL
fielded, will eliminate critical shortfalls in has developed a concept which involves
tactical weather support to Air Force the use of an enhanced satellite system
and Army operations. The objective of complemented by unmanned air vehicles
BWOFS is to develop methods to gather (UAVs). Weather satellite enhancements
vital weather information and process it include improved ground-data processing,
for use by battle staff planners and air- distribution, and display using tactical
crews. It provides a key to optimizing vans now supporting TAC/TAF field oper-
force effectiveness during varying weath- ations. The UAV will provide weather
er conditions. To meet this objective, observations that cannot be obtained from
AFGL divided the BWOFS into two com- a satellite, while the satellite would contin-

ponents. The first component does the ue to provide critical information which

target area data acquisition. The second could be used to determine when UAVs
component, called Tactical Decision Aids, are needed. A critical sensor, a nephelome-
applies the data using a series of algo- ter, developed to measure the cloud pa-

rithms which combine environmental data rameters and visibility, was flight-tested.

with target intelligence and weapon sys- Results showed that the nephelometer can
resolve cloud boundaries and measure the

tem characteristics to provide an electro- visibility to within stated PRESSURS re-
optical effects forecast. quirements.

Weather Data Within Battle Areas: As Full verification of the UAV concept

defined by the Military Airlift Command's awaits testing during the Concept Valida-

Statement of Need (MAC SON 508-78 for tion Phase of the program, scheduled to

Pre-Strike Surveillance/Reconnaissance begin in 1987.

System, or PRESSURS), the Air Force Tactical Decision Aid Development:
critically needs the ability to observe and Air Weather Service Geophysical Require-
collect weather data at points within un- ment 9-73 (Forecasting Aids for Precision
controlled or enemy-controlled battle ar- Guided Munitions) states a need for fore-
eas and airspace. Data must be processed caster aids which will allow an estimate of
and transmitted for use in Tactical Air maximum target detection and lock-on
Force decision assistance at in-theatre range based on known sensor target and
weather facilities. Weather is a major environmental parameters. These aids,
factor in determining the success or fail- called Tactical Decision Aids (TDA), are
ure of tactical air missions. Timely weath- being developed for use by battle staff
er data, plus a knowledge of its effect on planners and air crews to insure effective
Air Force systems, is vital to the battle employment of precision guided munitions
director in making tactical decisions. To (using infrared, television, laser, and milli-
accomplish this, these data must be pro- meter wave guidance systems) under bat-
vided to the in-theatre weather facilities in tlefield conditions. Tactical Decision Aids
near real-time. were developed which can be used to
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predict the performance of 1.06 ,m laser describe the atmosphere and its effect on
designator, television, low-light-level tele- Air Force plans and the design and opera-
vision, and S-12 pm infrared precision- tion of equipment.
guided munitions and target-acquisition
systems under a wide variety of environ- Environmental Simulation and Statisti-
mental conditions. cal Modeling: The goal has continued in

Calculator versions of these TDAs were the past two years to stochastically por-
used by weather forecasters and decision tray weather conditions in prescribed spa-
makers in the field. The TDA has been tial and temporal domains, and to estimate
successfully employed at a number of the climatic probabilities of such condi-
locations. It continues to be used for test tions or events. This would be done in all
and operational support on infrared sys- or a fraction of the space, all or part of the
tems. A microcomputer version of the time, or for an interval of time within a
TDA was developed and turned over to larger period of time. The effort has
the Air Weather Service. This version was concentrated on cloud-cover and the asso-
developed specifically for the Zenith 100 ciated problems of cloud-free line of sight
and Zenith 150 microcomputers which are (CFLOS) and cloud-free intervals (CFI).
used at base weather stations around the The basic model, for the stochastic produc-
world. The TDA has been evaluated by tion of a field of clouds, is the Boehm
Air Weather Service units worldwide and Sawtooth Wave (BSW) model, but it's
the reaction is that the product is been advanced to three and four dimen-
"terrific." sions, thus providing simulations and

probabilities in horizontal and vertical pic-
tures and in changes of time. Since the

SYSTEMS DESIGN CLIMATOLOGY temporal changes were found to approxi-
Air Force systems and materiel must be mate the Ornstein-Uhlenback (0-U) pro-

designed to operate in, and withstand, cess, the BSW model was adapted to yield
atmospheric extremes that have a vital simulations that closely resemble the O-U
effect on the successful accomplishment process, especially with regard to tempo-
of the Air Force mission. Overdesign may ral correlations. The model's parameter,
be uneconomical or even ineffective, scale distance, is conceptually the distance
whereas underdesign can result in failure, (kin) between two locations (1,2) over
with possible loss of life and equipment. which the correlation coefficient between
As a result, materiel and systems design the conditions (x1 , x2) is 0.99. Values of
require careful consideration of various scale distance were investigated for many
atmospheric elements, including their places, times of year, and times of day.
variability and extremes. Limitations of Likewise, the parameter relaxation time
current meteorological data make it neces- (hours) of the O-U process is conceptually
sary to develop theoretical and empirical the time interval over which the correla-
models, or algorithms, and to improve the tion coefficient is 1/e (0.368). It was found
utility of available climatic information as to vary from a few hours to 35 hours for
well as to provide more accurate estimates cloud cover.
of the structure and variability of the During 1985-86, simulation modeling
atmosphere. Consequently, climatological was focused on applications for the Strate-
research is continuing in order to better gic Defense Initiative (SDI). The SDI of-
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fice is concerned with the effects of clouds A World Atlas of Total Cloud Cover was
on the ability of ground-based laser sys- published in this period, to present paired
tems to operate with high reliability over values of the two parameters of mean sky
the systems' expected lifetimes. To assess cover and scale distance. This publication
cloud effects, SDIO needs estimates of describes the use of these parameters to
the frequency and duration of system compute the probability of clear, partial
downtime for varying numbers of sites. cover, and overcast conditions, allowing
Using the Boehm Sawtooth Wave model, the floor-space to vary.
AFGL developed and programmed a meth- At Tel Aviv University, LANDSAT im-
od to simulate the nature of system down- ages were carefully studied with respect
time due to clouds. This method produces to the threshold of brightness and the
cloud-free line of sight and cloud-free arc delineation of cloud structure. Individual
statistics at each receiver site, given the clouds have been defined objectively as
site's cloud climatology and various corre- entities with or without holes within the
lation coefficients. These statistics are clouds. Methods of measuring perimeter
then analyzed for systems of multiple and area, and the relation between the
sites, yielding downtime statistics for two as a fractal dimension, are described
combinations of sites for various time- in the final report. Rules have been devel-
intervals, from 5 minutes to 24 hours. oped to estimate minimum intercloud dis-

Concurrently, there are several ap- tances and their frequency distributions.
Cloud-size distributions weebest fitted t

proaches underway to verify the accuracy were to

of the above model as used to estimate a power law. Minimum distances between

system downtime. We've made a "rough- clouds were fitted to a log-normal distri-

and-ready" comparison using sunshine bution. Results were presented for 17
data, in which we've assumed a sunny line locations spread over the world's oceans.
d t iThe results on the fractal nature of clouds
of sight is essentially equivalent to a

cloud-free line of sight. A more detailed were found to be partly in agreement,
partly at variance, with those of earliercomparison was begun in which a contrac- pioneering investigations. The differences

tor is comparing the output from the were related to two categories of cloud
model with cloud-cover statistics derived sizes: those with radii less than, and great-
from GOES satellite pictures. The results er than, 0.5 km.
are encouraging and suggest this model is
worth further study. Accordingly, AFGL Climatic Data for Systems Design: The
is planning the establishment of a net- primary military standard used to deter-
work of whole-sky imagers whose output mine climatic design and test require-
will be digitized and used for a more ments for systems and equipment devel-
realistic comparison than is possible with oped by all DoD agencies is the responsi-
any existing data set. This work repre- bility of AFGL. A revised version of the
sents the broadening of the Boehm Saw- standard, "MIL-STD-210C, Climatic Infor-
tooth Wave model into the four dimen- mation to Determine Design and Test
sions of space and time. With the latest Requirements for Military Systems and
developments, we expect the model will be Equipment," was completed at the end of
of increasing interest for modeling other CY86. AFGL was the lead organization
meteorological phenomena. for this tri-service effort.
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The revised standard was expanded to ciated drop-size distributions, precipitation
include regional climatic information in water content, and cloud water content at
addition to the worldwide data that was 2 km intervals. These profiles are an
provie( in the previous version. Tempera- important consideration in the design of
ture and densitv profiles fromn the surface aerospace systems.
to I) km based oil extremes at specified More recently, an effort was begun to
altitudes were developed at AFGL and derive statistics on the frequency and
added to the standard to optimize the duration of 1-minute rainfall rates for
design o' aerospace sistenl traersing locations throughout the world. These
the attnosp~here. The climatic elements have become very important considera-
preselted in the standard were also up- tions in the design of satellite communica-
dated to include the latest information, tion systems using ehf frequencies be-
and lc k gri idIa t a were addedI to faciIi- cause rain is the major cause of attenua-
tate trade-off analyses. tion of these signals. The 1-minute rates

Mist imp' rtantly, the guidance provid- need to be extracted from original rain
ed for using the standard was changed to chart recordings using specialized tech-
reflect current DOI policy on tailoring the niques and then modeled to get estimates
design and testing of materiel. This will of rates where data are not available. The
enable the user to establish appropriate rain rates can be used to estimate system
design considerations based on the opera- outages due to rain and the need for
tional requirement of each system or item space diversity of terminals or other
under development, alternatives.

Rainfall Rate Modeling: The Air Force
requires frequency distributions of -min- BOUNDARY LAYER METEOROLOGY
ute precipitation rates at locations
throughout the world to determine design The planetary boundary layer extends
and operational requirements for many from the earth's surface to a height of
types of equipment. Precipitation, espe- about 1.5 km. By definition, it is that
cially at heavier intensities, attenuates layer of the atmosphere from the
microwave signals used by Air Force sys- earth's surface to the geostrophic wind
tens in satellite detection and tracking, level, or to that level at which the
communications, air traffic control, recon- frictional influences of the earth's sur-
naissance, and weaponry. Erosion due to face become negligible.
rain affects helicopter rotor blades, lead- Understanding the structure and dy-
ing edges of aircraft and missiles, and namics of this layer is important to the Air
fuses on airborne ordnance. Intense rain- Force since so many Air Force systems
fall can cause jet engines to malfunction operate within it. Improved techniques for
and can penetrate protective coverings on the detection and prediction of meteoro-
exposed electronic and mechanical logical elements in this layer are required
materiel, to support Air Force systems and opera-

A recently completed research effort tions such as advanced military communi-
provides new models of extreme rain rates cation and surveillance systems, and oper-
from the surface to 20 km. The model ations that may be impacted by inadver-
profiles specify I-minute rain rates, asso- tent or planned toxic chemical releases.
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Anomalous Microwave Propagation: troposcatter propagation model to demon-
Surveillance radars, digital microwave ra- strate the sensitivity of the delay spread
dios on long line-of-sight (LOS) communi- to atmospheric effects and path geometry.
cation links, and tactical digital troposcat- The influence of the vertical structure of
ter radios all experience significant anom- C2 on the radio delay spread was demon-
alous propagation events that limit these strated, and the possibility of orographic
systems from achieving desired perfor- effects causing multiple scattering effects
mance objectives. An atmospheric refrac- has been hypothesized.
tivitv "event" that can adversely affect
one of the above systems may result in Toxic Chemical Dispersion: Accidental

enhanced performance on another and be chemical spills can occur anytime when

neutral in its effect on a third. Specific storing or transporting chemicals, wheth-

svstem geometry or its method of deploy- er it be a civilian or military operation. For

ment is very important in determining the emergency response planning and opera-
magnitude of the effects of these refrac- tions, models are needed for predicting

tivity events, the hazard area resulting from a spill.

A prior field program had obtained
measurements of the mean refractive pro- CH;XCAL : AMMGN;A

file, n(z), on line-of-sight communication DX4 = 200. ETER 50. PP

links in New England and in southern 5. Q- ....
Germany. These data were used in con- -
junction with a ray trace model to docu-
ment the atmosphere's role in affecting
multipath delays and variations in the - --
angle of arrival of the incident energy. ..... ..... .. ,
These results indicate maximum delays to
be a function of path distance to the half ._- ,
power for long paths. This is more opti- \

mistic than the distance to the second -

power previously proposed. " -

The measurement phase of the tropos- " - "
catter radio tests was completed. These . \

tests involved obtaining profiles of the , , . ,
fine-scale refractive fluctuations repre- ,

sented by the refractive index structure %
function, C;(Z), in addition to the mean , , -,__- "
refractive profile, n(Z). The structure
function profiles were obtained by a mi- Predicted Terrain-induced Wind Feld and
crowave refractometer mounted on a light Concentration Isopleths from a Continuous

Ammonia Spill. (Wind at spill site is 2 m per
aircraft. While this refractive turbulence second at 290" but varies throughout the 2.4

is a source of noise to most communica- , 2.4 km domain due to the hilly terrain,
tion systems, it is necessary to troposcat- which varies as much as 200 m in elevation.)

ter radios because it is the scattering
medium. These data have been used in a Several models are being developed to
two-dimensional and three-dimensional handle gas spills of neutral density and
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tions, (2) techniques for identifying the well-organized thunderstorms, are the
microphysical characteristics of cloud parent circulations of the great majority
and precipitation particles from tech- of tornadoes and all of the violent ones.
niques for short-term forecasting of Because about half of all radar-detect-
clouds and prccipitation using combined able mesocyclones have produced one or
data from weather radars and satellites, more tornadoes, and over 90 percent have
During 1986 the Ground Based Remote produced some form of severe weather at
Sensing Branch collaborated with other the ground, their identification is crucial
branches of the Atmospheric Sciences for improved warnings of severe storms
Division in a program designed to quanti- as well as tornadoes. Studies have includ-
fy the attenuation of microwave signals ed a search for a mesocyclone precursor
at multiple frequencies and to relate the through rotational and convergent inter-
attenuation to meteorological conditions. storm motions, and a search for a predic-

tor of tornado occurrence an(d intensity in
Automated Doppler Weather Radar the rotational kinetic energy development

Analyses: The Next Generation Weather of the parent mesocyclone. Also an algo-
Radar (NEXRAD) network is soon to be rithm has been developed for automated
deployed around the country. This new identification of mesocyclones from a sin-
radar system will provide greatly im- gle Doppler radar. This algorithm has the
proved weather detection and prediction capability to detect tornado vortex signa-
capabilities, particularly for severe tures when the radar beamwidth is less
weather events such as tornadoes, hail- than the diameter of the tornado.
storms, and flash floods. Doppler weath- An algorithm for the automated detec-
er radar research at AFGL provided tion of mesoeyclones has been developed
much of the scientific foundation for the which identifies large mesocyclones as
NEXRAD Program, and AFGL has been well as tornado-scale motions. Mesocy-
heavily involved with the NEXRAD Pro- clones are usually of the order of several
gram from its beginning. Development kilometers across, while the tornado cir-
and testing of algorithms for the NEX- culations are typically 1 km or less. In
RAD system are ongoing activities at addition, for any detected circulation, the
AFGL. The primary focus has been on algorithm identifies the horizontal and
the detection and short-term warning of vertical extent, temporal persistence, av-
severe weather hazards at the ground erage shear, momentum, direction of ro-
and in the lowest few kilometers above tation, and rotational kinetic onergy. All
the ground, with the ultimate aim of these parameters have been carefully
significant reduction in casualties and examined to determine their value for the
property loss by destructive weather phe- warning of tornadoes. The roational ki-
nomena. The severe weather hazards ad- netic energy, or a modification thereof,
dressed in these studies during 1985 and may be the most useful parameter. The
1986 include tornadoes, wind shear, icing, excess rotational kinetic energy (ERKE),
turbulence, and the high winds associat- defined as the amount of measured rota-
ed with hurricanes and intense extra- tional energy in excess of that required
tropical cyclones, for the circulation to be considered a

Mesocyclones, which are rotating re- mesocyclone, is computed for each obser-
gions located within some intense and vation of a storm. From the ERKE a
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of Category 1 algorithms, those being attributed to the curvature of the wind
implemented in the prototype radar sys- field. Since that time. there has been
terns. some rethinking of this problem and a

Hurricane Belle, in 1976, was the first study was conducted to determine what

tropical storm to be observed by Doppler other effects might contribute to these

radar. These observations by AFGL indi- anomalies. Curvature and crosswind

cated distinct asymmetries in the radial shear were found to result in the asym-

velocity fields, which at that time were metrics observed in the Hurricane Belle
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Isohets of Total Accumulated Rainfall from Hurricane Gloria, September 27, 1985. (Contours are at intervals of
1).2 inch of rain. Storm center is presented as a series of circles joined hy straight line segments. Times are
(GMT.)



data. Techniques were developed to re- This reasoning is the basis of the algo-
cover the downwind shear, difluence, and rithm developed here. The automated al-
the sum of curvature and crosswind gorithm has been implemented and
shear from the )oppler velocity data. awaits testing with coincident radar and
These later techniques were then applied aircraft data.
t data collected on Hurricane Gloria as it
crosseod Long Island and moved into Short-Term Cloud and Precipitation
western New England on September 27, Forecasts: Methods are being developed
1985. This analysis revealed pronounced to supply precise and accurate short-term
decay of both circulation and maximum forecasts of clouds and precipitation. The
wind speed around the eye region after ultimate objective of this work is to
landfall nearly three hours before confir- provide Air Force commanders with the
mation by more direct radar measure- margin of time necessary to implement
ments (see the figure). Negative down- strategies to mitigate the effects of
wind shears, due to frictional loss over clouds and precipitation on future satel-
rou gh ground, and persistently positive lite-to-ground communications systems.
difluence were also measured. This type The Remote Atmospheric Probing Infor-
of diagnosis, utilizing wind field deriva- mation Display (RAPID) system, on
tives recovered from the pattern of which the software is developed and test-
scanned Doppler velocities, offers great ed, incorporates a Digital Equipment
promise for remote and early assessment Corp. VAX 11/750 minicomputer and an
of the trend in intensity of hurricanes and ADAGE 3000 image processor. This sys-
severe extra-tropical cyclones and is for- tern receives satellite imagery from the
ming the basis of a hurricane intensity AFGL Interactive Meteorological System
algorithm being developed for NEXRAD. (AIMS) at Hanscom AFB and data from

Aircraft icing is most often caused by the AFGL Doppler weather radar
small (less than 60 micrometers in diame- through another minicomputer via a local
ter), supercooled liquid water droplets, area network (LAN). Before any data
too small to be detected by radar. There- analysis occurs, the two data sets are
fore, there is reason to expect icing en- transformed to a common coordinate sys-
counters when supercooled raindrops are tem. The data are then loaded into the
present. Normally when ice particles fall ADAGE image processor for additional
from their region of generation through analysis. The goal of these efforts is to
the zero degree level they melt and pro- generate 0 - Y2 hour forecasts of clouds
duce a "bright band" in the radar reflec- and precipitation.
tivitv measurements. Since supercooled The prediction of future precipitation
water and ice particles are not likely to distributions is a two-step process, name-
coexist, from the presence of a bright lv, feature extraction and extrapolation.
band one can deduce that there is no The feature extraction process identifies
supercooled liquid water. Conversely, the the precipitation intensity contours of in-
absence of a bright band within a precipi- terest and then maps them into quantities
tation region that extends above and suitable as input to extrapolation algo-
below the zero degree level might well rithms. The mapping techniques decom-
indicate the presence of supercooled liq- pose each boundary contour into a series
uid water and the absence f ice particles, of segments, which in turn are described
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as lists of contiguous unit vector direc- I

tions. List attributes such as total vector
number, orientations, and displacements- ,
from a suitable reference position are the
quantities which are monitored by extrap- AV, ( /Se,
olation algorithms and provide the basis AN

for the forecasting process. Thus forecast- 2........ 4

ing the evolution of a precipitation intensi-
ty contour ultimately becomes a process
of forecasting the evolution of the direc- 2
tion vector lists. Because the behavior of CD
these quantities is not known beforehand ,
and may not be readily identified with 5

meteorological observables, the extrapola-
tion algorithms are of a purely statistical
nature. Emphasis is on simple exponential SCAN .
smoothing and adaptive, or error-correct- _A I4

ing, techniques. Currently the develop- 2 3

ment and verification of algorithms are Differential Doppler Velocity Techniques.
being performed with radar and satellite Velocity differences related to the

data acquired during the passage of Hur- polarization of a radar signal. measured in a

ricane Gloria over New England in Sep- vertical section through a cloud, reveal that
near the melting level (about 1.7 km altitude)

tember, 1985. the least spherical particles (associated with
the quantity A vj( are falling fastest but that

Precipitation Characteristics: The mi- the particles with the greatest tendency to a
common orientation (associated with A v,,)

crophysical properties of clouds and pre- are falling slowest. The former are probably

cipitation are of significant practical con- large, irregularly shaped ice particles known

cern to the Air Force because of their as graupel. The latter are probably large
aggregate snowflakes, which tend to fall

effects on: (1) the depolarization and slowly, with their largest dimension oriented
attenuation of terrestrial and satellite horizontally. These measurements represent

communication systems, (2) the safe per- the first use of a new weather radar
technique which permits the discrimination

formance and even the survivability of of ice particles of different shapes in

airframes in regions of hail or heavy precipitation.)
icing, and (3) the erosion of reentry vehi-
cles. types of hydrometeors are non-spherical

The need for remote-sensing techniques and tend to orient themselves in a pre-
for characterizing the microphysical pa- ferred way in response to aerodynamic or
rameters of cloud and precipitation sys- electrical forces. The hydrometeors thus
tems has led to the investigation and constitute an anisotropic scattering and
development of polarization diversity ra- propagation medium. This characteristic
dar techniques for deriving information of the medium has implications for the
on the size, shape, number concentration, performance of surveillance, guidance,
and thermodynamic phase of cloud and and communication systems in cloud or
precipitation particles. The polarization precipitation environments. The anisotro-
techniques rely on the fact that many py of the medium makes it possible to use
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V OPTICAL PHYSICS
DIVISION

The task of the Optical Physics D)ivision
is to expand and exploit knowledge of the
optical and infrared properties of atoms,
molecules, and particulates in the earth's
atmosphere, in the celestial and zodiacal
backgrounds, and in plumes from rockets
and space vehicles. With this knowledge,
Air Force systems can effectively pene-
trate the environment to locate, communi-
cate with, track, or destroy desired tar-
gets and avoid false targets. They can also
measure and predict the natural and dis-
turbed conditions of the atmosphere that
influence optical and infrared propaga-
tion. Research consists of basic analysis
and compilation of atomic, molecular, and
particulate properties using laboratory
studies, theoretical developments, and ac-
tual verification in field tests. Lidar tech-
niques are important emerging tools be-
ing developed at AFGL for ground and
space measurements. Satellite and rocket
observations of the celestial, spectral, and
spatial infrared emissions are essential to
this program.

The goal of the research is to develop
"tools" to be used directly in the design,
testing, and actual operation of Air Force
and DoD systems. These tools include
various data bases, models, and comput-
er codes friendly to the developers of
new systems and capable of easy and
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raptoIid interro gation by operationts ot'ti- is used for determining the low-resolution
CerS. SOnk tin til e Specific tools; are thle (approximately 20 wave-numbers) trains-
LO WTIZ-\N and FAS(' ()1 transmission mission of the atmosphere for a wide
in(t ratdiance codties, thle H ITRA N iittc- range of tactical weapon-delivery' prob-
na r la ta base, celes tialI background lemIS tin1der Various meteorological condi-

mi dels, at intl bric turbulce models,, tions. The codes have been dlesignated as
an ml mt ttll of Thle aerosol,; and infIrared thle stanidardl atmospheric codes for both
radiating Imoleen ft's In thle at Inoslphure. the Department of Defense, as part of the
[h it p tm (o f tilie electromag1netic spec- IDoD transmission program, and for the
ti in studtlicd e xteiits fro 20n n(~ iin iii thle international research coinininit ' v as part

tilt ra xio!t t( I (1 lm. W here thle fal- in fra,- of' thle Technical Coordination Program
red ble nds Is til te Ii jrt ixave rat ho se- and the International Radiation ('ominis-
truin. The t,~ rl in the [Division in- i.
tintIC Vsst lies (t' : thle V iSile anIld near Scattering by aerosols and molectules in)
v is il V tr~te rt ies of the atmnosphe re. the atmosphere also contribtites, both to
vk here ite 1.so tIa il~ inodecu lar s;cattering atten uation and to reduction in thle con-

I., thlt I red tul n1an t niiechallisot ot' atteon- tras,.t of a target seen thr-otIgh the atmo-
at it t the in fraredl p ropert ies t f the at- sphere.
1nt1sltlitre. gertnerally' where thermal equl- D)uring July, 1985, thle new Transport-
1hrio ii ostiall 'v Itrevails: and the infrared able Optical Atmospheric Data System

pr(tertic--s if ext at mtspheric sources- (TOADS) field site, in Stdbury, Massa-
Stars, nlebtilae. antI it t Iacal (lust. 111- chusetts, became op~erational. This site
litvet ttechniqui,5 Cot pi hectroscopiic, Ii- consists of four pads located on a 987
dar. and scatterinig mel~asUrements are meter test range. Thle TOAD)S vans are

dltevelouped. located onl pads one and four. Instru-
A 11ia1i101 area Of Investigation by, thle ments can be installed and operated from

I ivisimtle cerns atittspheric attenua- padl two, located :300 meters from pad
Tit Ii. (Ir transinissitoi and scattering of one, or pail three, located 500 meters
ia liatiti tn lth e atmnosphere. including from pad one. This test facility is used to
las er -\ni. tniospheric molecules, ab- take measurements of the influence of
SI rlo ttpt ica atiit in frared ratdiation selec- adverse weather (snow, fog. haze) on
tcvlv at lieeewavelengths. Extensive electromagnetic propagation. (For a
(tinitlittr in tgriIui1s have Ibeen developed more dletailed (descriptioni see ''Atmo-
w iti ci make us.e i4 the vast collection of spheric Aerosols'' below.)

s~etrtsctlicdata fotr mnolecules, (AFGL The results; of these measurements and
At toospli o' ic A bso rpt ioni Lio o Pa rame- mod1els are appilied to target acqtisition
tc rs ' Compdti iotu 11TRAX A' h- (bcas( arid detection piroblemis as, for example, a
a11( Ml vich peli leit thlit ca len lation of this Tactical Decision Aid (TDA) to (describe

triisiissi~b th I fotr laser beamis antI the impact of the natural environment on
thwe isi.s it o antd tratnmiss it tof ratdiation air-to-grotind in frared-gtiided weapon sys-
frtin bitt ga-ses antd plumies. D etailed at- tenis (maximum lock-on range), and also
inltsI iwrt ab sorpttiVctio irvv s aind tables tto laser propagation sttudies.
ftor high resoitit t antI laer tmaiimiss,-itn Ttirbulence in the atmosphere leads to
ar, tavat~ile. Thw well-k ritwmi LO WTZA N las,,er-beam flucttiations in fltix distribu-

totntspIherie I ransiniissioll comiputer code tion, coherence, and direction as the laser
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beam propagates through that atmo- MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
sphere. Efforts are under way to measure
and model the altitude and temporal varia- HITRAN Database: The HITRAN mo-

tions in the index of refraction of the air, lecular absorption database is a compila-
the most important parameter in deter- tion of spectroscopic parameters from

mining these effects. which a wide variety of computer simula-
tion codes are able to calculate and predict

A powerful technique for remotely de- the transmission and emission of radiation
termining the optical and meteorological in the atmosphere. This database is a
parameters and composition of the atmo- prominent and long-running effort estab-
sphere from the ground or space is lished by the Air Force at AFGL in the
through the use of a lidar, which meas- late 1960's in response to the requirement
ures the transit time and intensity of the for a detailed knowledge of infrared trans-
light scattered back from a laser pulse at mission properties of the atmosphere.
one or more wavelengths. Different lidar With the advent of sensitive detectors,
techniques will be exploited, including mo- lasers, rapid computers, and higher reso-
lecular and aerosol scattering, resonance lution spectrometers, a large database
fluorescence, Raman, Doppler, and DIAL representing the discrete molecular tran-
(Differential Absorption Lidar). sitions that affect radiative propagation

throughout the electromagnetic spectrum
Similarly, infrared backgrounds against became a necessity. The HITRAN data-

which a target must be located are a base has been periodically updated and
major concern of the Division efforts. expanded to meet new Air Force require-
Such emissions from the atmosphere or ments through programs directed through
celestial sky represent interfering back- the Optical Physics Division.
ground noise superimposed on the optical/ The most recent edition of the HITRAN
infrared target signatures that a surveil- database became available in late 1986.
lance system may be trying to detect. An This latest version now incorporates data
inseparable part of these measurements is on twenty-eight molecular species with
the development of very sensitive, ad- bands covering regions from the millime-
vanced cryogenically cooled infrared sen- ter through the visible portion of the
sors and spectrometers. A high-resolution, spectrum. Originally the database con-
cryogenically cooled Fourier interferome- tained for each molecular transition the
ter has been flown on a balloon to observe basic parameters of: (1) resonant frequen-
infrared atmospheric emission. The infra- cy; (2) line intensity; (3) air-broadened
red emission of the lower atmosphere can halfwidth; and (4) lower state energy (as
be calculated from computer programs well as unique quantum identifications).
such as those discussed above. The infra- Additional parameters have recently been
red emission from the upper atmosphere provided which permit new capabilities for
has been measured by using a balloon- remote sensing in the atmosphere and
borne cryogenically cooled interferome- capabilities to deal with non-local thermo-
ter-spectrometer, and emission from the dynamic effects in the upper atmosphere.
earth limb was detected by a rocketborne The overall structure of the database has
cryogenic long wave length infrared been expanded to include files of cross-
sensor. section data on heavy molecular species
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such as the fluoro-chloro methanes and 1600 and 5000 wavenumbers. The new
oxides of nitrogen which are not yet capability, coupled with modifications to
amenable to line-by-line representation. the high temperature cell, allows the ob-
This has added to HITRAN the capability servation of highly excited rotational lev-
of qualitative detection of man-made gas- els of vibration-rotation bands not previ-
es in the "window" regions of the infra- ously measured under controlled condi-
red. On-going research efforts will gradu- tions. This unique laboratory setup is
ally move this data to the main body of the providing data on the important lower
database. Presently over 340,000 transi- mode vibrational bands and their se-
tions are given on the high-resolution quence "hot bands" that will significantly
portion of HITRAN. improve the models used for long path

High-Resolution Laboratory Spectros- transmittance, laser propagation, remote

copy: The AFGL High Resolution Fourier sensing, and plume simulation. The re-
Transform Spectrometer (FTS) has recent- sults from the AFGL FT'S are used to
ly undergone a major modification to ex- determine energy levels that enhance and
tend its spectral coverage to longer wave- improve the AFGL HITRAN molecular
lengths. It is now capable of observing database. Initial spectra taken include the
transitions down to about 550 cm'. Previ- bending mode vibration of deuterated wa-
ously the spectral range was between ter vapor, and the symmetric stretch vi-

HIGH-RESOLUTION (0.006 cm - 1) N20 SPECTRA

WAVENUMBERS (cm 1) WAVENUMBERS (cm- 1)

1200 t220 1240 1260 1280 1300 1320 t340 1360 t220 240 1260 1280 1300 1320 3409WE
(torr) 
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1j g , T 1 315 13!0 13 1 1312 1 313 131 1315

,' 3 3 I

AFGL TWO-METER OPD INTERFEROMETER

Ipectra of N,0 at 80O0 K and Room Temperature,
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bration region of nitrous oxide. The figure High-Resolution Spectroscopic Field
illustrates two spectra of NO, one taken Measurements: The Stratospheric Cryo-
at room temperature and the other at the genic Interferometer Balloon Experiment
elevated temperature of 800' K, with an (SCRIBE) had a most successful flight
enlargement of portions of the spectra. from Holloman AFB on August 10, 1986.

The line position precision is 0.0003 cm" Major modificati, ns to the package were
undertaken for this flight with the addi-for well-isolated lines. P ;; ,reliminary analy- tional support of an outside agency. A

sis of the latter measurements demon- toa upr fa usd gny
strates thatthere measueecnsiderable telescope operating at ambient tempera-
strates that there will be considerable ture and ground-controlled steering mir-
extension of the knowledge of the energy ror were added along with a bore-sighted
levels and potential function of nitrous television camera. An operator viewing a
oxide. This has direct application to simu- television monitor could control the view
lating hot plumes, but also in forming the by manipulating a joystick. This was the
foundation for a unified treatment of the first time that visual data along the direc-
molecule such as has been carried out for tion of viewing have been taken on such a
carbon dioxide. Application of the instru- high-resolution, high-altitt de experiment
ment to the 15 mm bands and associated and recorded on video tape. The balloon on

hot bands of CO, is also expected to be a this flight reached a float altitude of 76
contribution. kft, and a large number of horizontal andmajor cnadir scans from the interferometer were
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Analysis of Data from Stratospheric Cryogenic Interferometer Balloon Experiment (SCRIBE), 1984.
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obtained. Along with the data from the efforts are currently being pursued in the
i9S3 and 1984 flights, a major program is area of molecular line shape: (1) a theoreti-
underway to analyze the results, Analysis cal effort to study the details of binary
of the previous two flights has demon- collisions (emphasis on water-water inter-
strated the excellent achieved sensitivity actions); (2) the development of a formal-
andt resolvim power achieved with ism to accurately account for line coupling
St'RIBL. The first-ever detection of effects (emphasis on carbon dioxide-nitro-

(R'_.F_,iF1 2) in the nadir-viewing direction gen collisions); and (3) an experimental
is one such example of the superb sensitiv- program to validate line coupling and line
ity achieved (see accompanying figures). wing effects in carbon dioxide. A resolu-
The r sults reported on the strong nitric tion of these issues is required for applica-
acid bands at lI p and their subsequent tions including atmospheric radiative
addition to the HITRAN molecular data- transfer, long path (20 km) transmittance
base have been examples of simulations in the atmosphere, and remote sounding
for atmozspheric profile retrieval. Like- of the atmosphere.
wise. there have been impressive spectra
Of the fluor -chl rn methanes, Fl1 and ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION
F12. The 19S3 flight, due to a leak in the
balloon, took a number of nadir-viewing The atmospheric transmission of elec-
spectra. These spectra show deficiencies tromagnetio radiation in the ultraviolet,
in the present modeling capabilities which visible, infrared, and millimeter wave re-
are now being researched. High quality gion is affected by molecular absorption
spectra from the most recent flight, im- and scattering and by extinction from
proved by the narrower field-of-view now particulates (dust, haze, fog, rain) in the
available, are expected to be of extreme atmosphere. The relative importance of
value. Future flights will be aimed at these different attenuation processes de-
observations of photo-chemically active pends on the wavelength of the radiation
constituents. and the atmospheric conditions.

In a cloud (fog)-free atmosphere, molec-
Molecular Line Shape and Continuum: ular absorption dominates the infra:.-d

Currently. the issue limiting the accuracy and millimeter regions of the spectrum,
of the calculation of atmospheric transmit- whereas aerosol extinction dominates the
tance and radiance due to molecular ab- visible part of the spectrum. This domina-
sorption is the knowledge of the collisional tion is not complete, however, and a full
line shape. The absorption profile near line understanding of atmospheric propaga-
center is well described by the impact tion requires that we deal with the appro-
approximation (Lorentz line profile). How- priate molecular and aerosol effects at all
ever, a correct description of line wing wavelengths. Molecular absorption is
absorption must take into account the highly wavelength-dependent, whereas
finite duration of collision. The continuum aerosol extinction varies much less with
absorption and radiance observed for at- wavelength. In the infrared, molecular
mospheric paths results from the overlap- absorption tends to determine the "win-
ping of line wings far from line center and dows" within which atmospheric propaga-
requires an accurate description of the tion is possible, but the transparency with-
Fhysi-s of the collision. Three research in these windows tends to be determined
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by the molecular "continuum" and aerosol weaker spectral dependence than molecu-
effects. As a result, aerosol and cloud lar absorption, the aerosol optical proper-
attenuation can be the critical factors not ties are highly variable with air mass,
only for visible wavelengths but also for weather conditions, and location. Because
infrared radiation in the window regions. of the extreme variability of these proper-

Aerosol and cloud-drop attenuation can ties, it is more difficult to develop accu-
affect radiation propagation in several rate modcls for the optical/infrared ef-
ways. Particulate scattering and absorp- fects of aerosols and droplet clouds.
tion along with molecular attenuation re- The final goal of this research in the
duce the intensity of a beam of radiation Optical Physics Division has been the
as it travels along an atmospheric path development of computer codes which al-
and thereby become factors in determin- low an efficient and accurate calculation
ing beam transmittance. For many appli- of these various atmospheric propagation
cations, such as laser beam propagation, properties for application to Air Force
we are not only concerned with the extinc- systems and operations.
tion loss in a beam of radiation but also
with the temporal and spatial intensity Atmospheric Transmittance and
variation due to turbulence and the angu- Background Radiance Models: The at-
lar distribution of the radiation scattered mospheric transmittance and background
out of the direction of propagation of the radiance modeling program focuses on the
direct (incident) beam. One of the most absorption and scattering properties of
important effects of this scattered radia- the molecular and aerosol constituents of
tion is the reduction of contrast in imaging the earth's atmosphere and their effects
systems at the visual and near infrared on radiation propagating through it. In
wavelengths. The scattered light from the addition, adverse weather effects, such as
sun forms the background sky'radiance fogs, clouds, rain, and snow, are included
against which objects may have to be in the program. Two different models for
viewed and detected. predicting the transmission and radiative

The attenuation by atmospheric molecu- properties of the atmosphere for low and
lar constituents is a complex and highly high spectral-resolution applications have
variable function of wavelength due to the been developed: LOWTRAN (Low Resolu-
numerous rotation and vibration-rotation tion Transmission) and FASCODE (Fast
transitions and molecular line shapes. In Atmospheric Signature Code). Both mod-
addition, model predictions of molecular els utilize similar representative model

attenuation depend strongly on the atmospheres, aerosol models, slant-path
amount of absorbing gas itself and the refractive geometry, and diffuse and con-

temperature, pressure, and density of oth- tinuum absorption models. The models
er line-broadening gases along the atmo- differ in their spectral resolution, spectral
spheric path. range, and computational speed of calcula-

The optical effects of particulate mat- tion.

ter, especially those of haze and dust LOWTRAN predicts atmospheric trans-
particles, are not only a function of parti- mittance, background radiance, and scat-
cle concentration, but also of particle size, tered solar radiation at a fixed spectral
shape, chemical composition, and physical resolution (20 cm -1) and covers the spectral
structure. Although they have a much region from the near ultraviolet to the



mlid-infrared. It pro~vidles a simple amid
comIpuIttatilon11a IIv rap)id mIIIe anIs o f es t
matinog thle atmospheric effects onl broad-
band radiation with anl accuracy' adequate

for many applications. ie current version
of the code, LMVTI\AN G, Includes limt-
proved Water-Val)or conti1nu1-11m and aero-
sol Models, rainl and cirruIs cloud models,
as well as the co ntributioni to the sky
ram lianice oft single scattered soldX 'I ti ar
radliation1.

FAS('( I E has been developed for thle
conmputation 4)f atlmospheric tranlsmlittance 1 .1

and radiance tus ing the line-b ' -line miet h-
0(1. This modl is applicable to spectral
refilons; from the microwave to the near a. LT su with Kinetic Tcromeraturm.
l traviolet. An algnorithm for the acceler- f2 1 W K,

atel comiVOILmtioml of line sampe functions
Lorentz. V(-igt, D)oppler) wmtnl s-pectral

!file data is used for the high resoltution
pred ictio ns. These calcilations are made
at a variable sam phing interval based on!
the av-eragre s-pec-tral line width appropri-
ate to each hi vern in lhe atmosphere. The
present version of thle code, FAS('O1E 2,
addresses the effects of atmospheric moI(-
leco lar, aerosol, andl hvdrometeor constit-
uients onl propagation radiation. Non-local
thermodynamic equtiilibrium (see the fig-
tire) and' thle inclusion of (diffuse spectral
contributeins I ultraviolet and visible ozone
absorption, aerosos, rain, an(l cloudsl5 ar
model options. Ap~liciations of the codJe
incluide laser propagation, plumne signa- 1). Sainm. Path, with TYpical IDaxtinw NI TF
tore propagation. and backgrouind radi- ("Initions Assmim-d.
atice sim ullations. Systemls applications FASCOiDtE2 Caclateii Radiances in thc
are facilitated by the avaiailt oflae Regin if' Cnarhlo Nioxidt for a 500 kmn Paithit a ilit of ase ;ii10 kin in Term.v of Equivalent
options, weighting function calculations, Bmhrinws Temeratre
andI instrummental filter and scanning tune-
t io ns. codes. Six representative reference atmo-

Au t misliheric dalta~baise ( A F(; I-TIZ-8- sphere,,, each defining temperature, pres-
0110 (I)of volume mixing ratios, (from sraddniYa , ucino liue
ground to 120 ki) for twontv-ight minor pred a danensitycasantlongifaltitudce,.
arid trace gases has been assenibleil form iraoide a raef lmatprofil co hoie.

t h the raidiance(transniit tamwrceoos ~nlma roie o h
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major radiatively active constituents have concentration on radiation and climate,
been adapted from satellite data and dy- both by smoke generated at the ground
namical-photochemical analyses (see the and by volcanic aerosols spreading glob-
figure). The remaining species are defined ally in the lower stratosphere, is currently
by single profiles appropriate for U.S. a matter of concern.
Standard conditions. Laboratory investigations have cen-

tered on the optical and physical proper-
ties of particulates from simulated forest

120 fires. The Defense Nuclear Agency was
1interested in the optical const ..:ts of such

100 'aerosols for use in models of the climatic
CH4  /C5 8 C i, , effects of smoke generated by raging

S0', firestorms, as in the Nuclear Winter prob-
w6o . , lem. The Flying Infrared Signatuires Tech-

S 2o\ / C02  nology aircraft operated by the Infrared
-40 " " AN] Technology Division provided data from a/ \ , 03

, , recent forest fire. In additiun, there were
201- N I ground-based observations and measure-

0iO i- , ments on a clear autumn day in 1984 of a
io -4 t-2 100 Io

2  
104 10o; streaked aero.,,i iayer coming from Mont-

MIXING RATIO (PPMV) tana forest fir(= which posed interesting

Constituent Volume Mixing Ratios questions. The most important was why
Associated with U.S. Standard Atmosphere. the particles observed here were much

larger than those ordinarily seen. Hin-

New features to be included in future drance of cloud-droplet growth by over-
updates of the codes are the contribution seeding in the rising, supersaturated
of multiply scattered radiation to the smoke plumes appears to have fostered
background radiance calculations in both intense coagulation of the wetted smoke
LOWTRAN and FASCODE, more accu- particles. Evaporation at the top of the
rate band-model parameters for the LOW- smoke column would then have released
TRAN model, and the addition of the only a small number of very large smoke
ultraviolet absorption bands of molecular particles.
oxygen. With regard to stratospheric aerosols,

the Laboratory evaluated a long series of
Atmospheric Aerosols: To better un- visual measurements of neutral points of

derstand the properties of the atmospher- sky polarization, which began in 1968. The
ic aerosols and their effects on the propa- eruption in Mexico of El Chichon in April,
gation of radiaLion of all wavelengths 1982, resulted in a large increase of the
from the ultraviolet through the micro- distance of the Babinet and Arago neutral
wave spectral regions, laboratory and the- points from the sun and the anti-sun,
oretical studies of aerosols are ongoing. respectively. The data of this period,

Size distribution, concentration, shape, where the properties of the stratospheric
and composition determine the optical and aerosol are well known, are expected to
infrared effects of aerosols. The influence permit better interpretation of the large
of large temporal increases of the aerosol historical record of neutral-point measure-



ments which goes back to about 1886. For national Association for Meteorology and
example, a special optical occurrence at, Atmospheric Physics.
and after, sunnset was neasured at Hawaii Research studies in this area have led to
sool after the El ('hichon eruption. It was the development of an improved method
very likely related to a very high and for the inversion of measurements of the
dense aero sol la yer. In our latitude (420 radiation scattered by aerosol particles as
N), this feature was observed a year later. a function of angle, to determine the size
It was absent after the strong eruptions distribution of the particles. In addition,
of 1)02 and 1911. research has recently been initiated to

Une of the major results of the theoreti- develop a global climatology of the atmo-

cal studies of the atmospheric aerosols spheric aerosols to aid in the process of
determining which of the aerosol models

and particuhates is the development of best represents the atmospheric condi-
niodels which describe their properties. tions at a given time and location.
These i, idels include spatial variations of There is still a serious ga in our
the particle properties, both with geogra- knowledge of aerosol optical/infrared ef-
phy aiI with altitude. The models for the fects, especially in the planetary boundary
bundir- layer, which represent rural, layer, the well-mixed layer immediately
urae n, aepnd maritime environments, in- adjacent to the ground, under marginal-to-
ehl adeendhece on the mrltive aeridi- poor weather conditions: heavy haze, fog,
tv am I. in the case o)f the maritime aerosol soriadlwcoil.T iltiz now, rain, and low clouds. To fill this
Mo del, on the prevailing wind speed. The data gap and, at the same time, provide a
aer*osol models for the stratosphere allow flexible mechanism for responding to oth-
for the effects of recent volcanic erup- er data needs, a mobile optical/infrared
tins, which sometimes inject significant laboratory has been developed. This labo-
quantities of (lust and gases into the ratory, the Transportable Optical Atmo-
stratosphere. There are also models for spheric Data System (TOADS), consists of
lifferent t ypes of clouds, fogs, and precip- two instruimented trailers housing numer-
itation. These models were recently ex- 01u instruments controlled iv nicrocom-
tended to cover the entire spectral range puters. The trailers are normally located
from the ultraviolet thro,ugh the micro- at the Sudbury test facility (see the fig-
wave, in the pr-ccess of adding them to the ire.)
FASt'()IE p rgran. ()ne of the primary Spectral radiiance and irradiance meas-
applications of the aerosol ar1d particulate urenents in the visible and near infrared
niodels is in the atmo spheric transiiit- (0.:35-1.2 am ) are made with four grating
tance,radiance codes I) WT RAN and spectrometers controlled by a microcom-
FAS('( )IE. However. these models are puter from one trailer. High-resolution
also used for such applic'ations as simula- spatial and temporal profiles of relative
tiin stuilics of iidar nm:Lsu renionts, ir inI a rsoil tackscatter are taken with the
analyzing data from son, of the field lidar iMn tallod on the top of the second
c X1 erinielits. \ modified ve(rsoin of some trailer in a gimballed mount. The aerosol
if thes,, aer'.,ol miolels served Ias the backscatter profiles are inverted to obtain
basis of the arsol models incoirpo irated the range-resolved extinction coefficient.
in the "Staniard Atmosphere fir Radia- In addition, this trailer houses the lidar
in (' om putati i" developed by the Inter- co ntrol and data logging system, and the
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PC/AT microcomputers for instrument
control, data logging, and real-time data
analysis. Both trailers are equipped withEACKSCAT ERfNqG VS EX)TINCTION AT 0 3 ,I,0.-- standard meteorological sensors.

--RUR AEROSS Aerosol size distributions and concen-
. - MARK'%ME AEROSOcS

.. R8AN AEROSLS /

...P EcOSOS trations in the range from 0.002 to 20 pm
are made with commercially available
aerosol probes. Raindrop size distribu-

/" ftions and concentrations in the range from
200 to 12,400 pm are measured with a
PMS rain spectrometer. Snow and rain
rates are measured using an automated

I---... -2........ tipping bucket system developed by the
EXTINCTION COEFICIEN, (kl,,, Laboratory. The aerosol scattering char-

o o51,, acteristics can be determined by tihe mul-
tiangle visible nephelometer, the dual
wavelength (1.06 and 10.6 pm) polar neph-
elometer, or the Abridged Polar Nephe-
loneter (APN). This instrument can make
measurements at five wavelengths (0.325

... .- ~~ .pm, 0.65 pm, 0.95 urm, 2.25 pm, and 10.6
pm) and three scattering angles (30', 1100,
and 1400).

........... A new ultraviolet forward scatterome-
-"ter has been developed and tested. The

forward scatterometer makes high angu-
lar resolution measurements of the aero-
sol phase function in the solar-blind ultra-
violet region for scattering angles of 10 to
100. This information is inverted to obtain
the aerosol size distribution in the 0.1 to
10 pm range. Three new HSS, Inc., instru-

b 1o59pm ments measure visibility. An infrared
transmissometer determines transmit-

Aerosol Backscattering Versus Extinction tance in the 2-14 gm wavelength region,
for Two Laser Wavelengths, Based on while a visible transmissometer measures
Calculations Using the AFGL Aerosol transmittance in the 0.55 pm range. The
Models. (The curves show the changes for a
given type of aerosol with changing relative transmissometers can be used in a slant
humidity while holding the number densities path configuration, by Ieains of a special-
constant for the different aerosol models ly developed, folded path visible/infrared
(Rural: 15,000 particles per cm :' Maritime:
4.000 particles per cm:; Urban: 20,000 transmissometer and a retroreflector
particles per cm:'; Tropospheric: 5,000 mounted on a tethered balloon or a tower,
particles per cm'. The symbols along each to obtain simultaneous measurements of
curve from left to right correspond to
relative humidities of 0, 70, 80, and 99 per the total visible and infrared extinction
cent (with increasing extinction), along the path.



The '( (A 1)S system has been used dur- the propagation of an optical/iinfrared

ing the past few years to conduct nw2as- beami in the atmosphere. Air Force and
urements under a variety of atmospheric Strategic Defense Initiative (SIMl) optical
coinditionis (clear. rain. fog and snow) in systems being planned for future invento-
suipport Ot sensor tests for the Air Force ry will be affected to various extents by
(F oreign Technology D)ivision) and the turbulence. High-energy laser beams as
>andia National ILaborat rkv and U.S. well as guidance, control, comwmu nica-
Army ('old Regio n 1-.esearch antd Engi- tions, and imaging systems all are subject
neering La borat ' )rv. The atmospheric to turbulence wave distortion. Turblenloce
transnission and propagation Measure- effe ,ts are encountered in every (lay expe-
ments perfiironi with TOADS not only rience in the shimmering of city lights as
contribute t, a better understanding and seen from a hilltop on a warm sLimnier
modeling capabilitY (of atmospheric ef- night or the twinkling of stars. Turbu-
fects, liut also make it po)ssible ti assess lence-induced scintillation is one effect
the pezifirmance capabilities of opera- that can cause loss of information Or
ti ial electro-optical and infrared sensors signal distortion of a beam. Many other
in otifferent weather conditions. optical turbulence effects impact the per-

A F(GI, managed and cinducted field fornmance of infrared, visible, or ultravio-
measurements to suli ort the ASI)/1RST let laser systems, such as image "danc-
prigram in conjunction with the First ing" and beam wander.
Internatiinal satellite cloud climatology The most important parameter used to
project Regional Experiment (FIRE) at describe the effects of atmospheric turbu-
Madison, Wisconsin. This program investi- lence is the index of refraction structure
gated the influence of optically thin cirrus constant, ('2. System design criteria are in
clouds on long path transmission. The turn defined by parameters deduced from

lata consist of measurements from four (,2. Some of the limitations imposed by (
gra onss ofmauets~ canm fu lmio s emoe by
Vround-based lidars, two rawinsonde cal be partially or fully overcome by
sites, a sun photometer, and lid r mind compensated imaging techniques or adap-
radiometric data from a i'rh-flying - tive ottics however, the turbulence
craft (NASA's ER-2(. In addition, variable strength must be known to apply effective
pathlength transmission measurements at compensation techniques. The ability to
cirrus cloud altitudes in the 3-5 .'rn spec- measure or forecast turbulence conditions
tral range were made w:tn th. FLIR is thus needed to assess or predict levels
aboar(d th,, AFtGI, NKC-I:i-5 with a \C B- of degradation.

2 as a target. Measur( ments of the AFGL has developed a wide range of
aerosol size distributions and the (oncen- capabilities in measuring and analyzing
trations along the flight paon were taken optical turbulence. Particular sites have
with the K band radar and 1-1) and 21) been characterized for turbulence condi-
PMS probes oin the Aeromet Lear jet. tios and laser system perform.'nce. The

datalase of (', profiles has been used to

OPTICAL TURBULENCE calculate and analyze the particular turbu-
lence parameters needed by system de-

The Atmospheric Optics Branch is en- signers. This database has also been used
gaged in measurements, analysis, and io provide empirical models of C- profiles
modeling of turbulence as it influences to system or experiment designers for
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assessinl or modeling svstenl perfor- modeling activities. Measurements have
miance. AFGL measurements have provid- been performed in conjunction with scien-
ed data on atniospheric propagation cor.Ji- tists from Army and Navy laboratories, as
tions for s ystein or experiment diagnosis well as university researchers. The AFGL
in several nieas-urernent programs. All measurements have Irovided atmospheric
these areas of direct support of Air Force data in support of programs for the Stra-
and S)I programs are complemented by tegic Defense Initiative Organization and
tile in-house research effort. This effort is Space Division. The technology and instru-
pursuing an understanding of the nature mentation developed in measuring atmo-
of atniospheric turbulence, its models and spheric turbulence have been transferred
its various effects oil opticai systems. to assist other programs (AFWL,
tr'zvit , , r buoyancy. waves as a genera- DARPA). The AFGL expertise in atmo-
tion mechanisni of turbulence is an ongo- spheric effects has been recognized and
ing research topic. The relationship be- has resulted in personnel acting as con-
tween optical and mechanical turbulence sultants to major Air Force and SDI
is under investigation through analysis of programs, such as the Integrated Test
imeasurenients. Beth these research ef- 'plink Experiment, the Free Electron La-
forts seek to clarify the nature of optical ser, and the Relay Mirror Experiment.
turbulence, but also sut)l)ort the larger
effort of modeling or forecasting. This Measurements: The thermosonde pro-
mo(deling has a broad scope, including rides AFGL with unique capabilities for
short-term forecasts and climatological making in-situ turbulence measurements
models as well as models based on meteo- from the ground up to 30 km with high
rological or synoptic conditions. Finally, spatial resolution and relatively low cost.
the modeling of tile total atmospheric The thermosonde consists of microther-
effect on laser beam propagation is under mal fine wire thermometry instrumenta-
development. This includes the computer tion packaged with a radiosonde. It is
simulation, via a wave o)tic propagation carried aloft by a balloon. As the 6 foot
co de, of the eflects of turbulence and balloon ascends from ground level to
thermal blooming and is a natural exten- about 30 kin, the atmospheric tempera-
siore of the atmospheric transmission ture is sampled simultaneously at two
codes deveioped by Optic'al 1P1ysics 1)ivi- points about 1 meter apart. The difference
sior, -Cientists. in temperature is detected, filtered, and

AFGL turbulence measurements have amplified by a sensitive Wheatstone
been made for the Air Force Weapons bridge and synchronous detector circuit.
Laboratory, the Rome Air Development Radio transmission of the differential
Center, and M.I.T./Lincoln Laboratory. temperature measurement, along with
Research efforts have also been coordi- other meteorological variables, is broad-
nated with the Strategic Defense Initia- cast by digital radiosondes. A ground-
tive Organization, the Army Atmospheric based computer converts tile signals into
':;,'ices Laboratory, the Air Force Weap- (' and stores the data as functions of

ors Laboratorv, the Air Weather Service. altitude. Most of our thulence measure-
Space I)ivision and other )O) organiza- ments have been made with this instru-
tions to determine Air Force requirements ment. Progress is continuing to refine the
and to plan measurement, analysis, and instrument, reduce its cost, and to under-
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stilili andt elillilatte possilil tirro1r Soucrce~s

inl the Iuwsucll''lents. ill particular. tile
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oil uiiillv heiilr lktiried tar ease f cai Iflmeasroi i Trhcriuosmide. cnHa c:

lliitionl anidf operaftionl ait remote fill sites5. 1111 0 uog I.h, 211 11 res, 'InltioII dta using zt

lile therllms flde anid scintilloieter a in ilidw with zi signia (if 75 il.

c ollileleit Ben anofther ill ti 4i the ther-
imisid( i h taIirls iligil-resol ution (lata painlted a consistent picture of atmospher-
S20ni )Ill the tiiiieframe (If tile blalloo~n ic conditions. The optical turbulence data
ascenlt I aHL Iat 1:' hours), and tile stintil- exhiblited an enhancement, -via at thick
II (meter takes -snaps;hot p~ro files' of tur- lay, er of high turbulence, onl the leading
IlUlenIcV bIft with rather IM altitudle re5o- edlge of the jet stream trough. but not onl
hitlo 11 k ilmnIilters I. Additional llhlta have tile trailing edge (see the figure). Indeed,
beenl IobitaIinied hYv meso-,pheric-strat)5- the turbulence on the trailing edlge is
phei-trn 111 splleric radar. Doppler radar, virtually indistinguishable from dlata In

illlIther speciali'/ell opltical instru- the absence of the jet or under low wind
meiltaiaui.condlitions. Thus, it appears that the pres-

To chirifv the relationship of the jet ence of the jet stream (does not necessarily
streamn andi optical turbutlence, a measure- imply degraded optical prop~agation or see-
nleiit canmpaign was Undlertaken at the ing conditions. The data are still being
Pennlsvlvatlia State University in late analyzed, but these preliminary results, as
April, l9S6i. This plro~gram inlvolvedl AFGL well as others, are very promising. This
tllfrnlosIonfls and scintillonleter, person- program also provided an ideal opportuni-
flid f'rom AVWL. RAI)C, and the Naval ty to test andl evaluate the new dlesign of
Pffstgraduate School, and optical instru- the stellar scintillomneter and to compare
mnlts, tile PST' radar, meteorological in- its (,2N results with other independent
struments. andl aircraft measurements, in measurements. In plarticular, as a result
addition to the meteorological expertise (If this program, thc AFGL scintiliometer
andl facilities 1of PSU researchers. Nature has been found to p~rov'ide reliable data on
Cllopcratefl comnpletely with the program the isoplanatic angle. The data range of
ofbfective.". ais a plolar front *jlet stream the scintillometer, from 2 to 18 km, does
wanlifref in andl lnt throughout the incas- not pirovide sufficient range for integra-
Ilrfmrlt l1friffl. All the instruments tion of its Output, (,2, to provide isoplanat-
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ic angle, and therefore models are used to (day and night). Such models are often
allow integration beyond this range. used by laser engineers as simplified,

-typical" altitude models of (', to estimate
30 turbulence effects on a system or to

specify design criteria (see the figure).
Coefficients of the fits and the models

E 25 were distributed to government sources
-N and their system design contractors. The

models also have been useful for contrast-
H- 20 ing and comparing turbulence for differ-

ent locations and meteorological condi-
5 _____---__._-tions. For example, the models illustrated

102 0" '
, idl 1017 the differences in turbulence intensity

2 between New Mexico and Maui in the
troposphere and elucidated the significant

Measurtd Therni(niie C' Profile in jet stream enhancement of C2.
Strat)sihert. t,ihed t trvt) -Uperirniosed Another thrust of the modeling work
, i AFGI. High Resolution Mod l (solid A t u o hd
curve). (Note th characteristic la v ering of has been to predict some of the detail and
atmos)heric (,ptical turbulence in both the layering of the optical turbulence profile
data and the mo del. The model uses inly the in the free atmosphere using standard

ressure anI tempe ratulre data measured
concurrently with the ('p rofile.) radiosonde data. Such a model would be

extremely useful, given the extensive net-
work of meteorological stations through-

Analysis and Models: In addition to out the world, and would allow synoptic,
measure,,.ents, a major effort in optical meteorological, and climatological studies.
turbulence research has been devoted to The VanZandt model has been investigat-
modeling, and its closely related applica- ed and compared to actual thermosonde
tion, forecasting. The AFGL modeling data and has shown some success. This,
program ) elies heavily on thermosonde however, is a statistical model which is
data to validate models, as well as on the computationally intensive. A similar mod-
analysis of thermosonde data. The model el, developed at AFGL, also uses standard
effort arranges itself in a natural hierar- radiosonde data and is computationally
chy. There are the empirical averages, simpler than the VanZandt model. The
which are simple fits to the average of two models are comparable in their per-
many thermosonde profiles. These do not formance, and the refinement of the
involve any unspecified parameters and, AFGL model is being pursued. Both of
in this sense, they are "no-parameter" these models produce low-resolution tur-
models. However, they are different for bulence profiles, because of the low-reso-
different sites, season, and time of day. lution nature of standard radiosonde data.
These AFGL model profiles are models Another effort uses the high-resolution
for average turbulence conditions. Cur- meteorological data that is simultaneously
rently, AFGL models exist for White gathered by the thermosonde. This has
Sands Missile Range under a variety of resulted in another AFGL model, current-
meteorological conditions (CLEAR 1, 2, ly applicable to stratospheric turbulence
and 3, both day and night) and for AMOS only, which has shown great promise in
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p)roducing It00 meter IUsOlttoi miodels of
instantaneous optical tirh-ulence profiles. 600 70- 800 900

10,000
T[his Miodel is IeingpIrStIe(l, espeJCialy itS
extension to the tropo'sphiere and the' 50,
boundary laer 000

This mlodeling of' optical tuirbulence pr'o-
ilsis do oselY relatedI to the analysis and e 40'K, 100 ____

mo1deliiw of optical propatgationi. Tis ef-~GS-
fort has conceiitrated oil lasci' beamn prop)-
agat ii m esi eciall\ for gro und([ba sed laser 300 CO 121
systemsl- ctrrentlv olf intere'st to the Airco

orce ad the 'Strategic D efense I nititive 200 /RT{

)rgalnizati on. The anlssand modeling I.

ill turbulenice effects,- has, beenl performedl C00 .:I R-
inl tkTrnls of the various monment,.- of the
refractive indhex st1olictui'e constant. C 7. ' . 00 10
ThL-s- n iients il(ole coherence length. XB/,IB

is Ipliat ic anlScintillation variance,
an ii rte n wo(I fretIne nc v . (O)verallI chiat- i Hu' it vRa i To riulnk iBUT). i This

ctrzation of0 a laser s ystemn perfor- t~j 4 tozhil-Uelc, eXp(Cted inl the stable-
nlalc ha bell sudid atAFG thrugh atosphere. was knlown to (ocr mitsidiu the
niace as eensttdiel a A (L hrogh circle closing IRtT inl this paranmeter plot.

the cajlcullation of Strehl ratios;, which are lnurtioIalg tUrbulence I ITi is the
the ratios of 1,eak intenisity- with, and ooalaing" honlogunuous type miost

studied(I AF (;L discuiverud that flit"~without, a particular 1 urhtilence effect. occopoeti the rugimn Ahown. as a result 4f a
Thes;e are the lantniteis used in applica- comparison loetwuuio the ph 'ysics, of

tio n to 1 s te in and dl p iH optics0? de- tu rho unce arld the 4fsiso Waves. Ii T is
a h v ri between waves, andl to rholunIcC

sign. as well as to (hai'acterize overall This' AVG I. discovery should aid fUt tre
conditinls and laser-heam piropiagation ef- investigators inl unoersta'vl'.g dicr I,.)

fects. t sing the AFGI. (database, optical
pohysicists study the variation of these AFGL has also conducted more funda-
parameters and investigate the previotisly' mental research into the nature and origin
mentioned mnodels; for their usefuilness in of atmospheric turbulence. The internal
predicting these piarameters. Further ef- buoyancy waves in the atmosphbere, called
forts have begun in applying linear 1pretlic!- gravity waves, are believed to be responsi-
tive methods to forecasting short-term ide for most of the optical turbulence
changes and fluctuations of the moments. above the p~lanetalry boundary layer.
Finally these propagation analyses and AFGL, has therefore conducted an investi-
Models, have been extended to incorporate gation of these waves in the hope of
the e-ffects of thermal blooming. This making use of the results in optical turbu-
effort has just begun and will result in anl lence forecasting. For the first time the
integrateol optical propagation code. calia- theory of gravity waves, was used to
ble (of modelingz the effect tof the atmo- explain why' upper atmospihere wind shear

phre 'on the propagation of a laser beam alitdsdo niot grow with altitude. The
from the g4round til to space. po~er spectrum of the shears is universal.
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Climate, location, or time of year do not ultimately provide global measurments
appear to have any noticeable effects ol of a full range of atmospllheric parameters
the spectrum, and this finding, based in observed within th( lower stratosphere
part ,n our own experiments, is true in and troposphere over scasonally signifi-
the atmosphere at all heights, and in the cant time peris.,
ocean as well. The spectrum represents a
turbulent saturation effect (see the fig-
ure). Whenever there are departures from
it, turbulence dumps out the excess ener- A

gy and restores the universal form. In the
present time period, further publications
and data analysis have been completed "
and further convincing evidence for our
hypothesis has been obtained. Our theory -

explained the observed dependence of
spectral slope upon spectral amplitude
and has v'nerated much interest.

LIDAR TECHNOLOGY

Research in the remote sensing of opti- Laboratory Tcsting of New Tvo Injection-
locke l ( TTEA Laser To B(, I'sed ilcal and meteorological properties of the Fpcomiiig, High-Altitudh Atmosplhric

atmosphere using the techniques of laser Measurnnts.
radar, or lidar, is carried out as a part of
the AFGL program ;n atmospheric optics.
In lidar applications, observations are
made of the light scattered (generally at
180') from a laser beam as it propagates
through the atmosphere. These observa-
tions are used to determine, as a function
of range, the nature of the scattering
elements present along the beam path at
great distances from the transmitting
source. Using this active approach to re-
mote sensing, the AFGL program includes
ground-based and balloonborne instru-
mentation to measure aerosol scattering
and optical extinction, the concentration
of minor species such as water vapor and AFGL Mobile lDoppler Lidar System.
carbon dioxide, and the magnitude and
direction of atmospheric wind fields. Of
principal interest in this program is the High-Altitude Lidar Measurements:
evolutionary transition of present ground- Using both a laboratry lidar observatory
based and balloonborne technology to li- (see the figure) and a trailer-mounted
dar systems based in space, which will mobile system (see the figure), each simi-
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Unmtr striitosp~lit* i1141 rIteso'sIlheric alti-SPCBAEDO LR IR

tiles. The 1litor v In-teIrelients per-,
toi'In4  ait the A\F(it loijatio)n have tie- 4

tected~fol ne Il~ cteit~I"imeteor- 1
itic s Iiilutni at laser waivcleiltgths InI tile
v is IbIk llft I 14 gera I Riv .Ieig h scattering1
th I iuihiiut the lliddle t tIItIspheIre regionl.

le1%I i t t 4411 \Xa 1 ( q), s I lit lt I,%irgi 1-
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k~i. it lhas suiccssfl tni Iserved Nay leigh
I acks(,attter fro a11\~ Iih ltitudles. at

uit ititilliltat el h.%* siitterinlg frlnl aer-( -

nd ktent 4! t l if'ii ieSia dkirecty pro- Oin at globial basis will have important
t il\lttilt oifilt tillby iicsrii deentit Iwo- conse~t(jueces filr impirovedl forecasting.

ti irs lv a et~rtltt desity masure \\iil 5e(15 with neter-per-secund accu-
tert o I1\ Iit ~ Itlliccnit ' v 1tinsur racy and with goodl directional infornia-
he tlilii'tttY p11)ri dift ca e obtained tion appear to be obtainable from satellite

fri i thei 5rei esii The lfidar sytnsas shown byrulsifetlie
nits i r i 4 tt athih fi rthrnlattues numerical Simtulations, alt 114il h the re-

W Inti 1rforeto bt eniydt quired lidar technology is thle most adl-
Jtj 1,r) tjn~oa toai iestabdata vancedl within current planning cycles. In

gi teril itit pr ties troIthe annr ~ftI)rsUIt of these goals, the [)MSP Office is
V01h,1 (tl ni~ pnif4, ii adi the n-i following a nmultilphase approach to instru-

I oe mt st~tlm 14nityL~rt~lent whch entation of increasing complexity over
oiccur ill ljhi>, ngi i ilitlmi eneig the next several vears. AF'GL scientists

S~ll ei~tt 4m~si~L~;mm a ~titudes. are p)articip)ating in these developments in
an advisory cap~acity to DMSP and] in

Space-Based Lidar Measurements: management of an on-going lidar dlesign
Tlw- LalIuratorY is inv (I% Ii inl the develop- st dY

tno lt o)t - oi- is Il ii i senisonis ott three Closely' related to these space system
tvch nokIic gitf roniits. Mos4t direct has- beenl considerations is the development of at
thle Invil vino-nt with the D efense Nleteo- ground-based, trailer-mnounted CO., coher-
roli gicitl SatelIlite Proigramn (I )MISI) Office ent, lidar for making wind1-field measure-
it the deve ilien t' an appiroach to the nients over a :30 kmi range in a hemispher-
nlik Ua iiil ofii troposph1 ieric w inds frolm cal ptattern centered at the lidar site. This
tilt op444itti4i lou icrait olver at niultivea-Ir highly stable, narrow linewidth laser svs-
lifetinese thb- f4iuret. It is generally% tern uses coherent techniques, including
agreedil ii the( nie4toiriliigical communitv heterodvne detection, to achieve the sensi-
htat the- t il atvailablilitv of winids dlata tivitY necessary to dletermine wind speed
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from the Doppler-shifted backscatter re-
turns produced by aerosols co-moving
with the atmospheric wind field. A laser

currently under development for this spe- A
cific task has output power in the 1 to 5
joule per pulse range at 50 pulses per
second. The laser design is based on elec-
tron beam excitation of CO., at near atmo-
spheric pressure (TEA laser). In addition
to the research effort required to bring
this laser system to operational status,
sophisticated signal processing and data
display and analysis techniques are in the X

course of parallel development. Although AFGL Balloonborne Lidar.
the ground-based system hardware and
its resource requirements are inappropri- coherent operation and to provide aerosol
ate for use in space, the measurement scattering doata in a wholly different spec-
techniques and the signal-processing soft- tratterin ta infa who lly dff rne
ware developments have close analogy to tral region in the infrared A ballte nhrne
presently planned wind-sensing systems system for Raman scattering axure-
for use in space, and these current re- ments of water vapor and carbon dioxide
search efforts will contribute importantly presently in design will make observationsto ftur deignsforspae-baed ys- during the ascent and descent portions ofto future designs for space-based sys- t e b l o n fi h r fl s w l s f otems. The wind-measuring capability of the balloon flight profile as well as from
tii CO. mobile system has direct applica- float altitude. In simulating the observa-
tion to .meteorological needs other than tional viewpoint of a satellite sensor, the
systm developed for use in spoce since it balloonborne systems provide baseline
systems deeoe o s ns c ic t data on backscatter signal levels and re-
has the capability to sense wind shear and lata on aater i ch an renother severe weather phenomena in the lated system parameters which can then
vicinity of airfields and other sensitive be scaled to other altitudes, system geom-
areas, etries, and sensitivity levels to guide the

A third area of lidar development with design and the anticipated performance of

ultimate application to space-based tech- the space-based lidar system.

nology is in balloonborne systems which
provide an intermediate step toward space INFRARED CELESTIAL BACKGROUND
in the manner in which they simulate
flight under severe environmental condi- The performance of an upward-looking
tions at very high altitude and in provid- infrared surveillance sensor is limited by
ing an observational vantage point above, the general nature and detailed character
and essentially outside, the sensible atmo- of the naturally occurring background
sphere. A system flown in the past (see against which the system must operate.
the figure) contains a doubled and tripled The Optical Physics Division conducts
Nd:YAG laser transmitter. Currently be- spaceborne experiments to measure this
ing added is a state-of-the-art CO 2 laser background, and is responsible for reduc-
system with sufficient stability to allow ing and analyzing these and other experi-
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mental data in order to create a basis for conditions under which differing con-
performing realistic system trade-off pounds are formed. Because of the ex-
analysis. tended nature of this emission it can only

During the last year the Celestial Back- be studied from a space platform.
grounds group constructed and success- Physical and phenomenological model-
fully tested an imaging spectrometer for ing of the various celestial background
use at ground-based observatories. The components continued in 1986 with some
heart of this instrument is a 58x62 ele- emphasis c ed n igh s t solu

mient Si:As mosaic direct readout detector emphasis placed on high spatial resolu-
mentSi:s msaic(liectreadut etetor tion. A major new effort began to super-

array. This instrument is capable of ob- elon g A aj ec nfra cet
tainng ethe hig-reoluton mage in resolve long wavelength infrared celestial

tamning either high-resolution images inaa ntal ha rmteIfa
survey data, initially that from the Infra-

selectable spectral bands in the 8-14 pin red Astronomy Satellite. This requires
region or simultaneous 8-14 pim slectra advancing the state-of-the-art in image
over a spatial region several arc minutes enhancement as survey data are quite
in extent. different from the rectilinear images

The Visual Photometric Experiment, it taken with a symmetric beam profile that
Get Away Special experiment for the shut- the current standard super-resolution aI-
tie, was designed, constructed, and tested gorithms demand. Several procedures are
during 1986. This experiment will obtainlarg-scle . V R nd alha-easre- being developed; to date a resolution imn-
large-scale B, V. R and H alpha-measre- provement by about a factor of 50 has
ments of the diffuse galactic and zodiacal been obtained on special survey observa-
background. These data will constrain the
parameters in the long wavelength infra-
red phenomenology models, particularly
those for the zodiacal background.

Work on the Diffuse Infrared Galactic
Background Experiment began in 1986.
The objective of this experiment is to PUBLICATIONS
obtain 5-1S pm spectra at 2 percent resolu- JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986
tion for several regions along the galactic
plane, the galactic center, several H 1I ALE.JANIDRO, S.B., and FITZGER.LD,
regions and reflection nebulae and, hope- D.R.
fuliv, of the brightest infrared "cirrus." Air Force Geophysics Laboratory's (AFGL)

The infrared cirrus is whispy long wave- Mobile ('02 Doppler Lidar
Digest of Optical Remote Sensing of the

length infrared emission related to inter- Atmosphere Conf. (15-15 January 1985
stellar (lust. It has been speculated that
the unusually strong long wavelength in- ANDFRON, G.P., and HA., L.A.
frared flux from this background, as well Strotospherie Determination of 0O, ('ross
as from reflection nebulae and H 1I re- sections and Photodissociation Rate
gions, is due to band emission from either CoeJ'fiients: 1.91-215 om
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons or par- .1. Geophys. Res. 91 (1986)

tially hydrogenated amorphous carbon.
High quality spectra are needed to pro- ANIDERSON, G.P. (AFGL); MILuE(R, F.C.
vide a basis for identifying the emitting (Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et
species and to analyze the astrophysical Planetaire, Verriere-le-Buisson, France);
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AIKIN, A.C. (NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Missile Range, NM); [WW,\N, E., and
MD); GILLE~, J.C. (NCAR, Boulder, CO) BEI.ANfD, R. (AFGL)
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Meuasu rements Usingy thu LRIR atad lI 1M(. SPIE Vol. 551 (1985)
Sat clit Ic lst 0,0 in ''ats
Ann. tGeophys. :1 (1985)

Es'LIN, M.P. (Stewart Radiance Lab.,

BE:Io, D.E. and SWIRBALAs, R.A. Bedford, MA); and ROTHMAN, L.S.
At mospheric Backscaftuc Obscra tjaas from a (AFGL)
Ba (loo 11 h cac ida r Spectral Measuaremnats of hligh Tcoi pc rota c

Proc. 13Xth Intvrnat. Laser Radar (Ninf. (11-15 Isotopic C~arbon Dioxride i a the 4.5 um anid 2.N
August 1986;) pim Regions

J. Molecular Spectroscopy 1161 (19;)

BbONDI, M.A. (Univ. of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA); and SipiER, D.P. GAMAC HE, R.R. (Univ. of Lowell.
(AFGL) Lowell, MA); and ROTHMAN, L.S.
Horizontal aind Vertical Winds and (AFGL)
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Planetary and Space Sci. :32 (1984) Lowell, MA); DAviEs, R.W. (GTE,

BioN1, .A. Uni. o PitsbughWaltham, MA); and ROTHMAN, L.S.
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DEWAN, E.M. GARDNER, C.S. (Univ. of Illinois,
On the N'ature of Atmospheric Wares and Urbana, IL); PHILBRICK, C.R. (AFGL);
Tu rbulenici'OLD (nv fIlios raa
J. Radio Sci. 20 (Nov-Dec 1985)VOLDG (Ui.o IlnisUra ,
Atmospheric Wares and the Nature of' IL); and SIPLER, D. (AFGL)
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MAP) Handbook 20 (Aug 1986) Geophysics Laboratory and the University of
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MAP Handbook 20 (August 1986)
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VI INFRARED TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION

The Infrared Technology Division per-
forms research on the infrared emissions
of the earth's atmosphere to determine
the spectral and spatial nature of this
radiation, to identify the physical and
chemical processes producing the emis-
sion, and to understand its variability with
geophysical conditions. This information
is required to assess the ability of pro-
posed and conceptual Air Force infrared
surveillance systems to detect and track a
target.

Ambient atmospheric infrared radiance
varies markedly with altitude (with and
without solar illumination), with latitude,
and with solar and geomagnetic activity.
Very significantly enhanced infrared
emissions occur in polar regions during
periods of auroral activity at altitudes in
excess of approximately 90 km. They are
produced by the distinct processes initiat-
ed by the collision of energetic particles
with the atmosphere. In addition, nuclear
detonations produce copious amounts of
infrared radiation that is intense, persis-
tent, and highly structured.

Research on atmospheric infrared
processes is pursued by the Infrared
Technology Division in laboratory stud-

ies and in field measurements using
advanced cryogenic infrared sensors on
measurement platforms on the ground
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t ins amd agaiinst idifferent hackgri unds. tory C'ryogenic Electron Dependent Emis-
The crv geil ic inifralred ins-trumlents, ()i thle sions) program. the production of infrared
NRC-i 15 aircra ft have been de'sign1edl and radliatioii by the Interaction of electrons
developed by the Infrared Technology D)i- with the constituents of thle atmosp)here is
vision to h e iiiseiisitive to ioperationiit mivestigated. Two particularly important
high vibrati' in t'll iilh'iit andl~ ar bae sources of bright, structured infrared
in ald vaced(1pii t ical fics ign concep]ts andi~ background radiation in the upper atmo-

(letf'ctotii'~~oy sphere are the aurora and ntuclear explo-
tec~iiiiogv.sions. In both cases, collisions between

electrons andl the constituent molecules of
LABORATORY STUDIES thei atmosphere result in the emission of

>~ieeiIC atProi~h c ~' cesseS. p) 1uc ifaeradiation. The atomic and molecu-

ing in Ia i I eni (ission are St udiedl in ai Iar species which radiate in the infrared
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scopic chemi-d 'xnarnic processes under efficiencies oif excitation of those molecu-
controlled condlitions. Specific parameters, lar states, which are important sources; of
collision cross sections. rate coefficients, infrared radiation in the upper atmo-
dletailed vibrational populations. collision- sphere, and the characterization of pro-
al deactivation rates, aind radliative life- cesses which control the brightness of
timos are meas1.uredI for the specific ee- those infrared emissions are primary oh-
tronic atnd vibrational states of at given etives of the LAI3CEJ)E program.
spcis These- paranmeters characterize The cryogenic LABCE[)E facility has
ie( sigo ificati of at given process as at heell developed to make experimental
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measurements ot infrared emissions from in the 2-15 p region, and room tempera-
electron irradiated gases. The internal ture and cryogenic interferometers to
walls of the system are operated t 80" K make observations in the 2-7 M and 2-20 u
to reduce the thermal intrarc ha - regions, respectively. In addition, a spa-
ground and to increase the detection sensi- tially scanning 3914 A photometer is used
tivity of the system by four orders of to monitor the spatial distribution of ener-
magnitude at 10 ps. As a result of the low gy deposited by energetic electrons in the
thermal background and the large volume beam and to normalize the intensity of
of the observation region, weak infrared fluorescence observed to the production of
emissions can be detected from samples at ion pairs in the beam.
pressures corresponding to altitudes of 60
to 110 kin. (This altitude range includes z2I I0
the region where x-ravs from high-alti- V AURORA (160-18Okm) MEIER of al ANALYSIS OF

FELDMAN a GENTIEU

tude nuclear explosions are absorbed.) _, 0 THIS WORK (.Omt, 95km)

Gas samples can be irradiated by up to 20 C

mA currents of 2-6 keV electrons. The 0

nmaxinlum available electron flux exceeds .4
z

auroral fluxes by several orders of magni- 2 0 0
tude and is comparable to the nuclear , 0

-C V
case. A magnetic field can be applied to ca V
control independently the density of >

higher energy primary electrons and the %

low-energy secondary electrons produced N
by ionization. The gas pressure and flow ..
rate in the LABCEI)E chamber can be -
varied independently to investigate the _ I I

WO 0 I 2 3 4 5 6effects of electron impact on species creat-
ed by the electron beam. Condensible VIBRATIONAL LEVEL

species such as CO., can be made to flow Comparison of LABCEIE, Auroral
through the LABCEDE chamber when Observation, and Theoretical Calculations of

the ervoshroud is cooled down. the tneolisionally Relative Populations of
N_(a) Vibrational leveIs in Irradiated N, atAnother major capability of the facility Iow Pressure.

is the irradiation of electron-excited gases
by light beams originating outside the
chamber, including light from a solar A number of investigations of the exci-
ultraviolet simulator (to simulate the day- tation and collisional and radiative de-
lit aurora), and by laser beams, to precise- excitation of important infrared radiating
ly perturb or )robe populations of specific states in the aurora and nuclear-disturbed
states of irradiated samples. Fluorescence atmosphere have been performed using
excited by electron irradiation can be ob- the LABCEDE facility. Prominent in the
served from the ultraviolet to the long electron-disturbed atmosphere are the Ly-
wavelength infrared, using grating spec- man-Birge-Hopfield bands in the ultravio-
trometers in the ultraviolet/visible wave- let spectral region and the 3-8 p McFar-
length region, a cryogenic circular var- lane bands which arise from the airg state
able filter, which covers important bands of N,. The electron-impact excitation and
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quenching of the hirg state have been upper atmosphere. The relative popula-
measured. Under low-pressure (equivalent tions of B-state vibrational levels v = 3-9
to high altitude), collisionless conditions, were found to be invariant with pressure
the observed distribution of population (altitude). The pressure dependence of the
over vibrational levels of the N,(a) state is low (v = 0-2) and high (v = 10-12) vibra-
consistent with the Franck-Condon factors tional levels of the B-state has been char-
for electron impact excitation and radia- acterized. One question left unanswered
tive relaxation (see the figure). At higher by the earlier measurements was the ef-
pressures (equivalent to lower altitudes) fect of collisions with 0.2 on the relative
where collisions are important, the dynam- populations of tho B-state vibrational lev-
ies of the relaxation of the vibrational els. Recent measurements demonstrate
levels of the N._,a) state are much more that, as was the case with N., collisions
complicated. The vibrational levels are with oxygen do not significantly change
electronically quenched at a moderate rate the relative populations of the mid (v = :3-
independent of the level of vibrational 9) vibrational levels of the B state.
excitation. The higher levels, v = 4-6,
collisionally relax by single quantum tran-
sitions at a very fast rate. However, the 1.000

lower levels are collisionally coupled to 0.80000

the nearby a state..00
To interpret the quenching data for

these vibrational levels, the effects of the
collisional coupling of a and i states were 0.20000

modeled. Fast, effective vibrational relax- o.ooo
ation rates were determined for these 3.90000 4.50000 5.10000 5.mo0o 6.30000 6.900M

lower levels. These results are chemically WAVELENGTH ENSTY

interesting because electronic quenching Atonic Oxygen Medium Wavelength
rates usually are faster than vibrational Infrared Emissions in Electron-Irradiated 0.

relaxation rates. These excitation and Observed in LABCEDE under Coflisionless

quenching data are important for predict- Conditions.

ing the altitude dependence of Lyman-
Birge-Hopfield band emissions in the au- Highly excited atomic oxygen is an
rora and airglow, which is currently not important infrared radiator in high-alti-
understood in detail. In addition, these tude nuclear fireballs (see the figure). The
data are needed to predict the brightness brightness of emissions from, and the
of McFarlane band emission in the 3-4 ju distribution of, the population over highly
and 7-9 p radiance windows. excited energy levels of the oxygen atom

Previously, the N., pressure-dependence produced by electron impact on 0., has
of the relative populations of the vibra- been measured under collisionless condi-
tional levels of the N., (B1rg) state were tions in cryogenic LABCEDE. Relative
measured. This investigation was under- cross sections for the emission of short
taken because transitions from the N, wavelength infrared and mdium wave-
(B:'7rg) state (to the N,, (A:'Zp) state) are length infrared radiance from highly ex-
responsible for the bright First-Positive cited 0 atoms formed in irradiated 0,
bands observed in the electron-disturbed have been measured. The distribution of
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population over the high-lying states of 0 ,-
in irradiated O. has been determined.
These measurements provide important
inputs to the interpretation of nuclear test U
observations and to code predictions of -

nuclear plasma plume infrared emissions. 2
Measurements currently underway in-
clude the investigation of the excitation
and quenching of infrared emissions from
N., CO., ani 0.,

U.00 .

COCHISE: This helium-cooled cryogenic 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00

facility (Cold Chemiexcited Infrared Simu- WAVELENGTH

lation Experiment) utilizes state-of-the-art Short Wavelength Infrared Emission
detection technology being developed for Spectrum Observed from Iischarged Ar.,N,
space surveillance systems. The helium with Ar ('ounterfow tner Conditions oif

High N., Flow. (Resolution is 001:3 pmn. Thecooling allows cryopumping and back- flow conditions were 2500 pmole per secoi,d
ground suppression, which results in ex- Ar and 250 itole per second N, through the

tremely sensitive "wall-less" conditions. A discharge and 2700 pmile per second Ar

reaction vessel and spectrometer inside through the counterfiow.

the cryogenic chamber are the main active
components. Internal microwave dis- significantly to the detection of weakcharge sources create radical species emissions in the window regions and pro-wcharesouc crmed th raicansi vide a means of measuring the relativewhich are cross-mixed with reactants in attp
reaction region observed with a cryogenic
spectrometer. This permits the observa- FACELIF: Laser spectroscopic tech-
tion of emission from excited species with niques are applied to a standard flow-tube
number densities as low as 10" cm-. kinetics apparatus (Flowing Atmospheric

Recently, data have been collected on Chemistry Experiment with Laser-In-
the spectral extent of the emission from duced Fluorescence) to investigate de-
excited electronic states of the nitrogen tailed atmospheric chemical pathways.
molecule (N.*), created in the microwave Multiphoton ionization utilizing a Nd:YAG
discharge. The branching ratio of emis- pumped dye laser and nonlinear mixing
sion from common excited states has been make this instrument an extremely sensi-
determined. The N2 * spectrum is shown in tive room-temperature technique for ac-
the figure. These emission lines fall within tive probing of vibrational distributions of
the 2 to 4 p region, a candidate region for product molecules. This apparatus has
detecting and tracking cold (3000K) tar- been used to investigate the distribution
gets in space. of vibrational states of NO formed in the

A new detector, a solid state photomul- reaction N(OS) + 0., - NO(v) + 0. The
tiplier, is presently being tested in CO- relative populations of NO(v) have been
CHISE. This detector has the potential of determined and are shown in the figure.
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of this A second experiment involving a color
already sensitive facility by approximately center laser has determined an upper limit
a factor of 100. This would contribute of 20:1 on the branching ratio of the CO
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LINUS: In the LINUS (Laser Induced

-- Nuclear Simulation) program, laser-in-

duced breakdown of gases is used to
investigate the production of infrared,
visible, and ultraviolet radiation from a
recombining plasma. An important source
of bright-line emissions in the upper atmo-- sphere is a nuclear explosion. The data

obtained during the nuclear weapons test
series cover a limited spectral range, and

0i virtually no information is available on the

detail,; of the infrared emissions. The
objective of the LINUS program is the
investigation of the infrared, visible, and

0 ultraviolet wavelength-emission processes
in a laboratory laser-produced plasma to
determine the spectral emissions from
high-altitude nuclear plasma plumes.
These laboratory measurements are re-j_________________ _q . luired, first, to validate the infrared pre-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dictions of nuclear plasma-emission mod-
NO VIBRATIONAL LEVEL els, and, second, to permit extrapolation of

the nuclear test data to the infrared.loda};ti\et, Population ,0f Nitric O)xide,

\.'ir,'ional Lv% -k m ,,,- il the t'cactiol The production of a recombining plasma
,4 N4., + W is achieved in the LINUS facility by tight-

IN, focusing the output of a high-powered,
pulsed Nd: YAG laser into a target gas
cell. The energy density in the focal region
is sufficient to cause gas breakdown and
generate a brightly emitting plasma of
atomic constituents and electrons. Power
intensities approaching 1 gW cm-2 can be
achieved in the focal volume, resulting in
temperatures in excess of 100,000"K. The
light from this plasma is gathered, re-
solved spectrally and temporally, and de-
tected.

The short and medium wavelength in-
Vrnission from Sv,-* i P, iHani, of ('O2. frared emissions from a recombining las-
with Prcliminary Spectral Modeling. er-produced oxygen plasma have been

measured using the LINUS apparatus.
combination hand radiation in the infrared These measurements were made to deter-
at 2.7 M and 4.3 p. The 4.3 p emission of mine infrared line positions and strengths,
('O, is compared with a spectral model of which are required by nuclear plasma-
the emission in the next figure. emission models. Emissions from high-
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lying atomic oxygen states generated by ..
ion-electron recombination were observed. , ,9 *• •

Strong emission features were identified
at 1.8, 2.7, 3.3, and 7.5 M. These results
indicate that highly excited neutral oxy- _210

gen atoms are potentially bright infrared o
emitters in high-altitude nuclear air-
bursts. Bright emissions from highly ex-
cited oxygen atoms are predicted in the
long wavelength infrared, and LINUS
measurements will be made to determine o-- 0 .8...........002 400 603 0 0 O 10

line strengths and to provide an experi- TIME Ins)

mental benchmark for testing of the nu-
clear plasma-emission model. Time Dependence of O" Spectroscopic

Temperatures Determined Using the LINUS
Time-resolved measurements of visible Facility.

wavelength emissions have been made for
several target gas pressures to correlate multiply charged ions of atomic oxygen at
infrared and ultraviolet/visible emissions. early times following laser plasma initia-
These results will permit the extrapolation tion. Since these ions are the precursors
of the ultraviolet/visible nuclear test data for neutral atomic oxygen, analysis of the
to the infrared and the determination of a processes producing these excited states
synthetic infrared spectrum predicting the is necessary for a complete understanding
emissions from a nuclear plasma plume. of the infrared radiance of the plasma.
The LINUS spectra show bright emission Spectroscopic temperatures were obtained
features from excited states of singly and for 0, 0", and 0+: from fitting the
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oh'servedl emnissioni initcllsities to the B~olt.- *-~lr\ to) characterizx the linle cilisS~s-.1
man111 forilia 1 Z .,Sh( I\\i 11 theO fi gure1'. jrl(4l I V a lgh- iltitl.dC nuLcleaIr 11ilas-
W~hile iiiissimis frmlil -,;cvcral ctollic inii luliii. JANUIS )povides input for 1111-
States for each species \WeIr ii*- td ili thlt clear plasmia muodel validation and nuclear
anlavS is. the seI otrum of :I given~ oxygenl test dlata initerpretationl.
charge State waZS, eI.teri ifleC to b e charLC-
tei'ized by . le Spectroset ~pic tenmperatuire FTMS- A l owurir transform mas..s spec-
for a specific pressure and time after troiiieter used to conducet a varietyv of
plasmla creation. As shown inl thle fig ure. Cxl~eritieii1ts involving ions of atmospherie
the LIMt'S measuremnts indicate thait :jletl;secies has heenl appliedI to Stutdy

thle di fferent charge Status of oxv gen are the reaiction of nlegative ion's with Somie

1n0t ill e(Iuillioriltin ill thle plasmia and that atmlospheric 1inolectiles to (leterm1) ilte
the higher char-e states coo)() very quickly branching ratios fo r fo rmaI zItion o11f thII(
at higher prt surcs whereais tho, loe lighter negative ioii-s. The capahilitv oIf tie

char ,re 'State5 (( ) and W ) (1) not eool. iiisti'tiilllIit tO Siiil[)I tiOslY lleasirallr11
the ionic spewcies. andi provide thet tinllIC

llistor\ of eaIch of those species, is a
11u11iii tefareOf thle inlstro m~ent (see thle
fign res-.

F lhe priniciplal part oIf thle apparatus is aI
(uilhical cell with six insulated Sodes placed

CURNTMG ini a hionogecneotl niagnetic fild. Jons are
_____ cre~ated hx electronl b~ombardmnit or' elec-

e1 roi attachmenlt inl thle cell and are allow-

BEAM EXCITE (1l (dorin~g a delay' timle) to react With
QUENCH DETECT o)ther iiioleCUIkS to l)rICitl~hwW iOlliC SlIC-

wis. The desired nIms are thenl elevated too
DELAY ~their c vclo)trq I orhit. Anl imalge et111iret

BASIC FTMS SEQUENCE iii]_(i d h) thesW.e Uins is then) meaCZsured.
digitized, and i~nirtasomdto ob-
tain the mass Sp ectrtumn. Meastirement oif

F- F FT -the intensities then allows the deuitiOnl
TIME SIGNAL MASS SPECTRUM (If thle rate conistanits for the reactions.

Du)riiig this reporting period a critical
T,1, I'P-ill i. F. I;-I 1 I I 1

1
*F! ;l Sttody has sho wn that if appropriate pre-

It- i F ' iT i iL kaI-w r W
Tini-t"WITIi ;- . ri r (ittitiIS 'WC e nt taikeni e'rl'0110tIS ralte

lI.irie~,Siz,;I I~i~iili:i.'~rr,~I ;i rises frmii the I uci thatt good spiectra
>L~hiII i~ .1 Si rcqu irc large. numbhihers of data po' ilts ill

thet t inie I miain. D)utring the nce!ssary,
Litioriutor V ineilsllrfllit5 oIf the iiifiri- (Ilbservattimii timle, ion's of differeiit masses

red.I visihile. tio ultraviolet e~missin from hh;LIt ider l-Cit rates and CO1ISC(lielitI.v
aI reco'Ii iriing laser-prlohuced (X oxyen ineco rec I relative ionii)Itensities are oil-
plasmla h~tvf lin iwidi. isling Owl IN IS l aillod. Ti's plrtilleml hias beenl alleviattedI ui
facilitv. Thi'sfhlaurot are lieces t (w hiiferit \\L\5. rhe first iiwthmIoll-
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AF(RI. Fourier Transforn Mass Spectrometer (F I' M ) and I Deit att d Signal I'rotessi g Systii.n

volves the application of maximum entro- resolutions. The judicious application of
pv for deducing spectra. This method the method has produced some very as-
requires very few data points and the tounding resolutions: a m/,m of 10 mail-
spectrum is obtained literally immediately lion was recently recorded at mass 28
and before the decay is consequential. The anu.
second method employs the frequencies The capabilities (f the FTMS apparatus
obtainedt by fast Fourier transform o)r were also recently exlandel to provide a

maximum entropy in a least-squares pro- method to perform experiments on ion!
gram to fit a short data segment from the molecule reactions at elevated energies in

time-domain signal. the range up to 10 eV to study the effect

The very new application of the maxi- of kinetic energy upon reaction rates. This
mum entropy method to FTMS time sig- improvement has required some hardware
nals continued in this reporting period and software modifications which are al-
with the aim of obtaining super high mass ready in place and will he used to stu(ly
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Ptirinrvalksis o)f the diata has Mcasui li nnt I. is 1lg 111(fitf Ifmr a field
shomwn genleral agreemient 'with imdel campaign to take place during the Vebrit-
cilN)lintatiions for? the dominant long wave- ar'N throuigh A pril I 9S7. time fralm. fri ii
length infrared atmospheric emissions o1 the Po(ker Hlat, A laska. roeket rangec.
carlbon) d)ioxide at 1.-) P. and ozioile at 9.6~ p H IRAM is designed to olhtailn infrared
near the l and peaks for these enmissions. spetra~l nwasurcinients (of ai fright aurora
However, SPIRIT' i , anticipatet,) prmid ill a zenith-\viewinlg configuration. Theli pri.
uniopke insight into) infrared( atmoispheric nmlar iiistruiint Is a cmded Mieliels''in
fitl1is5ion5, at o~ther wav-!iigths where the itnterfc'metir with ai slicktrail rangtc if
pr(-svnt undekrstanding has leen limited M~OO toi 1:I)tW0 iiiiii a spectral
iwcalis (if a lack i)f experimental data. resolution ()f 1.1 wvinier.andl a

A\ second riiketorbo ixperimett d es- spiectral 'senlsitivity o)f 10Ii Watts
ignrti(d (Fl l Mtighl R'lsiit inwrial eni2/sr'cm-I. .. \nicdiarY instruiits iii-
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c.ludeit follr :),!' I-1 lil1it( )incters, all) aitioil)i tiiii tillie or radiative litetilii as, rimiofieil
oXygen (it'', ctiir, aini alliv nrgvy-ielositnon bty qluenching liY other seces.
scinti llatin iletectiir to Illointiii thle flux o)f Tiie primar I'illtru ents, include a
energetic part icle'. lbis ieeimeint has 2-22 p iiitei'f('roie ter with a 2 wavN u iii-
tile Ofxitaeu IIIeauiLr.1-1L inl-situl I1LII'- her re,;liition, . 2.5-201 p circular variable
ral p article flux anid atiom ic Oxygell denisi- filter I ('V) spCtromeLter With at 2 percent
tY to suhppirt interpretation of thle auroral resolution, anl infrared ;patial radliometer
eimI5w'mi5- in terms (if atm' ihric pro- at 2.7 and 4.3 p with 01.2 degree spatial

resoIMlution, an1d ul1traVIOlet and VIi 1)ble
EX( D 'F!pill is a i'ociketI mrne. exe spectrometers covering the range fro m

nwent which is similar to SPIRIT I anil 0.131 to 0.,'0 pJ With about 0.00(1. pJ reStl-
HIRA.M. It maorsem kiso ns due to tion. Other rocket-pay, load ins;trunments Inl-
el~ct rim impact excitatio n ofi atrillosIiheric ci ude spatial sCanning filter photomeiters
sl ii.cies. Ill this ease, hiowever, thle excita- with I iandpasses at 0.3914, 0.3804, 0.5577)T-,
ti n is due to a 120 kW electron bieam (3 andl l.2T(11 p. Two 2.5--20) p ('VF shiectromi-
k V, J) A generat(,il )in m)e of twi) eXleri- eters are pointedi t 8 and 20) degrees into
mnitlt pay, load inloiules. The paybioads will thle afterglow region. A Staring photomne-
be carried to an apogee o)f' 12)) kmn byv an ter with bandpass;,es at 0.5200 and (0.522S p1
ART ES roi cket . After pay Ii a separation will lie pointed IS18' into the afterglow . The

inthi gi nal to thet traject ry planle . thle phito umeters filtereid at spIecific wave
aicelerator.ic odule will Hmneu ver to i tint leiigt hs observe transitions from) excited
the elect c' ii beam11 upJ the g eoi nagnet ic states with well-defined p~roductioni and
field lines an' t[- s ensoir modi ule will loss pri ce-ses ti i assist inl thle interpreta-
mla neuIVer t( imin t the Tilll marv F'()V's at tion and anal vsis iof the dlata. Other sensor
the beam with an elevat io n ang-le of 38,''. mnodult' inst ru ment.- ienle x-ray detec-
O n low n leg thle beamn will s hirtenl as thle tors to measure beam energy at the pri-
at miospheric lensit , v icreases. The I irimal- marY FV, V vid eio toi assist gri und-based
I.'v FOV's will intersect the beaml at a ploint pointing contriil of the sensor 1moILie ats
about 95meters from the gun module an optional override of the prepro-

when the electroi i acceleirator b egins to gi'anineil (i'i'-ntation. and Calnm as to idoc-
i)perate. bI., distance wiliree ali ing ument beam sap and intensif\ (Iistribu-

thle electronl ficam as- tile seii'sor module t it)n.
coot ilus to) drift aIway, from the go I) InI addiition to the sensior module inst in-

miill'With a c instant 1eliaratnin veloci- me(ntattion, aI numier oif photometers anid
ty, . The iectri' i iani will pulse with a 4- spectrometers will hie located onl the accel-

sc md-o n /2-so ~ it 1ini- i f' format, allowing erator modu(leI( to observ-e emlissions at the
thn spectral sensoriis to comp lete one, or base of the beam from within -, few
miore scans i if both elOctronl-1induCemi and meters of the electron source. Other accel-
aminbie n t at mo sp heric 'in issiin . A\s the erator miodule instru ments Include vieo,
I 'tam nlovi's acr'iss" thle fieIi lins it cainerias, plasma probes, retarding Tioten-

tais eihinud It a highly, excitedi regiion tial analyzers, and an electrostatic analvz-
wvith Hll ilsities (on the ord if 8 1() er to proviide various diagnostics. Exten-
InM . Tfhis region is referireid to as the' sixe grtiund-mased data will also lie collect-

aft'rl'm ' Ioro luirg-lixt( jspecies will ed li *v camer'as, video, and photometers.
rauiai'f wvith their eharac eristic prioluc- This experiment is schedunled for launch in
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t.989 :nto a clear dark night atmosphere
frm White Sands, New Mexico.

S " " AIR FORE

Adjusting the Trackers Monitor on a Lomg
Wavelength Infrared Mapper Abhoard the
Flying Infrared Signattres Aircraft. (The

A F 1, Fly ing nfrart-d S ignatures mapper, installed in a 12-inch eveball mount
TechnologY Aircraft. designed at AFOL. has a 5X tclesir r; ic Icns.

Other infrared nlrlr)rs ild interferometer
spectronimnters car Ire see to the right.)

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS

The Flying Infrared Signatures Tech-
nology aircraft is equipped as a compre- N 

°

hensive laboratory for in-flight research
and measurement on the infrared phenom- -

enology of targets and backgrounds. Ra-
diometers, interferometers, spectrome-
ters, and a variety of spatial mappers that
produce TV-like images of infrared emis- Infrared Image of the Same Location in the
sions are used to collect measurements of Morning and Afternoon Shrwing Brightness
spectral intensities and thermal images Changes Due to Solar Heating.
(see the figures).

The aircraft range of over 5000 miles with rocket launches and other test air-
permits worldwide deployment, and its craft, which work in concert to study a
ability to fly at altitudes above 40,000 ft common problem from differing aspects.
allows infrared scientists to study the In recent years a large part of the ineas-
environment from near sea level to well urement capability has been emloyed to
above the obscuring clouds and above understand the in-flight infrared charac-
nearly all the atmospheric water vapor.
This aircraft is a reliable platform for the teristics of aircraft. Uniue measure-
study of geographic, seasonal, and diurnal ments of the infrared radiation of the
variations of the sky, clouds, and earth, boost phase of missile launches have been

The flights are frequently coordinated obtained from this aircraft. The important



The aircraft has a variety of unique
instrumentation. Five Michelson interfer-
ometers provide high-resolution spectral
data. These instruments, when mounted in
a special "eyeball" window, can look out
the side of the aircraft over a wide range
of angles. A gold-coated periscope mirror
can also be inserted through the eyeball
into the ambient airstream, allowing view-
ing in any direction simply by rotation of
the periscope. This combination of mounts
permits a target to be viewed anywhere in
the hemisphere on the right side of the

M h lfra' 4' .,l m ent s that aircraft.
', trl/ t, , "i,,tal hnlolltt tBrivihtness 4, a,Tarit and "',,t' .parc igt th s s Three different kinds of thernal-imag-

>.,,l Ih% t )+,rvr ing scanners are available to be operated
simultaneously with the spectral-measur-

role that the surrounding environment of ing interferometers. The imaging systems
land. sea. clod, s, and atmosphere plays in produce TV-like images from infrared ra-
influencin. target infrared behavior, or diation in the 2 p to 14 p spectral region.
"signature,' is being determined in detail Two systems use an array of HgCdTe or
(see the figure). The data obtained are InSb detectors to provide spatial data in a
used to develop new models that can scene and to resolve temperature differen-
simulate infrared behavior and to validate tials less than 0.1"C. When mounted be-
and test specific theoretical and laborato- hind 7-in. aperture optics, these sidelook-
ry-based models (see the figure). ing systems have a spatial resolution of

better than 0.3 mrad. A third system
As infrared technology has made large using a Schottky barrier PtSi mosaic ar-

advances in recent years, the need for ray with more than 30,000 detector ele-
understanding the behavior and appear- ments has been developed for the aircraft.
ance of targets at high spatial resolutions it will eventually be sensitive in the 1.0 to
and from long measurement ranges has 5.0 p region. These systems provide abso-
become important. New complex infrared lutely calibrated radiometric imagery in
mosaic and scanning sensors introduce a the infrared.
whole new class of problems to be solved The airborne infrared measurements
so that these instruments can be used program collects large amounts of data
suc(essfullY in weapon seekers, surveil- from a variety of backgrounds and tar-
lance systems, and for intelligence gather- gets. Spectral and spatial data have been
ing by remote sensing. The Flying Infra- collected from desert, urban, cultivated,
red Signatures Technology aircraft pro- forested, mountain, snow, cloud, and wa-
vides an important platform from which to ter backgrounds. Special flights have been
test new selnsor concepts and to obtain use(d to measure the scattering and trans-
detailed infrared images of targets and mission of clouds when viewed from
backgrounds so that nevw' systems can above, below, and through a variety of
achieve their development goals. clouds. Flights have been made over se-
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lected terrain throughout the day to deter- 0- So
mine the diurnal variation of its infrared 64 4 S2 --- A- B

characteristics. A wide variety of targets 2 I"

have been measured. A forest fire from
which the sensitive interferometers were Zp
able to detect large amounts of carbon 300 km

monoxide was measured at a range of
many miles. More than thirty types of
aircraft have been measured over power
settings from idle to maximum thrust and
from 500 ft to 40,000 ft flight altitudes.
Industrial sites, tanks, and ships have also CASES AB SYMMETRIC ABOUT ZT

been measured from a variety of flight FIGURE CAPTIONS

altitudes. Schematic Diagram of Limb-Viewing

Geometry Used for Calculations of Total
CO,, v:, and NO* Fundamental-Band

MODELING Radiance for Two Equivalent Auroral Arcs
with IBC III Auroral Arc at -Either Path

Theoretical models are being developed Segment A or Path Segment B Located

of infrared emission from the quiescent as Symmetrically about Tangent Point.

well as the aurorally disturbed upper at- (Parameter values are z, = 100 kin, z - 104

mosphere, called the Atmospheric Radi- km, and z2 = 109 km.)

ance Code (ARC) and the Auroral Atmos-
pheric Radiance Code (AARC). These mod-
els are being validated by analyais of data , 7
from the field experiments.

The completion of the first version of CO2 EMISSION, CASE A E+I2

AARC has greatly facilitated our ability -

to analyze infrared auroral field data and - - "'-.
perform simulations that are needed in E-o8 .
planning field activities. This user- / 0 EMISSION, CASE B

friendly, menu-driven code enables fast 2.. E I-
efficient study of the dependence of auro- O- EMSSO

ral radiance upon many different geophys- NO+ EMISSION

ical properties, such as dosing strength, E-0,

the energy spectrum of the precipitating 0 200 400 600 O 000120014001600

electron flux, and minor-species concen- TIME (Seconds)
trations.

Total CO2, v:, and NO+ Fundamental-Band
Repetitive runs with slightly different Radiance for Cases A and B. (The optically

conditions have given us much insight into thin NO+ radiance is the same for both

the impact of the observation geometry on cases. An IBC III aurora doses the
atmosphere for 900 seconds and then is

the observed spectral radiance. A case in abruptly turned off.)
point is the observation of the optically
thick CO2 

4 .3 -M radiance. The figure shows the tangent point (case A and case B). The
the geometry of two equivalent auroral next figure shows the time history of the
arcs that are symmetrically placed about
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2300 2310 2320 2330 23-0 2650 2360 2370 2380

P8/ P7 PG
t- --- T F NO'1-0

.\j-tlml lf X4Tl m a tcr Al aml of

f~S(itii1I~IWihait. i jil 2310 2320 2330

Br nc il, :r li l c;id.

total CO,). 4.3~-p rlitic fo1 the1 two)( C1d1.ii1s, hat-rferoiuttr Iloata for Zeiiitli \'w fromi
atrasuddl~en minset ilf tile atirora. IIn caise Wokill Altittnd ill Regioii f C0, 4. .pi

B, the piathi to the ohbserver is' (optically BandiI

thicker. since the (losing regioin is farther
from thle hoserver. and thle radiance is anismus. The NW (v) radiance is producedf
al most an Order O)f magI it tde weaer. by fast ion) - mnolecuile reactions initiated
This is in contrast to an ohserver measur- hY the precipitating flux. Thtis, this
Ing an opticallY thinl emission (Stich it prompt emission will mirror the structure
:39 14 A (or the( 4.:)-p NO*( v) emission of the precipitating flux. Thle CO-, radiance
shown 1) v thle soid line in thle previous is produced by the slow transfer of vibra-
figure). w here thle radiance o)bserved is tional energy from N., vibration to the
the samev fmr ith cases. Cases A and R asymmetric stretch fj.) mnode of CO ., a
also differ spectrally, with tip tio 40) per- pro~cess that delays the emission by miany
cent of the rad iance (originating from iso- inuttes above 100) kmi altitude andl thtis
to pic andi ho t hands in the (optical ly thicker averages over a lot oif the structure that Is
caIse B coMiiiiiiTd to aIIIott 10 percent for present in the precipitating electrons.
case( A. This is true in slite oif the fact thait AA RC has also been uised to analvze the
the radhiating states for these hands have 4.- ('O_ emission measured in the zenith-
onJly 2 percenit of the tOital population, Viewing rocketbornec Field-Widened Inter-

A It high it is no(t alway' s possible to ferometer I FW I) aturoral experimtientt. Thle
fist inguiish the (C0 ) 4 .3-p radiance frion) figure shows preliminary results; for thle
tie Ni )v) radiance spectrall, it is imlilr- AA R noolel ,and FWI observed radiance
tant to) Inidoel thfen) separatelyi since they, for at zenith view fromt an altitudle of 100)
are I ii uciei bY lidist iiicti v differenlt mnech- km. Alfthough the match is not perfect in
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this case, the shape of the band is correct, a factor of four. The alternation in the
and the strength in the model can be intensity of the deconvolved CO., lines is
adjusted by changing any number of input thought to be evidence for the existence of
parameters (not measured during the ex- NO* lines in this region; the known posi-
periment) within reasonable ranges. tions of three of the NO' lines are shown

A large amount of modeling has also in the top part of the panel. Overall,
been carried out to date on other radiating however, the evidence for NO' in the FWI
species, mostly with the AARC auroral data is inconclusive. A more definitive
code, in an attempt to understand the FWI investigation of auroral NO' should be
data. The radiating species modeled in- available from the HIRAM data to be
dlude the nitric oxide fundamental and obtained in 1987, coupled with further
overtone vibration-rotation bands near 5.3 calculations using the AARC model and
and 2.7 p, the 4.3-p NO' fundamental, and further exercise of powerful data-analytic
the CO vibrational fundamental at 4.8 M. tools.
This modeling is continuing with special
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shown in the figure. The top panel in the
figure is the spectrum of the CO2 vs:-band HAALAND, P. (Air Force Wright
emission (apodized with a triangular win- Aeronautical Laboratories, Dayton,
dow function). The bottom panel is an OH); and RAHBEE, A. (AFGL)
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VII EARTH SCIENCES
DIVISION

The Earth Sciences Division performs
research in seismology, geodynamics, ge-
ology, geodesy, and gravity. This research
supports the deployment, operations, and
delivery of Air Force weapons with partic-
ular emphasis on strategic systems. It
also supports the Air Force's mission to
verify compliance with nuclear test ban
treaties. Instrumentation is designed and
produced to measure geophysical phenom-
ena worldwide at varying scales and accu-
racy levels to meet specific needs. Field
work is conducted whenever and wherev-
er necessary. Instrumentation is mounted
on a variety of test beds designed to
operate on land, in the air, or in space, and
data are collected where the organiza-
tion's experience and theory suggest the
need. Theoretical models of geophysical
phenomena are developed and cast into a
quantitative form for comparisons with
observations. Tested mathematical models
of geophysical phenomena are produced in
formats that are useful in various applica-
tions.

During the reporting period, work has
been conducted on satellite interferometry
with Global Positioning System (GPS) sat-
ellites, very long baseline interferometry,
absolute gravimetry, high-altitude gra-
vimetry, gravity grad:ometry, geopoten-
tial modeling, satellite altimetry, and cryo-
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nlat let uat e ttl t noc tihle retj ilremenits t f minedI tt anl accu racy better than first
hi iiire :\it Frc nt p~ st al sst cI)is. trder geodetic survey accuracY (I part inl

The( ; dey ~ ( ~n h cmn- 00),000) dleterminedl by Conlven t ionalI inl-
dutcts, ttntiiiuing reset re b allo t levelop- strumnits. A secondi' g.oal is to estabilish
lit-tit ptrtgrals ill gtt tiiitric getlesy and( that radio initerferometry Can1 lso he Uti-
inl phy\sical gosy( gravityv). Thiese ptro- lizedI to decterminfe satellite orbits with
grain>l are,( tlirectetl tttwartl iifltrttving the unitrecedfentedI accuracy.
fiinlamnttLl ki w~Ielge tf' the earths.- O ver the 19K5- 1986 time period, many
Sizt, s halec, atl Igravityv fit ItI an(tI the exteisive tests oif the AVG L receivers
tttiiim-e isetl fll 1letermililiin Ittsitioii. have been1 COluLcte~ indlependently and inl
tlistalnct. iil tlirectlitii tii the earth's sur- CtMparison with commercial receivers
fate Ii itrrtst rial mitl inertial three-di- blased~ onl a similar concept. These( tests

tisit na'Il ttttrtIlito sy, stemls. have tbnionstratedi that all three baselinle
In ptrt ratn.is -;ici a-s gravitY gr~ljoltm- vector complhonents canl be estimlatedI accol-

try awtl (APS irterfcrt~nitr. AI( ; . cioot- ratelv. With Instruments, that usedI only\
4trattks %%,iilt till, I )cfelsft Mappingv Agency' , onle of the UIPS radfio band(s (LI), we have
h., N iv . . The N at i al 'litronattics. antI tlita~inctI accuracies of 1-2 mi for short
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baselines (1 kin), and 1-2 parts per million Higher accuracies in orbit determination
(ppm) for longer baselines. With dual-band translat- directly into more accurate base-
receivers (which can eliminate ionospheric line measurement. Such improvements
effects on the radio signals), with accurate will enhance the science of geodynanics,
information on the satellite orbits, and allowing precise monitoring of crustal mo-
with several hours of observation, the tion along faults or fracture zones in the
accuracy approaches 0.1 ppm in the hori- earth for monitoring or predicting earth-
zontal and 0.2 ppm in the vertical. This quakes.
transl:-tes to 1 and 2 cm, respectively, for Future efforts in GPS interferometry
a baseline 100 km in length. Horizontal will concentrate on new techniques to
accuracy of I ppm has been obtained with monitor GPS orbits without the necessity
only 15 minutes observation with dual- of hydrogen masers.
band instruments. Baseline accuracy is
primarily a function of the quality of the Very Long Bas-Iine Interferometry
available information on the satellite or- (VLBI): Satellite radio interferometry is
bits, of local atmospheric conditions (par- derived from techniques developed earlier
ticularly the wet component of the tropo- from VLBI technology. In VLBI, a plane
sphere), and of the receiving antenna. In wave front from a distant quasar source
all cases, baseline results can be obtained arrives at two radio observatoiies at dif-
within a few hours after data collection. ferent times, depending on the direction of

To achieve the additional goal of im- the sources, the orientation of the earth,
proved satellite orbits, AFGL dual-fre- and the locations of the observatories on
quency interferometry receivers were in- the earth. The VLBI technique can pre-
stalled at the Haystack Observatory in cisely determine the time difference by
Massachusetts, the Naval Observatory the cross correlation of the signals record-
Timing Substation in Florida, and the ed at the two observatories. As the earth
Harvard College Observatory station in rotates, the time difference changes, and
Texas. These receivers were connected to the VLBI data can be used to determine
hydrogen maser frequency standards. For the earth's rotation rate and its irregulari-
the purposes of this experiment, a fourth ties, polar motion, source directions, and
receiver (Texas Instruments-4100) was lo- the highly precise intercontinental dis-
cated at Owens Valley, California. These tances between, and relative positions of,
preliminary orbit determination tests us- the radio observatories.
ing four receivers, placed along known
baselines, extended over six days with icCurrently we are studying the geophys-
observations of five NAVSTAR satellites ical applications of VLBI, investatio ng
made at 6-minute intervals. The results the accuracies of the instrumentation used
show uncertainties of orbit determination to obtai VLBI data and the models used
at the 1-5 m level (1-3 parts in 107); postfit to analyze the data, and evaluating the
residuals were less than 2 cm rms. It performance of water-vapor radiometers
should be pointed out that satellite orbits as means of estimating the atmospheric
are routinely available from the govern- propagation delay due to water vapor.
ment with accuracies of 0.5 to 2 parts in Over 400 experiments involving mea-
10r', but by using radio interferometric surement of 207 separate baselines are
methods 0.1 part in 10' can be achieved, now in the VLBI database. The lengLhs of
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these baselines ranged from 1 to 9,500 The statistical properties of the base-
km. The database contains the following line-length determinations are shown in
information: the number of baseline deter- the figure, where the WRMS scatter of
minations; the mean length; the statistical the baseline length estimates is plotted as
standard deviation of the mean; the a function of the baseline length. For long
weighted root-mean-square (WRMS) scat- baselines (> 2,000 km), this graph shows
ter of the individual estimates about the that the WRMS scatter increases with
mean; the normalized root-mean-square increasing baseline length, indicating that
(NRMS) scatter about the mean; the rate the baseline-length uncertainty is domi-
of change of the baseline length and its nated by errors in the height of the sites
statistical standard deviation; the WRMS at each end of the baseline. The value of
and NRMS scatter about the best-fit rate; the height error inferred from the figure
the interval of time between the first and is -50 mm. The large number of short
last measurements for each baseline; and baselines (< 2,000 kin) in this latest solu-
t mean epoch of the measurements. tion allows the contribution of the (locally)
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horizontal errors to be apparent in the analyses, we conclude that the gravity
figure For short baselines, the height field on the ocean's surface is definitely
errors do not dominate the uncertainty in smoother than on land areas.
the baseline length. The standard devia- The preferred representation for global
tion of the horizontal components inferred gravity models is a spherical harmonic
from the figure is < 10 mm. Both the expansion. The reasons for this are large-
horizontal and vertical scatterers are ly computational since, with regularly
about 20 percent larger than would be gridded data, one can ake advantage of
expected given their respective statistical the Fast Fourier Transform to analyze
uncertainties. The additional scatter data along bands of constant latitude.
arises from a number of unmodeled ef- Expansions to degree and order 250
fects in the analysis. The software is (63001 coefficients) or even 360 (130321
currently being upgraded to incorporate coefficients) have been determined. The
the effects of ocean-tide loading, the fluid solution to degree 250 was obtained by
core on the solid-earth tide, and the bright- first combining satellite-derived potential
ness distribution of the radio sources. coefficients (NASA's GEM12) with a set
Water-vapor radiometer data are also be- of " x 1" mean free air anomalies. These
ing examined to see if a parametric model anomalies were formed by merging a
for the effects of azimuthal asymmetry in terrestrial set and the set derived from
the distribution of water vapor can be Geos-3/Seasat altimeter data. The combi-
developed, nation solution included downward contin-

uation corrections to the surface anoma-
Advanced Gravity Field Modeling: A lies and ellipsoidal corrections to the

key contributor to accurate and detailed a priori potential coefficients. The adjust-
global gravity models was the satellite ment yielded 582 potential coefficients
altimeter, which provided measurements and 64800 1 x 1" anomalies. Two combina-
of the sea surface height (geoid height) tion solutions were made, one that exclud-
over most of the oceans. Although almost ed geophysically predicted anomalips and
a decade old, the altimeter data are still one that included 5547 such anomalies.
being analyzed to improve and expand The potential coefficients were deter-
existing models. Extensive tests were con- mined through an optimal estimation pro-
ducted to compare surface ship data with cedure where, primarily, sampling error
gravity anomalies predicted from a com- was minimized. By comparing geoid undu-
bined Geos-3/Seasat altimeter data set. lations from these solutions with undula-
These tests led to routine procedures for tions at Doppler stations in North Ameri-
the prediction of point gravity anomalies ca, the root mean square difference was
and sea surface heights. Approximately found to be 1.55 m.
2.2 million useful predictions were made The computational efficiency of algo-
of point values which were also formed rithms for generating high-degree spheri-
into 0.5" x 0.5' and 1 x 1 mean values for cal harmonic expansions is clearly demon-
comparison with terrestrial data. Various strated with these new models, but the
analyses were carried out with this data loss of computational accuracy at the very
set, includirng the computation of spectra high degrees is a problem requiring care-
that show potential coefficient behavior at ful analysis. A method was developed that
degrees up to about 900. From these evaluates spherical harmonics, exactly at
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any degree, excIlsivey with integer oper- also globally distributed. The most practi-
ations. Thus, problems of accuracy and cal set of such stations is the constellation
recUrsion stability are avoided and the of Global Positioning System satellites,
algorithm depends only on the available which is designed to provide worldwide
computer time and memory capacity. continuous positioning and navigation ca-

Local gravity estimation often depends pabilities. The concept of satellite-to-satel-
01n realistic models for crustal masses and lite tracking is not new for global gravity
the levels of isostatic compensation. The surveying (see the figure) but the exis-
new. more detailed, and accurate gravity tence of GPS offers for the first time the
models, however, suggest a much deeper capability to determine the total (three-
level of compensation than the 30 km of dimensional) vector of gravity uniformly
the generallv accepted isostatic model of and consistently over the entire globe. The
Airy and Heiskanen. To restore consisten- proposed low-orbit satellite is the shuttle
cv with the gravity model requires a (STS). whose continued support ensures
modification of the isostatic model. One the viability of the gravity mapping mis-
proposal smoothes the root/antiroot inter- sion at relatively low cost. Also, the shut-
face of the Airy/Heiskanen model accord- tie avionics already provide for a GPS
ing to the Vening Meinesz system of receiver and antennas. Therefore, the only
regional compensation. An iterative least- added instrumentation package would
sltiarcs prOcess was designed that provid- consist of accelerometers and inertial sen-
ed parameter estimates of an isostatic sors to detect and record nongravitational
model in best possible agreement with the accelerations which must be subtracted
observed gravitational potential of the from the accelerations determined by GPS
earth. Based on these parameters a set of tracking. Anticipated accuracies are 1-2
harmonic coefficients of the topographic- mGal for each gravity vector component
isostatic potential, complete up to degree averaged over 100-200 km squares.
and order 180. was also computed.

An example of the significance of accu- Balloonborne High-Altitude Gravime-
rate topographic-isostatic models arises in try: Gravity field values at high altitudes
the upward continuation of surface gravi- (30 km) are normally estimated from up-
tv data. The computation of the gravity ward continuation of surface measure-
vector in space is based on the solution to ments, or downward continuation of satel-
a boundary-value problem, where the lite measurements as computed from or-

oundary is a sphere and perturbations of bital perturbations. These techniques are
the earth's surface from a sphere are well developed with generally accepted
treated separately using terrain data and results but are subject to some limita-
density models. tions. Upward continuation depends upon

Although gravity data for global gravi- the quality and distribution of surface
ty models exist for most parts of the data, usually nonuniformly spaced and
globe, so me regions, including the polar taken from different surveys. Thus, gaps
caps and inaccessible continental areas, and uneven spatial distributions may re-
are largely devoid of adequate gravity sult in inaccurate upward continued esti-
surveys. Observing the motion of a near- mates. With increasing altitude, short
earth, polar-orbiting satellite fills the wavelength information from crustal
gaps. provid(ed the observing stations are structuie is attenuated and not recover-
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Satellite-to-satellite tracking bet ,,_en receiver on STS and GPS satellites will allow determination of earth's
gravity field. (Non-inertial forces on STS will be measured by on-board accelerometer.)

able from downward continuation from dynamic, and largely unpredictable, envi-
satellite altitudes. ronment, sensing not only the earth's

Verifying gravity databases and models gravitational acceleration but also all ac-
requires establishing the validity of the celerations due to the motions of the
models at locations where measurements balloon system. For a specified time inter-
have not been made. While such models val (1 see) during which a measurement is
can currently be effectively tested at made, the variation in balloon acceleration
ground level, their validation at altitude is expected to be significantly greater
awaits the development of suitable ap- than the variation expected in the earth's
proaches. The Air Force Geophysics Labo- field. Therefore, additional inertial instru-
ratory is developing a program to verify mentation is required to measure as many
gravity-model estimates by directly mea- balloon motions as possible, such as rota-
suring gravity using high-altitude bal- tion, bobbing, and swaying. As all such
loons (see the figure). A gravimeter pack- ancillary sensors are dependent on the
age suspended beneath a balloon is in a local inertial frame, gravitational accelera-
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gin are crucial to the success of the

Y ~ e.j)'inient.
To (late, we have two successful flights.

BALO r- m, . The first was a feasibility test of the
S ATL~L)TS isensors and experimental methods. Re-

suits from the first flight, closure to
-within 27 regal, demonstrated that exter-

[AzEn Aal tracking (ground-based radar) was
inadequate for the job, and the best hope

Cq: Iw Ito resolve this problem lay in using (liffer-
IIIALLOO TIONS COMPUTED FrR M NA~MIC POential GPS tracking. The second flightfocused on GPS differential tracking and

included improved inertial instrumenta-
H-ih.\ u ~tx (iitia it S tion. ('urrent results are very encourag-
Mha (Irtq sl .,t td 'm ' rccivt.y I'sitilm ing. Although the analysis is not yet
[Ball,,b,,r, (;ra im, t,. conplete. we have Closure between

measured and modeled gravitational ac-
tions cannot be separated fro vertical celeration to 0 ±20 regal without any
bal loon accelerations without additional elaborate combined processing of inertial
data acquired independently of the frame and GPS data. The combined processing
of reference of the balloon. These indepen- system is being tested now, and should
dent data are extracted from external reduce the uncertainty to ±5 regal with
balloon tracking, which must accomplish current data.
three objectives: (1) measure the gravime- If our expectations are realized, we will
ter package accelerations (especially the plan a third flight to resolve the problems
vertical) referred to a ground-based coor- found in both flights, and expect to mea-
dinate system, (2) measure velocity for sure to an uncertainty of ±1 iGal or
estimation of the Eotvos effect, and (3) better. The third flight must necessarily
measure gravimeter position, which is wait until the GPS constellation is ex-
used as an in)ut to the gravity model. pantie(l, probably not until 1991 or 1992.
('ombIining balloon data with tracking
data allows for the separation of balloon- Gravity Gradiometer: All Air Force in-

induced accelerations from gra itational ertial navigation systems (INS) rely on a

accelerations, model of the earth's gravity field for
precise point-to-)oint navigation. While sa-

The long-term goal is to determine gray- tellite-based measurements provide long
itational acceleration at altitudes ranging wavelength information about the earth's
from near gr,,und level to about :30 km. to gravity field, only near-earth measure-
an accuracy of 1 mn(al (-1 ppm). To ments can accurately determine the short
achieve this goal. kinematic motions of the wave-length features. Until now, the col-
sensors must be measured to better than 1 lection of these types of data has been
m(ial vertical acceleration, horizontal ve- labor-intensive and slow. In fact, in geo-
locity to 5 e m/sec, and altitude to ;3 graphically harsh areas, conventional
meters. The quality of data for the (in- gravity-survey methods are nearly impos-
board inertial sensors and external track- sible to implement and suffer from lack of
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geodetic control and, therefore, accuracy. Full-scale development of a land and
As the accuracy of INS has increased, so airborne Gravity Gradiometer Survey Sys-
has the demand for large amounts of tem (GGSS) is now underway. GGSS in-
short wavelength gravity data. This de- strumentation has been installed in a spe-
mand accelerated the search for an auto- cially prepared motor van. Gravity gradi-
mated mobile gravity-data acquisition sys- ents can be measured from the van by
tem. driving through the area of interest. For

AFGL has explored the possibility of gravity surveys covering larger areas the
AFGL has explored the possibilitylof- van is loaded onto a C-130 cargo aircraft,mepsur'ing gravity from inoving~ plat- where it is operated in an airb~orne mode

forms, such as aircraft, since the 1950's.

Early results indicated that using stan- (see the figure). The C-130, equipped with
power conditioning equipment and a spe-dard gravimeters would present great cial interface to the autopilot, flies a

difficulties in separating the acceleration
predetermined survey pattern controlleddue to gravity from other accelerations by the GGSS computer. Navigation data

induced by aircraft motion. In the early from the Global Positioning System (GPS

1960's, a new concept arose that called for re d the G GSS for rem air-

measurements of gravity gradients rather ar a and control.the ard
thangraity Th mesurmen ofgraity craft tracking and control. The on-board

than gravity. The measurement of gravity computer calculates heading and altitude
gradients is more suited to moving envi- corrections based on GPS data plus air-
ronments for several reasons. First, it craft attitude information from a gyro-

resolves the problem of the fundamental stabilized platform. Track corrections pro-

inseparability of inertial and gravitational cessed by the GGSS computer are sent to

accelerations that has hampered moving- the autopilot which controls the aircraft.

base measurements and gravity. From the

relationship between accelerations in iner- A critical aspect of an airborne gradiom-

tial and noninertial reference frames, it is etry system is that the data coverage over

easy to show that an inertially stabilized the survey area must be sufficiently

gradient-measuring system yields data dense. The expected estimation accuracies

that are independent of linear inertial for an ideal survey at 600 m altitude and 5

accelerations. Second, a gradiometer sys- km track spacing is 1 mGal in magnitude

tem comprises three (differently oriented) and 0.2 arcsec for deflections over a large

gradient sensors, sufficient for the deter- area. Tracks are assumed to run in two

mination of the five independent elements orthogonal directions. The error of estima-

of the gravity gradient tensor. This per- tion is quite sensitive to track spacing,

mits the direct calculation of not only the however, and the accuracy goal cannot be

vertical gravity component, but also the achieved with unidirectional tracks.

deflection of the vertical (DOV); i.e., the The test program will take place in mid
full gravity vector is obtained. Third, be- 1987. It will be divided into two parts: land
cause the gradiometer is an instrument and airborne. The land test will evaluate
designed to sense the short-wavelength the GGSS repeatability and its ability to
variations of earth's gravity field in the transfer both gravity and DOV between
form of gradients, it provides the type of known astro-geodetic stations. The air-
data necessary for accurate interpolation borne test will assess how well the gradi-
of gravity between survey tracks. ometer can reproduce very accurate
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ground truth data over a large area (300 increase() (or decreased) producing a feed-
ki lv 31) kin). back mechanism to recenter the proof-

mass between the 24 coils. This feedback
Superconducting Accelerometer: scheme allows the proofmass to be stabi-

AFGIL is sponsoring a program to build a lized along the three rotational and three
sutperconducting accelerometer to achieve translational axes.
several orders of magnitude improvement Two properties of superconducting ma-
in the accuracy of linear and angular terial are being utilized in the feedback
acceleration measurements. The instru-
ment being developed will use a magneti- mechanism used as the basis for the
callv levitated "inverse cube" as the construction of this accelerometer: the
prooftmass. Each of the 24 faces of the Meissner effect and the zero electrical
inverse cube contains a magnetic-field resistance of superconducting materials.
sensing" coil and a magnetic-field pro- The Meissner effect excludes magnetic

ducing" coil, for a total of 48 coils (see the fields from passing through the surface of
figure). Movement of the proofmass is a superconducting material, permitting
reflected bv an increase (or decrease) in the proofmass to be floated with magnetic
the current in the sensing current loops, fields. The second effect allows an electric
By changing the current through a eombi- current to circulate through a supercon-
nation of "producing" current loops, the ducting electric current loop without ener-
magnetic "pressure" exerted on any one gy dissipation, thus keeping the magnetic
of the 24 faces of the proofmass can he proofmass absolutely stable.
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Proof mass (Niobium) Coil form (Mocor ceramic)

~4I~ Sensing coil

.i Levitation coil''1

Coils (24 sensing coils + 24 levitation coils)

Schematic Diagram of 6-Axis Cryogenic
Accelerometer Proof Mass with Sensing and
Levitation Coils.

TV Tower (2,000 ft) from which AFGL
Under a Forecast 2 initiative, possible scientists will measure gravity at various

applications of this cryogenic i.,strument levels to test "fifth force" hypothesis.

to inertial navigation systems will be stud-
ied. It may be possible to build a much objects separated by distances of less than
more accurate and compact inertial navi- several hundred meters. Over the last
gation system for aircraft or cruise mis- decade, there is growing evidence that the
siles that can operate without prior knowl- measured value of G from borehole meas-
edge of the gravitational field. Supercon- urements is about 0.8 percent higher than
ducting technology may also allow the the commonly accepted value. The leading
construction of more accurate gravime- hypothesis, assuming the measurements
ters, seismometers, and gravity gradiome- are correct, is that G is a function of
ters. distance. To test this hypothesis, the Ge-

"Fifth Force" Studies: AFGL scientists odesy and Gravity Branch will measure

are searching for the existence of a non- gravity as a function of altitude along a

Newtonian "Fifth Force" - an additional 2,000 foot television tower (see the fig-

fundamental force beyond electromagne- ure). Additional ground measurements
tism, gravity and the strong and weak tied to an absolute gravity station, includ-
interactions of physics. If such a force is ing measurements of topographic eleva-
found to exist, it may be the link between tions and the vibration spectra of the
quantum mechanics and general relativi- tower, will contribute to providing the
ty, thus aiding in the search for a unified appropriate accuracy. Also in the planning
field theory. This extremely weak repul- stage are underground gravity measure-
sive force is postulated to act between ments in a deep drill hole in the Greenland
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ice cap. AFG(I is also supporting new impact statements: for establishing data-
Eot. os and differential Galilean experi- base criteria for engineering and juridical
ments, Concerns.

To suppress. or compensate for, geoki-

GEOKINETICS netic effects, the attributes of the ground
transmission path must be known. Since

The ever-increasing technical sophistica- these characteristic attributes depend on
tion of Air Force systems has made opti- the local geology, the transmission proper-
nun operational performance susceptible ties of the source-receiver environment

'U.. . , ........... . tU Snu t ix fuiIN assessed. 'Fite objecLives.
Some areas of recent concern include then, of the geokinetic research and dcvel-
inertial gui:lance instrumentation, missile opment conducted by the Earth Sciences
payload integrity, and advanced missile )ivision are threefold: (1) to develop neth-
basing-mode vulnerability. U.,fortunately, ods for rapidly assessing the environmen-
performance enhancement increases sen- tal seismic propagation attributes of a
sitivity to geokinetic effects, and there- local -,ite, (2) to forecast and verify site
fore the p )tential for error, caused by the ground-motion responses, and (3) to rec-
local geokinetie environment, is expanded. ommend methods for suppre-inr and

Associated structures and containment compensating for these motions.
areas mav also bc susceptible to the geoki-

netic environment. The response of these Seismology: Geology, tectonics, and
structures to disrupting strong motional seismology are studies to predict the spa-
forces must be established and compensa- tial and temporal properties of motions of
tion made within the ad er:;c froiencv the earth's crust over a wide range of
bands to preserve the integrity of these ,fequeiicies. Specific efforts include meas-
facilities and the integrity of Air Force urement and interpretation of long-period
,Iz ti ms. secular deformation and realistic model-

The geokinetic environment a o ir- ing of the effects of seismic motion on Air

pacts upon oJtimIm Air Force system Force systems and structures.
,alpabilities and performance in the follow- The Solid Earth Geophysics Branch con-
ing areas: (I) seismic discrimination: for ducts a research program aimed at pre-
determining distinguishing source charac- dicting the level, frequency content, and
teristics Venerated by earthquakes and duration of seismic ground motions
explosions, or vehicular and aircraft activ- caused by earthquakes and explosions.
ity whose seismic and acoustic signatures Previous work has shown that complex
are masked or colored by transmission geology at a facility affects seismic wave
path and environmental noise factors: (2) propagation and surficial ground motion.
seismic communication: for preserving the These effects cannot be adequately repre-
intelligence portion of the generated sented using simple assumptions such as
ground signal that is predicated on the plane layering, since the effects include
intensity of the local earth background- complications such as diffraction, scatter-
noise environment and ground transmis- ing, and wave mode conversion. Theoreti-
sion path; (3) seismic detection: for moni- cal modeling includes such techniques as
toring covert activities and maintaining three-dimensional ray tracing, finite ele-
physical security; and I.1) environmental ment, boundary integral equation, and
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Kirchhoff methods, as well as standard couple to seismic energy were acquired at
mode and ray theory computations. Fort Devens, Massachusetts in May, 1986.

Field studies have focused on providing AFGL and AFWL scientists recorded
data to test the theoretical calculations as acoustic and seismic signals in a variety of
well as measurements of earth properties. topographic and vegetation conditions. An
A seismogram written at an AFGL station array of borehole tiltmeters has also been
53 km from the MINOR SCALE high- installed at Yellowstone National Park,
explosive test (4800 ton nuclear simulation Wyoming, in a program to detect tidal
test performed at White Sands Missile admittance anomalies caused by the volca-
Rqngo in July, 1985, under DNA sponsor- nic caldera and to search for possible
ship) shows nearly 1 minute of high ampli- earthquake precursors. Also, a pair of
tude signals. The recorder was situated in tiltmeters has been emplaced in 50 m
the Tularosa Basin, a deep sediment-filled boreholes in the La Malbaie seismic region
valley. Analysis of this record shows that near Charlevoix, Quebec, to detect the
the wave packets are surface waves multi- theoretically predicted changes in the lo-
pathing, causing reverberations in the val- cal response to earth tides as rocks are
ley. White Sands is a test and possible stressed toward their fracture strengths.
deployment location for the mobile ICBM In a cooperative program with the U.S.
system. Geological Survey, NASA, and a number

A joint effort by AFGL, the U.S. Geo- of universities, AFGL operated a biaxial
logical Survey, the Air Force Weapons tiltmeter at the University of California
Laboratory, and a university consortium Pinon Flat Geophysical Observatory near
to measure crustal properties in the Basin the San Andreas fault zone northeast of
and Range geological province of western San Diego. The responses of diverse in-
Nevada was undertaken in July, 1986. struments, including tilt, strain and stress
This part of the western United States is meters, and seismometers operating in an
undergoing crustal extension caused by active tectonic area, are being compared.
tectonic forces beneath the continent.
Anomalous crustal structure and frequent Seismo-Acoustic Studies: During 1985
earthquakes result. Because of its low and 1986, AFGL continued to provide
population, the area is being considered support to the Space Division Space
for advanced ICBM basing. The AFGL Transportation System (STS) Program.
part of this experiment focused on obtain- The primary eff '.ts were directed to-
ing seismic data within and across topo- wards satisfying requirements to ensure
graphic features. Of particular interest is the structural integrity of major ground-
how energy from an explosion in one support facilities at V23, the Vandenberg
valley couples to another valley. Analysis AFB Shuttle launch facility. This support
is just beginning on the more than 15,000 was divided into two elements: the comple-
seismograms obtained during this two- tion of launch-induced vibro-acoustic envi-
week experiment. ronment forecasts for the site and the

A number of smaller seismic experi- design and installation of a Vibro-Acoustic
ments were also conducted during the Measurement System (VAMS) at V23.
reporting period. Measurements of how During the period 1982 through 1984,
acoustic waves from small aerial explo- AFGL had conducted a series of studies at
sions suspended from tethered balloons Kennedy Space Center to determine an
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a cnIst Ic ,s, itIcu m1)odel I ,br thIIe s h uttlIe
launchI :111( an1 OXIflosives, soun,11ing pro-
grrani at V2:3 to (Ictcrinie the site-specific
resonses (it' llajor! St'UlCttire' to acOUstic

ladling. These effortS culmin11ated inl 1985
with the coi pht in ()f the A FGL, fore-
Casts- for thQ laMIiiil-jIldUCei Vibro0-acoustic
enViroinient at V2:). The muajor conclu-

sus it this std ce: (11) a hligh proba-

PI( 1) 1 R'li anId t he I a ,vl ad (C hallgeou t

lan neli: 0) mot ion lev els, in certain loca-
levnels ithlte conceli- rtl Bulding E\L) Seivnti-.i- Meainuring the Vibro-

approac~h le l o*ciunfor the srV acouiis E'nvironmnent at the V22t space
alillit. () it-nlsitive eqipmifent: GO the pres- :stutfl Launcl I olit, Vaindenberg At 13

sure lails observed at the site, possibly
includingfthe liads reflected hack onto thle to centrally manage Lhe network and pe-
shuttlite ltf .could hc aLs such as t;o dB1 ripheral pr ocessors, as w~ell as to continu-
high Ir than those expeiece at L ally record data. Closely coupled to the
KcnnedY: 14) if' piutiding (toes, not occur' master is a standard m icrocomputer for
betwveen thet PI'R and thet P( R, the motion serial code execution, and an array proces-
levels, within the PllZ should iie within sor for the massively p~arallel diata pro-
specification. It was alsi i noted] that these cessing required in digital signal process-
s;tudies inolicateil that the seismic hazard ing. Five front-end slave units are coupled
fr the facility nliiv have been tinderesti- tthmastr

matedl. especiallN when all the niobile
s tructures at thle' site are movedl over the Currently, the VAMS is capable of re-
laiiih monnt. co~rding and analyzing 80 channels of seis-

In late 1!)S;) .AF( b. egan the installa- mnic andI/or pressure signals with a miaxi-
tion of the VA MS at V2,3 (see the figure). m umi frequency of interest at 50Hz. Accu-

Thissysem as esinedby \FG to racy is better than 0.5 percent for pres-This rstei a lenre b Lt s ur .e in the range from 0 to 5 psid and 0 to
Crthcvlr-itc laiinrch environ-

mentdurng te frst hre shutle 20) psia. Sensitivity of the seismometers to
launches; from Vandenberg AFK3 Howev- Tion is wl beer thn 2 10 cm/secnd
er ins,-tallation if tis systeml was halted Thsiwelbowtearge run
f dlowing thle (hal lenger explosion il Jn nlise present.
niary. 1986. IDuring this hiattiS, AFGL, has [Diring the periodl August, 1983, to July,
continued to impirove andl upgradle the 1986;, AFG!, maintained1 a strong ground-
VAMTS design. motion recording station at V23. This

The VANMS is anl ea. ily reconfigurable. support was reqluestcd by the Shuttle
flexible, distributed compiuter Pvtwork de- Activation Task Force to satisfy NASA-
signed for monito ring environmental inn- imposed reqluirements. This system was
fions. The heart of the s 'ystemn is a mnaster set up to automatically record any seismic
control unit. a super fast microprocessor event with ground accelerations exceed-
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ing 0.01 g at V23. During the year that the
system was operational, no events exceed-
ing this level were detected.

During 1985 and 1986 Ballistic Missile
Office objectives were supported by theo-
retical studies for the MX Deep Basing

Mode. A seismic ray-tracing code devel-
oped for AFGL was used to study the
seismic motions that could impact missile
operations for silos located within moun-
tains. The major effort has been the detec-
tion of surface cratering by seismic
means. It has been shown that operational
deep-based crews could detect the location Mit the Seismie-acoustic
of surface craters by using small explo- Environment Generated by Overflights of
sive detonations to image the ground sur- Low-Level Aircraft. Measurements are

face. used to develop alternative methods to radar
for the detection and tracking of low

In 1984, Logistics Command requested observable aircraft.)
that AFGL examine the vibration prob-
lems associated with the acoustic emis- might be difficult to detect using conven-
sions of jet engine ground run-up test tional methods such as radar. During 1986
facilities (Hush Houses). This effort has a field effort was conducted to establish a
continued in 1985 and 1986 with analysis data base for this study. A field site was
of data taken at Luke AFB in late 1984. selected under the SAC Low Level Train-
AFGL has been able to identify the loca- ing Route at La Junta, Colorado. During
tion of an equivalent monopole acoustic October 1986, seismic and acoustic data
source directly over the Hush House ex- were collected at the site to establish
haust deflector. This is a major accom- ambient noise conditions in preparation
plishment in establishing a pre-construc- for the full field effort.
tion forecast technique for estimation of
vibro-acoustie environment degradation in AFGL has also begun a study of the
nearby structures due to Hush House seismo-acoustic environment generated by
operations. In October, 1986, additional a Peacekeeper missile launch. A seismic
field studies were completed at Ft. Smith, and acoustic array was deployed at the
Arkansas, relating to this problem. Pre- Vandenberg AFB Peacekeeper launch
liminary data reduction was begun on test facility late in 1986 to record the
these data in 1986. environment during a series of launches

As an In-House sponsored project, the to be made from that site in 1987.
Solid Earth Geophysics Branch initiated a Studies were also conducted with the
study for the detection and tracking of goal of increasing the accuracy of large
low-flying aircraft using seismo-acoustic earthquake-motion forecasts for specific
means (see the figure). The goal of this sites by improved analysis techniques.
research is to provide a passive means for Topics being studied include improving
the detection and tracking of aircraft and the estimation quality of static to dynamic
cruise missiles that, for various reasons, elastic-moduli variations and the use of



small earthquat~kc inotitwi to ileternmine ltimsic research tol inprttve existing scisilli(
(Tret'n ' tmrictwins forw idrgi.r c.eflts. This verification techiques andt develop new
sttit . was c1 IIlI~letet inI !)G onets. AFG1 (in atiagenient of' the DIW)A

Jirogranli allotws for ciordinatin of, II.)
Comprehensive Test Ban Verification: rr~jam *kecti-es with i ocerqie

T1he Air FI' rce- Is reslionsible for pr1o\ itlin Illets an integrit i if ba~ic res~earchi
inf~riatitin fin the verification (tf treatt' Iellt- ito A ir Force Iratitns
dealillg %'.2th tile det natill of 1111(1r
gromini nucitear ipoits.The pimar y
treat ics it) effect are tile L imiited Th resh-

ldct~t Banii Treat v irria1, nwgit(i
\o ith the SoIviet tUnion in1 1974. ani tile
Peaceful NucI.ler EXpltisiWIt ra
PN FT), siortnic in ltT(i. While the TTBT

ha I !ii2er lot ti CI I IZtI le (I. the signa1, ti ix\

kilon i ulqtr limiit 11111)1 steI for thvit Yil IN NUCLEAR EVENT SEISMIC RECORDING

Of nIRitM ucler leICi>. 1. .1.
- 2---

Re' orctes fm ri ntlit( ring these, treatie -
ar-I se's indc nt wtrks sourvei llance Satel 4-

liir'.siniling, od If f i Ii ttt '- i s andt
j)(tt tiiialf\ I Initij ihslectIoi andi nIcas-

umnints.Thet 1I )artment oft Defenise >1-Wlwl Waves Gt'ratiti II Strl

r(-jjiN-, echniues ae th I t uiff- tiating XUiclear Wtittt frmi O (ther

primlarY means oIf hktecting. liscrimlinat- ruuuatrv kutuicating fatnors it, rT-t iian
ing. andiltrmnn the locatiotnsm:nd Trct> IiiIitils

vieIIds f nuclear tests.
Ill S1111111 trt 14 ifle Air Force mli.sion to Ini general, deciding if a seismilc event

yenit ,v treaties, thle Ead irth (;eophvsies were generated hv a nuclear explosi(on
B ranich maznag es the I e fense Advanlcedl consists of three distinct problems: detec-

Ri .iimrh rIects Agi ncv I y )(A RPA)\ Pro - tion. discrimination. andI vielti (eterifina-
gra in in Nucnliar Test Ban Verification tion (see thle figure). Thle detection lprob-
Ba ic Ri st arch. ( )ie 4 tD~ A RPA's char- lemn is simplly detecting that an event has
te'rs is, ti1 in IvildI scie mmti fic( s uppt rt to thle been recorded. This can he made difficulIt
arms citnl ti ctv it ics o f the gi tvernnment. because of seisicK noise generated 1)'
This- c'harter cI tillttrts the operational cultural andInatural sources suIch aIS roatd
nosISI:Nfn tt thet Air Force to verify compli- w ay, traffic and weather fronts,. IDiscrimi-

aniwth ex ist in iri rs co nt rol treaties. nation ttf the event involves demliing if it
A\it v in ificatit n technmitque used bYv the Air is ant earthquake, chemnical blast, or nudle-
Ftrv tn ' Ir tdistussed Y iv*sttesmeun in the ar explosion. This aspect of the probtlem
co urse 14t treat *v 1ottimttnsmst bie can be difficult because a chemnical explo-
ila-,*' onI wiell-undetrstoodi antI dtntmnmtra- sioni dettonatedl in a rock quarry. for exami-
ite jtpit I piniilles. D A RPA has, for ple, can ltok verly Similar to a local earth-
thi past 25 v tars,. sU1,limitettd a ptriograinl In quake ant imay even resemible a Small
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nuclear explosion. Determination of the identification and discrimination at region-
yield of a nuclear event is the last step; it al distances from a suspected event.
is a function of seismic wave ampitude.
This portion of the overall problem is not The fs of th e A ro-
straightforward because the amplitudes gram is now being redirected to regional
of the seismic waves generated at one test seismology in an effort to develop tech-
site may differ substantially from those at niques for analyzing shorter period data
another test site. Therefore, it is not and developing regional discrimination
always possiole to use yield/magniiude methods.
relations interchangeably from one test
site to another.

The technical basis for monitoring un-
derground nuclear explosions has not
changed significantly in the past few PUBLICATIONS
years. However, as a result of the re- JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986

search performed in the AFGL/DARPA
program, a more complete understanding
of the physics of seismic sources, the BltrIs, J.C.
effects of path variations on seismic wave STS Launch-Induced Vibrafoo Forecnsts fbr
propagation, and anomalous shear-wave Vaondenberg AFI?
generation by underground nuclear explo- Proc. Shuttle Environment and Operations I

sions has been made possible. Conf. (13-15 November 1985)

The focus of research performed to date
has been to improve the capabilities of the BATTS, J.C. (AFGL); and CROWLY,
United States to monitor underground F.A. (Boston Coll., Newton, MAI
explosions from long ranges (teleseismi- Forecasting Hush House Induced Vibro-
cally). Teleseismic ranges are generally Acoustics
defined as greater than 2000 km. As a Proc. Aircraft Noise in Modern Soc. Conf. (23-26
result of the Comprehensive Test Ban September 1986)
Treaty (CTBT) talks of 1977-1980, an
agreement in principle exists to establish
seismic stations in the Soviet Union. Be- CRowILEY, F.A., (Boston Coll., Newton,
cause of this agreement, program re- MA) and OSSING, H.A. (AFGL)
search objectives have shifted toward de- Acoustic Forecast for Shuttle Launches at

veloping methods to monitor a CTBT at Vandenberg AFB
Proc. Shuttle Environment and Operations 1I

regional distances (less than 2000 kin). Conf. (13-15 November 1985)
While signals recorded at these shorter
distances are extremely complicated, they
can, probably, be used to detect. e.pluo.ons EcKHARDT, D.H.
of very small magnitude. In a CTBT (oni,,ent on the "Reanalysis of the Edtris
scenario, detonations of all nuclear de- Experiment"

vices will be prohibited and presumably Phys. Rev. Lett. 57 (1 December 1986)
Isomorphic Geodetic and Electrical Networks:seismic stations will be placed at regional An Application to the Analysis of Airborne

distances from test sites. Therefore, the Gravity Gradiorncter Surey Data
verification problem reduces to that of Geophysics 51 (November 1986)
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JEKILI, C. PRESENTATIONS AT MEETINGS
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Est imt i on of ( ia itl D i)stu rbatit Il i 6--te U)I/ 10 ~ sing fObse ra ions at Pm P
ten in a Loop uepo a i iI i'i;scly Spa Oil AG) %IMtg.,. Baltimore, MD) (1 9-2:3 M av 1986)
Hetc'io(Ijeto Iiiis Dan-n hta .S0 t s'ipl vtl

In Icgr in Fittm i
Manluscripta (;ehoetica 11 (19"'(0 CIPAR\, J., KA\I)INSKY-CA[)E, K., and

,JOlHNSTON, J.C.
IP an S1 .8a4rc S't.1rO et 0 e of' the Wh ite

J i-K<F:l .i. C. WAE :XH ITE:, . . and Mounta ins, Ma ine - .Veu- Ha inps/iire

( t)iTI)-1N, M.). (Analytic Sciences AGV Mtg., Baltimore, MI) 027-1 MaY 1985)

C'orp., Reading, MA)
A4 Rci'c'u of Data I'roii'ssinq in Gro 'itty ECIKHARDT, D.H.
(;i'tbiliwm -Iy Status at' the G ravIit Gr a diopmeter Su rvey
F'rov Third Inti-rnat. SInip. in Inertial Terh. for Systems
Survei'viu, and t uiidisv: Oanuaryv l9Gs) 12th Mtg. of the Internat. Gravity Comm.,

Ton loose. France (22-26 September 1986)

Status Update o teo 'raity Gradiomncter
L~xz.xRf-:ww z, A.R. Surrey System
Htilloiiii Iliiiio, H11flh-.ltitiidi (;rimc 'iitliy AGTU Mtg., San Francisco, CA (8-12 D~ecember
Atil%. Spact' Re-s i7 W0s5) 1986)

FuNDAK, T.J., Lt.
Lvw~t< wit , ..F. The Components oj' the Ceo rity Gradiometer
Tilt Ohs ,i i us fromii S/ilo ii (iiiinl Deep Su rvey Sy~stemi: Intleg rationi a nd Testing
Borch air A rotyIs Third Internat. Symnp. on Inertial Tech. for
Phvs. of thie Earth and Planetary Interiors 41 Sorveving and Geodesy, Banff, Alberta, Canada

W0,5)(16-20 September 1985)

McC(\xF'in-:, R. GoI)oSBOROl'H, R.G., and FuNDAK,
(n fi/u T,'i';unir .8iqoificam- iot' Iit', 'I)ac TJ

.4sso-in u yi~l The' GravCity fGradiaiieter Suitn'ey SystemAtt'siih Sctiicw A'ssoc'atedl tith fte l'~i Third Internat. Symp. on Inertial Tech, for
Sumb Ei~ ortht quake, Surveving a-nd Geodesv. Banff, Alberta, Canada

o~l f the' isrnliical Sue. if Amn. (196 ( 16-20' September 1985)

MwrHF:i. H.E., Capt. ~JEKELIl, C.
Tin ' 4K b')hisis [aboatotry/ Vit)ro-Arioistii' (;rtdiatietrq andt Geodesy. or Sepa rating
Mrcasu icti;, System (VAMS) Insepairabies

f'rin. Al -\A Shuttle Fnviriinment anil Operatiiins 14th (;ravitv' Graioimeter ('ant.. Colorado
11 ( inf. iI-sNiivernliur 1945 Springs, ('6) (11-12 February 1986)

J:KP:Il, C., and LAZ1\iwicz, A.R.
OSslxN(;, HA 4n LErpcri men I to Test Netoln's Law' f

S ('ih,)A-.oiSftr fnrc; ;vni t 0-151'! Gra ritatpan (it ai Scale of Screral Hut dred
Max I mta Me'te'rs
liriic \IAA Shuiittli 1Invirinmi-rt anil Oai-ratiiins AG;[' Mtg.. San l'raneiseii. CA (S-12 IDecember
If tint. 11215 No-oinw l19S5) 1986;)
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JOHNSTON, J.C., and CIPAR, J.J. LAZAREWICZ, A.R., SCHILINSKI, B.J.,
Simulation of Ground Motion from Large COWIE, R.J., RICE, C.L. (AFGL); Moss,
Earthquakes
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the Earth's Interior Conf.. Tokyo, Japan (22-26 Research Assoc., Bedford, MA)
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TECHNICAL REPORTS BOCK, Y., ABBOT, R.I., COUNSELMAN,
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ILIFF, R.L., and SANDS, R.W., MSgt. BOCK, Y., ABBOT, R.I., COUNSELMAN,
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VIII AEROSPACE
ENGINEERING DIVISION

The Aerospace Engineering Division
supports other divisions of AFGL by pro-
viding probe-vehicle systems, balloons,
and sounding rockets to carry the instru-
ments that gather data for scientists in
their studies of the environment. Our
engineers also manage Laboratory-initiat-
ed experiments to be flown on satellites of
the Air Force Space Test Program, includ-
ing the space shuttle.

To provide modern, efficient probe-vehi-
cle systems, the Division conducts a tech-
nology base program in payload design,
telemetry instrumentation and tech-
niques, tracking, and command and recov-
ery systems. Fewer payloads are being
flown than in the past, but the payloads
are more complex. Increased emphasis
has also been placed on reliability. Expen-
sive sensors and payloads must now be
recovered and reused. Modern solid-state
sensors have an almost limitless ability to
generate data. This has taxed both our
airborne and ground capability to transmit
and process data. Faster, more efficient
data-handling is therefore a major thrust
of our technology base program.

We can conduct rockct and balloon
flights from anywhere in the world. A
majority, however, are flown from White
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, where
restricted air space, optical tracking, pre-
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cision radar, and excellent conditions for Many AFGL flights are launched from
payload recovery are available. Rockets our Balloon Facility at Holloman AFB.
are launched from a Navy facility at Our mobile facilities are used to launch
Whit, Sands Missile Range shared with from remote locations, or from strategi-
other users. Balloons are launched from a cally-located off-base sites chosen so that
permanent balloon-launch facility at Hol- the local wind fields carry the balloon
loman AFB, within White Sands Missile directly over a designated test area.
Range. manned by AFGL Detachment 1. Microelectronics and today's computer

technology have vastly improved the op-

BALLOON PROGRAM tions available to balloon experimenters.
Heavy, delicate, complex instruments are

The Aerospace Engineering Division de- being flown and recovered for reuse.
signs and develops completely instru- While a flight is in progress, selected data
mented, large balloon systems for in-situ are reduced immediately and displayed at
measurements in the stratosphere and the control center for quick-look appraisal
conducts developmental tests of instru- in whatever format the experimenter has
ments intended for space operations. The specified. Up to several hundred interfer-
experimenters are scientists from thp oth- ence-free radio commands are available to
er AFGL divisions, Systems Command, alter or manipulate the experimental pay-
agencies in the Department of Defense, load. AFGL is exploiting these capabilities
and other government agencies. by flying innovative payloads to obtain

first-time measurements having immedi-
Thed progofficr mark andsely ah ate applications to scientific and militarysigned project officer work closely with

the scientific investigators from the incep- needs, as indicated below.

tion of a balloonborne experiment. Their Airborne Low Frequency Atmospher-
collaboration ensures that all components ic Noise (ALFAN): The Rome Air Develop-
of the payload will be environmentally ment Center's balloonborne low-frequen-
suitable, and the balloon instrumentation cy noise experiment carries an antenna
will in fact provide the electrical power system to measure low-frequency noise
budget, data-handling capability, radio- that interferes with longwave communica-
command facilities, flight trajectury, and tions (see the figure). These measure-
payload-recovery operations required to ments were made during periods of local
fulfill the experimental objectives, lightning activity. During a successful

Mammoth free-balloon systems, unlike flight in 1986 from Roswell, New Mexico,
other atmospheric probes, ascend slowly, noise data were collected from several
typically 900 feet per minute, and can different directions.
remain aloft for hours, or even days if so
designed. Payloads can be almost any size Balloonborne Gravity Measurements:
or shape that can be handled at the launch At high altitudes, values of acceleration
site. Instruments can be reeled down, and due to gravity are estimated from models
up again, thousands of meters below the having unverified accuracies. This defi-
balloon whenever the investigator so com- ciency can contribute to significant missile
mands. Small packages or individual sen- guidance errors. The Earth Sciences Divi-
sors can be placed on top of the balloon. sion's Balloonborne Gravity Measure-
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and unloading characteristics. All Astro-
film E tests were completely successful.
During the flight test in December 1986,
balloon dynamics during ascent were mon-
itored and photographed by a NASA U-2
aircraft.

Airborne Low-Frequncy Atmospheric
Noise (ALFAN) E'xetriment on Pad before
Launch.

ments program continued with a measure-
ments flight in October, 1985. Incorporat-
ed in this 1815 pound payload were a
Vibrating String Accelerometer and a
Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiv- BIMS Payload. (Every AFGL balloon

er. The new data acquired should lead to payload undergoes a complete final checkouter. he nw dta aquied soul lea to on the launch pad just before flight.)

significant reductions in the miss errors

on the test range or at operational missile
launch sites. BIMS: A Balloon-borne Ion Mass Spec-

trometer, developed by the Ionospheric
Balloon Film: The Aerospace Engineer- Physics Division, was flown from the

ing Division has continued support for the Balloon Flight Test Facility at Holloman
development and testing of a new balloon AFB in May and October, 1985 (see the
film. A full-scale balloon, 2.9x 10" ft:', figure). Data were collected from 96,000
made from Astrofilm C was tested and ft to 132,000 ft altitudes from early morn-
failed during flight. The next generation, ing through sunset. These data provide
Astrofilm E, was test-flown with loads information on the ionic conditions in a
ranging from 50 percent to 90 percent of region critical to the understanding and
the maximum recommended load. These modeling of extremely low frequency ra-
balloons were also tested for rapid rise dio propagation.
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Denver 1, 11: Two infrared sensing plat- tional altitude of 76,000 ft to provide a
forms were flown for the University of ballistic trace for the Scribe 99 project.
Denver under the sponsorship of the Opti-
cal Physics Division (see the figure). Scribe: This interferometer experiment
These efforts collected data relevant to gathered high-resolution infrared spectral
aerosol change during sunrise and sunset. measurements from stratospheric levels.

The Optical Physics Division's instrument

observed absorption and emission charac-
teristics along the horizontal and down-
looking atmospheric paths through which
long-range target-detection systems must

MI penetrate.

Kestrel Scenario. iThe -wientific payloadl
beneath the I;.) 10, ft: balhlo is
,,bserving second and third stage ignition of
an I(BM.)

KESTREL: An experiment flawn as part 'SCRIBE 99 Interferometer Payload During
of the Plume Radiance Observation Ex- Test Launch Run.
pernment (PROBE) was launched from the
airstrip at Ramona, California. A 5.0 , 10'
ft- balloon carried a stabilized pointing
platform to 90,000 ft (see the figure). Scribe 99: The Scribe interferometer
From this altitude solar background gain was fitted with pointing mirrors to ob-
conceptq were proved, and tracking and serve a ground-based gas plume from an
pointing hardware were qualified. An ar- altitude of 76,000 ft. This flight, launched
ray of cameras (infrared, visual and ultra- from Roswell in August, 1986, was re-
violet) were mounted on the optical bench. quired to pass over a predesignated

ground target. Before overflying the tar-
Pathfinder: This Aerospace Engineer- get, the on-board sensors were calibrated

ing Division development was used opera- by sighting on a superheated tethered hot-
tionally during the spring and summer of air balloon located upstream from the
1986. Although designed for the 1:32,000 ft target (see the figure). Pointing the sen-
region, the balloons were scaled down sors to the target area was accomplished
from 144,000 to 17,000 ft for an opera- by a manually operated joy-stick.
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Tethered Balloons: The Aerospace En- more extensive experiment being conduct-
gineering Division has a working invento- ed from Fort Greeley, Alaska. The Aero-
ry of large tethered aerostats. They are space Engineering Division conducted the
regularly used for atmospheric measure- CONUS effort while a NASA crew did the
ments, surveillance exercises, mounting Alaskan one. On both experiments, long
targets for advanced radar and weapons wire conductors were held aloft by teth-
qualifications, and dropping modules to ered balloons. During the first field effort,
observe their performance before space the mission success criterion was met by
operation. The Division is also developing making twenty hours of simultaneous
new, dedicated tethered systems for spe- comparative measurements.
cial military applications. These new sys-
tems use computer-designed aerostat ILC Tether Test: A new 45,000 ft :'
shapes that fly with good stability in very tethered aerostat was flight-tested by the
high winds, and new lightweight, strong Aerospace Engineering Division at SCAT
hull materials and cables. For communica- site located on the White Sands Missile
tions and other long-endurance applica- Range. This aerostat uses blowers rather
tions that should not be interrupted, teth- than ram air to maintain inflation of the
er cables are now being designed to incor- ballonet and tail fins. Materials develop-
porate an electrical conduit that delivers ment has resulted in a stronger and ligi1t-
power from a ground-based source up to er hull fabric, which substantially reduces
the payload. the balloon instability characteristics com-

Army Missile Command: A 100,000 ft:' pared with other designs currently in the
tehered aesile C and : associd e - inventory. This increased stability will

tethered aerostat and its associated equip- greatly enhance our capacity to conduct
ment are being furnished to the Army the Optical Physics Division's lidar experi-
Missile Command for a classified project. ment on a tethered balloon. The demands
The AFGL balloon crews are working on the pointing control are greatly re-
with the Army crews to provide training duced.

in tethered operations so that the Army

can conduct its own balloon operations. SR-HIT: AFGL flew a 100,000 ft:' teth-
The balloon is tethered at 7900 ft above ered aerostat carrying a missile target on
ground level for this operation. the White Sands Missile Range for the

EXDRONE: A series of tethered aero- U.S. Army's Small Radar Homing Inter-

stat flights were conducted during Sep- cept Program to a record altitude of

tember, 1985, in support of the Marine 21,120 ft MSL. The 48 inch diameter

Corps Education and Development Cen- spherical target, suspended in-line 900

ter. These flights were conducted from a meters below the balloon, had to remain
remote desert site in Utah to obtain data positioned within a prescribed intercept

on the effective range and efficiency of a scoring box at 12,000 ft above the ground.
prototype airborne tactical jammer. This was accomplished by using a modi-

fied M47 Patton tank as the tether ground
HY-WIRE: This NASA experiment to anchor and moving the tank as required to

measure electrical potential in the atmo- compensate for changes in the wind direc-
sphere was conducted from Holloman tion. In the live test, a direct hit was
AFB, New Mexico, simultaneously with a scored on the target, which severed the



I S .\rim Snmall Radr H~mfinZ Interc.pt "rehnology (SR-HIT) Program Scenario.

hailo.m tether line (see the' figfure). Safety cations, includIing the installation of a new
quick-deflate, devices brougzht the balloon 25W x'lf transmitter.

down wit hin the rangre boundaries.
Balloon Systems Development: Dur-

TAAP: The Tethered Aerostat Antenna ing 1985-86 the Aerospace Engineering
Progrram. c(,ndu,ted for the Dlefense C'orn- Division continued in-house studies and
munications Agencyv. moved out of the hardware development to modernize and
initial testingz. Phase I, into Phase II, test improve balloon instrumentation and vehi-
phmnningl fur system performance, se'ded- tie capabilities. The multiple-address digi-
tiled for testingz in l19M7. This demonstra- tal command system was upgraded to
tion system is intended for rapid deploy- providle 950 commands secure from inter-
ment under simulated po st-attack condi- ference, which produces false commands.
tions. The, TAA|P svsten is currently un- It has independent address and status
dergoirng a number of engzineeringz modifi- verification and is operable with every hf,
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uhf, and vhf radio frequency assigned to the instrumenting and launching of more
AFGL. A payload motions package con- than 1000 sounding rockets since 1946, the
tains sensitive three-axis gyros and accel- high rate of successful launches contin-
erometers to measure the very small rota- ues.
tions and vibrations of gondolas carrying In this time period, five sounding rock-
orientation or rate-sensitive instruments. ets were launched, one each from White
The data are also needed for designing Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, and
pointing controls and stabilized platforms. Poker Flat Research Range, Alaska, our

Work is in progress to develop a balloon normal launch sites. One vehicle was
tracking system based on the multi-satel- launched from an expeditionary site at
lite Global Positioning System. By inter- Sondrestrom, Greenland, and two were
facing an on-board GPS receiver with our launched from Natal, Brazil. Four pay-
balloonborne telemetry system, position, loads are in fabrication for launch in 1987
velocity and GPS time measurements will and four others are in design for launch in
be down-linked, displayed, and recorded at later years. Many of our current efforts
AFGL ground stations. This tracking sys- are in support of the Strategic Defense
tern will provide accurate tracking data Initiative program.
anywhere in the world. We continue to provide support to ex-

The tracking and communications sys- perimenters by selecting launch vehicles;
tem used aboard the chase aircraft was designing, fabricating, and integrating ex-
upgraded to provine more reliable commu- perimental payloads; conducting test
nications transmitted from a small air- launch operations; and providing for te-
craf,. lemetry and trajectory data collection. As

For the gravity project, a slipring as- scientific requirements lead to the evolu-
sembly was developed which decouples tion of more sophisticated payloads, both
the balloon motions from the gondola. the size and complexity of payloads con-
This decoupling provides a quieter and tinue to increase. Payloads exceeding 2000
more stable platform for the ,'ensitive pounds, such as those flown on Aries type
measurements required. rockets, have become routine. Increased

A new ballast-valve assembly was de- data-handling requirements have led to
veloped which reduces the power require- the use of computer-based technology in
ments for ballasting by a factor of fifteen. both airborne and ground-based support
This valve is now used routinely on AFGL systems. The need to continually advance
balloon flights, the state-of-the-art of rocket instrumenta-

tion has required a corresponding empha-

SOUNDING ROCKET AND SPACE sis on oar in-house engineering develop-

SHUTTLE PROGRAMS ment program. Research has continued in
the areas of micro-processor-based adap-

The Aerospace Engineering )ivision is tive telemetry systems, intelligent data-
responsible for the development, manage- processor systems, and command and con-
ment, and launch of rocket-payload sys- trol systems.
tens for AFGL's resea-ch rocket program
and for the integration of AFGL experi- HARP: The High Altitude Recovery Pro-
ments on free-flying and shuttle-based gram (HARP) was a project in cooperation
spacecraft. With a history that includes with the Brazilian Air Force to develop,
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I Polar Ionospheric lrr-gularitiea Experiment
Field Operations at Sondrestrom AFB.
Greenland Launch Site.

PILE: In March 1985, AFGL flew the
highly successful Polar Ionospheric Irreg-
ularities Experiment (PIIE) payload from
Sondrestrom Air Base, Greenland (see the
figure). This payload was carried aboard a
Terrier-Black Brant (BBIX) sounding
rocket to an apogee of 425 km and ac-~quired data used to define polar cap iono-

spheric structure and the dynamics of a
stable auroral arc. The AFGL Airborne

High Altitude Recovery Program SONDA Ionospheric Observatory (C-135 aircraft)
IV Rocket Vehicle in Natal, Brazil. was positioned over the launch site. It

evaluated the auroral conditions in-situ
test, and flight-qualify a low-cost water- and made the rocket launch decision. The
recovery system with a large payload and coordination enabled the sounding rocket
a high-altitude capability. The concept uti- payload to pierce the auroral arc above
lized aerodynamic braking by appropriate- 400 km.

ly positioning the center of gravity of the B
reentry body so that a standard recovery Rt Te BERT-i (am Emssionsystm cold b Wa- Rocket Test) payload was successfully

safely deployed. For launched from White Sands Missile
ter recovery, a flotation bag carrying a Range, New Mexico, on June 15, 1985. A
dye marker, radio beacon, and strobe Nike Black Brant (BBVII) rocket was
lights was inflated with cold gas at main used to launch the payload to an altitude
chute deployment. On November 19, 1985, of 240 km. BERT-1 was a mother/daugh-
HARP was launched aboard a SONI)A IV ter payload (see the figure). The mother
rocket from Natal, Brazil (see the figure). (BERT) consisted of five sections instru-
The system successfully floated the 750 lb mented with experiments and side-mount-
payload, which entered the water from an ed booms and sensors for conducting elec-
apogee of 666.4 ki. tron beam tests. The daughter (ERNIE)
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Beam Emission Rocket Test Black Brant VII Rocket Payload (mother portion at left; ejected daughter Ernie at
right).

(Ejected Rocket Nose to Measure Induced Density Sensor fully extended on the plat-
Emission) was a nose cone section instru- form mechanism. An FM/FM telemetry
mented with experiments to measure in- system was used for ERNIE.
duced emissions. The BERT/ERNIE pay-load weighed 810 pounds, measured 17.26 Space Shuttle Systems: Much of the
loadnwghe d 80 da nd, ewas 222 inches work in the Aerospace Engineering Divi-
inches in diameter and one separa- sion is now in space shuttle payload sys-
long. The payload contained one separa- tems. Because of the unfortunate Chal-
tion system used to eject ERNIE before lenger accident in January, 1986, however,
initiation of despin. Mother/daughter sep- scheduled AFGL missions utilizing this
aration occurred at an altitude of 110 km. vehicle were on hold. The CIRRIS 1A
BERT and ERNIE had independent sys- (Cryogenic Infrared Radiance Instrumen-
tems. Each contained power, control, tation for Shuttle) has completed exhaus-
telemetry, tracking, and electronic sup- tive space simulation testing at the Jet
port systems. BERT had two telemetry Propulsion Laboratory and most of the
links and a PCM link for the instruments integration activity at Lockheed Missiles
and housekeeping data. A fiberglass sec- and Space Corporation. It has been re-
tion isolated the telemetry section from turned to Utah State University, where
the booster ignitor can. Total BERT detailed instrument calibration is under-
weight excluding the ignitor can, despin, way.
and destruct system was 652 pounds. The division developed for Space Divi-
ERNIE weighed 158 pounds and was 96 sion a generic GAS (Get Away Special)
inches long from nose tip to the Electron support system for shuttle experiments
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under its technology base program. As vibration environment aboard rockets and
part of that effort, in-house personnel shuttle.
have designed, developed, and tested a
microprocessor controller and data stor- DATA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
age system (see the figure). These sys-
tems have been integrated into their first The Data Systems Branch of the Aero-
mission application on VIPER (Visual space Engineecing Division designs, devel-
Ph t)mletric Experiment). a (;AS project ops and implements mathematical tech-
for the Optical lPhysics Division. ni,aes and computational methodologies

Significant engineering support ws for processing and analysis of scientific

also provided to IMPS (Interaction Meas- data recorded from ground and space-

urements Pngram for Shuttle) for safety probe instrumentation.

enginee ring. analysis. an(l testing. Telemetry Data Processing: The Te-

Technology Base Development: The lemetry Data Processing section supports
ncreaseO emphasis o" the use of the laboratory projects in the initial data-spceased ui -a ' the rend tord more processing tasks required to convert data

C l L U theprien tsave i recorded during satellite, balloon, andr('01ple our effortsy exnenogs base o rocket flight operations into computer-ret te d ,Ou r e ff o)rts in te c h n o lo g y b a se d e - c m a i l o m t . D t r o v r eveh~men towrd i~h-elibiiiy hgh- comp~atible formats. Data are converted
vel)rnlent toward high-reliabiiitv high- from analog to digital formats, edited,
verfncance data hndling sy-stems, ID time-corrlated, and displayed. Recent en-

hancements to the telemetry data process-
higher data rates and greater da ing station include the replacement of the

central processing unit with a VAX-750,
We continuedt to update our real-time addition of high bit-rate telemetry pro-

and quick-look greend station capability, cessing units, and additional storage capa-
Software has been !velotped for our five bilities. A telemetry data processing sys-
PI)Ib-ll ased stations to provide "look- tem called ARTICS (automated real time
alike" )erformance and flexibility to oper- instrumentation control system) was also
ators. A project to develop a second gener- developed and installed to increase capa-
ation comluter-controlled data handling bilities to handle large, sophisticated data
and display system is nearly complete and recording media now being used in space-
will utilize the high-speed, color-display probe data-gathering projects. ARTICS is
IBM AT personal computer, menu-driven for ease of operation and

We have completed a study of high- allows hardware and software to be
density digital-recording feasibility. This brought on line by the console operator. It
study revealed that laser disk technology, provides quick-look displays during the
while rapidly evolving, may be well suited ac(luisition process and the capability for
to ground and flight-based systems re- multiple data-stream processing.
quiring high recording rates and capaci-
ties. Intense research and development Data Systems: The Data Systems see-
continues in this technical area. Instru- tion provides centralized support to large
mentation is also under development us- data-gathering space experiment projects.
inV digrital techniques to better measure This support is given in two phases: (1)
and characterize the flight acoustic and pre-launch, which is normally a team ef-
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developing special display techniques (con-
tour, three-dimensional, spectrogram, col-
or) (see the figure).

Iolar Bear AIRS Automated Color Graphic

Pri ( ntation.

fort with project scientists and computer
analysts working on planning functions
retluired to design an effective approach AFGL Interactive Targeting System (AIRS)

Shuttle Ground Track Sensor Line-of-Sight
to processing large volumes of data to Projections.

meet project goals and milestones; and (2)
post-launch, which is mainly the systemat-
ic implementation of developed data sys-
tems with recorded flight data to produce /
and maintain a geophysical parameter E, %-

database. The functions performed by the
analysts in support of the reduction and
analysis of space-probe data include: data
focal point for AFGL experiments, dealing A.-
with outside agencies and data processing ....

facilities; design and development of inte-
grated data-management approaches and 4, ,

subsequent documentation in a data sup-
port plan; participation in data-analysis
task groups with outside agencies to de-
velop coordinated data-processing ap- Space Vehicle Ephemerides and Model

proaches to multi-agency, multi-probe sat- Calculations Supported by the Data Systems

ellite projects; development of data-sup- Branch.

port systems, generation of compacted
geophysical unit databases, display of The AFGL Interactive Targeting Sys-
time histories of measured environmental tem (AITS) was developed during this
parameters, and archiving of final history period. AITS is designed to provide pre-
databases, maintaining and upgrading in- mission and on-orbit planning support for
teractive graphic display capabilities; and the CIRRIS 1-A Project. It is a computer-
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calculated. The system is especially useful
for sensors whose pointing direction can
be controlled.

S Orbital Analysis: The Orbital Analysis
section provides analytic support and cor-

Ll -  ollary data to researchers involved with
interpreting flight probe data (see the
figure). The support is given in four major
categories: (1) calculating vehicle trajecto-
ries and attitude; (2) generating time-
history databases of geophysical support
parameters; (3) developing and maintain-
ing computational routines to calculate
environmental and space-vehicle model pa-
rameters; and (4) developing analytical
capabilities for the laboratory, including

optimization methods, mathematical sys-
terns modeling, spectral analysis, numeri-
cal analysis, and statistical analysis. Spe-
cific support provided researchers on a

VIPER (Visual I'hotmintric Hxperimvnt continuing basis includes rocket and satel-
Inti Vratin ln.id. High Fay ,t New AFGI. lite trajectory computations; satellite reen-
Payload Building. try predictions; satellite ground-track pro-

jections; pre-launch satellite orbit predic-
based system which displays shuttle posi- tions; maintaining models to calculate pa-
tion and sensor line-of-sight in various rameters for magnetic field, atmospheric
formats. ('olor graphic displays depict the (tensity and composition, particles, space-
world map. the celestial sphere, and the craft charging, spacecraft contamination,
probability of auroral activity (see the and the auroral oval; spacecraft attitude
figure). This system provides researchers determination; and maintaining a data-
with the tools needed to evaluate, in near base of geophysical parameters. Instru-
real time, the shuttle and sensor orienta- mentation is also under development us-
tion during data-gathering portions of the ing digital techniques to better measure
orbit, and to view the dynamics of the and characterize the flight acoustic and
shuttle attitude and the auroral condi- vibration environment aboard rockets and
tions. It also supplies information on line- the shuttle.
of-sight and field-of-view for earth and In July, 1986, the Air Force dedicated
space targets. The system is user-friendly the new Payload Test and Integration
and provides the researcher with an inter- Facility in the AFGL complex. This new
active menu to select the desired computa- wing, built to support aerospace engineer-
tion or display. Although the AITS system ing testing, provides a tremendous in-
was developed to support the CIRRIS-1A crease in capabilities for assembly, inte-
Project, it can he applied to any orbit gration, and testing of balloon, sounding
sensor whose pointing direction can be rocket, and shuttle payloads. The facility
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includes a complete telemetry ground sta- LOCKER, A.J., III, WALTERS, R.F.
tion for real-time data acquisition and (AFGL); and FEKEN, C.D. (Oklahoma
assessment. Environmental test equip- St. Univ., Stillwater, OK)
ment is available for thermal, vacuum, The Selection of an Angular Velocity

Transducer for an Approximate Axially
vibration, and shock testing of both corn- Symmetric Body

ponents and assemblies (see the figure). A 7th AIAA Sounding Rocket, Balloon and Related
Space Systems Conf., Ocean City, MD (2S-30

new large vibration test facility has been October 1986)
delivered and is being installed. The 100 ft
by 50 ft high bay (30 ft high) and two X-Y SCARBORO, R.E. (Space Vector Corp.,
translating cranes can handle payloads Northridge, CA); HOWARI, C.D., and
that weigh over 5000 lbs. A class 100 clean JACOBS, R.E. (AFGL)
room is located in the bay. High Altitude Recovery Program (HARP)

7th ESA Symp. on European Rocket and Balloon
Programs and Related Research, Leon. Norway
(5-11 May 1985)

PUBLICATIONS
JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986

TECHNICAL REPORTS
JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986

CARTEN, A.S., JR. (AFGL); and STOMPS,

T.F. (TCOM Corp., Columbia, MD)
The Tethered Aerostat Antenna Program DEGGES, T.C. (Visidyne, Inc.,
(TAAP) Demonstration Phase Burlington, MA) and D'AGATI, A.P.
Proc. AIAA 6th Lighter-than-Air Systems Conf., (AFGL)
(16-24 June 1985) A Users Guide to the AFGL/Visidyne High

Altitude Infrared Radiance Model Computer
Program

THURBER, J.B., and WILsON, G.S., ILT AFGL-TR-85-0015 (October 1984), ADA161432

A Payload Support System for Expe, nents
Using the Get Away Special DWYER, J.F.
Proc. 7th AIAA Sounding Rocket Conf. (28-30 Factors Affecting the Vertical Motion of a
October 1986) Zero-Pressure, Polyethylene, Free Balloon

AFGL-TR-85-0130 (31 May 1985), ADA164596

PRESENTATIONS
JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986 CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL REPORTS

JANUARY, 1985 - DECEMBER, 1986

JACOBS, R.E., and KREBS, C.P. ANDERSON, R.D., and ENG, R.C.
High Altitude Reco'ery Program (HARP) (Northeastern Univ., Boston, MA)
7th AIAA Sounding Rocket Conf., Ocean City, Manacle Band Release Mechanisms
MD (28-30 October 1986) AFGL-TR-85-0116 (May 1985), ADA168303
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Bu cK. R.F. MORIN, R.L., and SWEENEY, C.B.
b.t,,,, t ii tio?? ht.(IScch pid I p'Pt Se''ices (Northeastern Univ., Boston, MA)
AFGI.-T R-S.-,-2 55 :0 M d 'n it u r 0';o. ,odel 246u I'aoer
ADD\1 ;:17" AF(GI-TR-S5-0112 (November 1982), ADA165281

('NNINGHAM, L.. BAWtcM, D., and
SHAW, H. (Physical Science Lab., Las PEARSON, J., and GRAYSON, J.

Cruces, New Mexico) (Oklahoma St. Univ., Stillwater, OK)
Eutiwccring v!?UI Ilistrumco(',tt~ithli Support of IRIG Format "B" Decoder
AH,;L R(kw t Rk'scru r 'Ir,.r, ' AFG TR-85-0193 (June 1985), ADA165225
AFGL-zTR-,'6-0212 rlo Sceptember 19S(i),

A DA T 1792-57

TRACY, F.J., and TWEED, H.M., JR.
[):LAtM IrR, J.D., and D-:LE:E:w, J.H. (Northeastern Univ., Boston, MA)
(Univ. of Toronto, Ontario, Canada) Vicad Battery Packages
Piill ..owi' ,cot'i,' Etiiiecripitg (/d AFGL-TR-86-052 (February 1986), ADA170140

A\Vi; I.-TR-,'5-h25:'. I I.' tbar 1 )'51 ADA1710225

WILIS, J.L. (New Mexico St. Univ.,
GWINN, C.M. (Oklahoma St. Univ., Las Cruces, NM)
Stillwater. OK) SHARP (Stabilized High Altitude Research
LAIh TN Pi.;'i l)!, bi-iatthr Platlfrm)
A'(;I,-FR-',:-oI192 (August 19)5). A1AM\164512 AFGL-TR-85-0056 (Septemroer 1985), ADA164459
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APPENDIX A

Service On International Committees By AFGL Scientists

Committee on Space Research of the International Committee for Fourier
International Council of Scientific Unions Transform Spectroscopy
(Space Studies of the Upper Atmosphere International Radiation Commission
of the Earth and Planets, Including Refer- (Remote Sensing Group)
ence Atmospheres, Program Committee, International Scientific Radio Union
Executive Council, URSI/COSPAR Task (URSI) (US National Committee, Commis-
Group on the International Reference Ion- sion G; Chair, Working Group 12 "On
osphere, Subcommission F-2 on Radiation Studies of the Ionosphere Using Beacon
Biology, Interdisciplinary Scientific Coin- Satellites")
mission for Life Sciences and Related to International Union of Geodesy and
Space, Subcommission E-2 on Solar Phys- Geophysics
ics, Interdisciplinary Scientific Commis- GeOPics

sion E on Research in Astrophysics from n), Panel AC24, NATO v iry
Space) mn), RSG8, RSG14, NATO Advisory

International Agency Coordinating Group on Aerospace Research and Devel-
Committee on Middle Atmosphere Pro- opment (Electro-Magnetic Wave Panel)
grams Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestri-

International Association for Meteorolo- al Physics (SCOSTEP) (Monitoring Sun-
gy and Atmospheric Physics (Working Earth Environment Committee, Study of
Group on Aerosols and Climate) Travelling Interplanetary Disturbances)

International Association of Geomagne- World Data Center A for Solar-Terres-
tism and Aeronomy (committees on Mag- trial Physics
netospheric Phenomena, Electro-dynamics World Meteorological Organization
of the Middle Atmosphere, Pulsation, (committees on Atmospheric Spectrosco-
Quantitative Magnetospheric Models, and py, Intercomparison of Transmittance Ra-
the US National Committee) diance Algorithms, Atmospheric Science)
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APPENDIX B

Service On National Com[,iittees By AFGL Scientists

Acoustics, Speech and Signal Process- phy and History, Organization of Ameri-
ing Society (Spectrum Estimation and can States)
Modelling Committee) Executive Committee of the Infrared

Ad Hoe Committee on Laboratory-Uni- Information Symposia
versity Relationships of the Office of the Fleming Medal Subcommittee of Com-
Undersecretary of Defense Research and mittee of Fellows, AFSC/NASA Space-
Engineering craft Environmental Interactions Technol-

American Geophysical Union (Commit- ogy Steering Committee
tee on Atmospheric and Space Electricity) Interagency Committee on Sensing

American Institute of Aeronautics and from Aircraft

\stronautics (National Technical Commit- Interdepartmental Committee for Mete-

tce of Plasma-dynamics and Lasers, At- orological Services and Supporting Re-

mospheric Environment Panel) search, Space Environment Forecasting
American Meteorological Society (Com- (USAF technical advisor)

mittee on Satellite Meteorology and NASA Ozone Assessment Panel
Oceanography, Committee on Mountain National Academy of Sciences (Commit-
Meteorology), tee on Solar-Terrestrial Research)

m teeog) TNational Research Council, Geophysics
Committee on TIROS Operational Verti- Research Board, Committee on Geophysi-

cal Sounder cal Data, Chairman, Advisory Panel for
Department of Commerce (advisor to Solar-Terrestrial Physics

National Geophysical Data Center) Office of Science Technology Policy of
Department of Defense (Chair, Confer- the President (Planning Committee of In-

ence on Effects of Environment on Sys- teragency Coordinating Committee on So-
tems Performance, Representative Corn- lar Terrestrial Relations)
mittee on Nuclear Phenomenology Affect- Science and Engineering Support Group
ing Space Systems; National Storm Pro- for Surveillance, Acquisition, Tracking
gram) and Kill Assessment of the Strategic De-

Department of State (Solar-Terrestrial fense Initiative Organization Tri-Service
Physics Committee, Geophysics Commis- (Clouds Modeling Committee, MIL-STD-
sion, Pan American Institute of Geogra- 2102 Committee, Chair)
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APPENDIX C

AFGL PROJECTS BY PROGRAM ELEMENT
FY 1985

Program Project Number and Title

61101F ILIR In-House Laboratory Independent Research

61102F DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES
2303G1 Upper Atmosphere Chemistry
2309G1 Geodesy and Gravity
2309G2 Earth Motion Studies
2310G1 Molecular and Aerosol Properties of the

Atmosphere
2310G3 Upper Atmosphere Composition
2310G4 Infrared Atmospheric Processes
2310G6 Local Ionospheric Processes
2310G7 Atmospheric Dynamic Models
2310G8 Advanced Weather Satellite Techniques
2310G9 Global Ionospheric Dynamics
2311G1 Energetic Particles in Space
2311G2 Magnetospheric Plasmas and Fields
2311G3 Solar Research

62101F GEOPHYSICS
3054 Infrared Target and Background

Signatures
4643 Ionospheric Specification
6670 Atmospheric Science and Technology
7600 Terrestrial Geophysics
7601 Magnetospheric Effects on Space Systems
7659 Aerospace Probe Technology

6341OF SPACE SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERACTIONS TECHNOLOGY

2821 Space Systems Design/Test Standards
2822 Interactions Measurement Payload for

Shuttle (IMPS)
2823 Charge Control System

63707F
2688 WEATHER SYSTEMS (ADVANCED

DEV) BATTLEFIELD WEATHER
SYSTEMS

2781 Next Generation Weather Radar

65502F SBIR SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH
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In addition to the continuing Air Force

funded projects cited above, AFGL partici-

pates in joint programs supported by the

following agencies:

1) U.S. Air Force
Space Division
Ballistic Missile Office
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Air Weather Service
Electronic Systems Division

2) Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

3) Defense Mapping Agency

4) Defense Nuclear Agency

5) Defense Communications Agency

6i l)epartment of Energy

7) National Aeronautics and Space Administration

8) Navy
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AFGL PROJECTS BY PROGRAM ELEMENT
FY 1986

Program Project Number and Title

61101F ILIR In-House Laboratory Independent Research

61102F DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES
2303G1 Upper Atmosphere Chemistry
23)9G1 Geodctic Sciences
2309G2 Seismology
2310G1 Molecular and Aerosol Properties of the

Atmosphere
2310G2 Infrared Background Measurements
2310G3 Upper Atmosphere Composition
2310G4 Infrared Atmospheric Processes
2310G5 Infrared Airglow and Auroral Models
2310G6 Local Ionospheric Processes
2310G7 Atmospheric Dynamic Models
2310G8 Atmospheric Specification
2310G9 Global Ionospheric Dynamics
2311G3 Solar Research
2311G4 Solar Terrestrial Interactions
2311G5 Magnetospheric Processes

62101F GEOPHYSICS
3054 Infrared Targets and Backgrounds
4643 Ionospheric Specification
6670 Atmospheric Science and Technology
7600 Terrestrial Geophysics
7601 Magnetospheric Effects on AF Systems
7659 Aerospace Probe Technology
7661 Spacecraft Environment Technology
7670 Optical/IR Properties of the Environment

6341OF SPACE SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENTAL

INTERACTIONS TECHNOLOGY
2821 Space Systems Design/Test Standards
2822 Interactions Measurement Payload for

Shuttle (IMPS)
2823 Charge Control System

63707F

26,48 WEATHER SYSTEMS (ADVANCED DEV.)
BATTLEFIELD WEATHER SYSTEMS

2781 Next Generation Weather Radar



65502F SBIR SMALL BU'SLVESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH

I addition to the continuing Air Force
funded projects cited above, AFGL partici-
pates in joint programs supported by the
following agencies:

1) U.S. Air Force
Space Division
Ballistic Missile Office
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Air Weather Service
Electronk Systems Division

2) Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

• Defense Mapping Agency

4) Defense Nuclear Agency

5) Defense Communications Agency

D) [epartment of Energy

it National Aeronautics and Space Administration

8) Navy

9 Army
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